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at the gate of heaven

A la puertopuerta del cielo venden zapatos
para los angelatosangelitosange litos que andanacdan descalzosdescalzos

lullaby

wince and tremble take my place in line
to make my bargain before me valiantmallant forborror truth
behind me faust I1 have done all I1 could
to earn the currency of the exchange

you say you took us from commerce long ago
I1 fear I1 hold back pride some small sins

then when all my trying is not good enough
I1 can say it was not my best effort anyway

justinjust in case
I1 beat myself with many stripes pay my own price
the marks and scars I1 carry with me
I1 inflicted if I1 am not good enough
maybe I1 will have suffered enough

enough to win through to some quiet place
enough perhaps to be healed

after this it was noised abroad
that mr valiant for truth was taken with a summons

my marks and scars I1I1 carry with me to be
a witnesswitnessforporfor me that I1I1 havefoughtbavehavebaue poughtfought his battles
who now will be my feuarrewarvemarrewarderdefdetwet

so he passedhepassed over
and all the trumpets soundedforsounded forpor him on the other side

lisa bolin hawkins

at the gate of heavnhearn little shoes they are selling
for the little barefooted angels there dwelling

the italicized final linesfinesiinesbines are from john bunyansBunyans the pilgrims progress

6



confession in
LDS doctrine and practice

while rhethetheiformtheformform of confession in the LDS church has changed
from publicpub1ic admission of sin to confession to a bishop the doc-
trine and necessarynecessaryfunctionsfunctions of confession remain unchanged

edward L kimball

in the christian understanding all are sinners rom 323
gal 322 consequently in order that all may be forgiven repen-
tance is one of the first principles of the gospel A key element of
repentance is confession by this ye may know if a man repent
eth of his sins behold he will confess them and forsake them
dacd&c 5843 accordingly confession is one of the five steps of
repentance outlined by spencer W kimball 1 conviction of and
sorrow for sin 2 abandonment of sin 3 confession of sin
4 restitution for sin 5 doing the will of the lord 1 confession is

not a mechanical requirement nor is it an ordinance like bap-
tism 2 undertaken in obedience to commandment confession
either to a bishop to god or to offended parties is a concomitant
of the change of heart that constitutes true repentance and results
in reconciliation with god pride and fear prevent confession but
if one has truly repented and received the spirit of the lord pride
and fear will be overcome 3

spencer W kimball eaithfaith precedes the miracle salt lake city deseret book
1972 180 for a sensitive treatment of repentance and confession see brent L

top though your sins be as scarlet salt lake city bookcraft 1989 43 66
revised as forgiveness christs priceless gift salt lake city bookcraft 1996

indeed no vicarious confession is required prior to performing the vicari-
ous ordinance of baptism for the dead while repentance is needed for all sins
major or minor formal confession is not required for minor sins

ajy3j richard clarke confession A requirement for forgiveness in repen-
tance ed ezra taft benson and others salt lake city deseret book 1990
919491 94 brad wilcox broken arms broken hearts and confession in finding

BBYUYU stustudiesdies 3366 non0 2 1991996971996696 9977 7
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while this requirement that a person acknowledge guilt
seems at first simple and straightforward in fact it poses many
questions the obligation to confess is basic doctrine but the
scriptures prove silent or ambiguous when the question shifts to
what when where to whom and even why to confess this
article examines current and past latter day saint doctrine and
practice the reasons why latter day saints confess the scriptural
background and confession in other christian churches while
the accompanying summaries and descriptions of authoritative
church statements instructions and various comments about this
vital religious practice constitute the opinions of this author hope-
fully this information will be useful to lawyers counselors other
professionals scholars and latter day saints in general

current LDS doctrine and practice

A look at the LDS practice of confession identifies certain
variations over time principally in the decline of public confession
and the institutionalization of confession to ones bishop but
these variations have always been consistent with the basic com-
mandmentmandment to confess ones sins

to whom Is confession made

today in the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints peni
tents confess to god in prayer for example Ps 325 6 dan 93 6

20 23 alma 174 dacd&c 647 to individuals they have hurt 4 and
to their ward bishop the last of these is the primary focus of this
study statements about confession do not always specify which
mode of confession is intended but it is clear that several forms
may be involved the scriptures say 11 I the lord forgive sins
unto those who confess their sins before me and ask forgiveness

the light in deep waters and dark times salt lake city bookcraft 1992
57 66 wilcox says in confession we strip ourselves of pride in that
moment when shame is most intense god will clothe us in for-
givenessgiveness 65 66

doctrine and covenants 4288924288 92 teaches that an individual offended is to
confront the wrongdoer to give an opportunity to confess in secret to him or her
whom he or she has offended and to god that the church may not speak
reproachfully of him or her see also matthew 524
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dacd&c 647 they also instruct that a sabbath day obligation is to
offer thy sacraments confessing thy sins unto thy brethren

and before the lord dacd&c 5912 therefore a duty exists to con-
fess not only to god in all events but also in certain circumstances
to the church the organization that god has established for the
welfare of his children the modern latter day saint application of
the latter obligation is that confession to a church official in most
cases the bishop is necessary whenever ones transgression is of a
nature for which the church might impose loss of membership or
other disciplinary action 1351155

while bishops and branch presidents are the principal recipi-
ents of confidential confessions their priesthood leaders stake
presidents and general authorities may on occasion also receive
such confessions 6 if a bishops counselors come to know while

5 bible5biblebibie dictionary king james version of the bible LDS edition salt lake
city the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 1979 sv confession 649
see also boyd K packer why stay morally clean ensign 2 july 1972 111 13
you can stand clean go to your bishop he holds the key to this cleansing

power H burke peterson counsels when necessary receive the blessing that
comes in the confession process too many are harboring the inner feeling of
guilt resulting from unrepented mistakes part of the repentance process is con-
fessionfession if you happen to be one of those who has this need I1 plead with you to
go see your bishop before the sun sets tomorrow peterson touch not the evil
gift nor the unclean thing ensign 23 november 1993 42 44 see also gen-
eral handbook of instructions salt lake city the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1989 10210 2 ezra T benson the law of chastity in morality
salt lake city bookcraft 1992 859085 90 relating to confession of sexual sins

spencer W kimball the miracle of forgiveness salt lake city bookcraft
1969 1791798080 edward L kimball ed the7 be teachings of spencer W kimball
salt lake city bookcraft 1982 85 93 94947942 97 harold B lee stand ye in holy

places salt lake city deseret book 1976 220212202220 212 1 and child abuse helps for
ecclesiastical leaders salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1985 5 the last publication refers the reader to mosiah 2629 doctrine
and covenants 5843 and 5912 and 1 john 19 however these verses do not
directly establish the proposition for which they are cited

gif a person cannot bear confiding in the bishop because he or she and the
bishop are too close or not close enough it is permissible to approach the stake
president to discuss the matter vaughn J featherstone A generation of excel-
lence salt lake city bookcraft 1975 979897 98 however stephen L richards said
Is the offender justified in bypassingby passing his immediate church authority and judge

and going to those who do not know him so well to make his confession almost
universally I1 think the answer should be no 124th annual conference of the
church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1954 12 hereafter cited as conference reports
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interviewing that there is something to be confessed they refer
the matter to the bishop 7 A stake presidents counselors on the
other hand are not quite so restricted depending on their charge
from their stake president the taking of confessions is a responsi-
bility of priesthood leadership in line authority over the confessor 8

in rare instances after private confession the bishop may
require public confession for the wellbeingwell being of the church or inter-
personal confession to facilitate resolution of hard feelings among
the affected parties the bishop may require a public confession be-
cause in addition to the responsibility he has toward the individual
seeking forgiveness he has a responsibility to protect the good name
of the church 9 to quell unsettling rumors and to promote peace

beginning with bulletin 1991iggi199111 the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1991 no 1 the bishops counselors can regularly interview previ-
ously endowed members for temple recommends but are instructed not to deal
with confessions counselors also routinely extend callings to serve in ward
organizations and interview young people circumstances that could trigger
spontaneous confessions

president kimball stated the responsibility of members to confess to the
proper priesthood authority

no priest nor elder is authorized by virtue of that calling to perform
this act of receiving confession for the church the lord has a con-
sistentsistent orderly plan every soul in the organized stakes is given a

bishop who by the very nature of his calling and his ordination is
a judge in israel in the missions a branch president fillsfins that respon-
sibilitysibility S kimball faith precedes the miracle 181 82

in the church some questioning by others than the bishop is common
the visiting teaching supervisor asks whether a visit has been completed the
welfare coordinator asks whether a canning assignment has been filled these
queries are much different in character from a bishops interview and are an ordi-
nary part of organizational life without any particular doctrinal significance

reasons given for disciplinary action include protecting the churchschurche repu-
tation by demonstrating abhorrence of wrongdoing excommunication can also
help wrongdoerswrongdoers realize the gravity of their sin or expiate their guilt as part of the
process of repentance and salvation the lesser sanction of disfellowshipmentdisfellowshipment also
frees people from other church responsibilities so that they can concentrate on
their own situation doctrine and covenants 4279 84 86 indicates that the killer
robber thief and liarharilarbar are to be delivered up to the civil law others are to be dealt
with by church procedures the delivering up serves to distance the church from
the depredations of serious wrongdoerswrongdoers see for example the cooperation of the
church with the government in the conviction of john D lee for his part in
the mountain meadows massacre juanita brooks the mountain meadows mas-
sacre rev ed norman university of oklahoma press 1962 184 99 219 20
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unlike the catholic tradition of making confession in a confes-
sional booth10boothioboothie and using formulaic words the LDS tradition is wholly
informal and face to face with the bishop the confession is con-
ducted in a private setting so that discussion can be confidential

what needs to be confessed

latter day saints are free to confess to their bishop any kind of
misdeed that weighs upon their souls n1 but what needs to be con-
fessed to him varies with the circumstances specific guidelines
come into effect mainly in connection with preparations to receive
priesthood ordinances 12

for baptism at the time of baptism at least a general con-
fession is required

all those who humble themselves before god and desire to be bap-
tized and come forth with broken hearts and contrite spirits and
witness before the church that they have truly repented of allanaliail their
sins and are willing to take upon them the name ofjesus christ hav-
ing a determination to serve him to the end and truly manifest by
their works that they have received the spirit of christ unto the
remission of their sins shall be received by baptism into his church
dacd&c 2037 see also alma 3216

this passage is not taken to mean that a public profession of faith
and confession of sins is required before baptism rather candi-
dates are interviewed privately13privately13 children of members by their
bishop and converts by a mission leader about their commitment

IOAsloasAs discussed below in note 206 vatican 11II reduced the formalistic char-
acter of catholic confession and made the use of the confessional booth optional

1I acknowledge the danger that to focus on the action of confession in
the absence of the attitude of confession would be to view it merely as another
step in the checklist of repentance rather than as a natural outgrowth of godly
sorrow questions such as do I1 have to confess my sins what sins must I1 con-
fess to whom should I1 confess may reflect this overemphasis on the action of
confession at the expense of the attitude top sins be as scarlet 5555

there may be still higher levels of expectations for participation in addi-
tional special activities for example in 1883 specific requirements for participa-
tion in the school of the prophets were tithing observance of the word of
wisdom sabbath observance no profanity justice and kindness in families and
plural marriage merle H graffam ed salt lake school of the prophets minute
book 1883 palm desert calif ULC press 1981 55 57

131nin the case of john the baptist then went out to him jerusalem and allanailali
judea and all the region round about jordan and were baptized of him in jordan
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to the gospel generally and about certain external indications of re-
solve meeting attendance tithing and the word of wisdom they
are not asked to detail all their past wrongful conduct however
adult candidates are to be asked expressly about three things that are
considered sufficiently serious to call for extra assurance that church
standards are understood and accepted the three are commission
of serious crime involvement with abortion and homosexual acts 14

assuming repentance none of these is in itself disqualifying with
the possible exception of murder but they do call for an inter-
view with the mission president and in some circumstances with
higher authorities 15

confessing their sins matt 35 6 it is unclear how or to whom these confes-
sions were made in connection with philips baptism of the eunuch faith and
desire are mentioned but not confession acts 83539835 39

missionary guide salt lake city the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints 1988 23435234 35 since 1987 all convert baptism interviews are handled by
full time missionaries not by local members

converts to catholicism who are not yet baptized are not required to con-
fess sins committed before baptism confession will apply only to those sins com-
mitted afterward frans van de paverdhaverd testimonies from the christian east to
the possibility of self reconciliation in the fate of confession ed mary collins
and david power edinburgh scotland T & T clarkdarkoark 1987 96 rev raymond C

obrien telephone conversation with author april 3 1992 catholics unlike
mormonscormons dacd&c 222 3 recognize the efficacy of baptism by other trinitarian
christians converts who have been previously baptized are required to confess
sins in preparation for reception into full communion with the catholic church
but do not need to be rebaptized since mormon baptism is trinitarian in form but
not in intention there is a question whether a mormon convert to catholicism
requires baptism

joseph smith taught that intentional murderers who repented might
eventually be forgiven but only after suffering for their crimes until christ should
come again and thus at this time they could not be baptizedorbaptizedforbaptizedbaptizedorporfor the remission of
sins for they had shed innocent blood joseph smith teachings of the prophet
joseph smith comp joseph fielding smith salt lake city deseret book 1972
188 89 339 italics added hereafter cited as TPJS the lamanitesLamanites who had com-
mitted murders before being converted to the law of god were absolved from
their curse alma 235 8 18 although they adopted an extraordinary oath to
prevent their suspended bloodguilt from returning alma 2413 for one who
murders against the light and knowledge of god it is not easy to obtain
forgiveness alma 396

the 1989 instructions for the church say that those who have been con-
victed of or who have confessed to homicide even if only in a private confession
to a priesthood leader cannot be baptized without permission from the first pres-
idency which is based on a review of all pertinent details general handbook of
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for baptized members A baptized member must as a mat-
ter of formal church teaching confess to god all failings admit to
other individuals the ways in which the members conduct has
injured them 16 and reveal spontaneously or disclose voluntarily
to the bishop anything that might justify church discipline 17

instructions 1989 525 2 all the general handbooks that appear under slightly vari-
ant titles for example the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints general
handbook of instructions 18 will hereafter be cited as the general handbook
of instructions number if applicable year

from 1899 to 1910 instructions for bishops were published annually after
1910 they were published every five years frank 0 may general handbook of
instructions in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols
new york macmillan 1992 2541 hereafter cited as EM at first the hand-

books related to tithing property and record keeping with the 1921 edition
these written instructions began to include items on the spiritual roles of bishops
including receiving confessions over time the instructions became more and
more inclusive and specific

the general handbook of instructions sometimes called the bishops
handbook is intended primarily for the use of priesthood leaders and therefore is
not in general circulation but it is available in some libraries when appropriate
the church quotes from it in court documents for example to establish the
churchschurche position on confidentiality of confessions see briefs and submissions in
scott v hammock 133 FRD 610 D utah 1990 in both federal and state
courts substantial excerpts of instructions pertaining to church members in gen-
eral are also quoted in EM 31095 97 and on other similar occasions limited
access to the handbook may reflect reluctance to have outdated versions in cir-
culationculation disinclination to explain changes from one edition to another concern
over spelling out policies that are subject to discretion or the irrelevance of much
of the handbook to the general membership

16sS kimball miracle of forgiveness 185 dac 4288924288 92 teaches private
reconciliation as the first resort it appears that this section is talking of conduct
that is offensive to an individual but does not amount to serious sin because for
serious sin such as adultery or iniquity verses 75 80 81 87 the person is to be
delivered to the law of god in contrast for killing robbing stealing or lying
verses 79 848684 86 the offender is to be delivered to the law of the land since

verse 89 says that those who refuse to make amends privately are to be reported
to the elders such recalcitrant refusal is also treated as a serious offense

I1 know of no answer to the question whether only serious sins or major
offenses that affect others must be confessed to them or when or how confes-
sions to others should be made

17since only serious sins need to be confessed to ones bishop it appears
that such confession is a means to an end not a universal requirement for for-
givenessgiveness of all sin if all sin had to be confessed to the bishop it would be very dif-
ficult to draw the line between conduct that was simply unwise and that which
was sinful at what point does close personal contact that is sexually stimulating
become sin what of things on the edge of the word of wisdom eating choco-
late or too much meat gorging
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currently the last category is further describeddescribed1818 as including any
sexual relations outside marriage 19 involvement with abortions
subject to some exceptions20exceptions10exceptions2010 and any deliberate and major

offense against the law such as murder burglary theft or fraud
sale of drugs and serious bodily harm to another particularly
physical or sexual abuse of spouse or child other acts may under
their own circumstances be just as serious failures to live up to
some of the commitments made at baptism such as paying tithing
attending meetings paying debts avoiding contention or obeying
the word of wisdom are normally not matters that call for formal
church discipline 21 but confession may still be encouraged 22 con-
fession has been urged if someone even contemplates serious
wrongdoing if someone has even considered abusing or

for what might justify discipline the source is general handbook of
instructions most recently published in 1989 and changes announced in subse-
quent priesthood bulletins

19the19ibe definition of sexual relations calling for confession to the bishop is
intentionally somewhat vague but clearly includes impure or unnatural practices

1 cor 69 and probably heavy petting and persistent masturbation the latter is
a weakness that should be abandoned before he goes on a mission or receives
the holy priesthood or goes in the temple for his blessings spencer W kimball
president kimball speaks out on morality ensign 10 november 1980 97 see

also S kimball miracle of forgiveness 777877 78 such evils are difficult to over-
come without confession and open commitment to change

currently abortion may be excused if the pregnancy is the result of rape or
incest the mothers health is in jeopardy or the fetus is known to have fatal birth
defects even in these cases parents should seek divine confirmation ofthe decision
EMeffefueuf 17 general handbook ofofinstructionsinstructions 1989 10410411410 441111411 4 bulletin 1990 1

21 general handbook of instructions 1989 10410 4

the generalization is often made that young people should disclose freely
to their bishop not only serious matters but also lesser ones in the interest of
receiving guidance and warning for example in 1974 president kimball said

if there is any young person who has had misfortune to break the
commandments of the lord let him or her seek an interview with
the bishop on a very confidential basis he is named by your
heavenly father through processes to be your common judge it isnt
a matter of just another man hes the bishop he has the responsibil-
ity and you have the privilege of going to the bishop for a confiden-
tial interview there is sometimes disciplinary action but the
bishop is entitled to the revelations of the lord to make that judg-
ment E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 93

if more is confessed than needs to be the bishop can still offer guidance reassur-
ance and support
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offending a child sexually may he this day confess and repent
and forsake such evil thoughts or actions 23

for ordination or temple recommend renewal one
who desires to receive priesthood ordination or to participate in
temple ordinances must meet a set of high religious standards for
aaronic priesthood ordination interviews with boys twelve to six-
teen are likely to be less pointed than are those with adults al-
though the standards are nominally the same in interviewing
adults for temple recommends the bishop or stake leader asks a
set of detailed questions24questions24 about matters of faith 25 loyalty and obe-
dience 2621 the bishop is instructed to use great care in interviewing
so that no unworthy person is given a recommend 27 dishonestly

david23david B haight personal morality in MormoralityaUty 121 see similarly
matthew 528 on lust

24interviewers are instructed generally not to deviate from the recommend
questions to reduce evasion interviewers are to ask the specific questions
instructions for issuing recommends to enter a temple 1976 1996 all inter-

view instructions regardless of any variations in title will hereafter be cited as
instructions for issuing recommends

25 in 1985 questions were first added that directly addressed matters of
belief in the godhead and in the restored gospel in 1996 a question was added
concerning testimony of the atonement of jesus christ

16in a temple recommend interview a member is also asked about sustain-
ing the president of the church and the other leaders of the church living the
law of chastity conducting family relations in harmony with the teachings of
the church not affiliating with any whose teachings or practices are contrary to
those accepted by the church doing ones duty in the church attending meet-
ings obeying the commandments of the gospel dealing honestly paying a full
tithe keeping the word of wisdom keeping any obligations in connection with a
divorce keeping temple covenants resolving any sin or misdeed and consider-
ing oneself worthy to enter the temple

27 instructions27instructions for issuing recommends 1963 1968 1996 see also EM
2697982697 98 A letter of october 15 1982 instructed that bishops should avoid ask-
ing about intimate sexual practices between married couples expanding on the
general admonition to stay with the listedfistedbistedhisted questions the present instructions state

when interviewing an applicant for a recommend do not inquire
into personal intimate matters about marital relations between a
husband and his wife if during an interview an applicant asks
about the propriety of specific conduct do not pursue the matter
merely suggest that if the applicant has enough anxiety about the
propriety of the conduct to ask about it the best course would be to
discontinue it if you are sensitive and wise you usually can prevent
those being interviewed from asking such explicit questions

instructions for issuing recommends april 199619961
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answering the questions asked by the bishop who stands as a rep-
resentative of god and entering the temple unworthily are griev-
ous sins compounding the original sin 28 in addition to the serious
sins listedfistedbisted above that might call for church discipline the temple
interview questions are also concerned with whether a candidate
is presently living the general standards of the church thus if a
person has not previously confessed and resolved any significant
religious transgressions or moral failings the questions asked in
these interviews are designed to prompt the person to confess
those sins

indeed in such interviews people also frequently telltenteliteil the
bishop voluntarily about matters he does not need to hear about
and possibly would prefer not to hear about 29 partly because there
is some uncertainty about just what should and should not be con-
fessed some confess more others less a person with a scrupulous
conscience tends to err on the side of saying too much rather than
too little 30 also there is little publicity concerning even the

21 one who obtains a temple recommend by misrepresentation commits a
new and often more serious sin

those who liehelleile to church leaders forget or ignore that when the
lord has called men to high places in his kingdom and has placed
on them the mantle of authority a liefieilebie to them is tantamount to a lie
to the lord a half truth to his officials is like a half truth to the lord
a rebellion against his servants is comparable with a rebellion against
the lord and any infraction against the brethren who hold the
gospel keys is a thought or an act against the lord S kimball mira-
cle of forgiveness 183

see also david B haight who warns that obtaining a recommend dishonestly
compounds the seriousness of concealed sins haight come to the house of

the lord ensign 22 may 1992 15 and also see neal A maxwell who says
partial disclosure to appointed leaders brings full accountability quoting from

wilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruffes journal elder maxwell continues the prophet joseph said
we ought to keep nothing back maxwell repentance ensign 21 novem-
ber 1991 32 it is understood however that vicarious temple ordinances per-
formed by an unworthy surrogate are nonetheless efficacious just as are
ordinances performed by an unworthy priesthood holder see matthew 232 3

29while19while confessing minor matters to the bishop might sometimes be help-
ful it can lead to distortion even scrupulosity

311nin striving to keep all the commandments one can lose sight of the fact
that some conduct is much more serious than other conduct in my experience a
young woman who freely admitted sexual promiscuity could ironically barely
bring herself to admit to even occasional masturbation some feel great guilt even
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guidelines that are clear perhaps out of concern that such might
appear too legalistic and that identifying some sins as not serious
enough to require confession to the bishop might be understood
as labeling them inconsequential 31

for missionary service those being considered for a mis-
sionary calling must meet additional criteria 3212 generally once
something has been properly resolved with priesthood authorities
it need never be mentioned again33again 33 but in the interview with

though they were not morally culpable A victim of incest wrote 1I feel so guilty
I1 couldve took control of the situation and I1 didnt I1 was a stupid little scared
girl I1 hate myself so much statement in parole file of utah state prison inmate
the first presidency has made explicit that the victim of rape or incest is guilty
of no moral offense simply because she does not die rather than submit first
presidency to all general authorities regional representatives stake mission
and district presidents bishops and branch presidents february 7 1985 super-
seding letter of june 4 1984 child abuse may come to light when the child
feeling guilty confesses to her bishop C ross clement steps to recovery
and repentance in confronting abuse ed anne L horton B kent harrison and
barry L johnson salt lake city deseret book 1993 318 26

legalism is a serious danger one commentator suggested to youth

too many are willing to offer clearcutclear cut lists of just what needs to be
talked about with the bishop and what doesnt be cautious for allanaliail
sin is wrong making a distinction between bad sins that we must
talk to a bishop about and okay sins that we dont is ridicu-
lous whenever you wonder whether you should or shouldnt
you should if a listfisthist is needed it is appropriate and linimportantportantoctant to
talk with a bishop about any violation of the standards clearly out-
lined in that booklet for the strength of youth wilcox broken
hearts 60 61

A church that believes in striving for perfection can hardly list all possible sins
see mosiah 429 or label any sin or flaw inconsequential

the32the focus in this study is on moral criteria there are of course other
requirements for missionary service such as physical and mental health further
young men and women ages 192619 26 who are divorced are not called as full time
missionaries and men and women who while members of the church have
been involved with abortions resulting from their immorality will not be called on
missions irrespective of repentance without first presidency approval gen-
eral handbook ofinstructionsof instructions 1989 717 1 repeated in bulletin 1991 1

33 providing33providing there has been no repetition of the offense nor a commission
of any other serious transgression circumstances that might call for review of
previous conduct usually the matter may be considered settled S kimball
miracle of forgiveness 187 the temple recommend question asks only about
sins that have not previously been resolved with ones bishop see note 26
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prospective missionaries a few matters are considered so signifi-

cant that even if previously confessed and resolved they are the
subject of further inquiry to ascertain that confession and repen-
tance has been complete these include adultery fornication
heavy petting homosexual activities or other sexual immoralities
drug misuse or a serious violation of the civil law 34

when should confessions be made

anyone with personal concerns is always free to arrange a time

to meet privately with the bishop but there are many other oppor-
tunitiestunities for confession some such as tithing settlement and temple

recommend interviews normally occur at the initiative of the mem-

ber but other occasions are initiated by the bishop or his coun-

selors such as callings to church positions or priesthood offices and

periodic youth interviews ideally once or twice a year for each
young person all these provide recurring private opportunities to
talk 3531 if the bishop has reason to believe there is a problem he may

of course request an otherwise unscheduled interview for the spe-

cific purpose of discussing the perceived problem

the ideal is for confessions to be spontaneous motivated by

conscience alone but often they come when triggered by an inter-
view initiated by the bishop36bishop36 or by encouragement or pressure

from family members or friends who are aware of a problem con-
fessionsfessions may also occur during an investigative inquiry37inquiry37 or in a

church disciplinary proceeding after formal accusation 38

34general34general handbook of instructions 1989 717 1 the expectation of
clearance by a general authority was withdrawn by an attachment to a first
presidency letter first presidency to general authorities regional representa-
tives stake mission and district presidents bishops and branch presidents

october 19 1993
35tithing settlement is often done with couples or families home teachers

or visiting teachers could also be recipients of confessions but they are in-
structedstructed to refer any such matters immediately to the bishop rather than involve

themselves further compare to the role of teachers in the aaronic priesthood of

the nineteenth century william G hartley ordained and acting teachers in the
lesser priesthood 1851 1883 BYU studies 16 spring 1976 375375985759898

36thehe bishop may be acting spontaneously or in response to a complaint
by a member who has been offended by one who refuses to make amends

dacd&c 4288 89
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when asked about improper conduct a person who is at
fault can confess lie or refuse to answer but since a refusal to
answer would be perceived as an indirect admission that option is
rarely chosen unless the person is at the point of withdrawal from
the church 39 consequently the real choices are to tell the truth or
to lieheile and to lie is itself compounding the sin 4010 A believer is thus
under great moral and personal pressure to confess whenever a
priesthood leader asks directly about misconduct

who grants forgiveness

christ gave his apostles power to bind or loose on earth and
told them whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed
in heaven matt 1818 this power included authority to remit or
retain sins on earth and they would be remitted or retained in
heaven john 2025202320232025 latter day saints understand that in new tes-
tament times christ granted to his apostles more than a power merely
to recommend forgivenessforgiveness4141 christ vested a present spiritual power

37consider37consider joshuasjoshuaaJoshuas interrogation of achan in joshua 71625716 25 church dis-
cipline of those who are unrepentant about having offended other people shades
off into civil disputes while church leaders may try to help resolve civil disputes
they are instructed to act unofficially as private advisers and not to involve the
church church courts are today only for ecclesiastical discipline general hand-
book ofinstructionsofInstructions 1983 51 52

31seesee also mosiah 26 especially verses 343534 35 dacd&c 4224 26 80 91 in a
disciplinary council the member is given an opportunity to admit the alleged mis-
conduct general handbook ofinstructionsof instructions 1989 10710 7 voluntary confession
is much preferred over coerced admission but even the latter may be an impor-
tant first step in repenting

39seesee also garland hurt to governor cumminggumming in david L bigler garland
hurt the american friend of the utahs utah historical quarterly 62 spring
1994 162 n 52

stephen4stephenestephen L richards conference reports april 1959 47 note also the
strictness with which belated confessions of serious sins committed by mission-
aries are treated even with a prompt confession unless unusual extenuating cir-
cumstancescumstances are present the missionary will be sent home until at least a year has
passed since the last incident first presidency to general authorities regional
representatives stake mission and district presidents bishops and branch
presidents march 4 1993 reaffirmed october 14 1994

41brucebruce R mcconkie doctrinal new testament commentary salt lake
city bookcraft 1966 1857 see alsoaisoalsojalsocJ reuben clarkclareciareclarkjrjr on the way to immor-
tality and eternal life salt lake city deseret book 1949 170 386 the only
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in the apostles and in their successors and assigns that is itself effi-
caciouscacious 42 in the restoration of the gospel god gave the same pow-
ers to the prophet joseph smithsmith4343 and to his successor prophets
and those to whom the prophets may delegate the power of abso-
lution the power to forgive on behalf of the lord has not how-
ever been delegated to stake presidents or bishops they may
waive penalties that the church is entitled to exact but they are
not empowered to absolve 44 those who can forgive or remit sins
are extremely few in this world

reference in the book of mormon to power to seal or loose is in helaman 107
where god gave such power to nephi son of helaman but that appears to be
related only to power over natural forces so as to smite the earth with famine
and with pestilence and destruction third nephi does not expressly state that
jesus gave power to absolve sin to his twelve book of mormon disciples

catholicism shares that view illustrated by st thomas aquinassAquinass refer-
ence to absolved sins being hidden even from the sight of god J L mccarthy
confession seal of new catholic encyclopedia ed william J mcdonald

17 vols new york mcgraw hill 1967 4134 even as a metaphor that phrase
says a great deal in a theology attributing omniscience to god

one commonly held protestant interpretation ofjohn 2023 which explic-
itly deals with forgiveness of sins is that christ gave the apostles not the power to
absolve sin but both the power to deliver someone over to satan and the power
of life and death exercised in peters condemnation of ananias and sapphira
acts 51 10 adam clarke Clarkes commentary 6 vols nashville abingdon
reproduction of 1824 US printing 3658 in protestant view the passages refer-
ring to the power of binding and loosing matthew 1619 and 1818 relate to for-
bidding and permitting conduct that was commanded or forbidden by the law of
moses such as circumcision and eating strangled meat that is christ was dele-
gating to his apostles the right to instruct disciples in an authoritative way
clarke Clarkes commentary 1171721171 72 18485184 85 according to the interpreters
bible later christian tradition extended this principle that peter could declare
what parts of the law continued binding to include the power to forgive or
retain sins but this was not its original meaning matthew in interpreters
bible ed george arthur buttrick and others 12 vols new york and nashville
abingdon press 1951 7453 see also john in interpreters bible 8798
which states that the power to forgive is rather an insight into whether god has
already forgiven

13thethe lord said to joseph smith that by priesthood power whosesoever
sins ye remit on earth shall be remitted eternally in the heavens dacd&c 13246

41ldsLDS bible dictionary sv confession 649 president packer notes
bishops can guide you through the steps required to obtain forgiveness insofar

as the church is concerned each one of us must work out individually forgive-
ness from the lord boyd K packer the brilliant morning of forgiveness
ensign 25 november 1995 19 see also bruce R mcconkie A new witnesswitnessforrorfor
the articles of faith salt lake city deseret book 1985 236 priesthood acts
performed by mortals are conditional because mortals are fallible and god is just
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the bishop and others in comparable positions can forgive in
the sense of waiving the church penalties in our loose connota-
tion we sometimes call this forgiveness but it is not forgiveness in
the sense of wiping out or absolution it is the lord who for-
gives sin let it be said in emphasis that even the first presidency
and the apostles do not make a practice of absolving sins 4515

whatvat confessions are confidential

it appears that confidentiality is more a matter of church pol-
icy and practice than of doctrine although a general religious ob-
ligation exists to keep all sacred things private to an appropriate
extent matt 76 A bishop is generally expected to maintain strict
secrecy 46 not voluntarily to disclose anything told to him without
the confessors consent even if the matter confessed is a crime
however the LDS bishop is expected normally to conform to the
compulsion of law if it requires divulgence of confidential matter

frequently a person confesses without stating any reserva-
tions and with no specific expectations about confidentiality sim-
ply trusting the bishop to do whatever ought be done such a
confessor may be willing in pursuit of forgiveness to do whatever
is asked submit to excommunication make public confession
report to the police or offer restitution

but sometimes the confessor has spoken only reluctantly and
is unable at that time to accept the full consequences of confes-
sion the bishop then is free to encourage openness but not to
insist on it A common occurrence is for young people to confide
in the bishop but to balk initially at his urging that they disclose
their conduct to their parents if the confessor refuses to let the
bishop divulge the confession it cannot be used even in an inter-
nal church disciplinary council 4717 in that situation it is not clear

15sS kimball miracle of forgiveness 33233332 33 see also E kimball teach-
ings of spencer W kimball 101 december 16 1964 in the school of the
prophets as one example of modemmodern apostolic ablution the ordinance of wash-
ing of feet took place and in that context sins were expressly forgiven graffam
school of the prophets 31 505150 51 64

general4general handbook of instructions 1989 10210 2 see also proverbs 11111313
4747generalgeneral handbook of instructions 1989 10210 2 specifies that a confi-

dential confession cannot be used as evidence in a disciplinary council without
the members permission in seeking this permission bishops emphasize that
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whether the bishop can properly divulge the information even to
his administrative superior the stake president 48 such a bishop
might well feel a need to seek advice on how to proceed but that
normally can be obtained without identifying the person involved
the difficulty is compounded when the bishop has not asked per-
mission and thus has not been formally forbidden by the confessor
to discuss the case 49

the insistence of the confessor that the bishop tell no one or
no one outside the church disciplinary mechanism does not ordi-
narily create any legal problems for the bishop since the law does
not impose on citizens any general duty to report a crime to the
police no matter how serious 5010

child abuse however is a major legal exception As of 1995
fifteen states made it a misdemeanor for any person including
clergy to fail to report information received about physical or
sexual abuse of a child 51 if for example the bishop is told by a

refusal reflects a lack of contrition that prevents justice and mercy from operating
fully if permission is not given the bishop can still impose informal discipline on
the basis of the confession of course other evidence may independently justify
disciplinary action see also general handbook ofinstructionsof instructions 1989 10710 7

confidential information given in confessions and interviews is to be
shared only with authorized ecclesiastical leaders general handbook of in-
structions 1989 10210 2 legally the bishop can divulge information the ques-
tion is whether this divulgence would run counter to the reasonable expectations
of the confessor

49margaret49margaret battin says that in light of widespread awareness of the uncon-
ditionalditional nature of the seal of the catholic confessional a mormon confessing to a
bishop may erroneously believe that he or she has the same unlimited promise of
confidentiality she is critical of mormon confession practice because members
are usually not told about the limits of confidentiality and bishops may push too
hard to persuade members to allow the confession to be used to confront others
involved with the confessor margaret P battin ethics in the sanctuary exam-
ining the practices of organized religion new haven yale university press
1990 48 60

rollin5rollincrollin M perkins criminal law 2dad ed mineola NY foundation
1969 51217512 17 but see leviticus 51

51 51sexualsexual abuse is a fairly clear category but physical abuse is much less so
the utah statute defines child abuse as damage or threatened damage to the
physical or emotional health and welfare of a child through neglect or abuse and
includes causing nonaccidental physical or mental injury or repeated negli-
gent treatment or maltreatment utah code annotated 62a 4 502
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confessor that he or she sexually abused a child the law in those
states requires the bishop to report that fact to public authorities
if the confessor will not in another ten states the bishop need not
report the confession itself but he must report information about
abuse if it comes to him from some other source such as the
offenders spouse or child and in the remaining half of the states
the bishop has no legal obligation to report52report5lreport52 and generally does
not because of his ecclesiastical obligation of confidentiality 53

A few of the states that make it a crime to fail to report child
abuse also threaten civil liability for any further injury to the
child victim that would not have occurred if the required report
had been made so many uncertainties are involved in such cases
that clergy have so far generally escaped civil liability 54 but the
prospect of litigation itself creates another pressure to breach con-
fidentialityfidentia lity and report the abuse

51thethe obligation to report is imposed by some states only on those profes-
sionalssionals such as doctors nurses teachers and psychologists who are involved in
child care

53 states vary widely depending on the local law the bishop may be pro-
hibited from reporting allowed to report or required to report however uncer-
taintiestainties about the legal requirements are no longer so great a problem for LDS

leaders since a presiding bishopric letter of may 10 1995 and a subsequently
published church brochure notified bishops and stake presidents of a tollfreetoll free
number that would give access to social services and legal specialists to guide
them see also responding to abuse helpsforhelps yorfor ecclesiastical leaders salt lake
city the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 1995 1 3

54even without special statute in the case of threatened serious physical
injury a lurking possibility exists that civil liability may be imposed on the bishop
andor the church if the bishop fails to prevent the harm that he knows through
confession might well occur the harm could be either the suicide of the con-
fessor or injury to someone else kinnallyinnallyin nuirynally v grace community church 763 p2dpad

948 cal 1988 a divided court held that pastoral counselors had no duty to get
help for a potential suicide on the other hand tarasoff v regents of the uni-
versity of california 551 p2dpad 334 cal 1976 held that there is an affirmative
duty for a psychiatrist to breach confidentiality to warn a particular person whom
it is reasonably believed is endangered by the patient

at the same time there is also threatened liability for excessive disclosure
if confession leads to public announcement of wrongdoing or announcement of
unwillingness to confess when accused then the confessor may sue for invasion
of rights ofprivacy see lynn buzzard scarlet letter lawsuits private affairs and
public judgments campbell law review 10 1987 1621 62
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when faced with the question of reporting crime presum-
ably even with respect to people dangerous to themselves or
others the LDS bishop is advised to maintain silence if the law
allows 55 in order to do this if called as a witness to testify in court
he would first invoke the confessors priest penitent privilege to
maintain the secrecy of confessions56confessions56 and second the bishop
could assert his own constitutional right to the free exercise of
religion on the grounds that he is under church obligation to
keep confidences secret

however if the legal demand to report or testify is deter-
mined to be constitutional it is then logical for the bishop to
comply with the law even though this violates the confessors ex-
pectations and runs counter to the bishops normal practice 57

if the bishop knows in advance that he will be legally obligated to
breach confidentiality he is advised to inform the member of that

55 Child abuse 5566 the status of this booklet is unclear it is no longer in
print but the later publication responding to abuse helps for ecclesiastical
leaders while covering much of the same ground does not repeal it obvi-
ously in case of conflict the later instruction would govern but it is uncertain
whether nonconflicting instructions have been superseded the reason for main-
taining silence even in unappealing circumstances is that if a person cannot rely
on confidentiality there will be reluctance to divulge incriminating information
if the bishop knows about the threatened misconduct he may be able to per-
suade the confessor of right action it is believed that by maintaining trust clergy
can prevent more harm than would be prevented if all such intimations were
reported to the state authorities

511nin every state the privilege applies at least to the kind of private admis-
sion of sin associated with the catholic confessional in most states the privilege
applies also to the kind of spiritual counseling all pastors perform if the admis-
sion is made in the context of marriage counseling that is indistinguishable from
that done by lay counselors or is made while others are present the applicability
of the privilege becomes doubtful william harold tiemann and john C bush
the right to silence nashville abingdon press 2dad ed 1983 20732207 32 and west
virginia code 49 6aaa 2

yl Child abuse 5 legal demand is not addressed in responding to abuse
which merely refers bishops to the hot line LDS church practice is to advise
the bishop to comply with the law although conflict between the law and
church practice is no new problem as LDS resistance to laws on polygamy illus-
trates james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
salt lake city deseret book 1976 3434734547343345 47 356 58 390 415 edwin brown fir-

mage and richard collin mangrum zion in the courts urbana university of illi-
nois press 1988 129 260
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duty as soon as the bishop becomes alerted to this possibility by
the direction of the conversation 5818

the issues just discussed do not exhaust the moral or ethical
problems there may be highly unusual circumstances aside from
legal compulsion or the confessors consent in which a bishop
might feel bound to breach confidentiality sometimes the expec-
tation of confidentiality is unreasonable for example one who
makes a statement to the bishop as a neighbor rather than as
bishop or makes a statement in defiance rather than in confession
might be entitled to no protective secrecy 5919 or the confessor may
threaten future harm of such gravity as to tip the balance if he or
she were to confess the serious contemplation of suicide the
inability to resist hurting someone an intention to conncommitnit an
abortion or a plan to marry without disclosing to the marriage
partner a sexually transmissible disease the balance may favor the
bishops disclosure 60 even at the cost of decreasing some peoples
trust in the bishop as one who will maintain strict confidence 61

functions of confession sincere and insincere
confession serves several functions sincere confession

effects change as part of the repentance process reconciles and
supports relieves psychic tension and is an important factor in
determining church sanctions occasionally insincere confession
is used to deceive and manipulate

51childabuseabildcbild abuse 5
59however59however what appears to be defiance may be just an opening gambit of

a counseling session willingness to meet with the bishop suggests an openness
to discussion

goinin some states one is legally obligated to report knowledge of HIV infec-
tion in utah which has such a statute there is no exception for clergy utah
code annotated 2626666 6 2623326 23 3 2623626 23 6 the churchschurche instruction to its bish-
ops in those circumstances is to obey the law

61thisthis is in contrast to the catholic seal of confession which recognizes no
exceptions the council of trent in 1551 elaborated the obligation of confiden-
tialitytiality canons 983 and 984 formerly canons 889 and 890 code of canon law
washington DC canon law society of america 1983 even so not all con-

fessionsfessions are under the seal the penitent may consent to divulgence the confession
may have been made in pursuit of counseling and not absolution or the confes-
sion may be somehow designed to harm the priest caspar E schieler theory and
practice of the confessional 2dad ed new york benziger bros 1905 468 70
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aid to changechange6262

the scriptures repeatedly command confession of failures to
obey gods mandates 1I command you again to repent and
confess your sins dacd&c 1920 however people approach con-
fession with a wide range of attitudes some confess out of fear of
church penalties or gods wrath others confess in mechanical
obedience to commandment or in search of help to overcome
temptation or out of a desire to please god when confession is

understood to be an element of repentance and thus a prelude to
gods forgiveness the person who can overcome fears of the pos-
sible earthly consequences will confess in order to obtain the spir-
itual benefit 6313

confession to ones bishop does sometimes avoid penalties
and does please god but its greater importance may be in its capac-
ity to aid change such confession helps bring about the humility
and submission that is part of harmonizing human willwin with gods
will 64 confession helps break down pride since one cannot easily
admit error and remain proud 65 humbling is especially likely if one

especially helpful in this area is top sins be as scarlet 426642 66
631nin some other faiths confession may be conceived rather as a fruit of

repentance after one has acknowledged to god weakness and dependence on
christs grace and feels gods forgiveness there is no longer shame or embarrass-
ment in admitting ones past gratitude for gods grace makes one unashamed
according to this view confession will often follow forgiveness but is not a pre-
requisite to forgiveness and while confession in a counseling relationship may be
useful to one struggling with sin and guilt no formal confession to another human
being aside from one who has been injured is necessary in obtaining forgiveness

64partpart of confession is acknowledging not only specific acts but also more
general imperfection and dependence on god A catholic without mortal sins is

encouraged to engage in the confession of devotion in which one confesses
venial sins and even sins for which one has already received absolution as a means
of perfecting oneself john J dietzen the new question box catholic life for
the nineties peoria ill111111.iiiliiili guildhall 1988 402 405 for a plea for revitalization of
the confession of devotion which suffered steep decline after vatican II11 see
arthur barker chappell regular confession new york peter lang 1992

65letlet not any man publish his own righteousness sooner let him con-
fess his sins TPJS 194 president kimball said 1 I am sure you are proud and
it will take much courage to admit your errors and to accept assistance my door
will be open when you come E kimball teachings of ofspencerspencer W kimball 9593
confession requires humility james A cullimore confession and forsaking ele-
ments of genuine repentance ensign 1 december 1971 85 confession
requires courage quaq&a new era 21 october 1989 16
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admits weakness to a bishop whose regard the confessor values 66

public confession would involve additional social humbling 67 con-
fession reminds people of their own weaknesses and gods
strength the acknowledgment of which is itself commanded 6861

articulation of fault strengthens resolve to change it gives a

name to the enemy 69 As a marker of commitment it reinforces a de-
termination not to slip back it indicates acceptance of responsibil-
ity for ones conduct it helps to assure the contrite that they have
really repented and are ready to move on even reluctant or partial

66people66people sometimes excuse their failure to confess by expressing mistrust
of the mortal who receives confession but this rationalization indicates incom-
plete repentance one who is truly repentant yearns so much for the benefits that
can come through confession that pride is sacrificed embarrassment is a lesser
concern S kimball miracle of forgivenessofforgiveness 178 george Q cannon stated we
should not be afraid to confess our sins for there is no man among us that is not
a sinner cannon conference reports october 6618971897 69 quoted in jerreld L

newquist comp gospel truth discourses and writings ofpresidentof president george Q
cannon 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1974 1176 see also a letter to
wilford woodruff in 1857 alluding to a transgression that the writer had dis-

cussed with woodruff he wrote that he would go to his local leaders if required
but he feared they would be less understanding thomas G alexander wilford
woodruff and the mormon reformation of 1855571855 57 dialogue 25 summer
1992 33

ultimately all our sins will be known doctrine and covenants 1133 says of the
rebellious that in the last dispensation their iniquities shall be spoken upon
the housetops and their secret acts shall be revealed see also 2 nephi 3016 17

67Wilcox relates the experience of a young man who confessed drinking
beer despite his assumption that the bishop would announce that fact in his
ward wilcox broken hearts 64

68andand in nothing doth man offend god save those who confess that
is acknowledge not his hand in all things and obey not his commandments
dacd&c 5921

roman catholic theologians make a distinction between confession of sin
acknowledgment of humankindshumankinds fallen state contingency and differences and

distance from god and confession of sins admitting ones breaches of rules set
by god michel confess in theological7 dictionary odtheoftheof rhethe new testament ed
gerhard friedrich 10 vols grand rapids mich wmwin B eerdmans 1967 5202 5

dieter fiirstfuirst confess in the new international dictionary of the new testa-
ment theology ed colin brown 10 vols grand rapids mich zondervan
1975 1344 catholics confess sin in the liturgy but sins in the confessional gail
ramshaw schmidt sin one image of human limitation in collins and power
fate of confession 4

sisselagisselaSisselaseia bok secrets on the ethics of concealment and revelation new
york pantheon books 1982 767776 77
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confession opens the door it gives the bishop an opportunity to
persuade the confessing party of the desirability of full confession
and repentance 70

though most people probably err on the side of too little self
disclosure some cannot feel satisfied and they confess repeatedly
wondering compulsively whether their confession was adequate
legalistically cataloging every failing unable to trust in the princi-
ple of forgiveness 71

reconciliation and support

A person confessing offense against another will ordinarily72ordinarily7lordinarily72

be instructed by the bishop to seek out the offended person
acknowledge fault spontaneously and ask forgiveness 7371 such ac-
tion opens a door to reconciliation which lies near the heart of the
christian gospel christ prayed fervently for the unity of believers
john 1720 22

710fof voluntary confession spencer W kimball says

the voluntary confession is infinitely more acceptable in the sight of
the lord than is forced admission lacking humility wrung from an
individual by questioning when guilt is evident even making the
admission upon confrontation is better than continuing to lie and
evade the truth in fact many of those forced sooner or later to admit
their sins do come to a fullfunfuli sincere repentance S kimball miracle
of forgiveness 18182181 82

7brighambrigham young said some people will come and confess to me things as
simple that is as innocent as it would be for a woman to take the last egg from
her hens nest and talk about that which the lord cares nothing about
brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 86 4286 march 15 1857 hereafter cited asdasjdasad

catholic confession of devotion is to be distinguished from the fault of
scrupulosity in which one sees sin where there is none or wrongly exaggerates

ones fault scrupulosity is not a matter of having too tender a conscience but of
making the error of distortion

711tit is possible if the offended person is unaware of the breach of trust that
confession might do more harm than good while the general handbook of
instructions 18 1960 97 specified that an adulterer must confess to his or her
spouse a supplement to the general handbook of instructions 21 1976 5

recognized that under special circumstances informing the spouse would be
unwise general handbook supplement no 1ljulyloulyjuly 1 1976 the general hand-
book of instructions 1989 states that confession to the spouse is generally indi-
cated 10210 2

neal73neal A maxwell insights new era 8 april 1978 4 6 if the offended
person fails to forgive the greater sin remains in him or her dacd&c 649
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people called to teach may sometimes use their own past or
present weaknesses for illustrative purposes confession of this
sort can teach humility by example and demonstrate both that
good people are flawed and that flawed people can become good 74

such openness may lead to discussion that benefits class members
who may have been discouraged because they perceive everyone
else as perfect or who may have interpreted church members
reluctance to admit to failings as hypocrisy

confession to a receptive sympathetic individual or group
can have the effect of mobilizing support both psychic and per-
sonal 7571 A secular analog is seen inin alcoholics anonymous and the
many programs patterned after AA where group help is available
to those who admit their need 76

but openness is not without risk hearing public confession
of others in church could lead to rationalizing sin no one is per-
fect I1 can go through a rebellious time and still turn out all right
furthermore there is tension between the idea that adopting the
appearance of good leads one to do good and the idea that appear-
ing good when one is not constitutes hypocrisy

relief

one who seeks to abandon sin may feel a need to pay for the
wrong done and confession is one means of expiation through
suffering humiliation by the exposure of ones shame by confess-
ing such a person may feel that he or she has personally paid off

7417orfor example joseph smith JSJSHH 128 29 alma the younger and the
sons of mosiahmoslah mosiah 2730 35 and paul acts 26911269 11 benjamin johnson
recounts that once while preaching his mind went blank and he realized how
proud he had been of his eloquence he was moved to confess to the congrega-
tion that the holy ghost had left him he closed the meeting but asked the con-
gregationgregation whether they would hear him on another occasion and they agreed
benjamin johnson my lifes review independence mo zions printing 1979
737374757474 see also the fictional account in michael fillerup gifts of the spirit dial-
ogue 26 fall 1993 199213199 213

75 if we confess to one or more fellow believers they can support encour-
age and pray for us gary R collins christian counseling waco tex word
books 1980 110

71paulpaul E johnson psychology of pastoral care new york abingdon
cokesburyCokesbury 1953 104 6 additionally notes that confession is difficult and many
people will avoid it or approach it legalistically
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some cosmic debt on the other hand when one realizes that the
debt is beyond ones ability to pay mosiah 223225223 24 419 he or
she may experience relief through understanding that godly sor-
row and confession open one up to divine forgiveness through
christs atonement 77 that forgiveness is symbolized in the ordi-
nances of baptism and the sacrament of the lords supper

confession can bring great psychological relief just as expo-
sure of a sore to air and light generally helps in the healing 7871

although excess can do harm sometimes full revelation of oneself
is not therapeutic 79 brigham young said

77people77people who see confession rather than change and atonement as the main
ingredient in the repentance process misunderstand see S kimball miracle mofforofforof for-
givenessgiveness especially chapters 101510 15 the atonement and the repentance process
are efficacious to wash scarlet sins white as snow ajsaisajsa 111818 see also alma 4229

7lfalfif as joseph smith said a man is his own tormentertormentor confession should
bring relief TPJS 357 many have noted the relief that comes from confession to
ones bishop see E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 93 vaughnjvaughnvaughnaVaughnJJ
featherstone forgive them I1 pray thee in benson repentance 57 65

J R clarke confession 91 94 norman C hill the road back salt lake city
bookcraft 1989 S kimball miracle of forgiveness 187 quaq&a new era 21

october 1989 16 17

voluntary confession of long past sins coupled with years of good liv-
ing that demonstrate repentance may make the holding of a disciplinary council
unnecessary confession can thus finally dissipate the fear of consequences that
has made life miserable for so long general handbook of instructions 1989
104101010410 44101010lololoio10 10

sometimes relief may come for the wrong reason there is some risk of
feeling that once the fault has been articulated the process of repentance is com-
pleted that vocalization is a magic bullet to kill the evil ezra taft benson god
family country salt lake city deseret book 1974 196 after listening to a
young mans confession I1 told him that a disciplinary council would have to be
held he said in alarm you cant do that I1 confessed he thought confession
would be like pressing the delete key on a computer one can see something of
legalistic morality in those LDS youths who expect to sow their wild oats live

it up with the boys and then settle down for a short season before missionary
service L tom perry called to serve ensign 21 may 1991 39 see also
bruce C hafen and marie K hafen repentance in methe fight for right
strength for youth in the latter days salt lake city deseret book 1992
83 88 some would delay their repentance in order to enjoy the pleasures of sin
for a season heb 1125

791nin bulletin 198931989 3 and again in bulletin 1993 2 the church warned
against involvement in questionable self awareness groups whose methodology
includes open confession or disclosure of personal information normally dis-
cussed only in confidential settings the latter notice is quoted in ensign 24
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confess your faults not on the house tops if persons lose con-
fidence in themselves it takes away the strength faith and confi-
dence that others have in them it leaves a space that we callcancailcali
weakness the enemy would say here is your wicked-
ness made manifest and would overcome you and destroy all the
confidence you have in yourselves and in your god 80

pursuit of human counseling may be one result of confes-
sion 81 the bishop can through pastoral counseling help a person

march 1994 80 see also ezra taft benson conference reports april 4 1969
13 14 and alvin R dyer conference reports april 4 1969 56

8youngayoungoung injdined 47879478 79 november 9 1856 see alsoaisoalsodalbodJD 8361 62 march
101860

81 counseling may be sought for secular reasons to deal with character or
social problems rather than spiritual sins thus a person asking a bishop for help
in obtaining treatment may acknowledge addiction or a person seeking marital
counseling may admit adultery without seeing the addiction or adultery as any-
thing more than a foolish mistake

secular psychotherapy associated with hobart mowrer urges that confes-
sion of sins to other persons helps overcome the burden of guilt and results in
reintegration of the personality 0 hobart mowrer the crisis in psychiatry and
religion princeton D van nostrand 1961 81 102 mowrer notes approvingly
that latter day saints have a monthly testimony meeting for open confession
he also praises the catholic confession as helpful but criticizes protestant
churches for adopting a freudian attitude that sin is to be dealt with inwardly and
therefore considered as essentially imaginary 208 9 see also erik berggren who
claims that an innate psychic need for unity can be satisfied by confession erik
berggren the psychology of confession leiden brill 1975 211

karl menninger decries the loss of a sense of sin and its concomitant
feeling of individual responsibility and capacity for change he subscribes to
mowrersMowrers view that as an extension of the necessary self disclosure to a psy-
chotherapistcho therapist confession is a valuable aspect of therapy for believers karl men-
ninger whatever became of sin new york hawthorn books 1973 182

19598195 98 some christian counselors however criticize mowrersMowrers technique as
offering only temporary relief urging that permanent relief from sin can come
only by accepting christs forgiveness jay E adams the christian counselors
manual grand rapids mich zondervan 1973 86 89 walter J koehler
counseling and confession st louis concordia 1982 20 21

similarities and differences between psychotherapy and catholic confes-
sion are explored in robertjrobertirobert J lovinger working with religious issues in ther-
apy new york jason aronson 1984 14042140 42 17576175 76 18485184 85

carlCarcaricarljungljungjung urged that secret guilt isolates us from others while confession of
our fallibility reestablishes community carl G jung modem man in search of a
soul trans W S dell and carygary F baynes new york harcourt brace 1933
333633 36 see also julienne mclean the role of the confessional process in psy-
chotherapycho therapy in confession and absolution ed martin dudley and geoffrey
rowell london SPCK 19901687819901681990 16878168 78
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change from sinful to righteous living although the bishop may
lack professional training he can draw on his personal and practical
experience to console and advise and he also has access to inspira-
tion to a person who believes the bishops calling is divinely rec-
ognizedognized the bishops advice carries extra authority the bishop
may also properly refer the confessor to professional counselors 81282112

A consideration in church discipline

confession to the bishop has a special relationship to church
discipline since the sins one must disclose to the bishop may well
result in institutional discipline the bishop as a common judge in
israel has the responsibility to make a decision about consequences
appropriate to the sin confessed or reported to him the ordeal of
real repentance and confession may itself be enough but the bishop
may feel it appropriate for the person to also be placed on informal
probation if that is not enough the bishop may refer the matter to a

ward or stake disciplinary council formerly called a bishops court
or a high council court which has authority to impose three sanc-
tions formal probation disfellowshipmentdisfellowshipment or excommunication 83

after formal sanction a members restoration to full status may
require substantial time and activity in the way of restitution and
proof of sincerity conditions of probation may include self reporting
of criminal conduct to the police but usually not public confescontesconfessionsionslon 84

sanctions imposed may depend on the degree of repentance
the bishop perceives which perception in turn might be influenced

ISS kimball miracle of forgiveness 187 88
83 disciplinary83disciplinary councils must be held in cases of murder incest and apos-

tasy for serious transgressions that are predatory repetitive wellwenweilweli known or com-
mitted while the transgressor serves as a bishop or holds some other prominent
church position for transsexualtranssexual surgery and for inexcusable abortion councils
are generally not necessary for old sins followed by full reformation or for inac-
tivity in the church withdrawal from the church lawful business difficulties or
civil disputes general handbook of instructions 1989 10310 3 to 10510 5 even
when a council must be held only deliberate homicide requires excommunica-
tion the outcome of each case is otherwise individually determined

on reporting to police see general handbook of instructions 1989
10210 2 public confession is no longer mentioned in the handbook as a require-
ment for forgiveness by god although provision is made for announcement of
discipline to a limited circle in cases involving predatory conduct or teaching
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by the spontaneity of confession or willingness to confess when
asked spontaneous confession is a very strong indication of repen-
tance therefore blessed are they who humble themselves with-
out being compelled to be humble alma 3216 but confession
in a disciplinary proceeding especially if made only after extensive
questioning or confrontation with evidence may not reflect a sin-
cere desire to repent conversely where there is abundant evi-
dence of a members repentance before confession conduct that
might otherwise have called for a severe sanction may be treated
more gently 8581

when the purpose of confession or discipline has been served
church sanctions end and eventually full status may be restored
the bishop may say he believes god has forgiven the transgressor
but the bishop does not himself extend absolution if he says that
he forgives he can mean only that he waives penalties that the
church is entitled to exact forgiveness belongs to god 86

of false doctrine to warn the unwary or flagrant transgressions to inform mem-
bers that the conduct has not been ignored it may still be true that if the con-
duct has created scandal public explanation of the situation is needed and if
any one offend openly he or she shall be rebuked openly that he or she may be
ashamed dacd&c 4291 compare to the sons of mosiahsMosiahs public confession of
their scandalous past mosiah 2735

815115 when years of faithfulness and service demonstrate fullfunfuli reformation and
repentance a disciplinary council is often not necessary general handbook of
instructions 1989 10410 4 that member will probably have suffered years of dis-
tress or of missed opportunities knowing that confession was called for and must
eventually be made yet being unable to take that step

unless there is a need to wamwarn church members of danger from teaching
false doctrine or predatory conduct a decision to disfellowship or excommuni-
cate is generally disclosed only to those who need to know general handbook
of instructions 1989 10810 8 that means specifically the ward priesthood execu-
tive committee and in case of a woman the relief society president circum-
stances may dictate a larger group this policy justified by a desire to make the
return to full status as easy as possible is reinforced by the possibility of success-
ful lawsuit by the disciplined person claiming the church violated privacy rights
through giving the conduct or discipline unnecessary publicity in guinn v
church of christ of linsvillecollinsvilleCol 775 p2dpad 766 okla 1989 a churchschurche elders
announced to the congregation a womanscomans sexual misconduct after she had with-
drawn from the church the jury awarded her 390000 see buzzard scarlet
letter lawsuits 1144

86seesee note 44 above
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deception

not all confession is sincere for example when people have

been accused ofwrongdoing they may confess in mere pretense of
repentance or they may make a partial confession to prevent reve-
lation of the whole truth 81787117 their sin having been discovered they
may see confession as a device to persuade others that repentance
has taken place thus avoiding discipline or other consequences 81888118

confession in scriptures
we turn now to the history and practice of confession in var-

ious dispensations of the gospel ofjesus christ modern latter day

saints have been reared to see the need for confession to ones
bishop as almost self evident but the scriptural and historical
records paint a more varied picture the present LDS practice of
confession to ones bishop relies primarily on the authority of tra-
dition and modern day inspiration rather than on a specific in-
structionst found in the standard works 89

of the several kinds of confession to god in prayer to a
person offended seeking reconciliation to the church congrega-

tion either confessing specific acts or making only a general
acknowledgment of wrongdoing and to the bishop seeking con-
solation advice andor forgiveness the first three are referred
to repeatedly in the scriptures but private confession to a bishop
or analogous church officer is not ever clearly commanded
although there are several passages describing what could be pri-
vate confession the silence in the scriptures is ambiguous it can
mean that there was no regular practice of private confession that
the practice of private confession was so common as to be unre

alcoxilcoxwilcox broken hearts 646564 65
A factually false confession is possible although rare A manipulative or

disturbed person could confess in a play for sympathy or notoriety
russell M nelson standards of the lords standard bearers ensign 21

august 1991 11 and neal A maxwell repentance 313231 32 declare and
encourage this practice without effort to show a scriptural basis for private con-
fessionfession the latter says all sins are to be confessed to the lord some to a

church official some to others and some to all of these A few may require pub-
lic confession their emphasis in these talks to the general church membership
was on personal change not on administrative procedure
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markable or that the practice came into use so gradually that no
one thought to comment on it

bible

the old testament features various forms of confession 9091

the most prominent cases involve collective acknowledgments of
sin or guilt by the assemblies of israel sometimes the priest or
prophet acted as voice for all for example once each year during
the day of atonement ceremonies the high priest was required to
lay his hands on the head of a live goat and confess over him all
the iniquities of the children of israel and all their transgressions
in all their sins lev l6211621 91 in particular their premeditated
intentional sins 2192119292 confession transformed brazen sins into inadanad
vertancies thus making them the kind of transgression that could
be expiated by sacrifice 9391 other times the people themselves ad-
mitted their wrongdoingswrongdoings upon their return from babylon the
jews assembled together ezra confessed weeping and casting him-
self down before the house of god and the people answered we
have trespassed against our god ezra 101 2 see also nehaeh 92
lev 264026402644 94

goseesecsee generally raffaele pettazzoni la confessionsconfessioneConfessione dei peccavipeccatiPeccati 2 vols
bologna forniform 1936 1I am indebted to john W welch for his help particularly

in development of the biblical material
91thethe liturgy of yom kippur day of atonement included repeated recita-

tion by the congregation of a common confession of sin eric wemerwernerweber the sacred
bridge liturgical parallels in synagogue and early church new york
schocken books 1970 originally published by columbia university press 1959
121312 13 the outward signs of humiliation such as sackcloth and ashes aehneh 91 3
made a public general acknowledgment of ones sinfulness encyclopaedia bri-
tannicatannica 9thath ed sv confession there was also group acknowledgment of sin-
fulness by the whole people num 217 and by the levites 2 chr 3022

jacob91jacob milgrom leviticus 1 16 new york doubleday 1991 25
93milgrom93milgrom leviticus 1 16104316 1043 also after israel had been in captivity sev-

enty years daniel prayed and confessed the sins of israel to god dan 93 6
94somesome christian commentators believe public confession of individual sins

was also expected michel confess in theological dictionary of the new tes-
tament ed gerhard kittel and gerhard friedrich 10 vols grand rapids mich
wm B eerdmans 1977 52025202752022 204 5 cites jewish greek babylonian and egyp-
tian practices of public confession before priest and the congregation he cites
nehemiah 93 daniel 94 20 and ezra 1011loilloli10 11 but more to the point is ezra 91 2
see also ugo bianchi confession of sins in the encyclopedia of religion ed
mircea eliade 16 vols new york macmillan 1987 41 7
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there are also frequent references in the old testament to
the confession of sins in prayer in making these confessions the
penitent was encouraged to hold back nothing from the lord
david sings 1 I acknowledge my sin unto thee and mine iniquity
have I1 not hid I1 said I1 will confess my transgressions unto the
lord and thou forgavestforgavest the iniquity of my sin Ps 325

in addition the old testament refers to individual confession
in connection with sacrifice leviticus says of the penitent when
he shall be guilty in one of these things that he shall confess
that he hath sinned in that thing and he shall bring his trespass
offering unto the lord for his sin and the priest shall make an
atonement for him by sacrifice lev 55 6 see also num 57 8 95

commentaries emphasize the importance of verbalizing such con-
fessionsfessions 96 saying A guilt offering requires the laying on of hands
by the sinner as do all private animal sacrifices he confesses

over it the sin of which he is guilty the guilt offering requires
a particular expressed intention that it shall atone for the sin on
account of which it is offered 1297119797

an obvious connection existed between confession and sacri-
fice but a personal connection did not necessarily exist between
confession and the israelite priest if the confession were spoken
aloud the priest undoubtedly heard it as might others attending
the sacrifice but the old testament does not indicate that the con-
fession was made to the priest as such or to the public since the
priest was concerned with the sacrifice and apparently had no

95thethe sacrificial cult provided for a sin offering which was brought to the
altar by the offender who made a confession of his misdeeds while laying both
hands upon the head of the sacrificial animal isaac landman confession in
the universaluniversaljewishjewish encyclopedia ed issac landman 10 vols new york uni-
versal jewish encyclopedia 1941 3328 see also jacob milgrom repentance
in encyclopaedia judaica ed cecil roth and geoffrey wigoderwigodnerWigoder 17 vols
jerusalem keter 1971 1473781473 78

milgrom9alilgrom leviticus 1 1630116 301
meyer97meyer berlin ed encyclopedia talmudicaltalmudicaTalmudica 3 vols jerusalem talmudic

encyclopedia institute 1978 3133 the sin offering made atonement for the
person whereas the trespass offering atoned for a specific offense committedcomnfitted
through ignorance or where the wrongdoer voluntarily confessed the law
offered no atonement for intentional wrongs without confession alfred eder-
sheim the7 be temple its ministry and services as theyneynetmet were at the time ofofjesusjesus
christ new york and chicago fleming H revell 1874 100 10101loi1
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counseling role with respect to the confessed information it
appears that the confession was directed solely to god 9891 not only
in the form of an admission of guilt but also in praise of god the
english word confession has several meanings religious legal and
social but the hebrew word yadah has an even broader range of
meanings while it often means to confess sin its root concept is
to acknowledge such as to recognize ones human nature to con-
fess or extol gods character to praise or to give thanks 99

the later rabbinic tradition held that public confession of
sin was frowned upon as displaying a lack of shame except when
the transgressions were committed publicly 100 in judaism gener-
ally confession whether collective or individual is always made
directly to god and never through an intermediary 101 unless a
required confession to an injured party is rejected by that person
in which case the confession may be made to a quorum of ten
and god would then forgive 102

there are also biblical incidents of involuntary confession in
response to accusation joshua singled out achan who had dis-
obediently hidden spoils from the conquest of jericho and said
my son give I1 pray thee glory to the lord god of israel and

make confession unto him and tell me now what thou hast done
hide it not from me josh 719 thus challenged achan con-
fessed his wrong and was consequently executed josh 71625716 25
similarly in the face of accusation saul made confession to the

c8he91thecohe offerer of the sacrifice laid hands on the animal and prayed 1I
entreat 0 jehovah I1 have sinned I1 have done perversely I1 have rebelled I1 have
committed naming the sin but I1 return in repentance and let this be for my
atonement edersheim the temple at the time ofjesusof jesus christ 88

99seesee G johannes botterweck and helmer ringgrenRinggren theological diction-
ary of the old testament grand rapids mich eerdmans 1986 5427435427 43
R laird harris gleason L archer jr and bruce K waltke theological diction-
ary of the old testament 2 vols chicago moody 1980 1364

100loomilgrom100milgrom repentance in encyclopaediajudaicaencyclopaedia judaica 1475
confession of sins in encyclopaedia judaica 5879 in the two thou-

sand years since the destruction of herodshernds temple there has been no priestly
function of sacrifice if private confession ever was used it has no place in the
ongoing judaic tradition rabbis are teachers not priests and have no responsi-
bility to receive confessions they may of course in counseling hear admissions
of wrongdoing in the same way protestant ministers do

I milgromimilgrom leviticus 1- 16ilg116 303
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prophet samuel 1 sam 1524 and david confessed to the proph-
et nathan 2 sam 1213 103 in whatever manner sins must be
brought to light and purged the wisdom of proverbs admonishes
he that coverethcoverettcovereth his sins shall not prosper but whosochoso confesconfessedseth

and forsakethforsaketh them shall have mercy brovpromprov 2813
in the new testament the most common meanings of the

word exomologeo to confess openly are to make a solemn state-
ment of faith to confess jesus christ phil 211 to testify to
agree to admit or to praise god rom 15713157 13 104 the word also
means to confess sin without implying when or how james
admonished the saints confess your faults one to another
james 516 apparently calling for public confession either gen
eral105eral01 or specific within the church setting 106 people who went
to the river to be baptized by john the baptist confessed their sins
matt 36 mark 1155 whether privately publicly or silently we are

not told 107117 elsewhere in the new testament there are indications
of communal acknowledgment of sin individual reconciling with

1031nin the face of death yucatec indians publicly confessed their acts of
homicide theft adultery and so on confessions that posed serious problems
for them if they survived francisco guerra the pre columbian mind london
and new york seminar 1971 quoted in karl menninger whatever became of
sin new york hawthorn books 1973 182 83 see also H H cohn human
rights in jewisbjewish law new york ktavkeav publishing 1984 216 which states
before a death sentence is executed the accused is asked to confess before god

in order that he may not lose his share in the world to come compare to the
public confession ofofsheremsherem jacob 719 these confessions are of somewhat dif-
ferent character than those induced by inner persuasion alone

104 104gerhardgerhard kittel and gerhard friedrich theological dictionary of the
new testament 10 vols grand rapids mich eerdmans 1967 5199 220

105group105group liturgical confession of fault was a judaic practice that carried
over into christianity joseph A favazza the order of penitentepenitentsPenitents collegevilleCollegeville

minn liturgical 1988 120
106actsacts 1918 19 tells that when certain ephesians believed they con-

fessed and shewedchewed their deeds many of them also which used curious arts
brought their books together and burned them before all men

107thethe covenant ceremony for entry into the qumranquaran community involved
a ritual confession of shared responsibility for the sins of the children of israel and a

baptism michael A knibb the qumranquaran community cambridge cambridge
university press 1987 82 83 85 92 citing 1 QS 124 see also james C van-
derkam implications for the history of judaism and christianity in the dead
sea scrolls after forty years ed hershel shanks and others washington DC
biblical archeologyarchaeologyArcheology society 1991 34
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a brother whom one has offended and also public confession but
there is no commandment to make private confession to a priestly
officer however the lack of a commandment in the new testa-
ment does not mean private confession did not occur considering
that today private confession is the norm without any direct com-
mand from the scriptures 108118losios

book of mormon

the book of mormon teaches general confession acknowl-
edging wrongdoing without necessarily giving specifics for
example when the multitude to whom king benjamin preached
comprehended their nothingness they made general confession
0 have mercy and apply the atoning blood of christ that we may

receive forgiveness of our sins mosiah 42 christ commanded
reconciliation which may involve the sinner confessing to those
offended if thou rememberestrememberest that thy brother hath aught
against thee go thy way unto thy brother and first be reconciled
to thy brother and then come unto me with full purpose of heart
and I1 will receive you 3 ne 1223241223 24 see also matt 523 24
moroni described general confession to the church neither did
they receive any unto baptism save they came forth with a broken
heart and a contrite spirit and witnessed unto the church that
they truly repented of all their sins moro 62 109

A passage strongly suggesting private confession to a church
leader tells that when the preaching of samuel the lamanite
brought people to repentance they confessed unto nephi their

118 christs giving his apostles power to forgive sins sets the scene for pri-
vate confession but does not in itself require it christian historians find no direct
evidence of auricular private confession favazza order of penitentepenitentsPenitents 77 81
but some from the catholic tradition infer its existence jeffrey john authority
given to men the doctrinal basis of ministerial absolution in the new testa-
ment in dudley and rowell confession and absolutionandabsolution 3336353635335556535636

these passages appear to involve general liturgical confessions rather
than detailed descriptions of specific sins other book of mormon scriptures
involving confession of wrong are alma 111515 involuntary confession prior to exe-
cution alma 174 confess sins before god alma 3913 confess to people
offended helaman 917 35 37 confession of crime to the judges 3 nephi 125
believers confessed faults
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sins as a prelude to receiving baptism hel 161 5 110ilollo0 while the
passage does not specify that the confession was private and par-
ticularti it could well have been

confessions were also to be made to alma in order to avoid
excommunication mosiah 2629 35 bruce R mcconkie general-
izes from this text a duty of private confession 111iliiii but the specific
context is a case involving only people who had been taken in iniq-
uity and stood publicly accused their confession before alma may
well have been made in public see moro 67 inasmuch as the
public confessions of the sons of mosiah were part of their effort
to repair the injuries to the church caused by their earlier public
conduct mosiah 2735 in any event none of the relevant pas-
sages undertake to define what should be the practice universally
they primarily describe what did happen on those occasions 112

that which has been approved on one occasion is generally per-
missible on another but not necessarily required

doctrine and covenants

in the doctrine and covenants most passages are general state-
ments of the importance of confession 113 but some relate specifi-
cally to confession to god 114 to persons offended dacd&c 4288 92
and 6412 115111 and to thy brethren dacd&c 5912 none appear to
call for confession to a church officer in so many words although
again that may be implied 116ilg

see also helaman 517 where confession was followed by baptism but
nothing indicates to whom confession was made

I mcconkieimcconkiemcconkle A new witness 236 37
112the ancient scriptures are heavy on exhortation and doctrine light on

procedure with some exceptions such as the pentateuch and moroni 262 6 con-
sequently one must be cautious about inferences from silence

113113doctrinedoctrine and covenants 1920 martin harris must repent and confess
his sins and 5843 a sign of repentance is confession and forsaking sins similar
statements are found in 5860 and 612

114lif114j the lord forgive sins unto those who confess their sins before me
dacd&c 647

11 51fif the offender confesses to wrongdoing the injured person is expected
to be reconciled but if the offender does not admit the wrong he or she should
be brought before the church for censure

116ilghoyt brewster cites passages in the doctrine and covenants 1920 4288
5842435842 43 647 supporting the making of confession to god and to the person
offended but for confession to a priesthood leader he cites marion G romney
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the phrase confessing thy sins unto thy brethren in section
59 has been interpreted doctrinally as referring to confession to a
bishop 117 but historically it appears to be speaking of public con-
fessionfession that is confession to other church members such as evi-
dently occurred in early testimony meetings 118 confession was
listed as a sabbath activity forwhenforshenforvor when the saints met together 119

look to god and live discourses ormarionofmarionof marronmarionmazion G romney salt lake city deseret
book 1971 1067106 7 hoyt W brewsterbrewsterjrjr in doctrine and covenants encyclo-
pedia salt lake city bookcraft 1988 sv confess 96

117ii7from117fromFrom the lords word to modem israel confessing thy sins unto thy
brethren and before the lord dacd&c 5912 it is plain that there are two con-
fessionsfessions to make one to the lord and the other to the brethren meaning the
proper ecclesiastical officers spencer W kimball miracle of forgiveness
17980179 80 president kimball also points out that the commandment to confess to
the lord is not inconsistent with an expectation that confession also be made
to the bishop but see the following note

concerning testimony meeting spencer W kimball said in 1948 the
privilege is here granted for the members to bear testimony with a broken heart
and a contrite spirit with thanksgiving and a cheerful heart confessing to the
lord and the brethren their imperfections and worshippingworshipping with the brethren
and sisters the meeting belongs to the people E kimball teachings of spen-
cer W kimball 138 and also see pages 969796 97

of doctrine and covenants 5912 president kimball said this of course
does not mean that the people must detail their major sins and crimes but as has
often been heard in testimonies on fast day and otherwise they acknowledge
weakness E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 516 specific confes-
sion is not necessarily inappropriate heberheberjheberdJ grant recounts approvingly a testi-
mony meeting in which the widow of one of the apostles confessed at age 83
that she had recently overcome a coffee habit heberheberjheberdJ grant gospel standards
selectionsfromselections from the sermons and writings of hebert grant comp G homer
durham salt lake city improvement era 1941 28485284 85 heberheberjheberdJ grant con-
ference reports october 4 1907 22

119hyrumHyrum119 smith interpreted the phrase as referring to confession of faults to
one another joseph smith jr history of the7 be church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter
day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book
1971 6299 hereafter cited as HC and brigham young repeatedly and consis-
tently alluded to this commandment when he spoke of the sabbath as a day on
which the saints were to meet and confess to one another young injdined 6278
august 29 1852 9369 august 31 1862 10187 may 31 1863 1582 june 2
1872 16168 august 31 1873 compare to his expressed concern that public
confession in excess can also be unwise young injdmjdined 478 79 november 9
1856 8362 march 10 1860

other recognitions that the saints are to confess to one another are found
in joseph F smith gospel doctrine selections from the sermons and writings
of josephofjoseph F smith salt lake city deseret news 1919 245 bruce R mcconkie
mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 sv fast meetings
277 newquist gospel truth 176
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furthermore in 1831 when the revelation in section 59 was
received edward partridge was the only bishop in the church
having been called a few months earlier with responsibility to be
concerned about the temporal affairs of the whole church not to
minister to the spiritual needs of individuals dacd&c 419 the vari-
ous organized branches of the church were under the direction of
a presiding elder analogous in function to the modernmodem bishop 120

but nowhere is the responsibility of receiving private confession
formally given to the presiding elder either if private confession oc-
curred it was a matter of unrecorded practice

there is no mention of confession in the pearl of great price

confession in LDS church history
foundation years

the precise LDS understanding and practice of confession
in the early years of the church are not easily established 121 nor
were they necessarily uniform understanding of doctrine orga-
nizational structure and practice changed over time as ex-
perienceperience new revelations and growth necessitated adapting
previous perceptions

early mormon journals refer to confession at baptism some-
times apparently what was meant is simply being repentant or per-
haps it is acknowledging in a general open way ones sinfulness
and expressing a desire to live righteously and make a commit-
ment to god in baptism the descriptions of early missionary activ-
ity seem to indicate that baptism followed belief and desire but not

121121jamesjames B allenalienailen ronald K esplin and david J whittaker men with a
mission 183718411837 1841 salt lake city deseret book 1992 102 see also
james B allenalienailen and thomas G alexander eds manchester mormonscormonsMormons the
journal of william clayton 1840 to 1842 santa barbara and salt lake city
peregrine smith 1974 relating claytonsclaytonaClaytons activities as presiding elder in man-
chester england

teachings12teacbings of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith contains no entry that relates
specifically to private confession although joseph smith taught that a person
should confess to another he had injured and he also spoke of the obligation of
the twelve and all saints to be willing to confess all their sins and not keep back
a apartpart TPJS 155
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private confession 122 there is a sense of drawing in believers not
of screening out the unworthy if people however sinful in the
past heard and accepted the gospel and wished to undertake the
covenant of baptism in this small unpopular even persecuted
sect that was evidence enough of repentance without detailing
their preconversion sins to anyone but god 123 As with current
instructions which only a few kinds of previous misconduct need
be disclosed by the person applying for baptism early church
practice apparently did not involve rehearsing to one person prior
to ones baptism a listfisthist of sinful acts 124121

wards were first designated in nauvoo in 1839 the bishops
of those wards were to look out for the physical welfare of people

122for purposes of comparison the campbellitesCampbellites received members on
confession of faith and baptism without further examination whereas baptists
required the telling of an experience and a vote by the church winfred E gar-
rison and alfred T degroot the disciples of christ A history rev ed st louis
bethany 1958 204 the methodists required prospective members to pass
through a probationary period and to participate in class meetings which were
weekly gatherings of a group of about a dozen under direction of a leader who
would ask members individually about their lives and temptations expecting vol-
untary confession in this small group halford E luccock and paul hutchinson
the7 be story ofmethodismof methodism new york methodist book concern 1926 16873168 73

123 george123george morris details the confession he made to god before his baptism
about a week before I1 was baptized on june 28 1841 I1 prayed to my heav-

enly father in secret and confessed my sins as I1 lay prostrate on the ground
george morris autobiography typescript special collections and manuscripts
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah 15 hereafter
cited as BYU archives the emphasis seems to be on commitment and change
silence about the necessity for either private or public confession of specific sins
leaves open both possibilities that it was required and that it was not
although the more likely explanation for silence is that no such particularized
confession was expected

124aA man seeking a sign was accused by joseph smith of adultery to which
the man confessed when he was later baptized the way this unusual event is
reported suggests it was a public confession the man who had been publicly
accused might have wanted now as a believer to vindicate the prophet by mak-
ing public confession TPJS 278

at an 1839 conference john gaylord was admitted into the church upon
his confession this suggests public confession as a requirement for baptism but
it is not clear whether that was a confession of sins or a confession of faith HC

413 orson pratt however more specifically reported there were two who
came forward repenting and confessing their sins and were baptized orson
pratt orson prattjournalspratt journals comp eldeneideneldenjaldenjJ watson salt lake city eldeneideneldenjaldenjJ wat-
son 1975 37
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in their area particularly the poor they did not conduct worship
services or have primary responsibility for spiritual matters they
were almost exclusively temporal officers 125115 bishops left spiritual
matters to the high priests worship services were held not by
wards but by groups meeting in private homes by priesthood
quorumsquorums or by the whole community 126

while there is no clear documentary indication in early
practice that confessing sin privately to the presiding elder of
a branch was expected 127 numerous indications exist of pub-
lic confession either of individuals before the congregation or
of small groups in mutual confessions as an exercise in piety
or reconciliation the doctrine and covenants reference to the
sabbath day as a time for confessing thy sins before thy
brethren could apply to either or both various occasions for
confession can be documented apologizing to persons of-
fended 1281211 working out of interpersonal relations 129 responding

115thethe three wards and bishops in 1839 increased to ten in 1845 alienallenailen and
leonard story of the latter day saints 16163161 63 william clayton records the
appointment of four bishops for nauvoo in 1841 alienallenailen and alexander manches-
ter mormonscormonsMormons 2067206 7 see also william G hartley nauvoo stake priesthood
quorumsQuorums and the churchschurche first wards BYU studies 32 winterspringwinter spring 1992
606360 63 william G hartley mormon sundays ensign 18 january 1978 2211

12allenalienailen12 allen and leonard story of the lanterlatterlauerlannerlaner day saints 78 see also david C

bradford bishop history of the office memin EM 11119119ilg
127117william117william clayton was presiding elder in manchester england and much

involved in the personal livesfivesilveshives of church members conferring about their doubts
struggles and sins he describes public admission of wrongdoing particularly
after accusation or excommunication public reconciliation by confession with
persons offended and admissions of guilt to him as presiding elder when he
inquired about allegations of wrongdoing he does not mention private confes-
sions made to him spontaneously as a prerequisite to receiving gods forgiveness
although his account also does not rule that out see alienallenailen and alexander man-
chester mormonscormonsMormons 656571739213019971 73 92 130 199 205

gregory R knight journal of thomas bullock BYU studies 31

winter 1991 75 bullock and his wife lucy mutually asked forgiveness for
all past offenses

129whenwhen hyrum smith pointed out that carping among a group of saints
traveling together created bad feelings we saw the evil felt humble and readily
confessed to each other and to god and with uplifted hands covenanted to forget
and forgive journey of the church of pontiac on its journey to zion 1834
typescript archives division historical department the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city 3 hereafter cited as LDS church archives
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to demands of church discipline 130 and preparing to partake of
the sacrament 131

people who had been found guilty by a church court were
often asked to make public confession for example in 1840 the

on another occasion warren foote reported
after meeting they thought it best to have a general settling up
and confessions there were considerable wrangling but they suc-
ceeded in getting things fixed up by twelve oclock at night not
being a member of the church of course I1 had nothing to say we
had trouble in the camp again after considerable talking in tongues
and confessions it was again settled warren foote warren foote
autobiography comp garth homer killpack typescript 3 vols
BYU archives 1171 17 18

1311nin the late 1830s in england transgressors were asked to confess their
transgressions in open meeting although perhaps not in explicit detail and
thereby help from the saints was mobilized alienallenailen and others men with a mis-
sion 103 james B alienallenailen trials of discipleship the story of william clayton a
mormon urbana university of illinois press 1987 26 313231 32 see also doctrine
and covenants 2069 1830 and 464 1831

in the congregation at ramus illinois several men who had disrupted the
meeting concluded to make a partial confession which they did to keep them-
selves from being disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped by the church joeljoeijoeljohnsonjohnson excerpts from
autobiography 1802 1868 typescript BYU archives 9

131wW W phelps to sally phelps october 27 1835 demonstrates that the
saints met to partake of the sacrament of the lord jesus confessing their sins
according to the commandments bruce A van orden ed writing to zion
the william W phelps kirtland letters 183518361835 1836 BYU studies 33 no 3
1993 567

at a sunday meeting in montrose uncle john smith called upon all
who had hardness and who had transgressed to confess and repent after
many had confessed he called upon myself and brother nickerson to break bread
and administer which was done william clayton diary march 28 1841 type-
script BYU archives 9910099- 100

john R winder said that when he first attended church as a new member
time was given by the presiding officer for any who had been overtaken in a

fault to make confession before partaking of the sacrament of the lords supper
winder conference reports october 6 1902 82

during a shipboard meeting march 7 1841 the presiding elder admon-
ished none to take the sacrament unless they were reconciled hyram hyrum
clarkdarkoark who had been accused of acting unseemingly toward some of the
women begged their forgiveness many shed tears at his humility his case was
not put to a vote alexander neibaur diary 1841 62 typescript BYU archives 4

at a meeting of the massachusetts conference 1835 elder chase was
deprived of his membership because of gambling for money and then breaking
bread to the saints before he confessed his sins HC 2241
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kirtland elders quorum voted charles woods licence be taken
from him and withheld untill he make satisfaction by confession to
the church 15211131132 similarly in 1841 hyland davis come before the
meettingmuettingmeetting and made confession and on the sabbath following went
before the congregation and made his acknowledgment and was
forgiven and the hand of fellowship was restored 13511131153133 and the same
year it was voted that brother kerr was out of order on the last
sabauthsabaoth and that he make a publick confesionconcesionconfesion of the same 3113411134134 the
same practice is reflected in the far west record 135 in each case
the confession responded to an accusation and sometimes at
least the council voted on whether the acknowledgment was satis-
factory on occasion the confession was found to be inadequate 136131156

voluntary mutual confession not required or in response to
accusation also occurred in the kirtland elders quorum joseph
smith on january 23 1836 recorded elder alma beaman had
been tempted to doubt the things spiritual experiences which we
received the evenings before and he made an humble confession
and asked forgiveness of the school which was joyfully accorded
him and he said he would try to resist satan in the future 1571113771137137 and
the next day the prophet recorded that he called upon the high
council of kirtland to proceed and confess their sins as they might

in a sunday meeting a number of the church then expressed their feel-
ings by way of confessions we broke bread and then closed in a friday
meetinmeetinggj a number of confessions were made of coldness and a want of atten-
tion to prayrsprayers &cac jan shipps and john W welch eds theyhejournalsjournals of william
E mclellinmcclellinMcLellin 183118361831 1836 BYU studies and university of illinois press provo

utah and urbana 1994 144 146
132lyndon132lyndon W cook and milton V backman jr eds kirtland elders quo-

rum record 183618411836 1841 provo utah grandin book 1985 50 march 13

1840 in another case dr P hurlburt was restored june 2121183318331835 to good stand-
ing in the church upon his confession to the church court that was considering
his case on appeal george A smith WJD 118 november 15 1864 HC 1354

133cookcook and backman kirtland eldersquorumelderseiders quorum record march 1 1841 5533
134cookcook and backman kirtland eldersquorumelderseiders quorum record july 11 184171841 60
135 whatever135whatever the charge a humble confession was almost without excep-

tion rewarded with forgiveness donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook eds
far west record minutes of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
183018441830 1844 salt lake city deseret book 1983 xiv

136forfor example seehcsee HC 2346 510
137hcHC 2384852384 85 see also cook and backman kirtland elders quorum

record 2 n 1
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be directed by the spirit and they occupied the first part of the day

and confessed and exhorted as the spirit led 1581113138

we do not know how explicit these confessions were re-
sponses to accusations are in their nature specific but sponta-
neous confessions may be more general the only wholly
voluntary confession whose content was reported in the far west
record is heber C KimwimhimkimballskimbaltsballsbalTsbaitsbairsbails statement that wherein he had been
out of the way in any manner he ment to mend in that thing 139

however on one occasion william smith and several others made
public confession that they had wrongly believed joseph was in
transgression 140 and when called to be in the high council across
the river from nauvoo ephraim owens apparently declined

13111cHC 2385 dean C jessee ed and comp ynethe personal writings of
joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1985 149 oliver cowderysCowderys diary
for january 17 1836 says the quorums of the church were organized in the
presence of the church and commenced confessing their faults and asking for-
givenessgiveness the holy spirit rested upon us leonard J arrington ed oliver cow
derys kirtland ohio sketch book BYUbyustudiesstudies 12 summer 1972 416 in a

letter william phelps describes the january 16 meeting of the presidency the
kirtland and zion high councils the twelve the seven presidents of the seventy
and the two bishops and their counselors the presidents commenced the meet-
ing by confessing their sins and forgiving their brethren and the world the
lord poured out his spirit in such a manner as you never witnessed when I1

was speaking which was but few words the spirit of the lord came upon me so

that I1 could not speak and I1 cried as little children cry in earnest van orden
writing to zion 576

the kirtland elders quorum record refers to mutual confessions but
only in the first few weeks of meetings suggesting that the practice continued only
in the quorumsquorums organizational phase less than voluntary confessions also oc-
curred when one was found guilty of improper behavior and acknowledged that
wrong as a condition of continued fellowship in the quorum cook and backman
kirtland eldersquorumelderseiders quorum record 2 6 8 10 and 43 52 56

131cannongannon131 cannon and cook far west record 221 jared carter confessed pub-
licly he did not however state what he had done that was wrong nevertheless
his confession was received lucy mack smith biographical sketches joseohajosephjosephof
smith the prophet and his progenitors for many generations orem utah
grandin book 1995 212 reprint of 1853 publication it was public knowledge
that carter had opposed joseph smith in kirtland

daniel tyler recollections of the prophet joseph smith juvenile
instructor 27 february 15 1892 128 joseph had prophesied that those who
believed him to be in transgression would receive a testimony to the contrary

the next week his brother william and others confessed they had done so
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confessing publicly that he had disobeyed the word of wisdom 141

similarly Luklukelukejohnsonejohnsonjohnson asked to be excused from sitting on a coun-
cil because he had been previously tempted on some matters and
that he had sinned and wished to make a more public confession
than he could make here 142142141 at a meeting on the plains orson
hyde preached his celebrated bogus sermon denouncing allanailali bo-
gus makers counterfeiterscounterfeiters thieves &cac & commanding all such & all
who knew of any such to come forth with and tell him & also
absolved them from all former acts and covenants to keep secrets
this made quite a stir & caused some to confess their sins 145143113

early pioneer period

although before and during the nauvoo period bishops were
mainly temporal officers concerned with church properties and
caring for the poor in winter quarters during the move westward
the bishops role began to change five hundred men had left to
serve in the mormon battalion leaving many families behind who
needed attention in establishing winter quarters the city council
under direction ofofbrighambrigham young organized the city first into thir-
teen wardswards144144 and then into twenty two 145141 each with a bishop to
see that none suffer and to have meetings in their several wards

for the men women & children once a week also to have
schools in their wardswards146146

in utah the spiritual responsibility of bishops continued
to increase 147 salt lake city had five wards in 1847 148141 which

141141josephjoseph G stevenson ed the life and history elder edward stevenson
october 5 18591839 holograph LDS church archives 178 page 74 of typescript

142hcHC 2151
143juanita143juanita brooks ed on the mormon Fronfrontierrientien the diary ofhosea stout

184418611844 1861 2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964 1261
june 20 1847

144brooks144brooks hosea stout 1203 205 october 2 and 18 1846
145brooks145brooks hosea stout 1213 14 222 november 25 26 1846 and janu-

ary 2 1847
brooks hosea stout 1217181217 18 december 13 1846 see also bradford

bishop history of the office in EM 11119ilig119ilg
147whenwhen albert thurber in 1849 asked a friend to baptize himhirn the friend

had to get permission from his bishop helen thurber dalton journal and
diary of albert king thurber treasures of pioneer history salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1954 3272 see also hartley mormon sundays
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increased to nineteen in 1849 149 and the bishops began to assume
religious leadership in the community holding weekly meetings
and a monthly testimony meeting 150110 in that context there came to
be a mix of public and private confession 151

the mormon reformation

during the powerful revival of 1856 57 commonly called by
historians the mormon reformation 152 great emphasis was placed

222322 23 meetinghousesMeetinghouses for each ward made ward sacrament meetings and sun-
day schools possible for the first time gradually community or stake sacra-
ment meetings were replaced by ward meetings

eugene E campbell establishing zion the mormon church in the
american west 1847 1869 salt lake city signature books 1988 18 19

Campbell119campbellcampbeli149119 CampbeU establishing zion 159
151ailen151allenailenalienAIlenallen and leonard story of the latter day saints 276 77 the nineteen

city wards and six rural wards of the salt lake stake remained static until 1877
when ten new wards were organized to help serve the greatly increased popula-
tion of 20000 howard stansbury exploration of the valley of the great salt
lake washington DC smithsonian institution press 1988 131311511 says that bish-
ops exercised not only a spiritual but temporal authority B H roberts A com-
prehensive history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints century
one 6 vols provo utah corporation of the president the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints 1965 3452 n 10 hereafter cited as CHC

A statement by orson hyde in 1855 suggests that private confession may
have been more prevalent than revealed by the record in speaking ofheber kimball
andandjedediahjedediah grants criticism of some people he said 1I will not say by what means
they were posted became informed whether by private confession of some con
science smitten guilty participant in things not right or by the common and ordinary
means of knowledge orson hyde injdmjdined 2207 march 18 1855 see also the letter
to wilford woodruff cited in note 66 and brigham youngs statement 1 I moummourn and
lament when any of my brethren come to me and confess that they have been guilty
of this or that crime young injdined 102 september 28 1862

15paulpaul H peterson the mormon reformation of 1856571856 57 the rhetoric
and the reality journal ofmormonof mormon history 15 1989 598759 87 this reformation
period is strongly reminiscent of alma 5 6 and alma 4522 after burning fever-
ishly through the latter part of 1856 the height of the revival was over by spring
particularly with the approach of johnstons army however thousands of
saints had submitted to the catechism had openly confessed their sins of com-
mission and omission and had gone again into the waters of baptism for a
renewal of their covenants gene A sessions mormon thunder A documen-
tary history of jedediah morgan grant urbana university of illinois press
1982 259 wilford woodruff wrote that some of the fruits are all have con-
fessed their sins either great or small restored their stolen property all have been
baptized from the presidency down all are trying to pay their tithing wilford
woodruff to george A smith april 1 1857 in sessions mormon thunder 259
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on a spiritual housecleaninghousecleaning early in that revivalist movement
spearheadedspearheaded by president jedediah A grant 153 there were some
overzealous expectations of public confession 154114 but public con-
fession was soon replaced with private confession155confession155151 to a bishop or
block teacher 156151 richard ballantine reported during early decem-
ber of 1856

during the week we met the people of each block in private houses
each day at ten oclock we had power given us to melt the hearts of

153113 sessions113sessions mormon thundernunder 270 272 wilford woodruff was also much
involved alexander wilford woodruff and the mormon reformation of 1855571855 57
dialogue 32 summer 1992 253925 39 according to woodruffwoodruft s journal he confessed
his faults to his families and told my families theirs wilford woodruff wilford
woodruffewoodruffswoodruffsjournaljournal 183318981833 1898 typescript ed scott G kenney 9 vols dedNEdmidvalevalevaie
utah signature books 1983 84 4474 hereafter cited as WWJ

154daniel wood indicated that thirty seven people confessed to having
wronged him by stealing telling lies etc davis bitton guide to mormon
diaries andandautobiographiesautobiographies provo utah brigham young university press

197738819775881977 388588
jedediah grant stated in some of the wards men will rise up and confess

their sins and after a weeks reflection they will go to meeting and commence
parrying sic and make themselves as good as an angel jedediah M grant in
JD 474 november 2 1856 during the reformation people were sometimes
called on to speak in meetings and were expected to confess their sins rachel
lee notes confession of sloth april 27 1856 opposition to leaders february 5

1857 and faults june 27 1958 journal of rachel andora woolsey lee
1856 1860 BYU archives an incident of public confession of adultery is
reported in william W bishop edjededdeda mormonism unveiled life and confes-
sions ofofjohntohnjohn D lee st louis james H mason 1891 28083280 83

155heber155heber C kimball january 11 1857 gave the following instructions

call upon the high priests the seventies elders priests teachers and
deacons and first cleanse those ruling members those that hold the
priesthood and if you find those that deserve to be severed from
the church sever them do not call in the females when catechizingcatechizing the
males but when you have done with them then call the females
together and talk to them and show them their duty do not make
that public which should be kept private lest you do more harm
than good heber C kimball injdined 4172 january 11 1857

151andand all the bishops or teachers they assigned had to get the people
one by one by themselves and ask them these questions that were on the code of
laws and if the people had broken any of these laws they were told to do so no
more and they were all forgiven for what they had done john lowe butler
autobiography quoted in william G hartley my westforbestforbest yorforpor the kingdom history
ofofjohnjohn lowe butler a mormon frontiersman salt lake city aspen books
1993 299 see also alienallenailen dyalstrialsdialsnyals of discipleship 270
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the people many confessed their sins in part and resolved to
work righteousness we had power in some meetings to tell each
one by name of their condition and of their besetting sins afterward
we blessed them 157

although bishops were sometimes involved the person nor-
mally assigned in the reformation to question ward members and
to receive such confession was the teacher158teacher15815111581 who went from house

157157journaljournal of richard ballantine quoted in biography of richard ballantine
typescript LDS church archives 105 although this sounds like public confes-
sion he also wrote a week earlier on november 28 about catechizingcatechizing sixteen
teachers of the first ward there was no lack of confidence in revealing their
feelings though they were not called upon nor allowed to reveal individual acts
except in so far as they were public biography of richard ballantine 104

hannah king a critical observer wrote the people were told to get
up in meeting and confess their sins they did so till it was sickening and
brought disease king expressed relief when what she perceived to be bullying
of the people was over hannah king journals october 8 1856 quoted in ses-
sions mormon thunderYbunder 221 259 A discussion of kings reaction appears also
in rebecca bartholomew audacious women early british mormon immi-
grants salt lake city signature books 1995 207

that the pressure to confess might have been distressing is suggested by a
letter from an anti mormon indian agent named garland hurt to non mormon
governor cumminggumming hurt states that in october 1856

a proclamation issued from the lords anointed announcing the
solemn fact that the people had violated their covenants with god and
commanding them indiscriminately to bow at the confessional
and repair to the streams of the mountains and be baptized forth
with I1 have seen men and women weeping in the utterest ago-
nies of soul and when I1 attempted to console them would say they
abhorred the idea of being forced into a confessional but dare not
refuse bigler garland hurt 162 n 52

the strictness of these expectations led some members to apostatize anna
jean backus mountain meadows witness the life and times of bishop philip
klingensmith spokane arthur H clarkdarkoark 1995 94 opponents of the church
made much of the rhetoric about the sinfulness of the saints without taking into
account the high standards aspired to and the zeal to motivate the saints that may
have led leaders to exaggeration CHC 4124

158While this interrogation by the teachers was more formal and more
extensive than ever before the responsibility of teachers from the beginning was
to be overseers of conduct among other things the teachers duty is to watch
over the church always and see that there is no iniquity in the church and
also see that all the members do their duty dacd&c 2053552053 55 see also mosiah 267
where wrongdoerswrongdoers among church members were delivered up unto the priests
by the teachers
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to house with a printed list asking twenty seven questions 159119 thir-
teen questions dealt with various forms of dishonesty not paying
debts using otherswaterothersother swaterwater oppressing employees branding strays
and the like the remainder asked about murder betrayal adul-
tery swearing coveting intoxication 160 tithing teaching ones
family the gospel disloyalty to the church and its teachings pray-
ing sabbath observance attendance at meetings being a good
parent and bathing

in i8601860 brigham young reflected concern for the possible
negative effects of detailed public confession

were I1 to relate here to you my private faults from day to day it
would not strengthen either the speaker or the hearer and would
give the enemy more power thus far I1 would say we are justified
in what some call dissembling many of the brethren chew to-
bacco if you must use tobacco put a small portion in your mouth
when no person sees you

but if you have stolen your neighbours cattle own it and
restore the property with fourfold if it is requested I1 believe in

in the nineteenth century the teacher was an adult with the specific call-
ing

can-
ing to visit the homes of the members this function has been known by various
names block teacher ward teacher and home teacher on the shift from adult
teachers to youthful teachers see william G hartley the priesthood reorgani-
zation of 1877 brigham youngs last achievement BBYUYU studies 20 fall 1979
23 and hartley ordained and acting teachers 37598375 98

159 159petersonpeterson the mormon reformation 70 another version of the cate-
chism covering nearly the same ground in eighteen questions was used in may
1857 in fort supply see brooks mountain meadows massacre 12 n 2 see
also alienallenailen trials of ofdiscipleshipdiscipleship 270 and sessions mormon thunder 220 2211

which states the checklist was administered to general authorities bishops
and teachers

theme concern only with intoxication reflects the fact that the word of
wisdom was not yet as important a symbol as it was to become but see notes 12

and 192 leonard J arrington have the saints always given as much emphasis
to the word of wisdom as they do today ensign 7 april 1977 32 paul H
peterson an historical analysis of the word of wisdom masters thesis
brigham young university 1972 robert J mccue did the word of wisdom
become a commandment in 1851 dialogue 14 fall 1981 667766 77 thomas G

alexander the word of wisdom from principle to requirement dialogue 14

fall 1981 78 88 members were always admonished to observe this wise coun-
sel strict adherence became an explicit temple recommend requirement in 1921
alexander word of wisdom 82 see also graffam school of the prophets 33
apostles negligent as to word of wisdom 42 and 48 need to set example and

53 considered commandment
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coming out and being plain and honest with that which should be
made public and in keeping to yourselves that which should be kept
ifyou have your weaknesses keep them hid from your brethren as much
as you can confess your secret sins to your god and forsake them
and he will forgive them confess to your brethren your sins against
them and make all right and they will forgive and all will be right

keep your follies that do not concern others to yourselves 161

he thought it better for people to try to live up to their public
image than to admit their faults in public and thus confirm their
secret weaknesses 162161 still some degree of public confession per-
sisted for instance in 1883 small group confession was practiced
among the twelve and in the school of the prophets 163 the same
year john taylor referred to an expectation of public confession of
adultery or fornication 164114 in connection with the dedication of the
salt lake temple in april 1893 the first presidency called for

16young16 young injdmjdined 8361 62 march 10 1860 see also young injdined 478 79
november 9 1856 and 4286 march 15 1857

162 in dealing with members shortcomings do not make that public
which should be kept private lest you do more harm than good H kimball in

JD 4172 january 11 1857 see full quote in note 155 above spencer W kim-
ball told a group of missionaries that people should not talk about their old sins
that were previously confessed remaining silent about ones past weakness is not
hypocrisy but proper reticence E kimball teachings of ofspencerspencer W kimball 96

113 Graffam school of the prophets 5333 36 48 59 63
16graffam16 graffam school of the prophets 29 on september 5 1886 stake presi-

dent angus M cannon having learned of the adultery of his nephew john Q can-
non who was age twenty nine and second counselor in the presiding bishopric
obtained an admission and immediately took john to the front during a meeting in
the tabernacle there john made a public confession laid down his priesthood
and was excommunicated on vote of the congregation deseret news septem-
ber 6 1886 his leadership position may have dictated so dramatic and public a
confession A salt lake editorial jeeredjeeped john was rebaptized two years later
deseret news 1987 church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1986 64

in his diary entry for november 13 1898 charles card reported that in
canada a woman asked forgiveness for adultery and fornication she had commit-
ted two years before and for which she had been excommunicated the congre-
gation voted to forgive her and consented to her rebaptism donald G godfrey
and brigham Y card eds the diaries of charles ora card tuethe canadian
years 1886 1903 salt lake city university of utah press 1993 478

isaac hyde bishop was commanded to make public confession for speak-
ing evil of high council susan easton black comp membership of the church
ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 183018481830 1848 50 vols provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 1989 5521 entry for isaac hyde
bishop comment 1
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universal public confession members were asked to meet to-
gether march 25 1893 confess their sins and forgive one another
before they went to the temple dedication 165

the diminishing role of public confession

while diminishing in use the practice of public confession
continued well into the twentieth century for example instruc-
tions in 19151913 said that public confession was not necessary in all
cases for those whose offenses were not generally known 166 pub-
lic confession was most often expected for matters of public
knowledge accordingly the instructions in 1921 indicated that no
records should be made of minor transgressions of young people
and when a transgression was known to the perpetrator only the
confession to the bishop should not be made public or recorded
unless a court was held but publicly known wrongs were con-
fessed or dealt with at the regular weekly priesthood meeting
keeping the confession as limited as possible 167161 the 1934 hand-
book ofinstructionsof instructions stated that in a case of public knowledge that
a young couple had been immoral but had married they still
should make public confession but it could be simply to express
the desire to repent and obtain forgiveness for any wrong that they
may have done 168

165james165james R clarkdarkoark comp messages of the first presidency 6 vols salt
lake city bookcraft 1966 3241 44 see also WWJWIUutuuto march 18 1893 9244

circular ofinstructionsof instructions 12 salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ
of latter day saints 1913 26

instructions to bishops and counselors stake and ward clerks 13

saitqsaltisaltsalt lake city the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 1921 41 42
handbook of instructions for stake Presidenpresidenciescies bishops and coun-

selors stake and ward clerks 15 salt lake city the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints 1934 100 adults would understand the coded statement
general handbook ofinstructionsof instructions 1960 required the adulterous person always
to confess to his spouse but that was not continued as a requirement in every
case 98 general handbook supplement 1976 states that special circum-
stances may dictate that involvement of parents or spouse would be unwise 5

and the general handbook of instructions 1989 says that the repentance of
sexual transgression by a married person generally should include seeking for-
givenessgiveness from the spouse and a young unmarried person involved in such trans-
gressiongression should be encouraged to tell his or her parents 10210 2 however
sometimes such a disclosure might do more harm than good
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in 1956 instructions allowed for privately imposed probation
for either single or married people involved in sexual sin who
were repentant 169 except in the case of public scandal when the
man involved might be asked to stand before a melchizedek priest-
hood meeting and without divulging the details of the transgres-
sion confess to having violated the rules of the church express
repentance and ask forgiveness confessions of women might be
reported by the bishop in the melchizedek priesthood meeting of
the ward with such explanation as necessary 170171

in 1976 excommunicationscommunicationsex and disfellowshipmentsdisfellowship ments were to
be announced only to the melchizedek priesthood of the ward
without specifying detail unless there was need to warn against
apostate teaching 171 since 1976 public confession has not been
expected as part of church discipline and knowledge of discipli-
nary action has been limited to those who need to know 172171

knowledge of such disciplinary actions is to be disclosed only to
appropriate men and women leaders except for instances of
predatory action teaching false doctrine or flagrant transgres-
sions things about which the whole congregation knows or
needs to be aware 173

spontaneous public confession is still considered a desirable
practice if handled sensitively and discretely it comportscomfortscomports with the

handling16911andling the transgressor salt lake city distributed by the presiding
bishopric of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 1956 3 4

handling17111andling the transgressor 1956 4
17117 General handbook ofinstructionsof instructions 21 1976 76 while this is not pub-

lic confession it would reveal a disciplinary judgment that was often itself the
product of confession

handling17211andling the transgressor 1956 21 specifies announcement of
excommunication in ward sacrament meeting and stake priesthood meeting and
says nothing about announcing disfellowshipmentsdisfellowshipments in 1968 excommunications
and disfellowshipmentsdisfellowship ments of melchizedek priesthood holders were to be announced
to the melchizedek priesthood of the stake such sanctions against others were
announced in the ward melchizedek priesthood meeting general handbook of
instructions 1968 130

173113 general113general handbook of instructions 1983 59 an editorial in the
church news said confession these days almost seems to require public offi-
cials and celebrities calling a news conference to discuss their private lives in
public arenas as if privacy no longer matters what was once only heard in private
is now broadcast around the world in public chest beating church news
august 12 1995 16
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description of the sabbath as a time for confessing thy sins unto
thy brethren dacd&c 5912 of confession in testimony meeting
spencer W kimball said

we do not hear it so much anymore the lord so instructed us
that we might seek forgiveness of our sins by having confessed them
humbly acknowledging them before the people and the lord he
that coverethcoverettcovereth his sins shall not prosper but whosochoso confessethconfesseth and
forsakethforsaketh them shall have mercy brovprov 2813174281517428132815 174171

however his advice in 1948 was to make such confession in
general terms

members may bear testimony with a broken heart and a contrite
spirit with thanksgiving and a cheerful heart confessing this of
course does not mean that the people must detail their major sins
but say something like this 1 I recognize my weaknesses and im-
perfections and I1 am striving constantly to overcome them and ask
you my brothers and sisters to overlook my frailties and errors 175

involvement of bishops in receiving private confessions

in 1860 brigham young began to emphasize a spiritual over-
sight role for bishops to see that all members of their wards
lived as they should walking humbly with their god attending to
their prayers observing the sabbath day to keep it holy and ceasing
to swear and steal there would not be a person in his ward that he
does not know and he would be acquainted with their circum-
stances conduct and feelings 11176176 in 1862 president young stated

174171spencer W kimball except ye repent improvement era 52

november 1949 76 quoted in E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball
96 97 spencer W kimball conference reports october 2 1949 127

175E kimball teachings of spencer W kimball 516 138 this type of gen-
eral public admission of weakness is not much different in content from the
general public confession built into the liturgiesliturgics of other churches except the ad-
missions are made individually rather than collectively it is not the general prac-
tice of the church for individuals to confess explicit sins in fast and testimony
meetings members of the church are not generally encouraged to discuss
their sins or those of others before the body of the church or otherwise publicly
marion D hanks answers to questions new era 1 january 19711971 10

176young176young injdmjdined 8146 august 19 1860 even so in a sermon specifically
about confession brigham young did not suggest confession to the bishop
on march 10 1860 he urged confession to god and to those injured whether an
individual the ward or the public but not confession to a church leader
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my bishop has just as good a right to come to my house and
demand of me my tithing as he has to demand it of any other per-
son in his ward also to inquire into the state of my family whether
I1 attend to my prayers whether I1 have contention with my neigh-
bours &cac in his capacity as a bishop 11177177 in fulfilling these duties
bishops undoubtedly heard many confessions or expressions of con-
cern about all kinds of personal or collective problems

the calling of bishop continued as at first to be concerned
with temporal affairs of the kingdom care of the poor buildings
tithing economic development community political leadership
education and judging disputes178disputes178 but in utah weekly ward

he said and if you have sinned against your god or against yourselves confess
to god and keep the matter to yourselves for I1 do not want to know anything
about it young injdmjdined 8361628361 62 march 10 1860

confessions sometimes came to the church president or other leaders
either because the bishop was not yet firmly established as the proper recipient
or because the confession was thought deserving of the prophets attention for
example brigham began to receive letters of confession from people who had
been involved in the mountain meadows massacre and his responses suggest he
was not exactly in a mood to forgive and forget leonard J arrington brigham
young american moses new york alfred A knopf 1985 281 it was also
noted that brigham complained about people coming to him with confession of
trivialities young ininjdinedJD 4286 march 15 1857 see also a letter to wilford
woodruff referring to a confession made to him alexander wilford woodruff
and the mormon reformation 33

177young177young WJD 9281 april 7 1862 the earliest reference to confessions
to the bishop I1 have found was during the reformation heber C kimball said
bishops take a course not to expose and ruin men but let their private sins

be privately acknowledged to the bishop and he has authority to report them to
head quarters I1 want the bishops not to be overbearing and hard on the
people H kimball injdmjdined 4177 january 11 1857

178171according171according to the doctrine and covenants the bishop of the church in
the 1830s was to receive consecrated property 4231 12421 to keep the
lords storehouse and look after the poor 7210 4233344233 34 12421 to purchase
lands and build houses of worship 4235 to be present at trial by elders if pos-
sible 4282 to be a judge in israel 10772 sitting in judgment upon trans-
gressorsgressors upon testimony as it shall be laid before him according to the laws
10772 and to certify members going to zion to claim a share of consecrated

property 7217 in sum the bishop was to be responsible for administering all

temporal things 10768 the only distinctly spiritual responsibility placed
upon the bishop of the church was to discern spurious spiritual gifts so as to pre-
vent the saints being misled 4627

eugene campbell lists many responsibilities of bishops who were the key
players in the colonization of the great basin eugene E campbell establishing
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meetings under direction of the bishop became well established 179

and spiritual counseling became an important part of his respon-
sibilitiessibilities 1180I the circularthrough 1912 of instructions prede-
cessor of the general handbook of instructions gave bishops
guidelines only with respect to tithes and business matters then
in 1913 for the first time in that series of official written instruc-
tions the bishop was specifically identified as having spiritual as
well as temporal responsibilities and having a duty to maintain
confidentiality of confessions except as to matters of public noto-
riety the 1913 instructions assume an already well established
practice of confessing to the bishop or bishopric noting that
public confession is not always required when offenses are not
generally known 181

the bishop who was first administrator and judge and then
community leader had become a person to whom one could and
should go with personal or spiritual problems he still looked after
the poor and held church courts for serious or resistant sinners
but he also now provided as a listed part of his duty a fatherly lis-
tening ear for the troubled soul

zion salt lake city signature books 1988 71 159 see also dale beecher the
office of bishop dialogue 15 winter 1982 103 D gene pace community
leadership on the mormon frontier mormon bishops phd diss ohio state
university 1983 erastus snow stated that the office of bishop was not only to
administer in temporal things care for the poor and receive tithes but also
to settle disputes as judge st louis luminary 1 november 222218541854 4 though
circular letters to stake presidents and bishops around the turn of the century
indicated the desire of the first presidency and twelve to discontinue use of
church courts for the settlement of temporal disputes the practice still
continued thomas G alexander mormonism in transition A history of the
latter day saints 189019301890 1930 urbana university of illinois press 1986 102

179171in commenting that sunday was not much of a day of rest for the saints
brigham mentioned prayer meetings morning service afternoon meetings class
meetings prayer meetings confessing meetings and so on from sunrise to 9 PM
young injdmjdined 1010187187 may 31 1863

beecher the office of bishop 11213112 13 for a long time the teachers
quorums shared oversight of member conduct with the bishop consistent with
doctrine and covenants 2053552053 55 for example in panaca nevada men who
made up the teachers quorum took up a labor with family heads and rowdy
boys and tried to bring them to their senses and to repentance including occa-
sionallysionally public confession leonard J arrington the mormonscormons in nevada las
vegas las vegas sun 1979 3311

181 circular ofinstructionsof Instructions 12 1913 262726 27
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development of standards for institutional discipline
and forgiveness for baptized members

As the bishops modern role in receiving confessions became
settled a need arose to identify which out of the broad range of
undesirable behaviors needed to be confessed the matter be-
came quasi jurisdictional in the sense that private confession is
expected for conduct for which possible affirmative sanctions are
stipulated if the behavior is serious enough to warrant church dis-
ciplineci the member has the responsibility of confessing to the
bishop connecting private confession to church discipline is a
way of advising the member when conduct has been such that
there is an obligation to report it to the bishop 182 because the
bishop has to make decisions about a church members conduct
the relationship between a church member and the bishop may
become adversarial if that member is accused of wrongdoing and
has not confessed members are encouraged to accept any result-
ing sanctions as a means of reconciliation with the institution that
bears the god given responsibility for their spiritual welfare

the matters serious enough to warrant consideration by a
bishops court have varied in the early pioneer era they included
not only crimes and sexual misconduct but also breaches of loy-
alty to an embattled community for example during one period
patronizing gentile merchants could result in church discipline 183181185

certain standards for discipline and by implication for confes-
sion came to be regularizedregularizer by inclusion in printed instructions given
to bishops 184 in 1928 the instructions stated that the following

18121112 in every era any church leader or lay member for that matter would be
willing to counsel with someone who wanted counsel that is a role friends who are
respected for their compassion and wisdom have always played matters divulged in
such counseling relationships may be more or less serious than those for which pri-
vate confession is expected but unless the leader is one within whose jurisdiction
the member lives the divulgence is not considered adequate confession

183 see leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history
of the latter day saints 183019001830 1900 lincoln university of nebraska press
1958 248 49 CHC 5224 n 13 young injdmjdined 12284 87 october 8 1868

in 1868 the school of the prophets comprised of approximately 5000
priesthood leaders throughout utah territory proposed a boycott against trade
with anti mormon gentile merchants and the proposal was sustained in october
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transgressions would ordinarily justify holding a bishops court
infractions of the moral law such as fornication and adultery
liquor drinking and bootlegging criminal acts such as thievery bur-
glary or murder and apostasy or opposition to the church 185

in 1934 the instructions added drunkenness cruelty to wives
or children and promoting polygamy 186116 subsequent changes were
mostly in terminology although in 1968 homosexual acts were added
to the list of sexual sins 187

in 1976 grounds for discipline were put under two general
categories 1 deliberate disobedience to church regulations and
2 moral transgressions with all the previous offenses listedlisted188188

and incest child molesting embezzling church funds and un-
christianlike conduct added in an undated supplement to the
1976 instructions the list no longer included intemperance but

general conference the pressures to support the boycott were primarily social

but excommunication was held out as an ultimate threat for noncompliance
arrington great basin kingdom 24549245 49 CHC 5224 n 13 see also young in

JD 12281 284 289 october 8 1868 and george Q cannon ininjdinedJD 13103
124 october 8 9 1868 A prominent church member accused before the
school of the prophets of patronizing gentile establishments confessed asked
forgiveness and made a commitment to stop arringtonarlington great basin king-
dom 494 n 15

185115handbook115handbook of instructions for bishops and counselors stake and
ward clerks of tuethe church of jesus christ of latter day saints 14 saitqsaltisaltsalt lake
city 1928 75

handbook of instructions 15 1934 97 98 for increased focus of dis-

cipline of persons encouraging polygamy see B carmoncannon hardy solemn
covenant the mormon polygamous passage urbana university of illinois
press 1992 chapters 9 and 10

187General handbook of instructions 20 1968 122 in 1940 after the
repeal of prohibition liquor drinking drunkenness and bootlegging were
replaced by the general category of intemperance handbook of instructions 16

1940 138 in 1960 the more general language of sex sins general handbook
of instructions 18 19601 97 replaced the previous wording handbook of
instructions 16 1940 138 lesbianism was also added in the general hand-
book supplement 1976 to clarify that not only male homosexual conduct was
proscribed presiding bishopric handling the transgressor 1956 4 5 says

repeated sexual violations are grounds for court action citing doctrine and
covenants 4224 26 which allows for leniency on the first offense of adultery
but not thereafter

general handbook of instructions 1976 thievery and burglary pre-
viously listed separately were covered by general reference to criminal acts
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now specified abortion subject to exceptions in 1985 transsex
ual operations were added to the list

the 1989 instructions adopted a different format and gave as

grounds for discipline a long listfisthist of illustrative felonies plus a num-
ber of items that would be misdemeanors or noncriminal acts
adultery fornication homosexual relations sex change operation

spouse abuse abandonment of family responsibilities drug misuse
abortion and apostasy the only deletion of a major item found in
previous instructions was the offense of unchristianlike conduct 189

over the years although two items have been dropped
intemperance in 1976190 now seen more as illness or weakness than
as serious evil despite strong church commitment to the word of
wisdom and unchristianlike conduct in 1989 probably seen as too
vague to be applied evenly the tendency has been to include
more items the listed sins only illustrate the grounds on which con-
fession is expected of all compliant members unspecified offenses
of comparable gravity are not excluded from this obligation

to be worthy for priesthood ordinations or temple recom-
mends members must meet standards of conduct and belief higher
than those listedfistedhisted above ordination and recommend interviews
have also seen a few modifications over the years 191 but the ques-
tions asked by the bishop in these situations relate mainly to pre-
sent obedience and thus do not call for any confession that is not
already expected of all baptized members however in these inter-
views members are always free to discuss any spiritual concerns

189119general119general handbook of instructions 1989 10410 4
19 general19general handbook supplement 1976
manigan 1856 letter from the first presidency indicated that qualifications

for endowment then were age sixteen tithing integrity loyalty to church
leaders belief in plural marriage and living the gospel that covered all sorts
of morality issues juanita brooks john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder
scapegoat glendale calif arthur H clark 1983 192 see also clarkdarkoark mes-

sages of the first presidency 363 the word of wisdom came to be a fixed
expectation by about 1915 alexander the word of wisdom 82 n 14

tithing also was first encouraged then it became a hallmark of commitment
and finally a requirement in recent years additional inquiries have concerned
sympathy with apostates especially polygamous groups proper personal and
financial conduct with respect to family and faith in the godhead the atone-
ment and the restoration
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confession in other christian churcheschurches192192

roman catholicism

private confession of serious sinssins193 was not part of early

christian practice so far as that practice is described in the new
testament that is the understanding of nearly all roman catholic
historians who describe the norm in early christianity as public
confession of sins and severe penance 194191 the novatianist schism

192192modernmodern judaism recognizes no intermediaries between man and god
and public confession would be seen as a dysfunctionaldysfunctional act nonetheless some
sixteenth century kabbalistickabbalistic ascetics confessed to one another confession of
sins encyclopaediajudaicaencyclopaedia judaica 5879

1931rayer1931prayerrayer and good works were always a sufficient solution to everyday sins
favazza order of penitentepenitentsPenitents 71

for an exhaustive treatment of the history of penance see oscar D

watkins A history ofpenanceof penance london 1920 reprint new york burt franklin
1961 for good summary accounts see john T mcneill and helena M gamer
medieval handbooks ofpenanceof penance A translation ofodtheofthethe principalprincipallibrilibri poeniten
tales and selections from related documents new york octagon books
1965 3 22 and quentin donoghue and linda shapiro bless me father for I1

have sinned new york donald I1 fine 1984 171817 18 see also favazza order of
penitentepenitentsPenitents on the institution of public nonrepeatablerepeatablenon penance RC mortimer
the origins of private penance in the western church oxford clarendon
1939 on the ending of public nonrepeatablerepeatablenon penance leonard geddes and
herbert thurston the catholic church and confession new york macmillan
1928 568456 84 jesuit justification of the changes in confession practice in early
and medieval history as consistent with basic doctrine john mclintock and
james strong cyclopaedia of biblical theological and ecclesiastical litera-
ture 12 vols new york harper and bros 1867 sv auricular confession
1549 50 private confession unknown in the first centuries presbyter began to
receive confessions office abolished in fourth century by nectariesnectariusNectarius leo encour-
aged private confession

favazza sees a consensus of recent scholarship that private repeatable penance
a repeated sin is able to be absolved any number of times through the sacrament of

private penance is not documented until the late fifth century and believes that the
few scholars who urge that auricular private confession originated much earlier are
driven by apologetic needs favazza order ofpenitentsof Penipenlpenitentspenitentetents 8 55

ignatius klug urges that there was always private confession in the church
because 1 there is no proof of its having a specific beginning 2 there is no
record of any protest against imposition of a new practice and 3 tradition
relates it to apostolic times he conceded that confession sometimes had to be
public ignatius klug het Katholikatboliekekatholiekeeke geloofgetooheemstedeheemstedeHeem stede netherlands uitgeverij
de boortstoorts 1950 39798397 98

the new catechism of the catholic church HI 1447447 english translation
united states catholic conference 1994 follows as an official statement of the
church the majority view that in early years public acknowledgment of serious
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resulted from disagreement about whether any confession of and
penance for serious sin after baptism could be efficacious for those
who had through such sin broken their covenant with christ 195191

private confession came into use only gradually 196 there is

near consensus197consensus 197 that the practice began in the middle ages
among celtic and anglo saxon monastics then was extended to
lay catholics and finally spread throughout europe

sin was necessary for absolution however some scholars allege that the exis-
tence of public confession might only mean that private confession was not
always sufficient J N D kelly early christian doctrine new york harper
1958 216 others state that while the penance was public the confession was
private john halliburton A godly discipline penance in the early church in
confession and absolution 454645 46 nathan mitchell the many ways to recon-
ciliation an historical synopsis of christian penance in background and direc-
tions the rite of penance commentaries series vol 3 washington liturgical
conference 1978 232823 28

the new catholic encyclopedia sums up the issue of public versus private
confession

whether confession was secret or public still divides historians
some hold that up to the end of the 4thath century public confession of
even secret sins was generally required and in evidence thereof they
cite the didascalicdidascaliaDidascalia the apostolic constitutions irenaeus tertull-
ian cyprian origen ambrose and others but this testimony is
inconclusive since it can be interpreted as imposing public satisfac-
tion or as merely counseling public confession that secret con-
fession was the more general practice in the early church is the
more common view of scholars in a letter written in 459 to some
italian bishops leo the great said secret confession to priests
alone is sufficient E F latko confession auricular in new
catholic encyclopedia 4131324131 32

195 favazza order ofofpenitentsPenipenlpenitentspenitentetents 17886178 86 see hebrews 64664 6 and 1026 30
see also 1 john 51618516 18 mortimer origins ofprivateof private penance 44jaj J N D kelly
early christian doctrine 5thath ed london A and C black 1977 198 99
hubert cunliffe jones ed A history of christian doctrine edinburgh T & T
clarkdarkoark 1978 238

196thehe practice of confession and penance in the early centuries of chris-
tianity is thought to have been much like that described in the new testament
it is said that public confession and penance were so rigorous that alternatives
developed when the church grew beyond a small persecuted sect with growth
and the inclusion of people from various cultures and with wide variation in
depth of commitment what had been right in the beginning no longer seemed
appropriate mortimer origins of private penance 190 mcneill and gamergainergalner
medieval handbooks ofpenanceof penance 3223 22 F L cross and E A livingstone eds in
the oxford dictionary of the Cbchristianristian church 2dad ed london oxford univer-
sity press 1974 sv penance 1059

197favazza order ofpenitentsof penitentepenitentsPenitentsrents 56 n 173
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private confession was first criticized 198 then regulated and
over centuries became the accepted practice As private confes-
sion grew in usage and frequency public confession and penance
essentially disappeared 199 in 1215 private confession of mortal
sins200 received codification in canon law the fourth lateran coun-
cil required that as part of the sacrament of penance 201 all cath-
olics past the age of reason202reason202 make private confession to a priest at
least once a year203year201 in preparation for easter 204201 the council of

118inin AD 589 the third council of toledo called private confession a
detestable way of seeking forgiveness ladislas orsyborsy the evolving church and

the sacrament of penance denville NJ dimension books 1978 38
masWAswms occasions for confessing mortal sins became more frequent when in

danger of death during lent before taking communion and even during the
week hearing confession became a major part of the priests ministry and bish-
ops were no longer often personally involved

20owhat2001 is considered mortal sin is not codified but is understood from
the scriptures and tradition frederick R mcmanus the sacrament of penance
in the code of canon law A text and commentary ed james A coriden
thomas J green and donald E heintschel new york paulist 1985 693 mor-
tal sins are serious conscious and fully consented to sins venial and mortal in
lutheran cyclopedia ed erwin L lueker st louis concordia publishing
house 1975 719

10thisthis sacrament involves recognition of sin conversion confession
absolution and acts of penance satisfaction dionisio borobiotorobioBorobio the triden-
tine model of confession in its historical context in collins and power fate of
confession 22

202children below about age eight or nine are not capable of grave sin
because they do not understand its real meaning at about this same age chil-
dren begin to take communion norbert mette childrens confession a plea
for a child centredcantred practice of penance and reconciliation in collins and
power fate of confession 67 A child even before the age of 7 who can dis-
cern between what is morally good and evil and who is capable of grave sin is

bound to confess N halligan confession frequency of in new catholic
encyclopedia 4132

confession is not only obligatory it is also a matter of right each person
has a right to personal confrontation with christ through the priest pope john
paul II11 encyclical redemptor hominiscominis redeemer of man the papal encyclicalsEncyclicals

195819811958 1981 apnp mcgrath publishing 1981 278 58358583
203 monthly203monthly confession of devotion that is confession of venial or previ-

ously confessed mortal sins is a wise norm for the conscientious believer once a

week suffices for fervent souls who communicate daily N halligan confes-
sion frequency of in new catholic encyclopedia 4133

borobio24borobiotorobioBorobio the tridentine model of confession 24 after having attained
the age of discretion each of the faithful is bound by an obligation faithfully to
confess serious sins at least once a year code of canon law 1983 canon 989
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trent responding in the mid sixteenth century to the protestant
reformation and its rejection of private confession reinforced the
doctrine of private confession by asserting that christ had insti-
tuted it when he said to his apostles after the resurrection whose
soever sins ye remit they are remitted unto themthem20511105205 catholic doc-
trine remains essentially the same today 206

the council of trent 1545 63 abolished general absolution in favor of the indi-
vidualized sacrament and in 1551 pronounced the doctrine that confession is nec-
essary for salvation but the council noted that the mode is not immutable E F
latko confession auricular inanewmnewmewnewmem catholic encyclopedia 4132

john115john 2023 the council of trent cited this particular passage as wellwenweil as
matthew 1619 matthew 1818 and tradition the reasoning was that if a priest is
to forgive he must know what he is forgiving and knowledge must normallynormany
come from confession of the penitent the council also indicated that one must
make full confession of all mortal sins that can be remembered that confession
must relate numbers of occurrences and their circumstances and that confes-
sion must be secret As to the last it was conceded that christ had not com-
manded secrecy but secret confession was thought consistent with christs
teachings borobiotorobioBorobio tridentine model of confession 273027 30 J L mccarthy
confession seal of anewmnewin nemnew catholic encyclopedia 4134 citing aquinas

106116206116vaticanvatican II11 decided that private confession can now be either anonymous
through using the traditional confessional booth or face to face as the penitent

chooses effort was made to emphasize the communal nature of confession and to
change the focus from individual sin and culpability to gods forgiveness and
mercy toward repentant individuals in the new rite of reconciliation however
individual integral confession and absolution remain the only ordinary way for

the faithful to reconcile themselves with god and the church in all but excep-
tional cases catechism of the catholic church united states catholic confer-
ence 1994 h1484t1484 see also thomas S scharbach the american catholic
church since vatican council II11 sunstone 14 august 1990 495014950.1495049 505011 am grate-
ful to thomas scharbach for his assistance with these materials on catholicism

in practice penance has become less severe over time and in spite of
lighter penance and the importance of the doctrine confession has fallen largely
into disuse in some countries it is said for example that in germany adults no
longer do it and adult parishionersparishonersparisho ners are hardly having recourse to individual con-
fessionfession any more mette childrens confession 65 68 chappell makes a plea
for revitalization of confession after a steep decline that followed vatican II11

chappell regular confession multiple references reportedly the number of
US catholics confessing monthly fell from 38 percent in 1964 to 17 percent in
1976 favazza order of penitentepenitentsPenitents 234 n 2 and a 1989 report said 19 percent of
roman catholics who regularly attend sunday mass no longer go to confession
regularly dudley and rowell confession and absolution viii

an essential sacrament of the greek orthodox church is that of metanoiaMetanoia
change or repentance greek orthodox christians believe metanoiaMetanoia was estab-

lished by christ when he entrusted his apostles with the power to forgive the
responsibility to receive confession of moral errors passed from the apostles to
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protestantism

among most protestants private confession is considered
optional luther taught that people have no essential need for a

priest and that going to a priest might sometimes even interfere with
the primary relationship between god and believer he thought that
private confession and penance as he saw them in catholicism con-
tributedtri to works righteousness an erroneous belief that man can of
himself do something about sins whereas he believed only gods
grace matters 207107 the catholic practice was also seen as conducive
to abuses as in the inappropriate sale of indulgences 20820112081

however the lutheran 1529 catechism still in use today rec-
ognizes a place for private confession if penitentspenitentepenitents find it helpful
they are permitted even encouraged to confess to a priest
although it is not doctrinally required and not commonly prac-
ticed 209 instead group confession of sinfulness and the general

bishops and priests the greek and roman churches separated in 1054 so their
earlier history is shared orthodoxy does not use a confessional booth but
expects the priest to know the penitent and to take what he knows into account
in the consultation nicon D patrinacos A dictionary of greek orthodoxy
pleasantvillePleasantville NY hellenic heritage 1984 sv confession 949694 96 see also

milton V backman jr christian churches of america origins and beliefs
provo utah brigham young university press 1976 18 19 28

217117frank117frank senn the confession of sins in the reformation churches in
collins and power fate of confession 106

see also mormon 832 asserting that churches would say come unto
me and for your money you shall be forgiven of your sins luther considered the
manner in which john tetzel issued indulgences to be highly objectionable back-
man christian churches ofamericaof america 72 one of pope leos objections to public
confession was that the sins were often not fit to be spoken of in so open a
manner richard H wood A cyclopedic dictionary of ecclesiastical terms
according to the use of the episcopal church new york carlton 1984 sv
confession of sin 133

A protestant criticism of private confession was that it tends to corrupt
both the confessors and the confessed by a foul and particular disclosure of sinful
thoughts and actions mclintock and strong cyclopaedia of biblical theologi-
cal and ecclesiastical literature sv auricular confession 1550

209209hjalmarhjalmar lindroth confession and absolution in the encyclopedia of
the lutheran church ed julius bodensieck 3 vols minneapolis minn augs-
burg publishing 1965 1561 65 for a discussion of the value and practice in
lutheranism of confession and absolution see koehler counseling and confes-
sion 38 77 tuethe commission on worship of the lutheran church missouri
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proclamation of absolution is part of the liturgy used in preparing
for communion 210

calvin had a still more skeptical attitude toward confession as

a sacrament although he too valued voluntary private confes-
sion 211 in the view of luther and calvin when a priest pro-
nounced absolution he was merely describing what would occur
even without the pronouncement because if the penitent had
faith gods forgiveness would come through grace without any
priestly intervention 212211

synod st louis mo concordia 1982 gives the following guidelines for pri-
vate confession

when during consultation with the pastor a person desires individ-
ual confession and absolution the following order may be used the
confession made by the penitent is protected from disclosure the pas-
tor is at all times obligated to respect the confidential nature of a con-
fessionfession after confession the pastor lays his hand on the head of
the penitent and says receive the forgiveness christ won for you
by his passion death and resurrection by the command of our
lord jesus christ 1I a called and ordained servant of the word for-
give you your sins in the name of the father and of the son and of the
holy spirit 510331010

210110110afterafter corporate confession absolution is pronounced in these words in
the stead and by the command of my lord jesus christ I1 forgive you all your sins
in the name of the father and of the son and of the holy spirit commission on
worship of the lutheran church 308

A 1962 survey showed american lutheran pastors used absolution to some
extent mostly with the sick they often hear informal confession in counseling
but do not offer absolution in that setting about 29 percent reported having used
confession themselves koehler counseling and confession 51 54

senn confession of sins 108 senn says despite calvins personal
appreciation of private confession there is almost no use of such confession in
reformed churches 109

calvin denied the sacramental nature of private confession but did
admit absolution as a ceremony to confirm faith in the forgiveness of sins
marion J hatchett commentary on the american prayer book new york
seabury 1980 450 see also cross and uvingstonelivingstone oxford dictionary of the
christian church sv absolution 787 8

the meaning of absolution is subject to different understandings in ca-
tholicismtholi cism it constitutes forgiveness given by christs delegated power in other
churches although the language sounds operative 1 I absolve you it may be
understood as simply declaratory of what has already happened by christs grace
or what will happen when faith is sufficient in still others the priest may use
another form petitioning god may christ absolve you and a nonpriestnonpriest
who hears confession would simply describe the process christ forgives
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for a generation or more after henry VIIIvill assumed the head-
ship of the catholic church in england the obligation of private
confession continued the 1549 prayer book admonished those
who used private confession and those who did not to be tolerant
of one another when the text of the prayer book was finally set-
tled in 1662 such confession was only optional 213211215 later those
who urged private confession came under condemnation for re-
version to catholicism 214 modernmodem anglicansepiscopalians may be
high church closer to roman catholicism or low church closer
to reformation sentiments but even among high church members
private confession is rare today 215211 anglican confession essentially

your sins by the grace of the holy spirit senn confession of sins 108 9
cross and livingstone oxford dictionary of the christian church sv absolu-
tion 7 8 hatchett american prayer book 450 51 the7 be draft proposed book
of common prayer new york church hymnal 1976 44652446 52 conversely in
some orthodox rites the language is may god forgive but that petitionary
expression is deemed in itself to give absolution christine hall A view from the
foothills some observations on orthodox practice of the sacrament of confes-
sion in dudley and rowell confession and absolution 123 204

the exact choice of words in declaring absolution is a matter of impor-
tance for some while others consider all formulations to have the same basic
meaning samuel macauley jackson ed the7 be new schaff herzog encyclopedia of
religious knowledge 15 vols grand rapids mich baker book house 1977
sv confession of sins 3222

in catholic doctrine absolution is conditional on penance but not on sin-
cerity R S nolan seal of confession in the catholic encyclopedia 15 vols
new york robert appleton 1912 136551365156555 thus the penitent who might obtain

absolution by fraud has obtained absolution of that sin although he or she has in
the process committed the new grave sin of sacrilege rev raymond C obrien
telephone interview

213nolan213nolan seal of confession in catholic encyclopedia 13654
214in the anglican church the oxford movement notably john keble and

edward pusey in the early 1800s urged voluntary private confession senn con-
fession of sins 112 see also geoffrey rowell the anglican tradition from the
reformation to the oxford movement in dudley and rowell confession and
absolution 9111991 119

215115the son of an episcopal priest offered the impression that even among
high church groups perhaps less than 25 percent of adults might have been to
at least one confession with their priest by the time they were 40 years of age
less than 5 percent would be likely to have confessed regularly for instance
annually philip L barlow letter to author july 15 1991 see also perry but-
ler introduction confession today in dudley and rowell confession and
absolution 1
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followed luthers viewview216216116 and the pronouncement of absolution
was only a relief from church sanction not the imparting of a

divine forgiveness
none of the largest protestant groups require private confes-

sion as catholics do although lutheransLutherans and anglicans make for-
mal provision for optional private confession 217 most protestants
expect believers to make confession only to god to the public in a
general confession forming part of the liturgy and to people one
has injured

early in US history a few groups such as the lutheran
pietists and methodists practiced specific public confession of
sins unto the brethren 7

as the text reads in dacd&c 5912 218 that
practice continues among other groups such as mennonites219Mennonites219 and

216thethe anglican prayer book 1552 recognizes voluntary private confes-
sion especially for the sick senn confession of sins 109 episcopaliansEpiscopalians may
confess before a deacon or lay person as well as before a priest wood in A cyclo-
pedic dictionary of ecclesiastical terms sv confession sv confession of
sin 130134130150 134

217somesome protestants have seen mandatory private confession as one of
the greatest corruptionscorrupt ions of the romish church in that it gives tyrannical
power to priests and turns the penitent away from god mclintock and
strong cyclopaedia of biblical theological and ecclesiastical literature
sv auricular confession 1550 episcopal church evangelical education
society distinctive principles and methods of work apnp nd 69 see also
bob soileau confession in encyclopedia of southern baptists 4 vols
nashville broadman 1958 1305 which states confession is a matter

between the individual and god and don F newfeld and julia neuffer
eds confession in seventh day adventist bible students source book
washington DC review and herald publishing association 1962 9520

which declares the new testament knows nothing of confession as a for-
mal institution

2sennsenn confession of sins 107 for more on lutheran pietists see back-
man christian churches of america 75 excommunication and public confes-
sion as part of discipline to keep the church pure was practiced by the
anabaptists calvinists john knox in scotland presbyteriansPresbyte rians and especially
the puritans the puritans feared the practice of private confession would lead to
priestly power over people senn confession of sins 109 112 modem bap-
tists do not practice congregational discipline but it is part of their tradition
william harold tiemann and john C bush the right to silence 2dad ed nash-
ville abingdon 1983 76

219the1197be mennonite encyclopedia 4 vols hillsboro kan mennonite
brethren 1955 sv ban 1219
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the church of the brethren 220 as a means to avoid being shunned
or excommunicated 221

A continuing appeal of public confession is illustrated by the
fact that in 1995 students in many evangelical colleges engaged in
lengthy revival meetings at which they felt impelled to confess sins
such as cheating racism apathy and pornography 222

conclusion
from the beginning of the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints confession has been an element of the fundamental
doctrine of repentance secret confession to god is always re-
quired when individuals are harmed forgiveness must be sought
from them and serious sins are the subject of either public or pri-
vate confession which sins need to be confessed to whom and
the degree of publicity given confessions have changed from time
to time

public confession had a long history in christianity during
the revivals of the early 1800s it was not uncommon to expect re-
pentant souls to confess their sins to other believers thus to con-
fess in public 311231111331223223 the confession might be in general terms but
members truly convinced of their guilt would not hold back 224221

220120120publicpublic confession is the norm for the brethren although it occurs when
someone is accused the purpose of brethren church discipline has been to
bring about a public confession or acknowledgment to the congregation of that
error by the person failure results in avoidance ban or disfellowship
ment the brethren encyclopedia 3 vols philadelphia the brethren encyclo-
pedia 1983 sv confession public 1333 sv discipline 1386 89 sv
acknowledgment 13

121forfor a successful lawsuit against a church when the conduct of a woman
unwilling to confess was announced to the congregation after she had with-
drawn from the church see buzzard scarlet letter lawsuits 1

222 david briggs deseret news april 29 1995 sec A p 10
2230fof 78 converts in kirtland for whom information is available 57 73 per-

cent were protestant before conversion 21 27 percent were unchurched and
none were catholic the great majority of americans in that era were un-
churched protestants grew from 7 percent to 17 percent of the population dur-
ing the first half of the nineteenth century mark R grandstaff and milton V

backman jr the social origins of the kirtland mormonscormonsMormons BYU studies 30
spring 1990 56 57

2247pis2247pysTPJSpis 155 HC 3383
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the restoration occurred in this milieu and in the restorations
early days public confession was practiced extensively

however with the creation of the ward as a small ecclesiasti-
cal unit and with the entrustment of the spiritual welfare of ward
members to the ward bishop the instructions from church leaders
have identified the normal pattern of repentance for serious sins as
requiring private confession to ones bishop As a judge in israel
and one of those set to watch over the church and to be elders
unto the church he is given the gift and the responsibility to
assess through the gift of discernment the genuineness ofpeoples
profession of spiritual gifts dacd&c 4627 consistent with that is

his responsibility to judge the genuineness of repentance
many christian groups emphasize mans innate sinfulness and

focus on his nature more than on his individual sins whereas LDS

doctrine stresses mans original innocence and perfectibility with
focus on his individual shortcomings but over time the under-
standing and practice of confession in the LDS church came to be
similar in some respects to roman catholicism 225115215 both moved
from using public confession to encouraging private confession
and from harsh penance to lighterfighterhighter sanctions as they became less a
persecuted people apart a community of saints and more a group
with variable commitment a training ground for sinners 226126

both catholics and latter day saints require private confession of
any serious misconduct to a spiritual counselor as an earthly repre-
sentativesentative of god both groups also believe that christ gave his
apostles power to forgive sin the catholics believe the authority
was passed down to the catholic priests and the latter day saints
believe it was given to the modern apostles but not to the ward
bishops thus the catholic priest pronounces absolution
whereas the LDS bishop merely waives penalties that might be
imposed through church discipline leaving absolution to god

125115225 spencer115spencer W kimball responding to complaints that confession in the
LDSIDSins church was too similar to the practice in other churches noted that the fact
that others do something does not make it wrong S kimball miracle of forgive-
ness 184 85

226kelly early christian doctrine 201 see also cunliffe jones history of
christian doctrine 238
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after hearing a confession the LDS bishop decides whether
to exempt a person from church discipline on the grounds that
repentance is judged to be sincere and no independent justifica-
tion for discipline appears other options are to invoke the juris-
diction of the bishops disciplinary council227councij227council227 or refer the matter to
the stake president for a stake disciplinary council

this century has seen steady escalation in specifying the stan-
dards of behavior expected of members of the LDS church with
respect to the grounds for discipline the lists of misconduct that
call for church disciplinary council action and hence confession to
the bishop have become longer

making private particularized confession is easier than pub-
lic disclosure of ones sins A willingness to make public confes-
sion requires great conviction humility and courage perhaps in
the earlier years when all church members were converts there
was among them a greater fervor a greater sense of interdepen-
dent community with more informality frankness humility and
tolerance for confrontation than in more recent years sometimes
now there may be greater distance between members more for-
mality and a more complex structure within the LDS wards and
communities than existed in pioneer settlements

if sin is conceived not only as an offense against god but also
against the community of believers then confession to that commu-
nity is consistent with the basic requirement of confession to those
who have been hurt 228221 As the community grows larger sin tends to
become popularly viewed less an offense against the group and
more an individual matter 229 at one time LDS church discipline was

227thethe bishops disciplinary council can impose any sanctions on any ward
member except excommunication of a melchizedek priesthood holder

22sergelsergei hackel states in earlier centuries the church chose to empha-
size the public communal and ecclesial sic nature of reconciliation with its
body thus the sins were necessarily to be acknowledged when the body
met hackel adds on russian soil developed among some the concept that
man sins not only against his fellows but against the cosmos they would
bow to the earth kiss it cleanse their hands with it this was their way to seek
forgiveness for any harm which they had done to mother earth to cosmos to cre-
ation sergei hackel paths to reconciliation some ways and bywaysby ways from the
orthodox past epiphanyjournalepiphany journal summer 1986 32 34

229aA catholic theologian has tied the practice of private confession in his
church to among other things anxiety ridden religious and church practice
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fairly open with public announcement of disfellowshipmentdisfellowshipment or
excommunication and public confession at least sometimes called
for now confession to the bishop generally suffices to reconcile the
transgressor with the church as well as to facilitate forgiveness by
god As little publicity as possible is given to confession and disci-
pline with only those who have a need to know being notified this
practice seems responsive to the heightened sense of individualism
privacy and legal liability that exists today 230

the practice of confession has shifted with changing circum-
stances but the basic doctrine of confession has not changed 231131251

confession remains one of the essential steps to repentance and
repentance is one of the first principles of salvation

edward L kimball is ernest L wilkinson professor of law brigham young uni-
versityversity he has served in five LDSIDSioslos communities as branch president bishop and
as counselor in a stake presidency

that is strongly individualistic and sacramentalist mette childrens confes-
sion 69 similar sentiment concerning preoccupation by both priest and peni-
tent with sin is expressed in bok secrets 78

iioforfor descriptions of lawsuits against churches for efforts at public disci-
pline see buzzard scarlet letter lawsuits 1

231 stephen231stephen L richards notes the difference between changing forms and
persisting substance in the church epilogue continuing revelation and mor-
mon doctrine in line upon line essays on mormon doctrine ed gary james
bergera salt lake city signature books 1989 183 85 boyd K packer says
changes in organization or procedure are a testimony that revelation is ongoing

while doctrines remain fixed the methods or procedures do not boyd K
packer revelation in a changing world ensign 19 november 1989 15



agraphonAgraphon from an unknown gospel egerton papyrus 2 fragment 1I

verso side 11.5115 cm x 9.29292 cm dated middle of the second century
fragment I1 has been translated as follows and jesus said

unto the lawyers P punish every wrongdoer and transgressor and not
me and turning to the rulers of the people he spake this saying
search the scriptures in which ye think that ye have life these are they
which bear witness of me think not that I1 came to accuse you to my
father there is one that accusethaccuseth you even moses on whom ye have
set your hope and when they said we know well that god spake unto
moses but as for thee we know not whence thou art jesus answered
and said unto them now is your unbelief accused H idris bell and
TTCC skeat eds fragments of an unknown gospel and other early chchris-
tian

risritnit

papyri london trustees british museum 1935 28 compare to
john 539 45 and john 929



the noncanonical sayings ofjesus
of the hundreds of sayings attributed to the mortalmortaijesusjesus but
nornotnotfoundpoundfound in the new testament relativelyrelativelyftwjewfewjem that may be gen-
uine offerfreshoffer fresh insight none are authenticated with certainty

stephen E robinson

the greek noun agraphonagrapbonagraphon or agrapha in the plural means
something unwritten in the field of biblical studies this term

denotes sayings or quotations attributed anciently to the mortal
jesusjesusi but not found in the four canonical gospels matthew mark
luke and john in 1889 a german scholar named alfred resch
caused a minor stir in the world of biblical scholarship with the
publication of his book agrapha aussercanonische evangelien
fragmentefragmentsfragmente agrapha extracanonical gospel fragments 2 for his
book resch had drawn together and classified from patristic
authors variant readings of new testament manuscripts apoc-
ryphal books and elsewhere literally hundreds of sayings or varia-
tions on those sayings attributed to jesus of nazareth but not found
in the new testament gospels

until that time almost no one had been aware of the large
number of such noncanonical sayings that had been preserved
and most had subscribed in one degree or another to the principle
of non in thora non in mundo that is if it is not contained in the
canonical gospels jesus did not say it the theory behind modern
study of the agrapha is that in the first century there were oral tra-
ditions about jesus and his teachings out of which the new testa-
ment gospels were distilled but all of those traditions surely could
not have been included in those gospels could not the eyewit-
nesses who informed luke of his facts also have remembered
other incidents and teachings from their time with jesus As long
as the original disciples of jesus lived their fresh reminiscences
about him would have continued adding to the body of oral tradition

BBYUYU stustudiesdies 3366 non0 2 19919966 9977 75
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circulating in the early church thereby increasing the possibility
of genuine extracanonical sayings

unfortunately many persons felt that the idea of genuine
agrapha implied that the new testament gospels were incomplete
or defective and so resisted any suggestion that genuine sayings of
jesus could exist outside the new testament in fact resch him-
self was motivated in his study by the belief that there had indeed
been an original gospel that was only imperfectly represented by
matthew mark luke and john

however the work of resch was flawed by other biases and
by certain methodological errors that further distorted his judg-
ment therefore it remained for an american scholar J H ropes
to sift through the material presented by resch with a more criti-
cal eye and to present the agrapha to scholars in a form they could
work with this he did in 1896 when he published die spruchesprfiche
jesu die in den kanonischenkanonischen evangelien nicht uberliefertoberliefertOberUberliefert sind
the sayings of jesus that were not included in the canonical

gospels 4 of the scores of agrapha presented by resch ropes
retained only twenty seven as valuable or possibly valuable and
subsequent scholars have felt that even fewer should be included 5

in the same year that ropes published his work two archae-
ologists named bernard grenfell and arthur hunt discovered a
unique fragment of greek papyrus while working in egypt at
oxyrhynchus about 120 miles south of cairo the fragment con-
tained eight previously unknown dominical sayings each begin-
ning with the words jesus says 6 in 1904 grenfell and hunt
published two more manuscript fragments oxyrhynchus papyri
654 and 655 containing between them eight more sayings attrib-
uted to jesus 7 since the discovery of the nag hammadihammada codices in
1945 scholars have determined that all these sayings come from a
greek version of the gospel of thomas that was similar but not
identical to the coptic version in the nag hammadihammada library 8 since
the work of grenfell and hunt other material has come to light
that has added to the collection of sayings attributed to the mortal
jesus and that adds also to the likelihood that at least some of the
agrapha might be genuine the coptic gospel of thomas alone
contributes 114 sayings 9 since it is an article of faith among the
latter day saints that the canonical text of the new testament is
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neither entirely complete nor entirely correct it is understandable
that there should be some interest among us in these extracanoni-
cal sayings

so is it possible then that genuine sayings ofjesus circulated
anciently that were not preserved in the canonical gospels this is

not only possible it is veritably certain for the prime examples of
such materials can be found in the new testament itself though
not in the gospels in acts 20552035 luke records how the apostle
paul encouraged the elders of ephesus to remember the words of
the lord jesus how he said it is more blessed to give than to
receive since this statement of jesus is not found in the four
gospels and since we have no reason to doubt either paul or luke
the last line in acts 2035 must be accepted as a genuine agraphonagraphon
further pauls exhortation that the elders remember these
words of jesus indicates that they were known to the elders and
therefore that they circulated in the primitive church indepen-
dently of the written text of the four gospels thus acts 20552035 con-
tains an example of a genuine saying of jesus that was widely
known in the early church but that would not have been pre-
served had paul not quoted it nor luke remembered that he had
done so

A second example of a saying of jesus preserved only by paul
can be found in 1 thessaloniansThessalonians 415 for this we say unto you by
the word of the lord that we which are alive and remain unto the
coming of the lord shall not prevent precede them which are
asleep here again since paul is certainly not quoting from the
four gospels it must be conceded that the early church knew and
used more sayings ofjesusofjesus than those preserved in matthew mark
luke and john

yet not all that glitters is gold and while the possibility of
genuine agrapha on the model of acts 2035 and 1 thessalothessaly
niansanians 415 must be granted most of the agrapha collected by
resch and ropes or discovered since then are almost certainly not
genuine particularly among the apocryphal gospels do we find
recorded supposed sayings ofjesus that clearly serve the theologi-
cal interests of a later time since the authority ofjesusofjesus himself was
unquestionable for christians the temptation on the part of some
authors to put their own views in his mouth after the fact seems to
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have been irresistible A prime example of this interpolation in the
agrapha can be found in the gospel of the ebionitesEbionites the ebionitesEbionites
were a jewish christian sect that practiced vegetarianism conse-
quentlyquently we should not be surprised to find in the gospel used by
them an agraphonagraphon in which jesus says when asked by the dis-
ciples where he wanted to eat the passover do I1 desire with de-
sire at this passover to eat flesh with you10 some of the gnostic
material from nag hammadihammada is particularly well known for the bla-
tant manufacture of sayings that serve gnostic theological ends 11

in anotherjewish christian gospel the gospel of the hebrews the
redactor was evidently embarrassed that a sinless jesus should be
baptized by john so he explains that jesus was pushed into bap-
tism by his mother and then puts these words in jesus mouth
what sin have I1 committed that I1 should go and be baptized by

him unless this that I1 have just said is a sin of ignorance 111212

apart from those agrapha that are clearly inventions there is

another class that consists merely of alternate versions of canonical
gospel sayings that have been slightly paraphrased or expanded
for example the saying from oxyrhynchus papyrus I11 that reads
jesus says A city which is built on top of a high mountain and

firmly set can neither fall nor stay hidden is certainly a variant of
the linefinehine in matthew 514 that reads A city that is set on a hill can-
not be hid while scholars may debate the significance of the dif-
ferent readings no one seriously argues that they represent two
originally separate sayings and while this type of agraphonagraphon has
some importance in the debate over textual transmission it adds
very little to our understanding of the original teachings ofjesus

another class of agrapha whose authenticity is suspect are
those proverbs maxims or clever sayings that may have been attrib-
uted to jesus by mistake in the same way that so many modem say-
ings have been transferred to abraham lincoln or in the way a line
from IDSLDS president heberjheberdheber J grant is sometimes attributed to ralph
waldo emerson 13 unfortunately while this type of transference
must certainly have taken place it is impossible to be certain which
of the clever sayings from the agrapha might fall into this category
or from what ancient sources they may have been transferred

an additional complication is that among the agrapha we find
several sayings that are apparently taken from the letters of paul for
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example origen followed by three other writers attributes to jesus
this passage in ephesians 426 let not the sun go down upon your
wrath 14 and the passage in 1 thessaloniansThessalonians 52 that says the day of
the lord so cometh as a thief in the night is attributed to jesus three
times in patristic literature 15 most scholars see these passages as
indisputable cases of transference from paul to jesus

however since we have already established that paul has twice
quoted the words ofjesusofjesus explicitly acts 2035 5636 1 thes 415 is

it not possible even probable that he has quoted or paraphrased the
words of the lord elsewhere without citing his source in fact
the wording of 1 thessaloniansThessalonians 52 seems to support this view for
paul says for yourselves know perfectly that the day of the lord so
cometh as a thief in the night the phrase for yourselves know per-
fectly that indicates that what follows is taken from the common
tradition of the church and is not original to paul

moreover the patristic attribution of this saying to jesus is

supported by the joseph smith translation where the prophet
added the following words to the king james version of luke
1244 and now verily I1 say these things unto you that ye may
know this that the coming of the lord is as a thief in the night
similarly pauls interpretation of deuteronomy 254 1 cor 99 11

1 tim 518 is attributed in the joseph smith translation to jesus
himself in an addition to the king james version of luke 1233 16

scholars have long insisted on a sharp distinction between the the-
ology and the teachings of jesus and those of paul but a reexami-
nation of these and other agrapha of transference may indicate
that the letters of the great apostle to the gentiles are influenced
by the words and phrases ofjesusofjesus to an extent we never suspected

how then finally are we to distinguish between genuine
agrapha and false ones frankly much of the time we cannot all
we can say for certain is that some of the agrapha are more plau-
sible than others or perhaps that some are less implausible depend-
ing on ones point of view however those few agrapha that have
impressed scholars as possibly genuine all share certain broad
characteristics first of all the setting must be appropriate to the
life of jesus that is first century palestinian judaism conversely
genuine agrapha will be free of the polemical agendas of later
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times and other places for exexampleampleampie of gnosticism ebionism
neoplatonism adoptionism docetism asceticism etc also those
agrapha that can be shown to have been attributed to jesus very
early in the tradition of the church for example the gospel of
thomas and the oxyrhynchus papyri must be given careful con-
sideration finally the greater the number of different or indepen-
dent sources that attribute a saying to jesus the more likely it is to
be genuine the best example of an agraphonagraphon that fulfills these cri-
teria is one found first in clement ofalexandria about AD 150 213
and then in one form or another in thirty six other places though
it is not always attributed to jesus the agraphonagraphon reads as follows
but be ye proven money changers rejecting some things but

retaining what is good 7117111717 the agraphonagraphon refers to the money
changer whose livelihood depended on his ability to spot and
reject the counterfeit the setting is plausible for the money
changer was certainly a feature of palestinian jewish life the attri-
bution to jesus comes fairly early around AD 200 and the number
of citations is overwhelming thus this agraphonagraphon presents a strong
case for authenticity

unfortunately for a great number of the agrapha that have
been preserved there is simply not enough evidence to justify a
firm conclusion one way or the other for example a saying
quoted by origen and jesus also said for the sake of the weak
I1 became weak for the sake of the hungry I1 hungered and for the
sake of the thirsty I1 thirstedthirsted1818 has a nice ring to it and there cer-
tainly is no reason why jesus could not have said it but neither is
there any really convincing evidence that he did the following are
other agrapha that might be included in this category

1 from an addition to the text of luke 2228 in the famous
codex D increase in my service as one who serves 19

2 from the writings ofofsymeonsymeon of mesopotamia As the lord
says the kingdom of god is plainly on the earth and men
dont see it 2010

3 from thethejudiciumjudiciumJudicium petri for he said to us before when he
taught us what is weak will be saved by what is strong 21

4 from the epistle of barnabas and so he says those who
want to see me and take hold of my kingdom must receive

afflictions and 37221122272222me in sufferings
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5 from oxyrhynchus papyrus 1 jesus says I1 stood up in the
midst of the world and in the flesh I1 appeared to them and
found them all drunk and none found I1 athirst among them
and my soul is troubled or feels pain for the sons of men
because they are blind in their heart and do not see 112123

any of these or several others like them may have been spoken by
jesus but there is no way to prove or disprove such an attribution

nevertheless a small number of the agrapha have recently
received the rather tentative endorsement of some scholars 24 per-
haps the most exciting of these is one that appears to be a frag-
ment of an otherwise unknown gospel it was found by those
tireless searchers grenfell and hunt and is known as oxyrhyn-
chus papyrus 840

first before he does wrong Q he thinks out everything that is crafty
but be ye on your guard that the same thing may not happen to you
as does to them for not only among the living do evil doers among
men receive retribution but they must also suffer punishment and
great torment

and he took them the disciples with him into the place of
purification itself and walked about in the temple court and a phar-
isaic chief priest levi Q by name fell in with them and said to
the saviour who gave thee leave to tread this place of purifica-
tion and to look upon these holy utensils without having bathed
thyself and even without thy disciples having washed their
feet on the contrary being defiled thou hast trodden the
temple court this clean place although no one who has

not first bathed himself or changed his clothes may tread
it and venture to view these holy utensils forthwith the
saviour stood still with his disciples and answered how
stands it then with thee thou art forsooth also here in the temple
court art thou then clean he said to him I1 am clean for I1 have
bathed myself in the pool of david and have gone down by the one
stair and come up by the other and have put on white and clean
clothes and only then have I1 come hither and have viewed these
holy utensils then said the saviour to him woe unto you blind that
see not thou hast bathed thyself in water that is poured out in
which dogs and swine lie night and day and thou hast washed thyself
and hast chafedchafee thine outer skin which prostitutes also and flute
girls anoint bathe chafe and rouge in order to arouse desire in
men but within they are full of scorpions and of badness of
every kind but I1 and my disciples of whom thou sayestgayest that we
have not immersed ourselves have been immersed in the
living water which comes down from but woe unto
them that 2521
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when this fragment was first discovered scholars did not
know as much about the jerusalem temple and its institutions and
rituals as they do now consequently the details of this fragment
were thought to be absurd however scholars have since learned
that the pool of david was part of the purification area and that the
bathing the washing of feet and the changing into clean white
clothing were part of the temple ritual they have also learned that
there were others besides the high priest who were called
archiereusarchiereisarchiereis including as is likely in this fragment the sagan or
chief of the temple police whose duties included enforcement of
the proper ritual observances 26 because the temple was destroyed
in AD 70 composition of the unknown gospel from which this
very knowledgeable fragment came should probably not be dated
much after that time

other agrapha that have aroused the interest of at least some
scholars include the following in the writings of clement of
alexandria we read ask for the great things and the little things
will be added 112727 of this beunto you course statement may only a

variant of matthew 633luke633 Luke 1231 seek ye first the kingdom of
god and his righteousness and all these things shall be added
unto you however the difference is great enough to justify con-
sideration especially since a variation of this saying is cited at least
seven other times by three additional authors 28 justin martyr cites
this agraphonagraphon in his dialogue with tryphontrypho for also our lord
jesus christ has said in whatever circumstances I1 may catch you
in them also will I1 judge you 112929 the saying is also attributed to
jesus in cyprian and in the syriac book of degrees 100 the message
of the passage is clear its never too late to change for the better
or for the worse A lifetime of righteousness avails nothing if you
are a sinner when the end comes a lifetime of sin doesnt matter if
the end finds you converted you will be judged as you are found

in addition in codex D the story about the disciples plucking
grain on the sabbath luke 61 5 is followed by another short
story not found in other manuscripts it reads on the same day
when he saw a man working on the sabbath he said to him man
blessed are you if you know what you are doing but if you dont
know you are cursed and a transgressor of the law 1131 jeremias has
argued persuasively that the setting for this story the sitz im leben
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and its agraphonagraphon is early palestinian and he feels the story may be
genuine 32 the message seems to be that if the individual is break-
ing the sabbath for a higher cause he is to be commended for dis-
tinguishing between the greater and the lesser if on the other
hand his breaking of the sabbath has no such motivation he
stands condemned those who sacrifice the lesser law to live the
greater are blessed but those who live neither law are cursed

also an expanded version of a canonical story that comes
with an important agraphonagraphon is found in the gospel of nazaraeansNazaraeans
here the story of the rich young ruler matt 1916 22 mark
1017 22 luke 1818 23 is told with an intriguing addition after
jesus says to the young man go and sell all thou hast and give to
the poor and thou shalt have treasure in heaven and come and fol-
low me the gospel of the nazaraeansNazaraeans continues

but the rich man began to scratch his head and the saying pleased
him not and the lord said to him why do you say J1 I have kept the
law and the prophets for it is written in the law thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself and behold many of your brothers children
of abraham are dressed in filthy rags and dying of hunger and your
house is full of many good things yet nothing at all goes out from it
to them 113333

the gospel of the nazaraeansNazaraeans then adds the conclusion to the
episode that is found in the new testament gospels that it is
easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle etc in the
new testament version of the story the condemnation of the rich
man stems primarily from his refusal to sell all give it to the poor
and to then follow jesus in the apocryphal version the force of
the addition is to emphasize the dire needs of the poor

resch listsfists no fewer than nine citations for an agraphonagraphon found
first in the writings of Tertultertullianhan although only tertullian cites it
specifically as a saying ofjesus and it reads no one who has not
been tempted can inherit the kingdom of heaven the saying is
put into the context of christs suffering in gethsemane and of his
abandonment and denial by the apostles and by peter 3431

in his commentary on the epistle to the ephesians jerome
quotes an agraphonagraphon from the gospel of the hebrews it reads
and never he says be joyful except when you look upon your

brother in love 12351135323535
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finally in the gospel of thomas there are several intriguing
agrapha at least one of which the parable of the great fish could
be mentioned here the coptic text found in the nag hammadihammada
codices reads as follows

and he said man is like a wise fisherman who cast his net into the
sea and pulled it up from the sea full of small fish among them the
wise fisherman found a large and good fish he threw back all the
small fish into the sea and chose the large fish without hesitation he
that has ears to hear let him hear 3631

As with several sayings from the gospel of thomas here the setting
is appropriate enough a lone fisherman casting a hand net on the
sea of galilee there are no offensive theological intrusions from a
later time infaceinfactin fact two parables from the canonical gospels the
parable of the pearl of great price and the parable of the treasure
hidden in a field convey the same message that the surpassing
good fortune of finding the kingdom of god overshadows allanailali other
considerations also the gospel of thomas is a very early source
some would even place it in the second half of the first century 37

the final class of agrapha remaining to be discussed here are
those which are of special interest to the latter day saints some of
these are also of interest to scholars some are not perhaps we
could begin with jesus one reference in the agrapha to his
mother in heaven there are in fact many references to a mother
in heaven in early christian literature particularly among the nag
hammadihammada codices unfortunately some of our more enthusiastic
latter day saints have tried to find in these some support for the
LDS doctrine of heavenly mother this is certainly a mistake as a
close examination of the passages will show for in reality these
passages refer to the holy spirit a member of the godhead who
does not yet have an exalted body in hebrew aramaic and syriac
the word for spirit ruach and its cognates are feminine conse-
quentlyquently semitic speaking christians and jews often thought of the
holy spirit as female and many semitic speaking early christian
groups thought of the godhead as male female offspring or
father mother son as well as father son holy ghost in the coptic
gospel of philip from nag hammadihammadaHammadi the feminine nature of the
holy spirit was used as an argument against the belief that jesus
was conceived by the holy spirit some said mary conceived by
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the holy spirit they are in error they do not know what they are
saying when did a woman ever conceive by a womanwoman381138113138 similarly
the apocryphon of john speaks of the holy spirit as the mother
of the living 113939 that the being referred to as the mother in these
and other passages is really the holy spirit is made explicit in an
agraphonagraphon from the gospel of the hebrews as cited by origen
the savior himself said my mother the holy spirit just now took

me by one of my hairs and carried me to the great mount tabor 40

so while it may be true that there is a doctrine of a heavenly
mother in the extant literature of early christianity it is probably
not the LDS doctrine

however an LDS doctrine that is often on the lips of jesus in
the agrapha is the doctrine of the great apostasy two of these are
found in the second century writings of justin martyr the first
reports that jesus warned his disciples that in the time before his
second coming there would be corruptionscorruptions and false prophets in
his name 41 the second reads for he said many willwin come in my
name dressed outwardly in the skins of sheep but inwardly they
are plundering wolves and there will be divisions and heresiesheresies 4241

this saying is found in four other sources also attributed to jesus
and is considered by scholars to be possibly authentic if it is gen-
uine the saying sheds new light on I11 corinthians 111118ilis11181918 19 where
paul says for first of all when ye come together in the church I1
hear that there be divisions among you and I1 partly believe it for
there must be also heresiesheresies among you that they which are
approved may be made manifest among you A good case could be
made that with these verses paul is applying the formula ofjesusofjesus to
the corinthians that is when he heard that there were divisions
among them he knew from the dominical saying that heresiesheresies
would soon follow and again if the agraphonagraphon is genuine it argues
for pauls thorough knowledge of the traditional sayings ofjesus

but the most striking agraphonagraphon dealing with the theme of
apostasy is found in the coptic gospel of thomas

jesus said thetheibe kingdom of the father is like a certain woman who
was carrying a jar full of meal while she was walking on the
road still some distance from home the handle of the jar broke and
the meal emptied out behind her on the road she did not realize it
she had noticed no accident when she reached her house she set
the jar down and found it empty 43
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latter day saints would say that the true gospel like the meal from
the broken jar was gradually lost before the great arrival of the
lord due to divisions and heresiesheresies

several of the agrapha make reference to the esoteric tradi-
tion both in doctrine and in liturgy of early christian groups
since the latter day saints also have an esoteric tradition perhaps
we should briefly mention these agrapha clement of alexandria
writes the lord has declared in a certain gospel my mysteries
are for me and for the children of my house versions of this
agraphonagraphon are found in at least three other authors 44 the coptic
gospel of thomas quotes jesus as saying 1 I will tell my mysteries
to those who are worthy of my mysteries what thy right hand will
do let not thy left hand know what it does 4541 also from the gospel
of thomas saying 17 we read 1 I will give you what eye has not
seen and what ear has not heard and what hand has not touched
and what has not arisen in the heart of man yet another agraphonagraphon
preserved in the apostolic fathers reads if you didnt guard what
is small who will give you what is great second clement inter-
prets this passage to mean keep the flesh holy and the token un-
spotted in order that we might receive eternal life 4641 oxyrhynchus
papyrus 655 reads you are much better than the lilies that neither
card wool nor spin but since you have one garment what
indeed do you lack who of you can increase his stature he shall
give you each your garmentgarment4747

finally there are two agrapha that may imply the LDS doc-
trine of the premortal existence the first of these is found in the
writings of ephraim the syrian and reads thus he spoke 1 I chose
you before the world was created 4841 admittedly this is pretty thin
the second comes from islamic literature in the ruined city of
fathpurfathmur sikrifikri in north india once the center of the mogul empire
there is inscribed on an ancient mosque what appears to be a say-
ing attributed to jesus it reads jesus on whom be peace said
the world is a bridge cross over it but do not build your home
there 114949 this saying is also attributed to jesus in the writings ofofalal
ghazalighazalaGhazali but abu talib al makki attributes it to the prophet muham-
mad jeremias believes that some version of this agraphonagraphon liesfiesllesilesbies

behind the otherwise cryptic command of jesus in the gospel of
thomas be passersbypassers by that is be those who pass over the bridge
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from one world to the next 5010 what no one seems to have noticed
so far is that if this saying is genuine it clearly implies the doctrine
of premortal existence since a bridge is a passageway connecting
two points and does not start in thin air if this saying is as old as
the gospel of thomas it would be very difficult indeed not to
understand it in the context of a well defined belief in the premor-
tal existence of souls found in intertestamentaltestamentalinter judaism51judaism51 and later
in gnosticism 5251

in conclusion what is to be said for the noncanonical sayings
of jesus what contribution is made to our understanding of jesus
of nazareth and of his original teachings by the surprisingly numer-
ous agrapha presented by resch ropes jeremias and others the
judgment of scholars on that question has been unanimous and is
perhaps best represented by a modern proverb we labored might-
ily and brought forth a mouse in the words of jeremias the
extracanonicalextra canonical literature taken as a whole manifests a surprising
poverty the bulk of it is legendary and bears the clear mark of
forgery only here and there amid a mass of worthless rubbish do
we come across a priceless jewel 01531153075353 yet even the jewels are liable
to be appraised differently by different scholars

I1 have my favorites there are some I1 think or hope to be gen-
uine but they are precious few when compared with the hun-
dreds of agrapha one must sift through to find them and even
then with those precious few there is no way to be certain
whether or not they come from jesus if some of the doctrines of
jesus have not been preserved in the canonical texts they have
not been preserved at all surely we shall not find them as resch
had hoped hidden away among the agrapha

stephen E robinson is professor ofancient scripture at brigham young university

NOTES

sayings attributed to the risen christ are generally not included among
the agrapha

alfredaifred resch agrapha aussercanonische evangelienfragmente texteteate
und untersuchungen 5.45454 leipzig J C hinrichs 1889 the second edition is
entitled agrapha aussercanonische schriftfragmentescbrifyragmente agrapha extracanonical
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scripture fragments texteteate und untersuchungen 15.34153415341554 leipzig J C hinrichs
1906 reprint darmstadt wissenschaftlichewissenschaftfiche buchgesellschaftbuchgesenschaft 1967 hereafter
cited as agrapha2agrapha2 unless otherwise cited translations in this article are by the
author from documents contained in resch

31nn the prologue to his gospel luke 11311 3 luke informs us that he was
not an eyewitness to the events he records but rather is dependent upon those
who were

aj4j4 H ropes die sprficbejesusprilche jesu die in den kanonkanoniscbenkanonischenischen evangelien nicht
uberliefertcberliefertUberliefert sind eine kritischeKritische bearbeitung des von anredalfred resch gesammelten
materials the sayings of jesus which were not included in the canonical
gospels A critical revision of the material collected by alfred resch texteteate und
untersuchungen 14.2142142 leipzig J C hinrichs 1896

5seeaseeee joachim jeremias unknown sayings ofjesusof jesus 2dad ed trans reginald H

fuller london SPCK 1964 5 especially n 2 A variant and in some ways
opposite approach to the search for the words of jesus is that undertaken by the
jesus seminar instead of searching the agrapha for genuine sayings this group of
scholars acted on the premise that some of jesus teachings in the four gospels
were inauthentic they undertook to determine which out of the 1500 sayings
attributed to jesus in the canonical gospels and the gospel of thomas were spo-
ken by jesus in a form close to the one preserved for us which have suffered
modification in transmission which may only reflect his ideas and which are inau-
thenticthentic robert W funk roy W hoover and the jesus seminar the five gospels
the search for the authentic words ofofjesusjesus new york macmillan 1993 ix x
they decided that relatively few sayings found in these five gospels are close to
jesus words one group of sayings they dismissed are those in which they detected

detailed knowledge of postmortem events and which therefore must have been
formulated after the fact funk and others the five gospels 25

bernard6bernardbbernard P grenfell and arthur S hunt eds and trans the oxyrhynchus
papyri 61 vols london egypt exploration fund 1898 1995 11311 3 this frag-
ment is discussed in greater detail in bernard P grenfell and arthur S hunt eds
and trans logia jegoujesouleson sayings of our lord london henry frowde 1897
though many of their observations have since been proven incorrect with discov-
ery of the gospel of thomas see below

see bernard P grenfell and arthur S hunt eds and trans new sayings
ofjesusof jesus and fragment of a lost gospel london henry frowde 1904 the
most accessible translation of this material is that of beate blatz in wilhelm
schneemelcherSchnee melcher ed new testament apocrypha trans and ed english ed R

mcl wilson rev ed 2 vols louisville westminsterjohnWestminsterjohn knox 1991

1117181231117181117 1812318 123

the coptic text with english translation was made available first in A guil
laumont and others eds the gospel according to tuomasthomas leiden E J brill
new york harper 1959 and most recently in marvin W meyer ed and trans
the7 be gospel of bomusthomasbomasthommstuomas7 the hidden sayings ofjesusof jesus with an interpretation by
harold bloom san francisco harper 1992 A convenient translation is also

found in james M robinson ed the nag hammadahammadi library 3dad ed san fran-
cisco harpercollinsHarperCollins 1990 124 38
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onegone must bear in mind however that attribution and authenticity are two
separate issues

10variation on luke 2215 as cited by epiphaniusepiphanous panagionpanarionPanarion 3022.4302243022450224 see
resch agrapha2agrapha2 232 and schneemelcherSchneemelcher new testament apocrypha 11170170

namely the book of thomas the contender or the dialogue of the
savior both available in robinson nag hammadahammadi library 199 207 24455244 55

12 cited by jerome against pelagius 3.2323252 see resch agrapha2agrapha22333422332 233342335423554233235 34
the13the frequently misattributed saying is that which we persist in doing

becomes easier for us to do not that the nature of the thing itself is changed but
that our power to do is increased heberjheberd grant gospel standards ed G homer
durham salt lake city improvement era 1941 355 this writer in an earlier
draft of this paper was among those who have been fooled concerning the origin
of this quote the erroneous attribution of this saying provides an excellent
example of how tricky transference can be

14this saying is attributed to jesus in an early christian treatise called dia
logus de recta in deum fide dialogue concerning proper faith in god which
was ascribed to origen but was actually written by an opponent with the pseu-
donym Adamantius see the references in resch agrapha2agrapha2 136

cited15cited once by didymus the blind on the trinity 3.22322322522 and twice by
epiphaniusepiphanous narionpanarionpanagionPa 6944.169441 and ancoratusAncoratus 2211 see resch agrapha2Agrapha2 146

116I am indebted for these two observations to the acknowledged authority
on thethejsttheistJST robert J matthews see his A plainer translation joseph smiths
translation of the bible A history and commentary provo brigham young
university press 1975 24147241 47

clement17ciement of alexandria stromata 128.177128177 compare 1 thessaloniansThess alonians
521 22 and see resch agrapha2agrapha2 112 16 for additional references

180110rigenorigen commentary on matthew 13273273.213.2752132152 see resch agrapha2 13233132 33
codex19codex D otherwise known as codex bezaebelzae is the chief representative of

the western text of the new testament for the agraphonagraphon cited and the greek
text of luke in codex D see H W bartsch codex bezaebelzae versus codex sinaiticsinaiti
cus im lukasevangeliumLukasevangelium hildesheim georg olms 1984 186

21seesee hermann domes symeon von mesopotamienmesopotamian die cberlieferunguberlieferung
der messalianischenmessalianischen makarios Schriftschriftenschriffenen texteteate und untersuchungen 55.1551
leipzig J C hinrichs 1941 224

resch agrapha2agrapha2 104
22barnabas 711 also cited in prochorus acta joannis see resch

agrapha2agrapha2 899089 90
23translated23translated by blatz in schneemelcherSchneemelcher new testament apocrypha 1112112 1

this agraphonagraphon is the greek equivalent of logion 28 in the coptic gospel of thomas
2424jeremiasjeremias in the best treatment of the agrapha material in this century

lists twenty possibly authentic sayings in unknown sayings ofjesusof jesus
21translated21translated by R mcl wilson in schneemelcherSchneemelcher new testament apoc-

rypha 194 95
21seesee the discussion ininjeremiasjeremias unknown sayings ofjesusof jesus 47 60
27clement of alexandria stromata 124.158124158124158

2srthat21ffiat is origen eusebius and ambrose see resch agrapha2agrapha2 111 12
and the discussion in jeremias unknown sayings ofjesusof jesus 9810098 100

2 justin9justinajustin martyr dialogue with tryphontrypho 47 see resch agrapha2agrapha2 102
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31jeremias unknown sayings ofjesusof jesus 838883 88
31seesee resch agrapha2agrapha2 45 48
jeremias unknown sayings ofjesusoffesusjesusyesus 61 65

330330rigenorigenrigen commentary on matthew 15.1415141514 see also schneemelcherSchneemelcher new
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beverly custard

her hand eggshellegg shell brown smooth
clean crushing eggs
counter click of half shells

yolks filling with white and air
wire whisk caging them in and out
speckling sun specks on her wrist

tap water foaming powder
to milk wide line
diving splashlesssplashless from the pitcher

sugar and spice between granules
and vanilla splash
old bruise fading on the surface

of sugar egg milk stirred strained
tapped with nutmeg starfield of spice
set to baking

water coming sweet warm with custard scoops
the texture of abdomen skin

after six children

casualenecassaleneCasualene R meyers
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rendering the ineffable effable
treating joseph smiths first vision

in imaginative literature
the historical and imaginative renderings of the first vision
suggest individualpatternsforpatterns forhofbof seeking divine direction and
drawing believers closer to the ultimate goal of knowing god

richard H cracroft

just at this moment of great alarm I1 saw a pillar of light exactly over
my head above the brightness of the sun which descended gradu-
ally until it fell upon me when the light rested upon me I1 saw
two personages whose brightness and glory defy all description
standing above me in the air one of them spake unto me calling me
by name and said pointing to the other inisthisibis is my beloved son
hearhimlhearheaf himiHiml

this attempt by joseph smith jr to render effable the sublime
and ineffable to contain in words the appearance of the father and
the son to him on that long ago spring morning in 1820 has
become not only the foundational document and fountainhead
of the restoration of the gospel of jesus christ 2 but also a touch-
stone of faith and orthodoxy for the latter day saints 3 james B

alienallenailen asserts that for faithful members belief in the vision is
second only to belief in the divinity of jesus of nazareth 4

the first vision is the mucilage of mormonism especially as
joseph related the experience in his 1838 dictation this telling of
the first vision would become part of the history of the church
and as canonized in 1880 and included in the pearl of great price
the unifying dynamic common to every latter day saint all of
joseph smiths subsequent revelations as well as those of his suc-
cessors in the first presidency reverberate with that first vision
and its complex of significances

BYUbyustudiesstudies 36 no 2 1996971996 97 9593
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joseph smiths account evolving as it did over time and
through numerous tellings is a powerful literary tour deforce that
centers josephs charismatic authority5authority15authority155 and authenticates and
presents compelling evidence for his divine call to prophethood
it also reidiesreifies what harold bloom has called joseph smiths authen-
tic religious genius and his uncanny religion making sensibilities
as the most gifted of all american prophets 166

As the body of saints would gradually come to understand the
first vision also reestablishes the doctrine of an anthropomorphic
god and theomorphic humankind the vision clarifies the being
and relationship among the personages of the godhead and eluci-
dates the pattern of relationship between the godhead and human
beings through continuing revelation revelation that comes not
only from god to his prophets but also from god to individual men
and women thereby promoting in every believer the faith vitalizing

expectation of his or her own sacred grove experience
the first vision is integral to the story of the latter day saints

and to their very existence as a people repeated and heartfelt

recitations of the event together with testimonies sought gained
and uttered regarding its divinity have over time transformed the
first vision into the kind of profound story that presents posits
cultural commentator neil postman an organizing framework
and direction for a people and enables them to make sense out of
the world by providing a theory about how the world works 2171177

in the century and a half since joseph smith was martyredmartyred
only twenty four years after his first vision several generations of
poets dramatists and writers of fiction have attempted with vary-

ing success to come to grips with the vision literarilyliterarily these writ-
ers have returned each new generation to the sacred grove to
recount redact review and rerenderrenderberenderre josephs experience in ways

appropriate to changing times and literary purposes
As the following survey of LDS poetry drama and fiction

about the first vision demonstrates the vision continues to rever-
berate among the latter day saints it serves not only as a founda-
tional document and doctrinal exegesis but increasingly also as a

springboard to personal and universal revelation commensurate to
the spiritual needs of those generations of saints which knew not
joseph ex 18 the lives of those saints continue to be affected
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by his adventures with deity and by the implications of josephs
vision for every faithful latter day saint

I1

in religion in america his intriguing study of joseph smith
and mormonism harold bloom prophesies that a major american
poet some time in the future will write the mormon story as

the epic it was in fact he asserts nothing else in all of american
history strikes me as materia poeticalpoetica equal to the early mormonscormonsMormons
to joseph smith and to his followers 8 and he calls for strong
poets major novelists and accomplished dramatists probably
gentiles to tell josephs history 9

william mulder long ago anticipated blooms call for a mormon
epic with some hardheaded reality about the challenge of rendering
the ineffable effable about transforming into other forms of litera-
ture the powerful stuff of mormonism and the matter of the first
vision mulder wrote paraphrasing writer critic bernard devoto
god the best storyteller made a better story out ofjoseph and the

mormon wandering than fiction will ever equal 10 in fact so strong
is the personality of joseph smith and so authoritative and defini-
tive is his rendering of the sacred grove experience that subse-
quent attempts at retelling the first vision usually pale and shrink
before the power of the original and cause one to ask why anyone
would venture to retell refurbish or rerender the event

the challenge is formidable to capture in the right words
and tone without diminishing or sentimentalizing trivializing or
hyperbolizing that awe and grandeur that approximate the super-
nal experience itself to render effable the spiritual ineffable to
transform a timeless vertical event that has become sacralized and
mythologizedmythologizer and thus heroic into an accessible and credible hori-
zontal literature all of this signals an ambitious undertaking that is
unlikely to be realized by mere mortals

joseph smith himself refined his written account of the first
vision through his 1832 1835 1838 1842 1843 and 1844 re
countingsmountingscoun tings of the event though he never attempted to render his
sacred grove experience in any other literary form however he
may have attempted probably with the assistance ofofwwW W phelps
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if phelps was not as I1 suspect the actual author to render in bal-
lad stanzas his 1832 vision of the lord that is now published as doc-
trine and covenants 76 the ballad is entitled the vision

1I joseph the prophet in spirit beheld
and the eyes of the inner man truly did see

eternity sketchdsketchy in a vision from god
of what was and now is and yet is to be

and the glory of god shone around where I1 was
and there was the son at the fathers right hand

in a fulnessfalness of glory and holy applause 12

it becomes painfully evident that the strained verse does not
rise to the grandeur of its subject the poem also demonstrates that
the poet anticipating the problem to be faced by future genera-
tions of latter day saint or gentile writers is himself subject to
historical tyranny that is he cannot free himself even for imagi-
native artistic purposes from the assertive facts of how it really
was if the ballad was indeed written by josephbyjoseph his intent in recast-
ing in verse his vision of the three degrees of glory was doubtless
the same as most future writers intentions in recasting and re-
telling the first vision to teach the uninformed to remind the
believer to inspire and to testify and further the writer attempts
to achieve all of that without irreverencing or disrespectingrespectingdis the orig-
inal sacred account without sounding a dissonant note in the
minds of faithful latter day saints who resist others attempts to
alter and thus profane the truths that joseph saw and recorded

nH
latter day saint writers ventured at first slowly then increas-

ingly to transform josephs first vision into other forms of litera-
ture joseph smiths account of the vision and george manwaringsManwarings
hymn joseph smiths first prayer first published in 1878 long
imposed a virtual monopoly on the subject manwaringsManwarings hymn
remains the standard poetic alternative to josephs own prose
account of the first vision the hymn inspired in part by one of
CCCAC A christensensChristen sens paintings the first vision 111313 has become
for many the initial and enduring entry into the vision the lyrics
set for all time in beloved narrative verse the received standard tone
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in dealing with the event a tone reminiscent of W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss
laudatory praise to the man who communed with jehovah
whom kings shall extol and nations revere14revere 14 joseph smiths
first prayer apparently heavily revised by the editors of thethejuvejuve-
nile instructor in which it first appeared 15 continues to illuminate
the sacred grove

oh how lovely was the morning
radiant beamed the sun above
bees were humming sweet birds singing
music ringing thru the grove
when within the shady woodland
joseph sought the god of love

humbly kneeling sweet appealing
twas the boys first uttered prayer
when the powrspoers of sin assailing

filled his soul with deep despair
but undaunted still he trusted
in his heavenly fathers care

suddenly a light descended
brighter far than noondaynoon day sun
and a shining glorious pillar
oer him fell around him shone
while appeared two heavnlyheavily beings
god the father and the son

joseph this is my beloved hear him
oh how sweet the word
josephs humble prayer was answered
and he listened to the lord
oh what rapture filled his bosom
for he saw the living god 16

because of the primacy of josephs own account and the
popularity ofmanwaringsofmanwaringsofManManwarings hymnal rendering the first vision which
was reprinted as the longstandinglong standing missionary tract joseph smith
tells his own story remained virtually undisturbed by LDS or gen-
tile authors until well into the twentieth century

joseph smith jr himself was often materia poeticalpoetica during
the last quarter of the nineteenth century and figured in such vari-
ous poems as hannah hopfieldtopfieldTopfield kings an epic poem louisa L

greene richardssRichardrichardsss the three josephs I1 and orson FE whitneyswhitneytWhitneys
ambitious but turgid eriasellaselias an epic of the ages 17 but not until
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alfred osmondsmondsosmondoOs epic4engthepic length poem the exiles 1926 do we dis-
cover the first of three poetic decidedly orthodox and very re-
spectablespectable treatments of the first vision osmond then professor of
english and department chair at brigham young university
couched his rendition of the vision in the oracular jogging rhythms
and stanzas of henry wadsworth longfellowsLongfellows popular song of
hiawatha enabling the poem to move towards its inevitable cli-
max with cadenced certitude and power

kneeling down to ask the father
for the wisdom that he needed
he was forced into a conflict
with an agency of evil
that was seeking to destroy him

just how long the struggle lasted
he perhaps could never answer
but when on the verge of falling
in the hands of his opponent
he beheld a light descending
brighter than the sun at noonday
when it circled round about him
he beheld two persons standing
in the brilliant light above him
god the father introducing
his beloved the redeemer
told the boy that he should listen
to the teachings of the savior
simple frank yet firm and fearless
Is the strange supernal story
of the boy who sought for wisdom
in the grove where he encountered
all the potency of evil
and when he was weak and helpless
saw the brilliant light descending
saw the glorified redeemer
saw the presence of the godhead
and was told he had a mission
to perform among the people 18

in 1979 a half century after Osmonds now forgotten poetic
saga R paul cracroft published his important but also virtually
ignored book length epic A certain testimony 199 in his powerful
redaction of the book of mormon and its relationship to the res-
torationto cracroft introduces in miltonic blank verse joseph smsmithsithsits
role in the books history through cracroftsCracrofts own rendering of the
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first vision cracroftsCracrofts skillful orthodox poetic treatment of the first
vision varies little from josephs account although his joseph re-
counts the vision to his parents whom richard bushman claims
were apparently left for some time in the dark regarding specific
details of the vision 2010 blending miltonic cadences and modern dic-
tion cracroftsCracrofts joseph tells his family

but at my terrors height
I1 saw a shaft of lightfighthight above my head

inside that light I1 saw
two men I1 cant describe except to say
they looked like angels ought to look one spoke
he even knew my name and said of him
who stood beside him in the pillared light
beloved is my first begotten son

who rules the heavens with me hear ye him

the vision broke as fast as it had come
I1 found myself supine the leaves danceadancea
where stood the shaft of light the grove at peace
As I1 had found it when I1 came I1 tell
you this in testimony of the truth
ive learned that if gods church can yet be found
on earth my hand will help to raise it up 21

the third noteworthy twentieth century poetic treatment of
the first vision is found in four short poems by elder S dilworth
young in the vision section of his book length sequence of
poems the long road from vermont to nauvoo 2212 in questions
winter 1819 20 young joseph smith asks a number of rhetori-

cal questions ranging from how does one know when destiny
begins a new course to

of all the churches which is truly
that of god
how does one know which pastor
has the truth23truth21truth 2321

in the place the second poem in the vision young follows
the boy to the woods the lad knows best to places that heal and
comfort and make whole and in the vision he continues

there on that spring day
he found a place
no eye could see
and falling on his knees
began to ask of god
the truth
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followingjosephfollowing josephjosephss confrontation with evil
young announces the vision with one
terse line god spake then alternat-
ing between clipped terse linesfinesiineshines and lyri-
cally soaring lines he relates

two beings stood in air
above his head
transcendent glory from them shone
their brilliance brighter than the sun 2414

one spoke
this is my beloved son

S dilworth young hear him
like some vast organ swell
his voice ran pure and free

echoing through the forest
filling the vast reaches of eternity
gone now was fear
terror was no more
the boy spoke as a boy
A simple question asked
which church is right
swift was the reply
in my sight all have
gone astray
none are right 2515

the fourth poem in the group the best of the sequence follows
joseph out of the forest I1 the youth leaves

these forest woods
made sacred by this visit
this revelation of the great eternal god
and his exalted son

and so the illuminated young man threads his lonely way
toward his destiny young notes with unadorned power in such
a simple way eternal work begins 1I1 26I

m
in imaginative fiction as well joseph smiths 1838 account of

the first vision casts a long if infrequent shadow in lily dougallsdougalasDougalls
the mormon prophet 1899 a little known but surprisingly well
written novel joseph smith is a central and complex character
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endowed with seductive psychological and hypnotic powers 27

joseph appears in other works of fiction fleetingly in judith
freemansfreemanbFreemans the chinchilla jarmfarmearmfarm28 heroically and tenderly in dean
hughess historical novel for young readers under the same
starssourssoaksstars2929 briefly but movingly in sharon downing jarvissgarvissJarviss the kal-
eidoscopeleido scope Seasonseason50season305030 tangentially but meaningfully in virginia
sorensenssorenseniSorensens story of nauvoo A little lower than the Angelsangels51angeis31anseis51

importantly in paul baileys for this my glory32glory52Glory 5232 and pivotally in
ruth louise partridges impressive but virtually unknown histori-
cal novel other drums in this book joseph alludes to the first
vision while confessing to nancy rigdon that he had plunged into
wild currents 1 I opened the sluices myself in a wood when I1 asked
wisdom of god as my bible advised me he adds sagely never
pray to god for enlightenment sister nancy unless you are pre-
pared to take the consequences 13331133233333

most writers of modern fiction who venture to employ the
first vision in their stories do so in order to ground their tales in
mormon substratasubstratalsubstrata and thereby create a historic and spiritual foun-
dation that helps explain their characters in such fiction the first
vision becomes as in mormonism a touchstone for the charac-
ters faith in joseph smith and the restoration typical of such
application is an episode in maurine whippleswhipplerWhipples novel the giant
joshua in which apostle erastus snow introduces the first vision
into his ritual catechizingcatechizing of st george saints the saints sunday
evening sing and story tell begins with snows query all those
here hold up their hands who saw and knew the
prophet joseph after sister eardleysEardleys testimony that the prophet
joseph warnt like no ordinary man there allus seemed to be a
lightfight somewheres inside of him like a candle behind his eyes
snow asks how old was joseph when he had his first vision

A mans reply this time he was fifteen and it was 1820 the
year of the great religious revival and he read in the first chapter of
james

where was this

manchester new york joseph retired to the sacred grove
and kneeled down

the old old story but clory was suddenly feeling the thick
darkness that gathered around and hearing the voice from out the
blinding light this is my beloved son hear him 3431
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As with the poetic treatments most
of the fictional renderings of the first
vision are made for didactic and inspira-
tional purposes for proclaiming and es-
tablishingtablishing the truth of the restoration as

embodied and illustrated in the vision
with such didactic intent two contem-
porary LDS writers of fiction cecilia jen-
sen and gerald N lund have woven
joseph smiths 1838 account almost liter-
ally and seamlessly into their fiction ce-
cilia

maureen whipple
jensen in her carefully researched

and well written novel joseph in pal-
myra published privately as the first of a trilogy on the prophet
joseph all written amazingly in her late eighties utilizes josephs
recountingsrecount ings exactly but enriches her account with a plethora of his-
toricaltorical anthropological and imagined detail gleaned from recent
scholarship and her own creative vision in this sampling of jen
sens joseph smith joseph tells his family about his vision on the
evening following the event

father joseph looked from one to the other parent
mother this morning I1 saw the father and the son the living

god and his son jesus christ they appeared to me from the utter
silence he gathered that no one comprehended what he was telling

them perhaps it would be better to start at the beginning

joseph then recounts in considerable detail his spiritual strug-
gles his attendance at dr lanes revival meeting his determina-
tion to pray for wisdom his visit to the grove and the ensuing
events he continues his narration

at that moment he continued softly 1I saw a light above me a pil-
lar of light exactly over my head brighter than the sun at that
moment I1 found myself released from that awful power

no one spoke in the intense silence he went on As the light

drew nearer the brightness increased and when it reached the
treetops the whole area came alive with light I1 expected the leaves

and boughs to just bum up but when this did not happen I1 thought
I1 would be all right descending slowly the light rested on me
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he paused wishing he had words to describe the experience
then he continued it produced a peculiar sensation throughout my
whole body immediately my mind was caught away from the nat-
ural objects about me I1 was caught up in a heavenly vision and saw
two glorious personages who looked exactly like each other

one called my name and then pointed to the other and
said this is my beloved son hear him

in the shadowy candlelight joseph saw the awe in their
faces 35

using a technique similar to cecilia
jensenshensensJensens gerald N lund in pillar of
light volume one in his widely read
landmark saga of the restoration the

M work and the glory has joseph recount
the first vision in words lifted from
josephs 1838 account but including
some details taken from earlier accounts
this technique troubles eugene england
in his this people review of the book but
immediately placates the majority of

gerald N lund readers who would be as unlikely to
tolerate another rendering of josephs

vision as southern baptists would be to suffer linguistic liberties
with the new testament words ofjesus christ

in pillar of light lundsbunds joseph smith tells the story of his
first vision to nathan steed the conversation characterizes
joseph but more importantly for lundsbunds prefaced purpose for the
saga it characterizes young nathan steed and later each member
of the steed family through their varied responses to josephs theo-
phany lundsbunds purpose is to lead readers to confront the question
how would I1 have responded to joseph smith if I1 were there and
if he had told me he had seen a vision

lund with more skill than anyone to date and without doing
violence to the readers respect for the prophet joseph brings the
revered historical joseph into conversation with a fictitious and
believable nathan steed who vicariously serves in the readers
stead thus steed and melds canonical text with imagined con-
versation and nathans imagined responses to quicken a familiar
text with personalized meaning
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joseph begins his account by tellingtemming young steed iiiliiillTU not ask
you to believe what im about to tell you nathan he describes
the camp meeting fervor in their neighborhood in 1820 his read-
ing of james 1 and his determination to ask god which church he
should join

and nathan pressed

by now it was early in the spring of 1820 it was a beauti-
ful clear morning I1 went into the woods and making sure I1 was
alone I1 immediately knelt down to pray

to my amazement I1 found I1 couldnt utter a word it was
as though my tongue was swollen in my head

nathan blinked this was not what he had expected to hear

suddenly I1 thought I1 heard footsteps behind me someone
walking towards me in the dry leaves I1 was startled I1 whipped
around now at last he looked up directly into nathans eyes no
one was there

nathan felt a sudden chill run up and down his spine

after describing the onslaught of the powers of darkness joseph
continues at the very moment of my deepest despair as I1 was
about to abandon myself to destruction at that precise moment I1

saw a pillar of light

nathans head snapped up

joseph went on steadily now speaking slowly but with great
earnestness it was exactly over my head it was far brighter than
the sun at noonday the light was so intense I1 thought the very
leaves would burst into flame it descended gradually until it fell
upon me instantly the moment the light touched me I1 was deliv-
ered from the enemy which held me bound

when the lightfight rested upon me I1 saw two personages he
stopped noting the expression on nathans face 1 I saw two person-
ages he continued firnfirmlyfly whose glory and brightness defy all

description they were standing above me in the air

now it was nathan who involuntarily passed a hand across his
eyes A pillar of light two personages

the one spoke joseph continued softly now and more
slowly as though giving nathan time to digest the words he called
me by name joseph he said this is my beloved son hear him

he stopped watching nathan closely
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nathans mind was reeling are you saying he faltered
overwhelmed you mean you saw he could not bring himself
to say it

joseph nodded with the utmost solemnity 1 I saw god and I1
saw his son jesus christ he sighed suddenly weary 1 I know how
that must sound to you but I1 say again nathan and I1 say it with all
the power of my soul I1 saw the father and I1 saw his son

nathan leaned back totally astonished he could only nod

lund then turns joseph into the teacher varying from the his-
toric account to lead nathan through what have become the re-
ceived standard LDS lessons to be learned from the vision

what did god look like nathans voice was barely a whisper
1 I mean was he a he stopped groping for an adequate word

A person

yes

yes nathan most assuredly yes though a personage of glory
and majesty beyond belief but yes nathan god is a person when
he said he created man in his own image I1 know now what he
meant he looks like us he shook it off no we look like him
he is a person he is our father

he stopped in the distance a meadowlark was calling out its
last evening song the breeze was picking up now making a soft
rustling noise as it danced across the meadow the stream gurgled
cheerfully as it ran past them but nathan was aware of none of this
his mind was a wild tumble of thoughts and emotions 36

in pillar aflightoflightof light and the six succeeding volumes to date lund
has done a credible job of freeing himself from the chains of histori-
cal tyranny at least enough to render the first vision believable and
profoundly moving for another fin de siale generation lundsbunds
unobtrusively imaginative yet orthodox revisiting of the sacred
grove revitalizes the prophet joseph as an attractive heroic figure
who is also believable and inspiring and blessedly unhampered
and undiverted by the anachronistic chains of modem psychology

IV

in recent years the first vision and the revelatory mode so
important to the dynamics of mormonism have begun to suggest
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to writers fresh applications of the vision in the lives of the latter
day saints for example although former mormon vardis fisher in
his prizewinningprize winning but unsympathetically skewed children of god
1939 37 follows josephs narrative sequence in recounting the

first vision his essentially poetical handling of the vision suggests
the possibility of additional uses of and meanings in the experi-
ence fisher introduces readers to a joseph who is moved to deep
astonishment at the overwhelming religious fervor that suddenly
finds him praying with strange deep passion

kneeling here in leaf depth and speaking in impassioned wonder to
a great blue pasture with its solitary golden sun after a little he
knew there were tears in his eyes and tears wet and running on his
cheeks as the whole world listened to the anxious humble asking of
his voice 38

then the struggle there was soft and unreal music in his ears as
light and darkness fought to possess his mind and then very
softly his eyelids closed upon the awful terror in his eyes then
the vision bursts upon him

he saw first an intimation of brightness far out in the universe
it grew like the softness of morning like a gentle flowering out
of utter darkness as if heaven were overflowing the wastelands of
night as brilliance spilled from gods robe as he walked for a long
moment the light spread and gathered strength and then suddenly
fell downward in a broad beam of terrible splendor in a great and
blinding pillar that touched the earth and lay far out in a white col-
umn of eternity then with startling swiftness two persons ap-
peared in this stupendous shaft of light the father and the son
and they were exactly alike in countenance and in the incandes-

cence of their glory they walked down the beam as down a high-
way of light and one called the prostrate lad by name and pointed to
his companion and said this is my beloved son hear him the
son spoke he declared in the voice of a great organ that all the creeds
of earth were an abomination in his sight the voice died away in
echoes that rolled in solemn music and the highway of lightfighthight slowly
faded with father and son standing as vanishing silhouettes against
the infinite the light closed like a shutter to a thin wraith of holiness
and slowly withdrew to the lone glittering point of a star 3919

vardis fishers poetic and engaging liberties with the first
vision prefigure the tendency quickened in recent years to push
the historical boundaries and the received meanings of the vision
in order to probe the sacred grove experience for yet deeper
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symbolic and mythic meanings most importantly for the latter day
saint however is the democratizing and universalizing of the ex-
perienceperience the likening of the scriptures unto us as nephi coun-
sels for our profit and learning 1 ne 19251923 latter day saints
trace in the vision the pattern of gods relationship with his indi-
vidual children at work in human lives entering via the vision into
ones own sacred grove and treading in josephs footsteps toward
gaining that testimony of jesus which is says john the revelator
the spirit of prophecy rev 19191010

for example in times of refreshing 1820 poetry enables
allie howe to approach the vision from a different angle to por-
tray nature in poetic harmony with the vision as harbinger of the
restoration

A wisp of the new morning
washes across his face
and turns him
to wooded temples

where she continues

ancient in days the awakening mother
lifts
against his supplicant knees
and a breath above
reigning all the space around

the holiesthollest of holieshoiles
unveil

and joseph supscups from their presence 4041

robert P tristram coffin who published his poem the mor
mons in 19391959 was in the vanguard of those who treat the first
vision as an entry to other meanings in the mormonism is over
impulse of literature of the 1950s1930s made popular by the so called
lost generation of expatriate mormon writers gentile coffin
embodies the vision as the invigorating force of mormonism a
force continued in brigham young but dissipating as the latter day
saints settle into the staid and visionless period of accommodation

joseph smith when he was young
saw a golden censer swung

in the sunset saw two wings
full of eyes and shining things
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among the pumpkins in a field
he found a great book seven sealed

treading furrows joseph trod
walked a twilit comely god

but the vision fades and

the new age caught them up
stilledstifled the psaltery drained the cup

mormonscormonsMormons wings grew heavy lead
and he sank his graying head

all the million eyes grew dim
with the age that crept on him

gone the tents and wives and pride
and the youngest god had died 41

latter day saint poets reflecting the post world war 11II rein-
vigorationvigoration and spread of mormonism have also begun in recent
years to infuse their poems with the visionary spirit to probe for
broader implications of josephs experience in individual lives

in his ballad the light come down bruce wayne jorgensen
extends the borders of the first vision by shrinking the canvas and
narrowing thefocusthe focus in this deceptively simple and multilayeredmultilayered
ballad jorgensen undertakes to retell the vision in a folk song

just a dusty country boy
praying in the trees
knocked out flat and speechless
again upon on his knees

and the lightfight come down
lord the light come down

sharper than suns he sweated in
it slapped that april mud
it withered the one that threatened him

and stunned him where he stood
yes the light come down
lord it did come down
and he was just fourteen
mixed up and read your book
and took you at your word
and asked and lord
you let the lightfighthight come down
0 lord- a comin down
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then placing joseph and his vision in
the larger context of gods dealings with
his mortal children jorgensen continues

old adam had a farmers son
and abraham did too
all made of mud but you made em good
and brought em home to you

for the lightfight come down
it always did come down

jorgensen then urges the lord to

look down on country boys

bruce wayne jorgensen that stink and puzzle and pray
and strike the lightfight to blind their sight
and make their night your day

finally integrating the first vision with all of gods children who
seek light jorgensen concludes

and bless you lord for country boys
each hungry mothers son
treading the furrow his father plowed
just like your single son

when you and him come down
when you the light come downdown42

perhaps the most imaginative and complex poetic rendering
of the first vision is found in emma lou thayneshhaynesThaynes three part pan-
toum a complex poetic form meditations on the heaven
where she transforms the advent of halleysballeysHalleys comet into josephs
vision and into the painting depicting the vision that hung in the
emigration ward chapel of her youth

angel wings are on the beach
I1 found one shining in the sand
one late night looking for the comet
wed been told would be near pleiades

thayne transforms the ancient icon of angel wings like the
comets head into a celestial body grounded for our view which
becomes in turn an icon representing the light of joseph smiths
first vision the images unfolding in the repeated lines character-
istic of the pantoum

suppose he really saw the vision god the angel
my church owns the story joseph in the grove fourteen
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A supernatural sight of extraordinary
beauty and significance

while praying for a truth that had
eluded others

my church owns the story joseph in
the grove fourteen

not unlike joan young buddha or
mohammed

while praying for a truth that had
eluded others

from unusual encounter the gift more
than surprising

emmaemina lou thayne it had to be believed the unbelievable

suppose he really saw the vision god the angel
more than white on black that no one else could see
A supernatural sight of extraordinary beauty and significance

in section three the comet Is remembering I1 thayne fuses the
comet the first vision and her own youthful memories of a chapel
painting of the sacred grove to describe the first vision the
vision burns with layered density at center of her being more real
than reality

not until today this small comet in my scalp
the clattering of memory the painting
in the chapel of my childhood against the organ loft
joseph kneeling at the elevated feet of the father and the son

it rose indigenous as music
did the artist put it in the vision or did I1

in the sacred grove sun streaming on the boy at prayer

more real now than the sacred grove I1 occupied one grownupgrown up
sunday
not until today this small comet in my scalp
indelible on knowing like the features of a mother giving milk
in the chapel of my childhood against the organ loft
the vision 43

thayne the artist fuses in herself the complex of comet the heav-
ens the actual and the artistic sacred grove the storied vision and
the artistic vision to reify indelibly and very personally in her own
soul joseph smiths awesome experience thayneshhaynesThaynes poem is the
finest kind of effable artistic expression of an ineffable experience
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V

while playwrights such as susan elizabeth howe in burdens
of earth 44 and the late clinton E larson in the mantle of the

prophet 4515 do not recreate the first
vision their work is informed by the dra-
matic visionary patterns set in motion in
the sacred grove and replicated in the

aauallaeu lives of josephs followers these follow-
ers can say of josephs visions and their
continuing influence on latter day saints
as brigham young says to the recently
deceased joseph in mantle of the proph-
et on receivinreceivingrecreceivingeivinelving Jjosephs actual and spiri-
tual mantles

clinton F larson joseph I1 feel your ghost and you have
delivered me

over the veil into the velvet planes
before me the people feel the breath of your being

and they weep for the mission before us
and the scroll of the covenants you wrote upon
joseph

you are with me in the mission
you brought me to that I1 cannot deny 46

this same spiritual presence of josephs vision becomes a
kind of visionary template overlaid on mundane mortal dailinessesdailinesses
and informing much of contemporary mormonism and naturally
mormon imaginative literature wherever one looks in contempo-
rary LDS fiction one finds at the crux of these fictions the ex-
pectationpectation or at least the possibility of supernal intervention that
replicates the pattern initiated in josephs first vision

it is surprising to realize how many modernmodem LDS writers
evoke visions dreams and appearances in their fictions whether
in the comical appearances of angel in the rough moroni skinner
to his backslidingbacksliding grandson in samuel W taylors heaven knows
why 1948 or in amys say so or sense dream or her moving
end of book vision of her late husband in eileen G kumps bread
and milk 1979
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visionary appearances occur in nephi nicholess dreams of
his future wife in jerry M youngs novel elenaelefiaeienaelennaelehia 1992 ininjuliesjuliesinjuriesjulles
discomfiting apotheosis in margaret blair youngs salvador
1992 and in the visions of several of levi S petersons charac-

ters from pauls epiphany in road to damascus and arabellasarabeflasmarabellasArabellasbelias
vision of the face of god in canyons of grace to the vernacular
nephite in the third nephite or franks antitype vision of the
cowboy jesus in backslider 1986 recently and more controver-
sial are the mormon like revelatory angelic appearances in tony
kushnerskushnerzKushners playpay angels in america

however the point is clear contemporary mormon fiction
and fiction about mormonscormonsMormons is informed and activated by joseph

smiths first and subsequent visions in fact the vision has be-
come characteristic of seeing the world mormonlyMormonly

orson scott card the most prolific modern LDS fictionist
embodies and illustrates the concept cards lost boys 1992 his
first so called mainstream novel is centered and concluded in
supernal realities in his tales ofogalvinofalvinaluinalvin maker series 4717 card trans-
forms the whole religion engendering story ofjoseph smith into a
fantasy world driven by magic and folklore alvin miller jr the sev-
enth son of a seventh son divinely empowered maker and des-
tined adversary of the unmaker experiences an initiating and
focusing vision in which he sees the shining man at the foot of his
bed in red prophet we learn a rational explanation of the vision
from the visionary shawneeshaw nee indian prophet lollaloualona wossiky but
only after alvinsalbins first vision has launched the youth into self
discovery and initiated a number of remarkable revelations and white
magic miracles in a related kind of imaginative soaring card in
his memories of earth series has transformed the books of first
nephi and alma including several of their visions into a parallel
science fiction fantasy some of the volumes feature nefinephiNefi Nephi
his brothers good and bad father and differently a powerful
matriarch in an imaginative recasting of the familiar account

though it is not described the first vision is likewise ob-
liquely important in cards important historical novel saints
dinah kirkham handy smith an english convert to mormonism
and later teacher of the smith children and plural wife to joseph
undergoes her own vision in the same evening that elder heber C
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kimball has related joseph smiths first vision dinah has her own
vision in which she sees the face of god the perfect man but
the face becomes the face ofjoseph smith in distant america

father she said softly father father father she was a young farmboyfarmbry
lying on a bed in his fathers house in america longing for something
knowing it would not come expecting it to arrive any moment

the feeling grew and grew until she could not bear it the
lightfight also grew within her until at last she could see it a whiteness
spreading from her to fill the room she heard her words become
audible and she finally realized that her angel would not come and
stand outside her in the air that the angel would be within her
and her own lips would speak the message she was meant to hear 4919

through her own affirming vision dinah gains the testimony of
the restoration she has hitherto resisted she gains that knowledge
by retracing the same visionary path to light and truth that joseph
smiths first vision exemplifies and patterns for his people

VI

in 1847 three years after joseph smith jr s death and twenty
seven years after the first vision john greenleaf whittier wrote
after attending a mormon service in lowell massachusetts

once in the worlds history we were to have a yankee prophet
and we have had him in joe smith for good or for evil he has left his
track on the great pathway of life and knocked out for himself a

window in the wall of the nineteenth century whence his rude bold
good humored face will peer out upon the generations to come 5051

joseph smith continues to peer out at millions through the
window of his first vision a window of faith that also enables mil-
lions to peer in to confirm joseph as prophet of god while his
recounting of that event in the sacred grove remains the central
access to mormonism josephs narrative together with the grow-
ing number of imaginative renderings and uses of that narrative
will continue to suggest individual patterns for seeking divine affir-
mation and direction

thus the first vision and its various treatments in mormon and
gentile letters continues to enable latter day saints to soar on eagle
wings of effable words and images to ineffable heights of insight
illumination faith and testimony the first vision as recorded by
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joseph smith jr and applied by writers of poetry drama and fiction
enables individual believers to come nearer to the ultimate goal of
knowing god at the same time enabling millions as the saints sing
in the hymn to know brother joseph again 51

richard H cracroft is professor of english at brigham young university an ear-
lier version of this paper under a different title was presented at the association
for mormon letters meetings on january 22 1994
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lee udall bennion A quiet interview

doris R dant

introduction

typical of the way artist lee bennion interweavesinterweaverinterweaves her family
life and her work are the setting and events of the morning of this
interview when I1 arrived at her spring city utah home on sep-
tember 23 1996 lee was canning tomatoes from her garden she
seated me at her dining room table for the interview but her
husband joe came in to eat and adah her youngest daughter
asked to have her hair braided unflustered by the interruptions
lee simply offered me a slice of homemade bread and met her
familysfamilys needs before returning to the business of the interview

in a sense interview is the wrong word to describe what
happened next lee needed no prompting beyond a very few ques-
tions even after additional pauses to attend to family matters

part 1I balancing family and career

doris
many people struggle with setting priorities and satisfying the

demands of both family and work especially when demands con-
flict how have you resolved those issues

lee
whenvenwen joe and I1 started out as young newlyweds and got

going with our family and making a living we didnt have a hard
fast plan of what we would do I1 think if we had been able to peek
and see where we would be with our careers twenty years ahead
we just celebrated our twentieth anniversary this summer we

would both have been very surprised even at what we were doing
I1 knew I1 wanted to be a painter but I1 dont think when we got
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married joe had any idea that he would be a potter for a living
he was thinking about elementary ed things just sort of evolved
and changed

I1 had no real aspiration as far as a big career with painting
I1 just knew I1 liked doing that and thought well see where it
goes but the thing thats been important for me and I1 think for
both of us in our lives is to do what feels right at the time and
its kind of difficult to make specific hard decisions such as by the
time im thirty five im going to have a career making this amount
of money or im going to be in this or that gallery at least I1

could never cope with those kinds of goals and agendas its always
worked better for me to take one day at time one month at a time
one year at a time break things up and do what feels right

and thats been my approach to how I1 integrated my artwork
and my family three or four months after we married I1 got preg-
nant with our oldest daughter and finished out that school year
I1 was about six months pregnant with her by the time the school
year ended in 7717777177.11 tried going back to school in the fall because I1

had a full scholarship between a talent award and an academic
scholarship but I1 just couldnt handle it I1 was trying to commute
from here in spring city had a nursing baby my first baby and I1

realized that either my efforts at being a mom or my art work was
going to have to take a big back seat I1 saw no point in being in
school it was obvious to me biologically and spiritually what I1

wanted to do and there was no point in staying in school because
id always been the kind of student that if I1 couldnt give school my
finest effort then I1 didnt want to do it so I1 totally dropped out of
college and I1 didnt paint at all for six years

I1 did do a little bit of drawing of the kids but pretty much left
color alone id had only one painting class before I1 dropped out
so I1 had gotten just a taste of it but I1 did tons and tons of reading
during the period when I1 was nursing babies and I1 did lots of
growing emotionally and the kind of maturing you do when you
have two little kids

when I1 decided to go back to school it was 19851983 joe was
going to go back for his MEAMFAmea we realized that he needed it at that
point we thought hed get a teaching job somewhere and at
that time he was in a real rut with his work and needed some
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outside stimulus when I1 heard he was going to school my heart
just leapt and I1 thought 1 I want to go back to and finish my BEABFAbea

I1 felt a real need to start painting but I1 was so scared of it that I1

knew I1 wouldnt do it on my own but I1 was the kind of student that
if I1 had an assignment I1 would do it so I1 wanted to go back to school
and get a jump start on working again and it worked really well

by then zina bennionsBennions second child was four years old and
louisa her first child would have been six they were old
enough and we had sam joe bennionsBennions brother living with us
the one night a week when joe and I1 were both gone the children
were here with sam lots of driving juggling schedules but it
would work it felt doable much different than it was when the
girls were infants

I1 started back to work painting and finally got my BEABFAbea in
86 and have been painting ever since adah was born in 88 and
there were probably six months right after she was born when I1

didnt paint but I1 got right back in the saddle afterwards since
then therevetherecethereve been times when ive been painting hard three or
four paintings a month thats usually when ive got some kind of a

deadline then there are the times when ive gone two or three
months without painting at all it just depends on whats going on
in my life thats how I1 work it

actually this year I1 think is going to be a very low output
year for me because im doing home school with adah she wanted
to do it shesashes in third grade an age where she still thinks that her
mom is the coolest person to hang with all day shesashes loving it and
im loving it shesashes making good progress but to tell you the truth
I1 havent painted since september first for three weeks ive got
three paintings out in the studio that are just started but with can-
ning and home school theres just not time to work on them right
now I1 probably wont get as many paintings done this year as I1

have in years past but thats okay she will be young and need me
this way for just a few years and then shesashes going to be gone
before I1 know it I1 know that now because my oldest is gone but
the paintings that I1 am doing I1 really like and I1 feel good about
them only the production quantity is down a bit and varies from
time to time
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actually there was a time when I1 was under contract with
somebody when I1 was providing about four paintings a month
that I1 had a guaranteed sale for and that was a very good experi-
ence for me I1 learned a lot about painting and I1 learned about
myself and what my limits are I1 did a lot of good work then but I1

came to the point where I1 felt I1 was starting to burn out I1 felt I1 had
to be out in the studio so many hours I1 didnt like that pressure
I1 was cutting out other things in my life that actually feed my art-
work and I1 realized that if I1 dont have the time to be and do what
I1 want to do theres no point in painting because im not happy

so theres a fine balance I1 think that youd have to recognize
within yourself and its going to be different for every person
what works for me will not be right for other women they might
have other needs and desires that are stronger on either side of
the fulcrum I1 dont think theres one right or wrong solution to
finding the balance between work and family its whats right for
you so you need to be constantly looking at that and praying
about it and if you feel good then thats the right thing thats
how I1 get my answer

doris
theres a great tranquillity and peace in your paintings what

do you draw upon to maintain that degree of serenity

lee
well im very happy with my lifestylelife style and where I1 live

in fact I1 tell people that im living out my childhood dreams
I1 wanted to be an artist and I1 wanted to have my horse in my back-
yard and live out in the country and thats basically what were
doing you stop and think about it not very many people fulfill

those kinds of dreams
I1 guess the biggest decision joe and I1 made when we first got

married was where we wanted to live to us that was pretty impor-
tant we wanted to be close to a temple we wanted to be out in
the country we wanted to live in a rural setting when we first
came through spring city wed been married two days it just
felt like home we bought our first house when wed been married
two weeks without really knowing what we would do here how
we would make a living we were just following a gut feeling that
this is a good place for us
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sometimes young people ask our advice they say we want
to be like you guys I1 say well first thing you need to figure out
is where you want to be what are your needs for some people
it will be living in a big city it will be in a different spot than here
but for us it was herefierebiere I1 think you need to figure that out if you
can if you know that much about yourself at that point in your life
location is very important

so I1 have that as a big plus as far as my peace and tranquillity
even when things get crazy in the family were like everybody
else we have our problems we have our ups and downs at least
we have this gestures to surroundings thats a big part of it

I1 think another part of it is I1 often look at my paintings as a
means to explore myself in ways that I1 couldnt otherwise with
some of these paintings I1 figure out things that im thinking and
feeling that I1 dont ever articulate mentally or verbally those paint-
ings are kind of therapeutic there are some paintings that are sad
paintings too I1 jokingly refer to them as my therapy paintings
the sadness is there but theyre still beautiful paintings whats
nice about it is I1 get these feelings out which is healthy to do and
then I1 can sell the paintings and get paid for my therapy

I1 think that painting is helpful I1 have attempted to determine
whether I1 try to hide my problems and not put them in my paint-
ings am I1 only expressing the peace and tranquillity I1 feel im not
sure if thats a conscious effort or not I1 tend to paint myself and
my kids a lot these relationships are a big part of my life of my
psyche and who I1 am I1 explore the people in figure paintings and
things in still lifes in the context of the world that I1 know even my
landscapes and my still lifes are partly self portraits because theyre
how I1 feel about those scenes and objects

generally those subject matters are things I1 love I1 love my
life I1 love my kids and I1 love where I1 live and the places that I1

paint about I1 think a lot of those feelings of affection and love are
coming through that would maybe translate to peace and tranquil-
lity I1 generally dont like to paint things I1 dont like there proba-
bly is a little bias its not because I1 have a perfect life and there
isnt angst or things that I1 dont care for but im really hard to
offend there arent many things where I1 think 1 I dont like that
I1 generally try to respond and notice things that I1 do like and thats
what I1 tend to paint
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part nH the artists view

doris
tell us about each of these paintings the two for the covers

and the eight for the color inset

lee
lets start with the painting that will be on your front cover

its called the holy family joe started working a couple of years
ago framing a suite of twelve prints by six new mexican artists
santeros who use religious catholic imagery ive had these out

in my studio and I1 feel a lot of kinship with them in a way I1 think
they have helped give me the courage to come forth with some of
the more overt symbolism that I1 have felt inside in a lot of my
mother and child paintings over the years since the santero prints
have been around I1 have thought 1 I can use halos I1 can do this
I1 can do that too its part of my heritage as well I1 grew up in cal-
ifornia around a lot of good catholics and ive always loved
madonna paintings and paintings of the holy family so last year in
the fall it was getting close to christmas I1 decided I1 wanted to
do one of the holy family

I1 remember in one of my religion classes at BYU one of the
teachers told us that the apocryphal accounts have christ as a red-
head so I1 have always painted him as a redheaded baby plus with
adah im used to painting redheads the geraniums in the fore-
ground are symbolic to me of this mortal life and of the blood that
flows through our veins and of christs mortality the lilies behind
the family are symbolic of christs divine lineage and the gift of the
atonement the whole picture tells of how we and christ had to
come through the portal of the flesh and yet death and resurrec-
tion are looming on the horizon only he a mortal son of god
could bring to pass the atonement

the back cover grand canyon cardenas peak is of a place
that is fantastic and special to me I1 never have taken my paints on
any of our river trips theres just not time and space for it but
quite often I1 do take a sketchbook and do some quick drawings
I1 did look at some photos that I1 took of this place too as I1 did this
painting but if you were to look at the photos and my drawings
and then look at this painting you would find I1 have taken a lot of
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liberties with the scene the colors are actually quite different
than what youd see in the photograph but people that see my
painting say oh yeah I1 know that place so thats just how it
feels thats what I1 try to do when I1 paint landscapes they are
more a record of how I1 felt about those places and that often has
more to do with the color selection than what the places actually
look like

the gift plate 111 is a painting I1 did a few years back that
started out just as a self portrait A lot of times when I1 go into the stu-
dio and im not sure what I1 want to do ill do a selfportrait because
it sort of opens a door for me this one started out that way I1 had a
potted lily that a friend had given to me for my birthday so I1

thought ill do a painting of myself holding those flowers
originally both hands were around the pot but when I1 fin-

ished the drawing I1 felt that it was a weak composition there was
way too much weight on the right side that was empty and dead
so I1 thought ive got to do something with the figure to activate
that space I1 began playing around with my arms while looking in
the mirror and I1 came up with that pose and thought it looked
interesting so I1 drew my hand like that then when I1 finished the
drawing the charcoal drawing she does before starting a painting
I1 thought wow its starting to say something its starting to take
on a life of its own

I1 just started following the drawings suggestions and it
became a painting about the gift of life theres a doorway the
woman is standing in front of to me the woman is symbolic of
eve our earthly mother the mother of our bodies and the door is
suggestive of the portal of birth that we all must enter and come
through the figure beckoning is also a reference to the idea of
birth and coming through we all come through the body of a
woman the crosses in the transom behind her and also the
lilies those are all very obvious references to the savior and to his
gift of eternal life the woman giving us the chance to be born into
mortality and then the savior giving us the chance to be born again
in a more eternal sense again the doorway represents that portal
too death is a door that we all pass through and by our mortality
we are invited to pass through it
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anyway I1 really didnt finish or verbalize or intellectualize
what all those symbols were for me until id had the painting done
about six months it was when someone asked me what is that
about that I1 kind of stopped you know I1 had had this gut sort of
subconscious feeling about it but it wasnt until I1 had to put a
name on the painting to send it out to show and until people
started asking me about it that I1 was able to articulate my feelings

it was a fun experience to have that happen
the next painting is adah again plate 2 the title refers to

the fact that I1 paint adah often my friend had made this dress for
her and I1 wanted to do a painting of her in it she was willing to sit
and model for me its pretty straightforward a painting of her
out in my studio I1 dont necessarily view paintings like this as

being much of a portrait its actually not a terribly good likeness of
her theres a feeling of her there but I1 want my paintings to be
good in the sense that other people will enjoy their composition
and the feeling and not necessarily feel like theyve got a portrait of
adah bennion in their house you know its more a painting of a
girl its more a painting of someone sitting and thinking and I1 try
to make them that way so that they are of interest and dont feel
just like mug shot portraits they have more of a life of their own
as paintings

doris
you have her very much in the foreground and your studio

very much in the background

lee
thats again a lot from my head I1 draw her sitting there im

in my studio so I1 can see what those things look like but I1 have
purposely played around with the distance and the space and I1

think that kind of helps makes it interesting I1 have fun playing
with it so thats why I1 do it if I1 were to just try to capture every-
thing exactly how it is painting would be really boring and I1

might as well just get a camera

doris
are you saying something in the painting about priorities in

your life
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lee
are you referring to where I1 put things definitely I1 can see

that now that you mention it I1 hadnt thought of it before but def-
initely people and animals and those sorts of things are much more
important to me than the house or the studio housework is not my
favorite thing as you can see by looking around my house or stu-
dio housework will always wait the opportunity is never lost

the next painting plate 313 is whats next in my life part
way through our 1994 raft trip down the grand canyon I1 got sick
and had to be life flighted out we though I1 had appendicitis
it turned out I1 had a kidney stone but I1 passed it that night so there
I1 was alone at the south rim to make a long story short I1 didnt
call home I1 wanted to get back on the river and finish the trip
I1 knew the group was going to stop at havasuhamasu creek so I1 decided
to hike down havasuhamasu canyon and meet them I1 talked someone
into driving me to the trail head and hiked the twenty miles to
the colorado and got to the confluence fifteen minutes before the
boats in our group came by they were so surprised to see me

I1 dont know if you would call it a life changing experience
but it was just an amazing thing for me to do id never done any-
thing like that taking off on my own going without any sleeping
gear it was actually quite a rugged hike that included a two
hundred foot climb I1 had never done anything like that without a
rope or someone to spot me I1 really pushed my limits right to the
edge in that twenty mile hike there were probably three or four
times when I1 got to obstacles where I1 thought 1I dont know if I1 can
make it around there or if I1 can get through this and I1 would pray

I1 knew we would run lava falls the next day on the trip if I1

caught up with my party normally on our other trips ive had that
rapid on my horizon the whole trip just dreading it but on this
hike by the time I1 got to the last obstacle I1 had to get around I1 was
saying okay god just help me get over this I1 wont bother you
at all at lava I1 dont care if we flip there I1 just need to get around
this thing help me itwasetwasit was ninnyfunny in the boat the next day after I1

reunited with the group I1 was totally relaxed I1 just slept all day as
we approached lava falls I1 didnt get nervous well I1 got a little
nervous but I1 was not as uptightuntight as I1 usually am because I1 just
thought well ive been through a lot worse in the last few days
lava is not as bad as a kidney stone with no pain medication
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anyway when I1 came home from that trip I1 went out to my
studio to start working here I1 am back home looking in the mirror
again getting ready to start another painting As I1 did this one the
thought kept running through my mind whats going to be next
in my life I1 had realized that interesting things do happen you

never know when either
seywithseifselfSey mithwith adah plate 4 is a painting of adah and me I1 often

paint the two of us together sometimes even now adah is eight
ill paint her as a small infant or baby in my arms just because I1

have strong feelings abut motherhood and about the mother and a

small child and I1 represent them by doing paintings of adah and
me together for this one I1 think I1 actually got her to pose with me
for a little while not for very long but long enough to get her
drawn in and then I1 went back and put myself into the drawing
shesashes pretty wiggly

amaryllis antler and shell plate 515 is a still life of some
objects that I1 actually do have I1 have the pot I1 had the amaryllis I1

have the shell and the antler is one I1 found on a ride that I1 took
with my horse just a few objects that have been kicking around
the studio a long time I1 wanted to do a painting with the amaryl-
lis thats originally what I1 had drawn for the still life and thats all

I1 had on the canvas I1 liked it but I1 knew I1 needed other things to
complete the composition to make it interesting so I1 started cast-
ing my eye around my studio what shall I1 put in

I1 loved the way the antler sort of mirrored some of the lines
in the amaryllis so I1 played with that until I1 found where I1 liked it

then the shell was a nice focal point sort of a cup to draw you in
and hold you and it worked well floating between those two
images then I1 had to figure out a table I1 come at still life kind of
backwards sort of just building them on the canvas the most dif-
ficult thing was trying to figure out an edge for the table I1 tried
curves I1 tried straight across and it took quite awhile to get it
right the tablecloth is out of my head I1 didnt have anything
nearly that nice and I1 kind of thought about putting wood grain
on the table but I1 figured that was going to take away from the
subtle painting on the shell so this is strictly a formal painting
exercise in design and composition but again one that incorpo-
rates things that I1 love
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the next painting plate 616 is called new potatoes peas and
onions which is one of our favorite lunches in the summertime
when those three things are in season id just gotten this hat its
pretty ratty now I1 wore it again this summer its got holes in the
top but I1 stillstiffstinn like it it had such a nice shape and such nice linesfinesiines
about it and I1 loved looking in the mirror at the different ellipses
and curves I1 thought oh that would be fun to use as a prop in a
painting and so I1 did I1 drew the figure in first and then I1 had this
space around the side that I1 had to do something with to make it
work as a painting I1 thought well thats my gardening hat so ill
put some of the garden in there

the frame I1 had fun with to me the floral type image in the
cornerscomers is somewhat reminiscent of a pea blossom and the green
stems and the straight lines in between them one thing youll
notice in my later paintings is that in many of them ive done much
more intricate work in the frame and drawn imagery from the paint-
ing into the frames

the next painting is listeningorlisteningforListeningyorforporor nseuselise plate 7 1I started the
drawing for this painting and then found out two days later that a
friend of ours had passed away she had had a lingeringfingering and debili-
tating illness from which she was never going to recover it was a
question of how long she would exist in the terrible state her body
was in it was a difficult situation she was a young mother in the
prime of her life and not at the age when you expect to see some-
one leave their family but again her condition was so wretched
that I1 believed it was probably an answer to her prayer and proba-
bly even her familysfamilys to have her released from this life

I1 thought of her so much as I1 started to work on this painting
how so many prayers had been offered on lisesusesaises behalf and you
know some people might think they werent answered because
she passed away but I1 feel that they were there was an answer to
her prayer in the way she was able to slip away and I1 feel that
death is not always the dark angel we think it is there are times
when its merciful probably every time even though we dont
know it its what is to be so this paintings just a different look at
the angel of death

the last painting plate 8 persephone is a painting I1 did
around the same time period as new potatoes peas and onions
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and the gift I1 love springtime im excited by it every year by the
thought of new life coming up from the dormant ground and ive
always loved the myth of persephone and how she comes back
and brings with her life to her mother and to the earth thats basi-
cally what this painting is about this figure coming up from the
dark I1 wanted to have the background just be darkness represent-
ing the death of winter and include all of these bulbs

id gotten a great catalog that had photos of all of these plants
with their bulb and root systems I1 got the idea for the painting
while looking through that catalog so while I1 painted I1 did look at
the catalog I1 changed things around because I1 needed a curve here
that it didnt have and what not thats the genesis for the idea of
showing the roots they reminded me of persephone too

conclusion

what is noticeably missing from lee bennionsBennions works and
words is a sense that the time for her career is passing too quickly
and she must work ever faster to accomplish all that must done
the ceaseless drive so often behind the accomplishments of cre-
ative people is missing even if she doesnt paint today or tomorrow
or next week her studio will still be there and in the meantime life
will nurture her talent the paintings reproduced here reflect that
sense of stillness while remaining vitally connected

doris R dant is executive editor BYU studies and assistant lecturer english
department brigham young university
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plate 9 between heaven
and earth by david E

cassler oil and other media
on paper 67 x 24 1994

david 0 mckay once
said that maurice maeterkaeter
lincks vision in the blue
bird of unborn children
following the sound of
their mothersvoicesmothers voices down
to earth was not far from
the truth in this painting
the artist attempts to por-
tray that spiritual passage
as a young spirit leaves the
world of light to come to
its mother through the veil
celestial colors inin the
upper right of the painting
transition into earthly col
ors at the lower left

the hand of the child is
outstretched betokening
that the child creates the
mother just as surely as
the mother creates the
child the mothers eyes
are closed as she seeks to
sense what she cannot see
but is real within her the
painting conveys the holi
ness of this important jour
ney and the spiritual
reality behind pregnancy
and childbirth



but then face to face womens
issues mormon culture and doctrine

in eight pregnancy narratives
for a mormon woman pregnancy can augment her agency

build charity and transcend stereotypes sharing her
narrative can help her organize and own her experience

angela ashurst mcgee

hoping to uncover information about my past and future I1

interviewed eight mormon women about their pregnancies ask-
ing them questions about everything from their relationship with
their unborn babies to their fears about labor 1 the women aged
twenty two to seventy were people I1 had met at BYU or were from
my extended family within the first few minutes of each interview
we would delve into the intimate and essential issues of the wom
ans story suggesting not only that she felt at ease but also that she
had already sorted through her experiences and crafted sophisti-
cated narratives my questions only clarified and expanded her
multifaceted narrative releasing stories that already existed

after each interview I1 was emotionally drained overwhelmed
by the power of what I1 had heard my nights filled with dreams of
my future pregnancies I1 spent my days mourning for the babies
that disappeared when I1 woke up part of the impact of these nar-
ratives stems from their dazzling complexity the women described
how pregnancy both strengthened their ties to their husbands and
demonstrated their essential differences from their husbands they
explained how the experience of pregnancy focused their attention
outward on another individual while it simultaneously focused
their attention inward toward their own bodies they expressed
social pride and notoriety while admitting embarrassment

BYU studies 36 no 2 1996971996 97 157137
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but from these complex and sometimes paradoxical strands
of the narratives emerged a striking pattern of empowerment I1 dis-
covered that pregnancy strengthens the women I1 talked to con-
tributing to their feeling of personal power to confidently make
decisions and choose from a wide range of options this empow-
erment is enhanced by fundamental issues of mormonism femi-
nism and folklore issues that emerge from these pregnancy
narratives the LDS belief that pregnancy creates eternal spiritual
relationships and follows the example of divine motherhood ele-
vates a pregnant woman above stereotypes of the unfulfilled de-
pressed housewife feminism encourages women to use their
agency conversely pregnancy confirms some feminist theory by
demonstrating womens agency and unique ethics

telling the narratives of their pregnancies provides women a
forum to organize and reclaim the significance beauty and power
of their experiences As folklorists say the experience is enhanced
by the telling of it furthermore pregnancy narratives can em-
power the women and men who hear or read them the narratives
can prepare others for the future and reduce fear of the unknown
these functions of pregnancy discourse that I1 discovered last year
are particularly poignant to me now as I1 enter the last weeks of my
own first pregnancy

sharing pregnancy narratives

I1 am the oldest of six children and know that I1 tended my
younger siblings while my mother endured months of morning
sickness with each of her pregnancies yet I1 do not have one mem-
ory of her morning sickness my youngest sister was born when I1

was twelve years old certainly old enough for me to have been
aware of what I1 now know was a very difficult pregnancy for my
mother yet I1 have only two snippetssnippetysnippets of memory she needed a
step stool to climb into our volkswagen van and once after a long
summer road trip her feet were swollen thus although I1 lived
with my mother during forty five months of her pregnancies
much of what I1 learned in my interviews with pregnant women
was still a surprise to me
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similarly elaine a woman who began raising her five children
in the late 1960s told me that her first pregnancy held many
surprises for her her mothers stoicism when pregnant had pre-
vented elaine from learning about the basic experience of preg-
nancy in conversations I1 have heard many women complain that
their mothers never talked to them about pregnancy they listed
the things they had not been told and therefore did not know
although these mothers had probably shared parts of their preg-
nancy experiences with their husbands peers or mothers they
had not shared their experiences with their daughters today
books and classes on the medical and physical phenomenon ofpreg-
nancy are widely available but such treatments cannot capture the
full scope of the pregnancy experience the teacher of the lamaze
class my husband and I1 attended marveled that after she recounted
the averages and patterns of labor and delivery class members stillstiff

burst with questions about her own experiences in childbirth
this yearning for personal information becomes obvious

when I1 tell people I1 have collected some mormon womens preg-
nancy narratives some people seem flatly unimpressed by the pro-
ject but others respond by gasping oh how interesting youve
got to show me your drafts many of these are young newly mar-
ried women these women stand at the cusp of the experiences
of pregnancy childbearing and motherhood and while many of
them look forward to these experiences they also feel timid and
naive although the number of sociological and experiential treat-
ments of pregnancy seems to be increasing many women seem
hungry for the information I1 learned from the interviews did the
women like being pregnant how bad are mood swings what is it
like to feel the baby kick

young women often long to hear the narratives of experi-
enced mothers they long for frank evaluations of successes and
trials to guide them through their upcoming experiences and re-
veal parallels between themselves and their mentors basic infor-
mation about physical and emotional events of pregnancy helps
them overcome fear of the unknown they are empowered by
hearing narratives that model pregnancy as a beautiful loving
agency investing experience but because pregnancy also includes
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the intimate the private and the biological it can be difficult to
talk about outside of mothers peer groups nevertheless shared
pregnancy narratives can serve a potent function for those who
hear or read them

the importance of these narratives as shared stories was
demonstrated to me personally when eight months after complet-
ing the interviews I1 found myself pregnant my husband and I1

were both shaken to tears by the news pregnancy had suddenly
and irreversibly leapt from the subject of my research and from my
expectation for the vague future into the concrete reality of now
and the rest of my life the pregnancy immediately asserted itself
in a dozen small physical changes that confirmed that now every-
thing was different

As we struggled to internalize the news we used the preg-
nancy narratives I1 had collected to illuminate the unknown
although I1 had just spent several months transcribing thinking
about and writing about the eight interviews I1 was surprised at
how much information I1 had overlooked or forgotten those first
few weeks I1 leafed through the transcriptions looking for informa-
tion and experience to match my own I1 hadnt before realized the
significance of sallys statement that she slept up to twelve hours a
night I1 quickly felt the impact of such a schedule and felt reas-
sured that my voracious appetite for sleep was not laziness but a
pregnancy experience that other women shared I1 found myself
vocalizing my experience with nearly verbatim quotes from the
interviews As mark and I1 watched the store bought pregnancy test
develop I1 used sallys words do you see a pink line in the days
that followed I1 used tinas words 1I cannot eat enough As odd
things have happened throughout my pregnancy I1 find reassur-
ance from those women who can tell me oh yeah that hap-
pened to me isnt it weird but you get over it

pregnancy narratives became even more significant to my
husband mark as we entered pregnancy mark read the interviews
cover to cover and even though he had long been aware of their
content this reading motivated no doubt by the awing reality of
his wifescifes pregnancy yielded epiphaniesepiphanios for him he was able to
define his ideal role as a partner and supporter to a pregnant
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woman by evaluating the needs and wants the women expressed
in their interviews

for example mark was struck by Elaines statement that she
felt more social respect from mormonscormons and non mormonscormons alike
when mothering ceased to be her full time job and she entered the
wage earning work force mark noticed the same bias in his opin-
ions of women he knew he then vowed to respect mothers who
mother full time as well as back to work mothers he also admitted
that it was easier for him to relate to what the women said about
their physical pregnancy exercise diet fetal growth than what
they said about their emotional pregnancy he realized his focus
on the baby had superseded concern for the mother he con-
cluded so I1 want you to always tell me how youeelyouftelyoueal about the
baby several times reading the interviews prompted comments
like now I1 see it from your side which is different

I1 feel grateful that these interviews helped mark recognize
what to me constitutes a major role of any partner to a pregnant
woman while husbands certainly have a valid and rich emotional
life as they prepare for the birth of a child the bulk of the preg-
nancy experience happens in the mind and body of the pregnant
woman much of a husbands role is to recognize and support the
womanscomans view of these events

pregnancy narratives can also benefit the women who tell
them according to folklorists humans tell stories in order to
impose order and significance on the chaotic array of lifes experi-
ences william A wilson one of mormonismsMormonisms premier folklorists
writes storytellers themselves recount their narratives to sat-
isfy their own ends and meet their own needs 2 he cites neil post-
man A story provides a structure for our perceptions only
through stories do facts assume any meaning whatsoever 3

pregnancy produces a huge spectrum of physical emotional
and social changes yet our culture contains few settings where
women can perform or tell the narratives of their experiences
with pregnancy women do share pregnancy experiences in small
groups of friends but rarely go beyond that restricted stage 4 and
even in small peer groups women rarely relate comprehensive
narratives that would organize their experiences
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I1 began each interview by asking the limited question tell
me about when you discovered you were pregnant the first time
yet several women responded with a long speech that described
each of their pregnancies in succession and summarized their
experiences although my next questions covered relatively basic
issues such as emotional changes social relationships and labor
several women told me they had never thought about some of the
issues I1 raised indicating that while the narratives were already
formed they had not been shared or critiqued by others

all the women seemed to enjoy our conversation most
thanked me for interviewing them perhaps they were grateful for
an opportunity to talk about and thus organize and give signifi-
cance to an overwhelmingly varied and life changing experience
the women certainly werent telling their stories for my benefit
alone but rather for themselves or for their children although
children apparently feel their mothers rarely share such narratives
with them

in addition to organizing experience forming narratives also
allows the teller to own the experience As women create their
narratives they choose the way their experience will be por-
trayed while at the time pregnancy may have felt like a long hot
summer of involuntary nausea and exhaustion in their narratives
the women portray themselves as independent agents and actors
while at the time anxiety and worry may have been chief compo-
nents of pregnancy in their narratives the women describe them-
selves as confident decision makers throughout the interviews I1

was overwhelmed by the womens strength as they nonchalantly
described overcoming physical trials and opposition

for example when I1 asked suzanne a mother of six about
the worst parts of pregnancy she shared this experience

I1 took kent and beth to the dollar movie to see return to oz and I1

was like eight months pregnant and kent got scared and jumped on
me and between the weight of the baby and a five year old on my
lap my hemorrhoids just exploded and so then I1 had to go get
them tied off they wouldnt give me any medication because I1 was
pregnant so I1 read in twenty four hours lincolnsLincolns biography
I1 sat in the bathtub for twenty four hours and ran hot water
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but in her next paragraph suzanne asserts 1 I just had really good
pregnancies I1 remember standing in front of the mirror pregnant
with joe and just admiring this expecting body just so absolutely
thrilled that I1 was growing a child she balances the negative with
statements that portray her as joyfully and actively creating craft-
ing narratives allows the women to select and emphasize the de-
tails that portray the experience as they choose to remember it
and that describe them as the women would like to be

the value of sharing pregnancy narratives comes from their
benefit to both storyteller and audience while I1 feel confident of
pregnancy theorystheodystheorys valid place in academic discourses like folklore
feminist theory and mormon studies I1 believe its essential value
comes from helping people navigate their lives although my preg-
nancy narratives project had its origin in academia it was moti-
vated by personal questions about my physical origins my religion
and my future as a child of god woman wife and mother

pregnancy and mormon culture and doctrine

one of the most interesting issues the interviews explore is
the complex relationship between a womanscomans experiences and
decisions about pregnancy and her perception of mormon culture
and of her role as a mormon woman in the context of this article
mormon culture describes a wide array of historical and social
phenomena experienced by middle class members of the church
in the united states most of these phenomena are not official
components of the LDS church but rather are the result of per-
sonal and cultural interpretation

most of the women I1 talked to emphasized the positive
impact of LDS doctrine and culture on their pregnancies how-
ever two of the women I1 talked to women in middle age speaking
with the benefit of hindsight said they felt mormon culture
exerted some pressure upon their private choices one of these
women was elaine whom I1 visited on a friday night at her home
although three of her five children have left home elaine contin-
ued to mother throughout our interview as interestingly did all

of the women I1 talked to Elaines husband periodically stuck his
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head in the door to ask questions about a daughter who was hav-
ing a slumber party downstairs a son who had just had his wisdom
teeth removed and a son who was making wedding plans

much of Elaines narrative focused on the loving joyous rela-
tionshiptionship she has with her children she told me 1 I dont think
when youre pregnant the first time that you have any concept
even though you love people and you love your husband you
have no concept of that feeling of love that comes to you when
you finally have the baby

elaine told me that in the 1960s she rushed her decision to
have children because of the pressures she felt on a social level
almost every woman in her married student ward either had chil-
dren or was pregnant all of the women in her ward quit school
once they became pregnant on a more direct level ward mem-
bers questioned her each sunday always expecting her to
announce she was pregnant when she had been married for six
months and still wasnt pregnant elaine cried every month when
I1 would have my period and read every book on infertility

elaine also used her perception of mormon doctrine to fash-
ion her pregnancy into a biblical gift that she bestowed on her
husband she was embarrassed to admit to me that she rushed into
pregnancy partially to fulfill what she perceived as her obligation
to give her husband sons elaine never indicates that her husband
expected sons or shared her feelings about a biblical gift but as a
traditional person in a ward comprised of all young marriedsmarrieds

with little babies or trying to get pregnant she felt it was a sta-
tus that I1 had to be a mother as soon as I1 could for his sake

whilewaumle elaine recognizes that she chose to respond to her own
perception of these elements of 1960s mormon culture and while
she willingly remains active in the church she still interprets the
past pressures to start a family as an influence she dislikes in retro-
spect it also was very much the mormon ideal im sure your par-
ents understand it I1 think kids really dont know what we came
out of because it was a definite idea that we all accepted and didnt
think anything of I1 bought right into it

elaine says that her ideas about the roles of husbands and
wives and her perception of mormonism have changed since her
children were born if she could do it all again she says now that
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she would wait longer to start her family and she would complete
her masters degree before or during her first pregnancies

once elainesblainesElaines children were born she found she was a
nester who loved to curl up at home with her babies but as her

children grew older and she returned to school and work outside
the home she found that her status in the eyes of ward members
increased she concludes

we pay lipup service to motherhood being the most important role a
woman can play in the church but we dont believe it its really too
bad we should put our money where our mouths are I1 just
know that the whole time there was just a little change in attitude
among people who professed motherhood the most important

lola was the most direct in blaming her perception of mor-
monism for advocating certain decisions I1 visited lola on the
same night I1 talked to elaine As we talked she helped her two
youngest daughters now teenagers choose what to wear and get
out the door on their friday night dates several years ago lola had
ended a really terrible marriage to a man who was not a kind
person she has now returned to college

the essential motif of lolas narrative is her belief that some
aspects of mormon culture reinforced her feelings that her only
acceptable option was to remain married and continue having chil-
dren in a way in the mormon culture its just something you do
and if you dont do it youre a failure each time she became preg-
nant she felt that her range of choices and her ability to leave her
emotionally damaging marriage were reduced with every preg-
nancy the feelings of being trapped went way way up 1 I cant
get out of this like elaine lola sees the ward sisters as the main
conduit of these pressures the men assume this is what you do
like 1 I go to work you get pregnant but the women tend to be
the ones that carry that message ive never had a bishop say
anything about how many children I1 should have although I1 think
I1 meet their expectation

both Elaines and lolas critiques indicate that mormon cul-
tures emphasis on large families started early in marriage can be
constrictive although elaine and lola do not regret having chil-
dren they do regret what they perceive as an unduly strong influ-
ence on that decision however neither of these women denies
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that she made her own childbearing choices or that she chose to
participate in the culture she criticizes

although their experiences are valid and may reveal some
flaws in perceived mormon cultural constructs elaine and lola do
share some significant characteristics both their narratives look
back on childbearing experiences that began in the 1960s both
women have returned to school where they are enjoying a

humanities education that includes womens studies both con-
sider themselves to have grown more liberal and less traditional
through time

lola and Elaines complaints though significant are a faint
strand in the total collection of these narratives much more vivid
are the descriptions of mormon doctrine and culture supporting
and enriching positive pregnancy experiences elaine herself says
mormon doctrine enhanced motherhood by adding a celestial ele-
ment by providing both a model in heavenly mother and the
expectation of eternal families tina a mother in her twenties who
was pregnant with her first son while finishing her undergraduate
degree says mormon doctrine enhanced her pregnancy by helping
her understand her unborn baby during her pregnancy tina says

that all she knew about him specifically was he hiccupedhiccuped a lot
but of course im mormon so you know I1 think about okay hes
a spirit from heavenly father and hes come down to get a body

ruth a mother of five grandmother of twenty four and great
grandmother of one was converted when her children were
young to the LDS church largely in response to the doctrine of
eternal families she now devotes much time and expertise to
developing her own family history and helping others research
theirs one of the main themes of her narrative is the contribution
mormon doctrine has made to her family we thought we had a
pretty great well put together family and we could never have
dreamed what a great difference the gospel would make when I1

asked ruth what differences she notices between her pregnancies
and her daughters pregnancies she said my girls have the added
blessing of the gospel in their livesfivesilveshives they know that heavenly
father has given them this ability to create life and that these little
spirits have elected to come to earth to come to their families

ruth tina and elaine seem to agree that by providing information
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about the origin and purpose of pregnancy by putting pregnancy
in the divine context of the plan of salvation mormon doctrine
enhances the experience

more than any other of the women suzanne expresses grati-
tude for mormon cultural and doctrinal influence on her pregnan-
cies she thanks mormon culture for supporting her in decisions
she believed in fiercely throughout her childrearingchild rearing years
suzanne has taught and attended school now with half of her
children still at home suzanne is working as a middle school coun-
selor and completing a doctoral degree in family counseling
although suzanne has interspersed fullfoilfuli time mothering with large
doses of wage earning and school she summarizes her life with
its like I1 waited my whole life to have babies 1 I didnt play

with dolls or anything as a girl it was just like I1 was going to wait
for the real event

this emotion informs much of her narrative yet throughout
her childbearing years colleagues doctors and bosses all tried to
discourage her from having six children in response to these
social pressures while she did have the large family she desired
she had her children later and further apart than she wanted she
concludes 1I didnt do it on my agenda

amidst opposition suzanne thanks mormon doctrine for rais-
ing motherhood from what she calls the stereotype of dependent
devalued and depressed to a sacred eternal relationship she
cites the gospel as one force she used to support her decision to
prioritize family over career 1 I think without my feeling of who I1

was as a child of god and a mother if I1 were to take the world view
of it I1 probably would have struggled a lot more being a fullfunfuli time
homemaker she describes consciously immersing herself in mor-
mon culture and surrounding herself with mormon friends to pro-
tect herself from the pain of people who tried to discourage her
from fulfilling her cherished role as a mother

mormon culture and doctrine helped suzanne fulfill her
goals in two ways first it supported her in her childbearing deci-
sions when others discouraged her second it helped her guard
against discouragement during her periods of full time mother-
ing because of her strong emphasis on pregnancy and mothering
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which aligns her with cultural expectations mormonism became
her refuge

ruth and michelle also found that conforming to mormon
motherhood brings joy and gratification modeling the counsel of
david 0 mckay and other church leaders ruth and michelle
locate success in the home while michelle is now a full time
administrative assistant whose youngest child is eleven she spent
almost twenty years as a full time homemaker throughout those
years parenting produced feelings of gratification and success

although we didnt necessarily always feel success in our career or
financial goals or whatever we did feel like successfulsuccessftd parents like we
were producing children that were normal and better than normal a
lot of times and that we knew what we were doing with them it was
like there was job satisfaction in our parenting for the most part

fittingly then michelle also expressed the strongest feelings of
social gratification from pregnancy 1I always felt kind of special
when I1 was pregnant I1 was never embarrassed it has a certain
amount of recognition that comes with it usually positive recog-
nition As they consciously followed mormon ideals michelle and
her husband created a rewarding parenting experience michellesmichealesMichelles
pregnancies fit into this context and became a source of success
and pride michellesmichealesMichelles narrative repeatedly inverts the model of the
unfulfilled housewife

ruth also finds gratification and success in the family
although she is now entering her seventies she attributes her
positive self image to her father who continually told us how
wonderful we were she says 1 I was skinny as a rail wore horn
rimmed glasses and was very shy he made me think I1 was beauti-
ful she uses a similar contrastive rhetorical pattern to describe
how her own family transformed her 1 I couldnt carry a tune in a
basket with a lid on it any plant that is impossible to kill just takes
me a little longer but I1 raised a family of righteous upstanding
children mothering is my success

her feelings of success come not from simply raising chil-
dren but from modeling her family according to church standards
other ambitions can never be as fulfilling as raising children who

turn out well there is no joy in this world that can compare to
the pure joy of knowing that in every one of our homes the gospel
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is taught her report card shows high marks because her chil-
dren are aligned with the principles of mormon doctrine

in the past few months I1 have joined this group of women
for whom mormon doctrine enhances pregnancy for me the doc-
trines about the origin of souls and the eternal future of families

justify my feelings about pregnancy and motherhood the babysbabas
divinely modeled body has functioned correctly through the bil-
lions of operations involved in creating even a tiny embryo the
eight month old fetus the baby has now become responds to my
touch already a significant member of my eternal family mormon
doctrine adds to this natural wonder creating my belief that this
child is a gift from heavenly parents I1 have come to understand
the other womens deep feelings about the beauty and love that
are part of pregnancy our common belief in mormon doctrine
helps explain why we share these feelings

perhaps the women who praised mormon cultural and doc-
trinal influences on pregnancy are simply the women who con-
formed to mormon culture and ideals most closely sally tina and
I1 will have had our first child in our early twenties each of the
older women I1 interviewed have had five or more children never-
thelesstheless all the women but lola perceived mormonismsMormonisms influence
as positive

although my sample is not representative 5 I1 think mormon
doctrine fuels a powerful cultural drive to create loving families
some of the women complained when this cultural drive became
too strong but they also found that it reinforced their choice to
have children the women used their perception of mormon doc-
trine and culture in this way they used mormonism as a source for
empowerment

feminism and pregnancy

the termtermftminismfeminism is a catchall for a large and varied group
of philosophies and perspectives I1 believe many aspects of femi-
nism can be used constructively by mormon women other parts
of the coagulation known as feminism can be perceived as being in
opposition to motherhood partly because of the LDS churchschurche
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doctrinal emphasis on the family some mormonscormons express valid
concern about feminismsfeministsfeminisms effects on the family

several women I1 talked to perhaps in response to this ten-
sion prioritized pregnancy by denigrating feminism but their nar-
ratives reveal that studies of pregnancy can do much to further
some of feminismsfeministsfeminisms goals As the women described pregnancy
they exemplified basic tenets of feminism and contributed to de-
velopingve feminist theory pregnancy became a platform on which
they demonstrated their ability to control their experience by
choosing among many options and even as they expressed preg
nancys precedence over feminism or any other interest the
women modeled maternal ethics an important feminist concept
by their primary commitment to their unborn children

seven of the eight women I1 interviewed used a rhetoric of
choice and control affirming their right and ability to make deci-
sions about pregnancy and mothering specifically the decision
to be pregnant and enjoy mothering 6 suzanne who perhaps
would not normally use such strong language said of her last preg-
nancy but by I1 was going to have this baby

I1 dont want to be hassled I1 know im forty ive made this decision
I1 know I1 have a one in hundred chance of having a downs syn-
drome child this kid is going to be ours no matter what the cir-
cumstancescumstances are and I1 dont want to be hassled

As sally put it 1 I just kind of laugh and smile because it is beauti-
ful and it is nice and you shouldnt have to justify wanting a baby

by asserting their ability to choose among options and follow
through on that choice the women affirmed one of feminismsfeministsfeminisms
most basic goals suzanne insisted on six children tina decided to
finish school during her pregnancy ruth and michelle continued
having children despite difficult financial circumstances sally
overrode political and feminist pressure to enjoy her pregnancy
women overruled the suggestions of friends family and political
vogue to fulfill a goal they considered top priority in this way
pregnancy augmented some underpinning ideas of feminism by
providing a forum where the women asserted their power regard-
less of how she chose to structure her pregnancy several children
a few children schooling wage work full time homemaking
each woman made and defended her personal choice
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but while each woman defended her choices the younger
women rinatinafina sally and leslie did not mention the cultural control
that the other women did they seemed to feel much more com-
fortablefortable with their decisions to have children and didnt feel pres-
sured by mormon culture or any other force they also felt much
more comfortable choosing the circumstances in which to have and
rear children sally is doing wage work full time and plans to start
teaching part time after the baby is born leslie is staying home with
her daughter tina is completing her student teaching while her sis-

ter watches the baby elaine lola and suzanne expressed admira-

tion for younger mothers who choose when and how to have babies
and who finish school share parenting responsibilities with their
husbands and mix parenting with outside interests

perhaps the pressures that lola and elaine felt are waning
today I1 think sally and tinas comfort with their autonomy and
choice can be attributed in part to feminism these young women
are enjoying the fruits of the labors of feminists and others who
have demanded that womens gamut of choices be widened

perhaps the most striking and fortunate difference I1 noticed
between women of different age groups is the treatment they
received at the doctors office and hospital several women suf-
fered from insensitive health care providers and now outdated pro-
cedures such as routine enemas and shaving when ruth
complained of heartburn her doctor responded its allanaliail in your
head he told her women wanted to nurse their babies only to
feed their own ego

having children twenty years later elaine also complained
about insensitive doctors during her last labor when she com-
plainedplained im too old for this elamElainesalnesi es doctor told her 1I tried to tell
you to get an abortion he cursed at her when she resisted having

her arms strapped down during labor he explained the straps were
to prevent her from touching the sterile field her own body
when elaine hemorrhaged after her first labor the nurse looked at
the blood on the floor and scolded her for making a mess

suzannesSuzannes obstetrician asked her four times if she planned on
having her tubes tied suzanne finally responded you know I1

dont know if youre not writing this on the chart or if youre not
reading the charts but you know this is the fourth time youve
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asked me please indicate and lets be clear about the fact that I1 am
not through having children elaine also had a doctor who pushed
the issue of having her tubes tied elaine says that childbirth is such
an emotionally charged and loving time that to be surrounded by
unloving things is disgusting

although I1 have heard women in their twenties describe sim-
ilar problems with their health care providers particularly during
complicated deliveries knowing the circumstances of these
women has made me grateful to be pregnant and give birth today
todays pregnancy and labor trends encourage pregnant women to
choose among many options women can prepare for childbirth
experiences that range from giving birth in the home attended by
a lay midwife to delivering in the hospital with the help of obstelobste
tricianstricians anesthesiologists and high technology medical equip-
ment husbands have the option of participating significantly in
pregnancy by attending doctors appointments and becoming edu-
cated labor coaches

my husband and I1 have chosen to see certified nurse midwives
and become trained in the bradley and lamaze methods and unmed-
icated labor we have decided that our baby will be born in a hos-
pital and that mark and I1 will stay with the baby once he is born
we are continually grateful for the nurturing and attentive care we
receive from the midwives all of whom are mothers themselves

sally tina and leslie also in their twenties describe positive
experiences managing the physical and medical aspects of preg-
nancy tina and leslie hardly mention their doctors and de emphaampha
size the pain of labor tina says 1 I remember laying there on the
table going this isnt that bad sally sees a group of certified
nurse midwives and seems to enjoy it she expresses a feeling of
control over the situation she concludes so the more im learn-
ing the more im realizing theres a lot of ways to have a baby and
theres a lot of things that can be right for different people again
choice and empowerment are central issues while some women
asserted and fought for choice the younger women seem to be
enjoying it more freely

sally my youngest informant felt the strongest tension
between pregnancy and feminism I1 talked to sally when she was
just entering the second trimester of her first pregnancy she and
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her husband fred both consider themselves to be active femi-
nists in their one and one half years of marriage they have each
worked studied and pursued outside interests while striving to
contribute equally to their marriage in that time sally has gradu-
ated from BYU much of sallys narrative reveals the concerns of a
woman crossing a significant life boundary although sally and
fred have settled into a comfortable and happy relationship preg-
nancy has introduced many new issues into their marriage sally is
working to negotiate the relationship between these new circum-
stances and her feminist values

thats where its really hard for me to think about feminism and
womens issues and things like that in cases like this because they
are issues that I1 never thought that I1 would face so soon and then I1

got pregnant and then here it is now in my face and there are times
I1 think hell fred never know what im talking about hell never
know what its like to have that baby inside you and what its like to
carry that baby for so long and to think about that baby and read
about that baby and ive put so much research into it and so much
time and energy into thinking about it and reading about it and ask-
ing questions to people and things like that

well when it finally comes down to it and we have that baby
I1 feel like im going to be more aware of the needs of that baby than
he will and thats where I1 start to think maybe a woman does know
more about raising children but then that contradicts what ive been
trying to leamlearn about equal rights and men can father and men can do
this I1 dont know I1 dont have that one answered

sally enjoys the way pregnancy cements her relationship with
fred 1 I think of fred as family now and I1 didnt used to thats
kind of exciting to me having a family connecting with fred
more however she also believes that pregnancy reinforces gen-
der stereotypes she wants to avoid and for her these stereotypes
originate in the body

I1 feel its the most important thing in my whole life and I1 would give
up anything for that baby and I1 know that already and thats so
weird that I1 would know that already but I1 would and so I1 think
because you make that commitment in the first place to have it in
your body and commit that time and energy and know youre putting
up giving up your body because its kind of weird and alien some
things inside you just feeding off of you and youre like okay
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although fred supports sally in her pregnancy sally fears he
will never attain the intimacy with the baby that her physical close-
ness ensures pregnancy produces undeniable physical changes
that cement their differences and seem to suggest that sally may be
better prepared to be her childs primary caretaker she bristles
uncomfortably at the possibility that in some ways pregnancy and
feminism are incompatible 1I sound a little frustrated maybe I1

didnt realize I1 had kind of aggressive feelings about it because in
a lot of other areas fred and I1 are really trying to be equal 0171177

sally seems to resolve this conflict between feminism and
motherhood by locating herself apolitically she realigns her values
to prioritize pregnancy and for fred and 1I its a total commit-
ment its something we really want and im not willing to sacri-
fice having a baby for money or schooling or anything like that As

her pregnancy progresses sally reacts less to outside forces and
creates a new ethics of femininity and motherhood

I1 would say it really connects you to a larger purpose I1 think it really
makes you feel like a lot of things that you bowed yourself down
with dont become as important anymore I1 mean you dont have
time to fight over everything and to be so concerned about the last
article that was written in this paper because of what they could
have thought and ddaada ddaada ddaada when you have a baby to play
with and you have things to do

I1 like that change because it makes you focus on different
things and I1 like that we need to get some focus and I1 go home
and look at my brother and sister in law they have diapers to
change and babies to play with and dishes to wash and things like
that and sometimes that can be very important to make that change
in your life at least for me it makes you really realize whats impor-
tant because they have a family they have love and theres nothing
more important to me than that

sally has overturned her priorities changing diapers and playing
with the baby have become more important than intellectual dia-
logue and academic discussion

suzanne also describes herself as forging new values when
her pregnancies violated what was politically correct she was
fired from a teaching job when her superiors learned she was preg-
nant everyone even the sweet librarian expressed shock and
even disapproval as her family grew 68 69 was real big ZPG
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zero population growth and I1 said I1 wanted six kids and it was
just like you dont do that anymore how irresponsible like I1

was not a responsible person although in other spheres suzanne
may conform with contemporary ideologies her commitment to
mothering usurped other priorities

As suzanne and sally prioritize pregnancy over social
demands they confirm the theory ofjulia kristevakristenaKris teva and other femi-
nist theorists that through maternity women create and model a
system of ethics moral ethics require us to respond altruistically
and charitably to other people to make the leap from concern
about ourselves to concern about others As levinas explains 1 I

am responsible for the other without waiting for reciprocity were
I1 to die for it 8 similarly motherhood firmly connects a woman
with another individual the child kristevakristenaKris teva writes that maternity
is a bridge between singularity and ethics because the single
woman becomes two and the woman gains the chance to form
that relationship with the symbolic and ethic other 9 other femi-
nists have written that womens experiences with housekeeping
and childrearing contribute to a feminine epistemology and a re-
sultant feminine moral vision 10

pregnancy aptly illustrates the development of this maternal
ethics pregnancy epitomizes what jacques lacan calls the imagi-
nary order the time when an infant blissfully believes it is one
with its mother As suzanne says pregnancy allows unparalleled
union with mother and child

its a real sweet experience I1 loved it when id first feel life
sleeping was just terrible but it was like after you have this baby
theres this huge void not having that baby within you you carry
that baby you canycarrycant it its just like its there its yours and when its
exterior I1 really go through this kind of a real separation

in this case neither mother nor child perceives differentiation
between their identities although kristevakristenaKris teva writes that the start of
love happens with the arrival of the child rather than during
pregnancy the women I1 interviewed indicate that during preg-
nancy this imaginary state of essential union between mother
and child establishes a loving and ethical relationship this rela-
tionshiptionship then continues beyond the arrival of the child
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especially as it progresses pregnancy bridges singularity and
ethics the baby is part of the mother but also an other who
grows and increasingly asserts its individuality and othernessother ness
michelle describes the developing personality of her unborn
babies its this particular individual that is now growing inside of
me and it was very distinct it was the babysbabas pattern
it wasnt like this was just a fetus it was jennifer As a pregnant
woman recognizes the babysbabas individuality while providing for its
needs sometimes before her own pregnancy models ethics
1I would give up anything for that baby and I1 know that already
while pregnancy emphasizes the separateness of men and women
and therefore conflicts with some aspects of feminism the very
biological facts that produce difference also affirm feminism and
mother ethics not surprisingly all eight women bore powerful
and touching testimonies of this strong love that developed during
pregnancy the womens strong affirmations of joy and love stand
out from all other strands of the narratives to inspire me and haunt
my dreams

while lola does believe that some of her pregnancies were
damaging experiences for her she calls her relationships with her
last three daughters the most wonderful relationships in my life
she says that even when her relationship with her husband was
terribly dysfunctionaldysfunctional she loved the opportunity to bond in giving
and loving ways with her babies 1 I always wanted it pregnancy
because it was the only really healthy relationship while preg-
nancy was one symptom of her troubled marriage it also pro-
duced some of the salve of those years As she says there were a
lot more compensations than disadvantages

elaine describes unqualified devotion and pure enjoyment of
her children she idealizes the times when her husband was in
graduate school and she could nest in the house all day with her
babies 1I loved curling up in my house with my children and just
being with them I1 got a great big rocking chair that I1 could sit in
and eventually hold the baby and put the other one beside me
and we would read and read and read when she was expecting
her second boy she worried that she would never be able to love
him as much as her first after he was born she felt guilt for the
first ones sake because I1 loved the second one so much
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although given a second chance she may have made different
decisions about the timing of her pregnancies she reveled in her
children once they were born

michelle the forty two year old mother of six described her
love for her unborn babies in terms of looking forward to their birth

the moment that baby is bornbom thats what you want you just want
it in your arms so strongly and thats because of the affection and
the emotion that has developed you sometimes have that feeling
where you want to hold somebody elsesalses baby but its not the same
thing at all as the feeling that you have when you want to hold a baby
thats been a part of you been created by you

in one of the most beautiful moments of the interviews michelle
stretched out her arms then brought her hands to rest on her
chest describing the moment just after the baby is born its them
just bringing the baby up and laying it down on your chest
thats the beautiful most wonderful moment

suzanne teared throughout her story as she affirmed again
and again how much she loves pregnancy and motherhood 1I like
being pregnant I1 like knowing im pregnant it was a great sorrow
to me to have my last child its like youre falling in love with this
child while youre pregnant so every pregnancy was wanted and
expected and I1 would say almost magical kind of a sacred
excitement sally seemed almost surprised by her powerful emo-
tions for her baby 1I feel its the most important thing in my whole
life her narrative was interrupted as she looked forward to her
baby being born when you see your own baby and when you
oh my gosh im going to cry

ruth perhaps concerned that I1 had no children at the time
affirmed repeatedly the unique joy of bearing your own child

my heart goes out to the women who want children so desperately
and dont seem to be able to bear children there are women who are
very very successful in their careers but who would toss it all away in
a minute for the chance to rock their own babies in a rocking chair

if ruth was trying to bolster my commitment to motherhood she
was successful while I1 recognized the beauty of these sentiments
when I1 conducted the interviews as I1 now anticipate the birth of
my child I1 find these words describe some of the most tender and
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deep set feelings I1 have ever experienced I1 am like sally almost
surprised at the intense emotions that well up when I1 think about
the baby and anticipate his birth

before I1 became pregnant I1 aspired to pauls charity I1 thought
pauls statement for now we see through a glass darkly but then
face to face 1 cor 1312 meant that in our unperfected state our
outlook on the world is like a mirror11mirror11 we see only ourselves
but in our perfected state we will as levinas describes look out
and see others face to face I1 thought that by devoting myself to
full time service to the poor needy and orphaned and therefore
postponing having children I1 could burn that virtue into my head
to carry with me as a model for the rest of my life my pregnancy
stopped all plans for service in exotic lands but it revealed a more
meaningful understanding of charity

I1 have enjoyed carrying this child with me having him with
me always feeling his body grow and his personality develop I1 like
knowing that we are linked in that what I1 do affects him my
eating habits moods and positions and what he does affects me
his moods positions and periods of energy or lethargy I1 de-

scribe my pregnancy as easy even though im sure that if this array
of physical challenges and emotional upheavals were inflicted on
me for any other reason than the development and welfare of my
baby I1 would think the whole ordeal excruciating and torturous
I1 cant even fear or dread the pain of labor since I1 know it will yield
his birth

this closeness reveals a glimpse of true charity my outlook
on the world includes not just myself but the baby also while
throughout pregnancy I1 continue to pursue my own projects
interests and whims and while the baby sucks my energy and
kicks apparently without regard for my comfort or wellbeingwell being I1

hardly differentiate between my needs and his I1 find myself nat-
urally suffering long envying not seeking not my own not
being easily provoked bearing and enduring all things in
regard to the baby see 1 cor 134 7 now this is the lifetime
model that has been burned into my head having tasted the
sweetness of charity how can I1 extend this feeling to even the most
casual of acquaintances
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conclusion

pregnancy mormon doctrine and culture and true feminist
values can work together the tensions some feel from this tri-
umvirate come from the growth of a fertile relationship mormon
doctrine affirms the magnificence and eternal significance of the
god modeled family that pregnancy begins feminist theory high-
lights the agency and moral ethics that mormon doctrine asserts
and pregnancy demonstrates pregnancy actively and vividly acts
out basic tenets of mormon doctrine and feminism namely
agency and strong love

mormonscormons share a culture that values families motherhood
and recording our experience for our own and our posteritysposteritys ben-
efit contemporary women benefit from some of the influences of
feminism which also encourages us to learn about and value the
experiences of women collecting womens narratives of preg-
nancy has convinced me of the powerful value of such stories the
narratives reinforced my knowledge that pregnancy is a spiritually
beautiful personally powerful academically valid and socially
important experience

the narratives can benefit many groups of people sharing
their narratives helps mothers organize and think through their
experience hearing such narratives can provide practical advice
and preparation to mothers and fathers to be including such
experiential information in academic feminist discourse can sup-
port and expand developing pregnancymaternalpregnancy maternal theory

my emotions these days seem dominated by discomfort about
my torpedo belly swollen face and stretched ligaments and I1

sometimes feel overwhelmed by the idea that when this baby is

born I1I1 will be the mother but my own pregnancy narrative is one
of accepting gods will tasting charity approaching an eternal
family and becoming a strong and fulfilled woman as defined by
feminism and the gospel

angela ashurst mcgee is a mother and a free lance book editor roscoe henry
was bomborn on july 10 1995
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NOTES

althoughthough I1 transcribed only seven interviews I1 refer briefly to leslie
whose interview I1 did not transcribe the seven transcriptions and an earlier draft
of this paper are found in great with child pregnancy narratives by mormon
women honors thesis BYU 1994 at the harold B lee library brigham young
university unless otherwise specified all citations are from this thesis elaine
has a different name in the thesis

although my questions varied somewhat I1 asked each woman some ver-
sion of the following what did you worry about and look forward to during your
pregnancies what were your favorite and least favorite aspects of pregnancy
what emotional experiences marked your pregnancies how did you feel about
your unborn children how did religion impact your pregnancies how did you
feel as you anticipated labor

william A wilson the study of mormon folklore an uncertain mirror
for truth dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 22 winter 1989 97

swilliam A wilson in praise of ourselves stories to tell BBYUYU studies 30
winter 1990 7

suzanne admits that she doesnt talk about her pregnancy experiences in
some settings because she fears lack of understanding or even opposition

5mymyamy sample is restricted to a few people I1 know and I1 did not interview any
single mothers or women without children

while the term choice is often used to advocate legalized abortion the term
emphasizes womens agency or right to choose this same concept important
in mormon theology can be affirmed by pregnancy the opposite of abortion

perhaps this response affirms the value of sharing pregnancy narratives
sally complains that her husband remains distant from her pregnancy experience
yet she became a student of pregnancy only when she became pregnant herself
she wonders if he was suddenly having a baby would I1 feel like it was his
thing similarly my husband despite my repeated urgings never read all the
interviews until my own pregnancy apparently pregnancy is discussed only
when experience makes it necessary how would sallys feelings differ if she and
fred had discussed pregnancy together from the beginning the way they discuss
sharing chores perhaps like any issue in marriage where the couple wants to be
equal and in harmony pregnancy requires work and advance planning

emmanuel levinas ethics and infinity conversations with philippe
nemo trans richard A cohen pittsburgh duquesne 1985 98

juiiajuilajulia kristenakristevaKristeva A new type of intellectual the dissident the kristenakristevaKristeva
reader ed tonni moi new york columbia university press 1986 297 for
more on kristenakristevaKristeva and maternity see her stabat mater the kristenakristevaKristeva reader
161 86 histoiresHisto ires damour paris denoel 1983 womens time SIGNS 7
autumn 1981 203620 36

in A new type of intellectual kristenakristevaKristeva writes

real female innovation in whatever social field will only come
about when maternity female creation and the link between them
are better understood but for that to happen we must begin the
work of specific and detailed analysis which will take us beyond
romantic melodrama and beyond complacency 298
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I1 agree that a more sophisticated theory of maternity is an important and incumbent
step for feminism yet I1 question kristevasKristevas approach to the issue her writings
including those on maternity are highly theoretical and so difficult to read that they
are inaccessible and therefore unhelpful to the vast majority of women I1 believe that
useful pregnancy and maternal discourse should begin with womens own portray-
als and analyses of their experiences womens own narratives can provide material
for specific and detailed analysis without melodrama or complacency

loseesee josephine donovan the new feminist moral vision in feminist
theory the intellectual traditions ofamericanof american feminism new york contin-
uum 1992 17186171 86 sara ruddick maternal thinking7 towards a politics of
peace boston beacon 1989 kathryn alienallenailen rabuzzi the sacred and the femi-
nine toward a beologytheology7 of housework new york seabury 1982 eva feder
kittay and diana T meyers eds women and moral theory2 ToIr towaotowa NJ row-
man and littlefield 1987

see james strong the7 be exhaustive concordance of the bible nashville
abingdon 1890 main concordance 391 key word comparison 192
greek dictionary of the new testament 33



I1troubledroubleddoubled1I water

how id like to say ive brought a secret
from the other side some message from the ghosts who lumber
through our sleep but I1 have brought back nothing
another child wordless as a fish smooth
as a waxy petal she is sleeping on a quilt in the middle
of the lawn white flower quivering
through thick water near the bottom of the sea

those first mornings while the fat sun swam into the sky
and I1 paddled back and forth across the shallow end
the child would sometimes bobble up inside the womb
back and forth each morning I1 would singsong beneath
my breath someone swimming in me swimming in
above the glassed in roof a bird rowed through scudsscads
of mist all around us the watery world the boom
and splash of voices over the surface of the pool

the sky turns gray the walk outside the clinic
just long enough to pace between each wave of pain
at one end the deep lawn fields an orchard
the trees and rooftops of the city strips of cloud trail
onto the mountain to the east rain at a distance
wet wind swells across the valley down
from the upper slopes where water drops from pine tips
sinks into the grass where rain slants through aspensashens
into shoals of wild mint of white columbine bobbing

once I1 forgot how to breathe
good crooned the midwife groaningsgroeningsgroanings good
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groeningsgroaningsgroaningsfineGroanings rinefineaine but the pitch kept rising
filling the room with someone elsesalses wail
A sound youd hear at night
far from home belling
across the water not that the even counted
breathing absorbs pain but without it
you lose your way you circle somewhere
in the middle you never come home

today while this daughter sleeps I1 watch the shadows
sway uneasily beneath the trees my body is still
fragile ive heard other women say they slid
into eternity that the hidden mother opened beneath them
as they opened I1 was too busy easing
my way back to notice now beneath the neighbors car

a small white cat stretches its neck eyes me as if I1 knew
rolls itself into the dust one paw in the air
gazes at me over its back white tail white head
twist in and out a flood of allusive gesture
all I1 can think of tallest mountains floating
like a frozen crust on molten rock deepest sea a film
of water pooling trees on the high ridge ride a wind
I1 cant feel they billow and ripple away
from me already she closes her eyes when I1 come too near

maryjan munger

troubled water was the winner of the 1995 eisteddfod chair competition
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introduction to
on being mormon in canada

and canadian in utah
nancy R lund

As part of the asael and maydell palmer lecture series cana-
dian studies at brigham young university presented a program on
march 14 1996 entitled three mormon women reflections and
perspectives the program featured three outstanding LDS

women all born canadian elaine L jack ardeth greene kapp
and maureen ursenbach beecher

the reflections and perspectives of these women provide
windows into the experience of latter day saints who grow up in
canada but have ancestral and more especially spiritual ties to the
united states such interinternationalinternatiointernationnationatlonalnai ties are not unlike those experi-
enced by many members of the church who are born in one
nation serve a mission in another or attend school work or live
in yet another

elaine jack spoke of growing up in cardstonbardstonCardston a quiet LDS com-
munity dominated by the presence of the temple in this small
prairie town sister jack learned there are things you can count
on like winter and wind you could count on your home and
family being the center of your universe you could count on
looking out for each other you could count on the church
after her marriage to an american sister jack became a US citi-
zen but of her native canada she said

I1 always relish the feeling of going home approaching the canadian
border from montana when all the familiar landmarks begin to
appear I1 have felt this way for 45 years I1 love how the land grad-
ually flattens out from the rocky mountains into a prairie that grows
buttercupsbuttercups and shooting stars and buffalo beans and wild roses and
yarrow canada made me and centered me

BYUbyustudiesstudies 36 no 2 1996 97 165
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ardeth greene kapp compared her ability to appreciate the
philosophies of both canada and the US to the capacity to love
and be loyal to the two very different philosophies of the families
that affected her life the outgoing innovative family of her
mother and the orderly peace loving family of her father what
are my feelings of loyalty devotion and allegiance to two coun-
tries and two families how could I1 value one over the other she
asked Is not each benefited by the uniqueness of the other

sister kapp a US citizen by the time she was called to serve
in the young womens general presidency also shared having loy-
alty to both a native and an adopted land with two members of the
first presidency

one does not lose a sense of loyalty and love for ones roots presi-
dent romney of the first presidency who had his roots in the
colonies of mexico set me apart when he finished president tan-
ner also a counselor in the first presidency and a canadian by birth
said to president romney now you know she is a canadian to
which president romney responded with that twinkle in his eye
oh really when I1 placed my hands on her head I1 was sure she

was a mexican

elaineElaielalelainejacknejackjack put into perspective allegiance to different nations
and to the gospel by stating 1 I was born in cardstonbardstonCardston eighteen
milesnfflesoffles from the border of montana and another country but our
lives there were influenced by the church and that mattered even
more than territorial boundaries

maureen ursenbach beechersechersbecchersBe essay printed here offers a
universal expression of the mixed loyalties touching all who feel
an allegiance to more than one country and beyond national
boundaries to the gospel of jesus christ



personal essay

on being mormon in canada
and canadian in utah

maureen ursenbach beecher

peter gzowski a name unpronouncableunpronounceable to americans is a
byword to canadians weekday mornings CBC radio listeners hear
his wry comments and sage interviews reflecting canadian life on
morningtidemorningsideMorning side in the mid seventies when morningtidemorningsideMorning side was stillstiffstinn

this country in the morning gzowski ran a contest asking listen-
ers to finish this sentence As canadian as entries poured in
As canadian as a toboggan or As canadian as diefenbaker but

the grand slam winner was unforgettable As canadian as possi-
ble under the circumstances 1

what is there canadian in us elaine ardeth and me we
were all bornbom north of the forty ninth parallel admittedly but our
parents or at least grandparents were emigrants from utah im not
sure about elaine and ardeth but I1 have spent as much of my life
in the united states as I1 did in canada and those years were my
most productive it was canada however that nurtured me taught
me endured my adolescent peccadilloes and spewedskewed me forth to
do whatever it was I1 would do with what she created in me
canada is my motherland meaningful on many levels

the other term in my title mormon while it is unlike
canadian in that it is first and essentially a matter of faith and

conversion still shares with canadian some characteristics of
heritage identity and ethnicity As mormon as possible despite
the circumstances what is it to be mormon and for the pur-
poses of todays consideration what was it to grow up mormon in
canada what is it to be canadian in mormon utah to approach
that question I1 need to look beyond myself to my foremothersforemothers

my grandmother harvey millie cluff a schoolmarm in
utahs wasatch county from the time she was sixteen married
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richard coope harvey in 1886 with his own hands he farmed his
own land and that of his widowed mother he built the little house
in center creek just east of heber where he and millie set to
housekeeping three children were born to them the oldest not
yet four when richard was called on a mission millie returned to
teaching to support them all on richards return farming for a liv-
ing became increasingly difficult in the increasingly populated val-
ley with its limited arable space and what would be left for his
sons when they became adults

homesteads available in canada read a tract which fell into
richards hand one day all the way home the idea reverberated
insistently in his mind millie he announced as he scraped his
boots at the kitchen door were going to canada

they waited until margaret lucile was born the baby who
would become my mother she was not yet two months old
when in early april 1900 millie packed her children two suit-
cases and a huge food hamper and boarded the train for the
unknown north richard with the farm machinery household
goods millies pump organ the cattle and mormon hort to help
out had left two days earlier

for richard canada was not so mysterious and fearful as it
was for millie not only had his father been born and reared in
ontario but also while returning from his mission richard had vis-
ited his relatives there but for millie with one babe in arms and
four more children the prospects not only of the journey but of
the arrival must have been terrifying if indeed she had permitted
herself to admit fear

they arrived at the remote stirling station in a blizzard an-
other account says a heavy rainstorm but either is possible in
alberta in april and while millie and the children bedded down
in the station house richard and mormon herded cattle all night
lest the animals stray in the storm

morning light revealed the alberta prairie in its fearful
glory a full circle of unbroken horizon three hundred and sixty
degrees of flat grassland for richard these were elysian fields all
that grass and nothing to do but feed his cattle even without cattle
to feed or fields to plow I1 share my grandfathers love of the prairies
they expand the vision stretch the mind make real the possibility
of eternity
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Etzetzicometzicornicorn coulee alberta facing east july 1995 the rise to the right was
the site of the first harvey home in canada photo by theron R nalder

but I1 know too the terrifying aloneness of walking a prairie
road on a midwinter night under a full moon I1 never sing the old
song the hills 0off home without a twinge of sympathy for millie

who however beautiful she might have thought her prairie home
always longed to return to her mountain bordered valley millie

would never complain of course other than to admit wistfully

that if richard were to choose to return to utah I1 should be
happy to accompany him

richard took up land seven miles south of stirling A section
on the etzicom coulee was perfect a depression in the prairie
that filled each spring with runoff water and up the hill south flat

fields as far as the eye could see
lucile grew up knowing only the prairie in her sunbonnetssunbonnets

always bright red ones so her mother could track her in the tall

grass she waded in the coulee stream slid squealing down the
hay stacked in the barn played hide and seek in the ruts of the fort
benton trail that ran behind the house at night she and the other
children leaned over the open stairwell from the loft to listen to



first harvey home on the rise above the etzicom coulee about 1905
left to right robert lucile elma and john harvey children of richard and
millie harvey the room on the right was constructed from railroad ties
initially filled with bugs the built on room to the left made from good
lumber was for the first schoolteacher mr fitch

feeding motherless lambs on the harvey homestead about 1908 left
to right elma robert and lucile harvey because of millies poor
health elma cared for the household in her stead once when lucile
tired of feeding lambs this circumstance led to her proposal let their
elmas feed them



baptizing in etzicom coulee looking southwest toward the second har-
vey home about 1910 by then richard harvey had built a head gate to
control and retain the coulee water there had been no head gate when
lucile was baptized in just a puddle of water left from the winter

harvey family seated left to nightright mildred millie cluff harvey ralph
richard coope harvey robert and lucile standing foster mildred
john and elma 1910
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the grownupsgrown ups talking and singing growing older she roamed the
rolling prairie on her pony buie anajohnAnajohn or went with foster and
mildred and handsome ersal smith to the dances in stirling

unlike the mormon settlements further west the coulee was
home to so few latter day saints that sunday school was held in
my grandparents or the keslerskeilersKeslers home until the little schoolhouse
was built the year lucile turned six the schoolmaster mr fitch a
gentile from ontario boarded with the harveys in a leantolean to room
of the first house and often on snowy mornings carried lucile his
favorite the half mile to school

A diary lucile kept from her tenth birthday on reveals no dis-
tinction in the young girls mind between LDS and gentile settlers
on the coulee the parties celebrating christmas or valentines
day included everyone even the four bachelor farmers further
along the coulee the mormon families were just a part of the mix
of coulee society

when in her thirteenth year lucile was sent into lethbridge
to attend high school therefore she was unprepared for the harsh-
ness of the anti mormon bias of that gentile city bright and literate

though she was she found
herself ill equipped to com-
pete with the city students
worse she was the only mor-
mon in her school and her
religion branded her pariah
there only later in the year

R when a mennonite girl from
grassy lake moved in did she
have a friend lucile never
completed high school but
went instead to garbutt busi-
ness college and then to work

but you would never have
sensed in her a lack of formal
education from her school-
teacher mother lucile had

lucile harvey ursenbach hold learned early the value of lifehfeilfeafe
ing daughter maureen 1935in2cinac cali
gary alberta long education the importance
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ursenbach family about 1915 a few years after they moved to ray
mond alberta left to right winona grant ruth dean hannah turner
harvey mark octave willis charles octave frederick harvey and
roy missing are joseph who remained inin utah and grace and jocile
who are not yet bomborn grace will later die in childhood

of music the necessity of beauty im not sure her brothers ever got
that message but she and her sister mildred will always represent
to me the highest ideals of never ending learning of gracious living

ten years after richard and millie moved to canada my pa-
ternal grandparents came as well hannah and octave ursenbach
were part of a third wave of mormon immigrants to southern
alberta arriving in a quite settled raymond in 1910 octave had
been sent as teacher in the church sponsored knight academy my
father sixth of their eleven children learned the lessons of self
reliance as a youth after typhoid fever ended his attempt to earn a
degree at the university of utah in contrast two of my mothers
siblings attended the agricultural college in guelph ontario my
father returned to alberta courted my mother and won her hand

sensing widening opportunity the young ursenbachsUrsenbachs after
dad had left his young wife while he served a mission as had my
grandfather harvey moved to the big city calgary had then only a
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hundred odd latter day saints but all the more warmth of cama-
raderie for the paucity of membership an amalgam of british and
northern european immigrants canadian converts and southern
alberta mormonscormonsMormons the ward grew built its chapel on crescent road
its growth kept pace with the cityscites expansion then as now a

sparse 1 percent of calgarysCalgarys population was LDS the difference is

that now calgary has half a million inhabitants and six LDS stakes
I1 the fourth and last of charles and lucileslucileaLuciles children I1 grew up

with the church in calgary like my mother I1 was often the only
mormon in my school unlike her I1 dont recall its being an educa-
tional disadvantage like my daughter born into white middle
class mormon salt lake city I1 seemed to thrive on being different
being among gentiles amplified my mormonnessMormonness being sur-
rounded by mormonscormons sent my daughter off the wasatch front to
discover her religious roots

I1 grew up not only aware of my mormon identity but also
having a strong affinity for things american I1 sang god bless
america while my parents waited impatiently for the united
states to enter world war 11II 1I prided myself on the faddish bobby
sox my aunt mildred sent from utah and for some unaccountable
reason I1 never spoke with a canajancanaganCanajan accent eh is such a use-
ful shibboleth I1 envy those who use it with just the right inflec-

tion it cant be faked
then my north south axis shifted looking eastward I1 learned

more about canada beyond the prairie horizon living and work-
ing in montreal I1 became ever more fond of canadas polyglot
diversity I1 understood with greater compassion the complaints of
the quebecoisqu6becoisQuebecoiscols that I1 could live four years in a city predominantly
french speaking and never have need to speak french makes clear
the linguistic tyranny which gave rise to quebecsquebeckQuebecs overcompensa-
tion against english my canada is all of canada had I1 been there
last october id have marched in montreal in favor of the referenreferee
dums2dumsdumse non side

like my daughter I1 had to move away for my roots to assert
their draw on me for my grafted on branches to attain full flower
I1 have attended universities in both western and eastern canada
and in the united states I1 have lived and worked in north amer-
ica and europe I1 filled a mission in my paternal switzerland and
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visited my maternal origins in scotland but always with a maple
leaf pin in my coat lapel

so what does this say about being mormon in canada or cana-
dian in mormon country that its a mixed bag that the experi-
ence is as varied as are we border crossers that one can harbor
more than one intranationalintra national or internationalinter national loyalty in the same
breast usually without conflict that like the original mormon set-
tlers at lees creek 3 one can observe one huge celebration lasting
from canadas july first through the glorious fourth

heir both to my british canadian heritage of peace order
and good government and to my american cause of lifefifeilfehife liberty and
the pursuit of happiness I1 sense a widened vocabulary of life ex-
pressionspressions I1 find justification for both evolution and revolution I1 am
tolerant of some imperialism knowing it to be a passing phase
and of some violent uprising realizing that sometimes tyranny de-
mands rebellion I1 am equally proud ofamericas economic largess
to evolving countries and of canadas peace keeper roles in embat-
tled regions

the dual national loyalty with which I1 grew up has created in
me a still developing expansiveness I1 am sister not only to the
inhabitants of one country with two official languages and a dozen
ethnic groups and to a continent of three national entities in per-
petual detente but also sibling to people of a world of countless
countries knowing that I1 feel connectedness on both sides of one
border makes all borders meaningless the world is my native
land its people of all colors background and origin my brothers
and sisters As my mother used to remind us I1 am by descent en-
glish irish scots welsh french norman saxon norse what-
ever when I1 am in switzerland I1 am swiss in london I1 am
british I1 wonder what I1 will become when I1 fulfill my dream of
living in india

national and ethnic identity fades in the global awareness
born of dual citizenship into the space created by a lessening chau-
vinism comes the other aspect of my identity I1 am a latter day
saint I1 am a daughter of eternal parents sister to all humankind
I1 have been taught have learned that we are not one nation under
god or two or twenty we are a global fanfamilyefflyffly my sisters in bosniabesnia
herzegovinaHerzegovina are experiencing wars aftermath my brothers in zaire
have overcome the ebolaabola virus only to see it spring up in another
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village until last month my feudingfeeding siblings in the middle east were
coming closer to sharing their heritage from father abraham and
my english irish cousins recently so close to peace have broken
faith again and I1 alternately rejoice and weep with them all

my faith transcends national boundaries forbids my making
of some nations friend of others enemy for there is neither east
nor west my mother used to recite nor border breed nor birth
nafta4naftal makes sense to me only as a first step toward global free
trade voting for president or prime minister only makes me wish
to have my small say in a world government a really united united
nations I1 can stand and sing god save the queen or I1 can sit and
sing my country tis of thee but the lines that catch my breath
and resonate through my being remain our fathers god to
thee author of liberty to thee we sing only when the love of
god is felt in truth and freedom by every nation kindred tongue
and people will I1 feel our work is done

knowing all this I1 can still joke I1 am as canadian as possi-
ble under the circumstances but my heart beats in a much wider
world and I1 claim as my nation the whole of humankind under
god father of us all

maureen ursenbach beecher is professor of english and associate at the joseph
fielding smith institute for church history at brigham young university all the
photographs are from the collection of charles and lucile ursenbach now in
possession of the author

NOTES

theithe winning entry was by E heather scott according to shelly ambrose
of the morningtidemorningsideMorning side staff telephone interview with the author october 9 1996
in 1994 controversy over credit for the quip became so insistent that the toronto
globe and mail carriedcarded letters to the editor on the subject

the 1995 referendum gave quebecersQuebecers the opportunity to decide whether
their province should separate from the rest of canada the no side won by a

margin of less than 1 percent
3leesaleesees creek founded in 1887 was the original name of present day card

ston and was the first mormon settlement in alberta
orthnorth american free trade agreement passed by both the american con-

gress and canadian parliament in 1993



introductory thoughts on equality
Signosignificantcant ambiguity stands behind the word equality a crucial
consideration in discussions of social issues such as those ex-
plored in the articiearticlearticleallowingfollowingallowing these introductory observations

frederick mark gedicks

in matthew 20 jesus relates a perplexing parable A farmer
went down to the marketplace early one morning to hire day

laborers for his vineyard the farmer found some people willing to
work and agreed to pay them each a penny for a days labor later
in the morning the farmer noticed others milling about the mar-
ketplaceketplace and hired them as well promising that whatsoever is

right I1 will give you vv 4 he did the same at noon and at mid-
afternoon again promising the latecomerslatecomers that he would pay them
whatever is fair finally at the eleventh hour he noticed that
there still remained men loitering about the marketplace why
stand ye here all the day idle he asked vv 6 because no man
hath hired us the laborers replied v 7 upon hearing this the
farmer hired the men himself even though there was only one
hour left in the work day go ye also into the vineyard and what-
soever is right that shall ye receive v 7

when evening came and the work day had ended the farmer
called the laborers together to give them their pay to each of
those hired last at the eleventh hour he gave a penny one can
imagine that such a wage must have raised the spirits of those
hired early in the morning having just witnessed the farmer pay-
ing a penny to those hired last who worked only the last hour of
the day those hired first expected to be paid more but when it
came their turn they likewise received each man a penny vv 10

thinking they had been treated unfairly they complained to the
farmer saying these last have wrought but one hour and thou
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hast made them equal unto us which have bornebome the burden and
heat of the day vv 12 the farmer was unmoved

friend I1 do thee no wrong didst not thou agree with me for a
penny take that thine is and go thy way I1 will give unto this last
even as unto thee Is it not lawful for me to do what I1 will with mine
own Is thine eye evil because I1 am good vv 131513 15

one can imagine these workers wandering off into the night mut-
tering about the injustice of it all

this parable illustrates among other things the illusive char-
acter of equality in one respect equality seems to be merely a for-
mal characteristic it attempts to prescribe not how people must
be treated but only that however they are treated they allanaliail be
treated the same for example equality cannot tell us what a fair
wage should be it states only that those who do the same amount
of work should receive the same wages what is problematic about
the parable of the marketplace from the standpoint of equality
and what tends to trouble latter day saints is not that the first
group of laborers may have received minuscule pay for twelve
hours of hard labor which may have been the going wage but
that those who worked only an hour received the same pay as
those who worked the full day

yet merely treating people the same is frequently insufficient
to satisfy equality what is necessary for equality is not merely that
people be treated the same but that they be treated the same with
respect to some relevant factor such as hours worked had the
first hired workers been paid 12 .1212 for their twelve hours of labor
and the last hired workers 01oi .0101 for their single hour of work most
modernmodem people would agree that the workers had been treated
equally even though they were paid different amounts my intent
is not to judge whether the farmer in the parable acted equitably
or not indeed the smallest unit of time for a legal wage in the
first century could have been a day for all we know rather my
point is only this when people are situated differently with re-
spect to some relevant characteristic then equality permits and
may demand different treatment

although this principle is obvious in theory many contro-
versies over equality revolve around attempts to determine in prac-
tice the characteristics or situations by which equality should be
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measured for example while US law holds that it is virtually
never legitimate for government to allocate scarce services or op-
portunitiesportunities based upon a persons race it is proper and permissi-
ble to ration these things on the basis of relevant intellectual or
physical characteristics thus a state university may not consider
race in deciding whether to admit a group of applicants but it may
properly admit those applicants with the highest combination of
grade point averages and entrance examination scores and its bas-
ketball coach may accept onto the team only the most skilled play-
ers relevance is not always this obvious however consider two
possible applicants one from a poverty stricken home who
attended a large crime ridden public high school and was the first
in her family to graduate and another from a wealthy family with a
long tradition of educational excellence who has attended a presti-
gious private school Is equality served if the latter student is pre-
ferred over the former because she has better grades and test
scores Is the fact that one has overcome considerable obstacles in
earning her grades or conversely that one has had few obstacles
and many advantages a factor relevant to university admissions
decisions how are these questions to be answered the concept
of equality alone cannot tell us which characteristics or factors or
situations are relevant and thus justify differential treatment equal-
ity can tell us only that once it has been established that a person is
differently situated from others in some relevant way differential
treatment is permitted if not required

one consequence of this uncertainty about which character-
istics or factors are relevant to an equality driven decision is that
one can always make a plausible case for equality or inequality
regardless of how the decision is made by arguing that factors rel-
evant to the decision were not considered or that irrelevant factors
were if the disadvantaged student is admitted over the advantaged
one it can be argued that academic indicators are the only relevant
factors and thus the advantaged student was treated unequally
if the disadvantaged student is rejected in favor of the advantaged
one it can be argued that educational disadvantage is a relevant
factor and thus the disadvantaged student was treated unequally

another problem is deciding when equality is the value or
virtue that should drive the result other qualities may also prove
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to be important and controlling for instance generosity may yield
unequal results A person may rightly give a gift to one friend with-
out bestowing the same favor on all

As if these perplexities were not already enough consider-
ations of equality in gospel contexts can become even more con-
fusing although in gospel contexts the consistency of decisions or
doctrines with the idea of equality must be evaluated according
to spiritual criteria our situation in a fallen world often leads us to
think or speak in terms of worldly or secular criteria and rhetoric
being aware of this circumstance can affect evaluations of equality
in a religious setting in at least two ways first decisions that seem
to violate equality according to worldly criteria may actually affirm
equality when considered on the basis of spiritual criteria second
worldly criteria may sometimes be mistaken for spiritual criteria
so that inequalities that seem required by spiritual criteria in fact
are not identifying worldly and spiritual criteria and distinguish-
ing their respective effects on gospel decisions or doctrines is as
difficult as it is unavoidable

in the article that follows kent harrison and mary stovall
richards consider feminism which is a term with many meanings
but which in all of its manifestations is pervasively about gender
equality they consider the core concerns of feminism in the light
of the gospel of jesus christ in so doing they undertake the diffi-
cult task of sorting out the mixture of worldly and spiritual criteria
on which our judgments of equal treatment in gender issues so
often rest for example they observe that the savior often valued
eternal perspectives over social conventions governing relations
between men and women from this section we might learn that the
savior desires more sensitivity on our part to the difference between
social habits or political definitions and eternal spiritual imperatives
they persuasively argue that the assumptions long relied upon to
deny women equal treatment in education and employment are
derived from culture rather than scripture their attempt to disen-
tangle the spirit from the flesh deserves careful attention from all
who wish to ponder how equality figures as one of gods attributes
and a factor in contemporary latter day saint circumstances

frederick mark gedicks is professor of law brigham young university



feminism in the light
of the gospel ofjesus christ

in its most basicbasicformform feminism echoes eternal truths of the
gospel which affirms the equal worth of allpeopleallaliail people the equal
right to and capacityforcapacity for spirituality and the evils of abuse

B kent harrison and mary stovall richards

perhaps it is no wonder that the women were first at the cradle and
last at the cross they had never known a man like this man there
never has been such another A prophet and teacher who never
nagged at them never flattered or coaxed or patronized who
never made arch jokes about them who took their questions and
arguments seriously who never mapped out their sphere for them
never urged them to be feminine or jeeredjeeped at them for being female
who had no axe to grind and no uneasy male dignity to defend

dorothy sayers

for some people an unbridgeable gap stands between the
gospel ofjesusofjesus christ and feminism to them a christian feminist or
a mormon feminist is an oxymoron 2 a person who has not thought
seriously about either the gospel or feminism however there are
devoted latter day saints both women and men who consider
themselves feminists they declare that far from being antithetical
to the gospel their feminism arises from their testimony of christ
and commitment to him through their personal experience with
his love example and teachings they affirm the reality of christs
devotion to every person as individually significant hence the mes-
sage of christs gospel ordains equality and fairness in all human rela-
tionshipstionships including those between the sexes

while even among feminists there are widely varying inter-
pretationspretations of the meaning of feminism 53 we think most feminists
would agree on a basic definition with which we hope readers
will concur feminism advocates the equal treatment of women

BbyustudiesBYUYU stuStudiesdies 3366 non0 2 19919966 9977 181
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and men and states that discrimination in particular against women
does exist and should be eliminated 4 far from promoting the
reverse tyranny of women over men such feminism simply af-
firms the equal importance of each individual regardless of sex 5

As scholars we have tried to bring our academic interests to bear
on issues of concern to our religious principles our purpose in
this essay is to identify fundamental principles of the restored
gospel of jesus christ that are consistent with this basic meaning
of feminism and to draw certain practical conclusions that follow
from those principles

valuing others equally and divine love

in affirming the equal value of men and women feminism as

defined above echoes eternal truth the gospel of jesus christ
teaches our eternal worth and supreme importance to god remem-
ber the worth of souls is great in the sight of god dacd&c 1810
As moses 159139 declares for behold this is my work and my
glory to bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man
and woman in fact it is only through love that god governs for
god is love 1 jn 48 he does not govern through coercion or

manipulation and it is gods supreme all encompassing love for
us that draws us to him dacd&c 12141 46

the scriptures show that this love encompasses all persons
who are equal before god regardless of gender age class race or
nationality paul taught in his epistle to the galatians that within
the body of christ there is neither jew nor greek there is neither
bond nor free there is neither male nor female for ye are all one in
christ jesus gal 328528328528 in the western hemisphere nephi ex-
plained the same doctrine god is no respecter of persons all per-
sons are privileged the one like unto the other and none are
forbidden for all are alike unto god black and white bond
and free male and female jew and gentile 2 ne 2628 5533
in practical terms this doctrine means as alma taught those
zoramitesZoramites who were poor and had been turned out of the syna-
gogues of the wealthy that the lord impartethimparteth his word by angels
unto men yea not only men but women also now this is not all

little children do have words given unto them many times which
confound the wise and the learned alma 322352255223
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in his earthly ministry the savior exemplified concern for all

persons in fact he flouted cultural and legal proscriptionsprescriptionsproscriptions regard-
ing womens spiritual and social place in jewish culture 6 for ex-
ample although women were considered so spiritually inferior to
men that they were not to read or study the scriptures and some
rabbis would not even speak to a woman in public christ taught
women the gospel in his parables he repeatedly paired female
and male examples such as juxtaposing the man who lost his sheep
with the woman who misplaced her coin by doing so christ not
only couched his teachings in terms relevant to womens lives but
also underscored the eternal worth of womens soulsSOUIS 7 christ re-
vealed himself as the messiah to a woman who was also an un-
clean samaritan the first declaration by christ of his identity
that is recorded in the new testament john 425 26 christ
healed women and raised a woman from the dead matt 1522 28
luke 849 56 women were among his most devoted disciples
remaining at the cross and returning to the tomb to anoint his
body luke 2349 241

further while under jewish law women were considered
incompetent as legal witnesses christ chose to appear first after
the resurrection to a woman whom he then charged to tell his
apostles of the glorious event john 2011 17 previously he had
sanctioned a womanscomans anointing him prior to his crucifixion
mark 143 9 john 123 8 an act that according to two mormon

authors may be seen as the prophetic recognition of jesus as the
anointed 8 such actions by christ appear to be deliberately cho-
sen to contravene societal conventions that denied womens equal-
ity before god and full personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood christ desired to move his
followers beyond their dehumanizing and constricting but per-
haps comfortably familiar cultural mores to eternal truth

christ also ignored any sort of precedence that might be con-
veyed solely by categories such as age or birth not only did he
welcome and bless girls and boys during his ministries both in
mortality and among the nephitesNephites but he specifically taught that
all persons must become as little children to enter the kingdom of
heaven mark 1013 16 3 ne 1711 12 21 24 christ was quick
to point out that pedigree meaning descent from abraham would
not save a person if he or she were unrighteous john 833 39
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indeed several gentiles in the new testament were especially
blessed because of their righteousness the centurion whose ser-
vant christ healed the ethiopian whom philip baptized and cor-
nelius who was baptized by peter matt 85 13 acts 826 40
acts 10 prior to corneliuss baptism peter had assumed that the
gospel was mainly for the jews or that it would be necessary for a
gentile to become a jew before he or she could become a christ-
ian but after a marvelous vision peter learned that god is no
respecter of persons but in every nation he that fearethheareth him and
workethwormeth righteousness is accepted with him acts 105410541034 35

christs emphasis on individuals not categories of people 9 is
instructive to those seeking to follow him in following his example
one should emulate the same equality of love as that shown by
christ for all humans since any denigration of anothersothersan eternal
worth or capacity is an affront to christs love christs pattern is
therefore not just prescriptive but should be descriptive of behav-
ior president howard W hunter counseled

we are at a time in the history of the world and the growth of the
church when we must think more of holy things and act more like
the savior would expect his disciples to act we should at every
opportunity ask ourselves what would jesus do and then act
more courageously upon the answer 10

thus following christs example we should be kind consid-
erate loving it is important to listen as did christ in his response
to the canaanite woman who wished her daughter healed despite
her cultural status as a woman and a gentile christ listened to her
plea and forthwith granted her request matt 1521 28 11

christs and gods love has even more profound implications
for all of humankind lectures on faith explains that if god were a
biased god favoring certain persons over others we could not
exercise faith in him we could not tell what our privileges
were nor how far we were authorized to exercise faith in him or
whether we were authorized to do it at all all must be confu-
sion 11231212 brigham young university political scientist A don sorensen
affirms if inequality infected divine love if it singled out any per-
son from others by excluding her from all concern or by not caring
for her total welfare or by taking a weakened interest in her well-
being then love ceases to be perfect and life cannot be full 13
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in other words if we could not trust god to love us equally
we could not depend on the efficacy of the plan of salvation of
faith of repentance of baptism of keeping the commandments
or of the atonement in our lives since if god were partial in his
love toward certain of his children he could choose those for
whom these principles would work 14 others would simply be
lost eternally outside the circle of divine love and esteem the
gospel of christ rejects such doctrines of election because we can
trust the lord implicitly we know that we can come unto him
with fullfuli confidence that we will be not be turned away but will be
enfoldedfoldedenfoldenen in his love A favorite saying of elder marion D hanks is
to believe in god is to know all the rules will be fair and that

there will be wonderful surprises 15

equal right to spiritual observances

in response to gods love which encompasses all humans
every able person has the agency and the capacity both spiritually
and intellectually to understand and accept the gospel of christ and
to participate fully in its blessings those who die before the age
of accountability or who lack sufficient mental or emotional de-
velopment to achieve accountability are saved through the atone-
ment of christ mosiah 316 1525 dacd&c 13710 the rest of
humankind however are moral agents individually responsible to
god for their choices thus it follows that womens conversions
and spiritual lives must be immediate and individual not deriva-
tive to anchor their testimonies women must have the witness of
the holy ghost must receive personal revelation and possess spir-
itual gifts and become in the words of president spencer W kim-
ball scholars of the scriptures 16 salvation is a matter for each
person male or female who comes to christ as an individual

to come to christ one must be able to commune with god
all women men and children have an equal right to receive
answers to their prayers they have the right to revelation for
themselves and for any area of stewardship they have they may
have spiritual gifts dacd&c 467 33 1 cor 12 and moro 108 30
elder dallin H oaks using the scriptures just cited and other ref-
erenceserences stated the gift of the holy ghost is conferred on both
men and women so are spiritual gifts the receipt of spiritual
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gifts is predicated upon faith obedience and personal righteous-
ness 17 men and women have an equal right to attend the temple 18

both sexes may pray speak and give lessons in church the youth
of both sexes should be taught about the importance of chastity
preparation for marriage education service missions and the
importance of mutual respect and partnership after marriage

both women and men have free agency to decide matters for
themselves and the knowledge to enable them so to do nephi
speaking of the children of men notes that because that they
are redeemed from the fall they have become free forever know-
ing good from evil to act for themselves and not to be acted upon
2 ne 226 mormon quoted by his son moroni says for be-

hold the spirit of christ is given to every man woman that he
she may know good from evil wherefore I1 show you the way to

judge moro 716

equal spiritual affinity of both genders

it is well to remember that the transgression in the garden
of eden was the result of conscious decisions by both partners
moses 510 11 keeping both adams and eves decisions in

mind precludes any tendency to adopt the view from some cul-
tures that women are inferior or innately sinful because of eves
transgression 19 furthermore the principle of individual agency
and accountability strikes at the diabolicdiabolical20diabolicalalOaio20 notion that one gender
either female or male has less capacity or affinity for spirituality

and thus must be manipulated coaxed or pushed by the other
while culture can cloud spiritual insight the assumption that god
would send half of humanity to earth with an inherently dimin-
ished ability to perceive spiritual matters undercutsundercuts gods equal
love for all individuals and collides with a key component of the
plan of salvation

throughout most of christian history women have been
viewed as the lesser creation the supposed inheritors of eves sus-
ceptibleceptible nature who must be under subjection to men 21 since the
nineteenth century however american men have been con-
demned as spiritually suspect as their workplace moved outside
the home moralistsMoralists argued that the world contaminated men and
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that women had to save them women ensconced in the sacred
sanctuary of the home became guardians of their husbands and
sons soulsSOUIS 22

priesthood and gender

in the twentieth century some latter day saints have greatly
broadened this environmental contamination thesis to an inher-
ently deficient male thesis our terms they argue for example
that spiritually superior women do not need to hold the priest-
hood but defective men do such reasoning contradicts itself
according to this logic those who qualify for godhood who have
all priesthood power dacd&c 1322015220 must be the most spiritually
impaired of all this concontentionfention also denies the justice and mercy
of the gospel by condemning half of humankind as innately flawed
if attempts to explain womens lack of ordination to priesthood
have led to the castigation of the male they have also led to the
patronization of the female the notion that for mortal women
motherhood is the parallel to priesthood is equally spurious since
all women are not mothers fatherhood not priesthood is the
male counterpart to motherhood furthermore motherhood and
fatherhood are bestowed on the righteous and the wicked alike

perhaps the most helpful insight into the issue of priesthood
and women has been given by president gordon B hinckley who
in a powerful address to the 1985 general womens meeting
refrained from citing dubious folk doctrines as reasons for not
ordaining women to priesthood instead he simply said

A few latter day saint women are asking why they are not entitled to
hold the priesthood to that I1 can say that only the lord through rev-
elation could alter that situation he has not done so so it is profit-
less for us to speculate and worry about it 2313

partnership in marriage

while we come to christ as individuals the paradox is that
women and men who have endured to the end and overcome the
world must be exalted jointly as wives and husbands following
the pattern of our heavenly parents dacd&c 1312 the scriptural
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promise of exaltation to husbands and wives contained in doc-
trine and covenants 1521913219 20 is also a description of the current
life of our heavenly parents who are explicitly characterized as
sharing a fulnessfalnessfulness dacd&c 13219

then shall they be gods because they have no end therefore shall
they be from everlasting to everlasting because theytheY continue then
shall they be above all because all things are subject unto them
then shall they be gods because they have all power and the angels
are subject unto them dacd&c 13220 italics added

from this scripture one may extrapolate that heavenly mother is a

full and equal partner to heavenly father even though our knowl-
edge of her is incomplete 2421 additionally general authorities have
repeatedly spoken of the eternal relationship between husbands
and wives as that of equal partners president spencer W kimball
has noted

marriage is a partnership each is given a part of the work of life to
do when we speak of marriage as a partnership let us speak of
marriage as a fullfuliafuli partnership we do not want our LDS women to be
silent partners or limited partners in the eternal assignment please
be a contributing andandfullfulljulljuil partner 25

this injunction has recently been reaffirmed by elder boyd K
packer and president howard W hunter in the 1994 general con-
ferencesferences and by the first presidency and council of twelves
proclamation on the family in 1995 2621

to specify the practical implications of full partnership pres-

ident kimball remarked on another occasion

our sisters do not wish to be indulged or to be treated condescend-
ingly they desire to be respected and revered as our sisters and our
equals we will be judged as the savior said on several occasions
by whether or not we love one another and treat one another
accordingly and by whether or not we are of one heart and one
mind we cannot be the lords if we are not one27

A similar statement is attributed to elder packer when calling a
stake president he advised

I1 dont want you treating your wife like you do the stake in the
stake when a decision is to be made you will seek the opinion of
your counselors and other concerned individuals then you willwin
prayerfully reach a decision on the matter and they will allanailali rally
round and support you because you are the president and you have
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the mantle of authority in your family when there is a decision to be
made that affects everyone you and your wife together will seek
whatever counsel you might need and together you will prayerfully
come to a unified decision if you ever pull priesthood rank on her
you will have failed in your leadership 28211281

peremptorily to order another person to obey or especially to
threaten her with harm or to wield tyranny in the home exhibits
unrighteous dominion or abuse dacd&c 12141 46 president ezra
taft benson spoke of family government where a man and woman
enter into a covenant with god as a term equivalent to patriar-
chal order 29 this partnership will continue through the eternities
for as noted above both men and women may be exalted to god-
hood status dacd&c 132192013219 20

righteous leadership

while we may guide teach and seek to persuade others no
person has the right to force anothersothersan action or even to attempt it
to so do is unrighteous dominion we have learned by sad expe-
rience that it is the nature and disposition of almost all men
women as soon as they get a little authority as they suppose

they will immediately begin to exercise unrighteous dominion
dacd&c 12139 30 the neighboring verses often are taken to refer to
men as ordained priesthood holders

no power or influence can or ought to be maintained by virtue of
the priesthood only by persuasion by long suffering by gentleness
and meekness and by love unfeigned by kindness and pure knowl-
edge which shall greatly enlarge the soul without hypocrisy and
without guile dacd&c 12141 42

perhaps holders of the priesthood are specifically mentioned in
this part of doctrine and covenants 121 because the authority of
the priesthood is so easily misunderstood and wrongly trans-
formed into authoritarianism

church leaders may appropriately assume as a first approxi-
mation that members make decisions about their lives correctly
with the spirit of the lord it is not ones place to force control or
circumscribe anothers thinking but rather to allow every soul the
freedom to search out his or her destiny if for example a woman
is working outside the home she may be regarded as having made
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that decision prayerfully it is not necessary to assume that she is

going against the interests of her family As chieko N okazaki has
reminded us

not all situations are ideal not all women are mothers and not all
mothers have children at home furthermore not all mothers can
make the choice to be home with their children all of the time often
circumstances constrain their choices at other times other respon-
sibilitiessibilities and opportunities require that difficult decisions be made 31

where there are situations in the church in which men have
a larger voice or role than women as in general priesthood
administration and discipline efforts to insure fairness are in
order procedures and policies should be clear to everyone in gen-
eral stake and ward councils both mens and womens advice may
be sought and considered as has been recently emphasized 3231

in order to follow the saviors example all members should
be as sensitive and believing to one sex as to the other treating
actions by both sexes equally and not regarding behavior by a
member of one sex as permissible and the same behavior by the
other sex as reprehensible statements by both sexes for example
in marital disputes generally should be given equal credibility
accusations of abuse must be taken seriously and not be dismissed
because of the alleged perpetrators church calling or status in the
community nor should victims be accused of culpability for
anothersothersan abusive behavior what did you do to provoke him 33

elimination ofabuse

it should go without saying that abuse of anyone is wrong
women are more at risk than men for physical abuse rape child
sexual abuse and sexual harassment although abuse of both sexes
and by both sexes does occur accordingly a major concern for
feminism is eradicating spouse and other types of physical sexual
emotional and verbal abuse such abuse has been soundly and
repeatedly condemned by church leaders in general conferences
and elsewhere elder james E faust noted

any form of physical or mental abuse to any woman is not worthy of
any priesthood holder president gordon B hinckley has stated 1I feel
likewise that it ill becomes any man who holds the priesthood of god
to abuse his wife in any way to demean or injure or take undue
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advantage of the woman who is the mother of his children the com-
panion of his life and his companion for eternity if he has received
that greater blessing this of course means verbal as well as physi-
cal abuse 3431

president howard W hunter has stated categorically any
man who abuses or demeans his wife physically or spiritually is
guilty of grievous sin and in need of sincere and serious repen-
tance 12351135323535 the general handbook of instructions makes it clear
that such abuse may result in church disciplinary action 36 simi-
larly proper conduct toward members of ones family as wellwenweil as
payment of alimony and child support as required in divorce set-
tlementstlements are appropriately reviewed in temple recommend inter-
views As the apostle paul taught but if any provide not for his
own and specially for those of his own house he hath denied the
faith and is worse than an infidel 1 tim 58 37

the attitudes of those men who presume superiority to
women however may beget beliefs about shirking responsibilities
or tolerating many sorts of abuse including rape where such men
may believe that they know better than a woman what she wants
wives may also abuse husbands although such abuse happens
more often verbally than physically such behavior is just as repre-
hensiblehensible as husbands abuse of wives any abuse is destructive to
the relationship and to the family and is demeaning to the individ-
uals involved

overcoming cultural limitations

the restoration of the gospel reaffirmed these truths of our
equality before god even though we as a culture do not fully
understand them even yet two months after the june 1978 revela-
tion on blacks and the priesthood elder bruce R mcconkie in a
talk to religious educators bravely admitted that he and perhaps
most of the church had not comprehended some scriptural pas-
sages many of us never imagined or supposed that they particu-
larly 2 nephi 2633126332653263526531 had the extensive and broad meaning that
they do have 52381131525138 these scriptures speak not only of racial but of
gender equality as well as an equality of esteem for all human-
kind 39 to what extent have we discerned the extensive and broad
meaning of this verse in relation to the equality of women and men
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to some it may be reassuring to continue in accustomed cul-
tural patterns many of which are based on the assumptions of a

fallen world not on those of eternity one may take great comfort
in feeling like a favorite child if a culture has designated preferen-
tial status based on particular characteristics yet the logical exten-
sion of this belief is that those for whom life is differently situated
in gender class or race are somehow less valiant or even defec-
tive in some fashion we thus pass judgments on each other and
ourselves with disastrous spiritual results 40

to the contrary the gospel of christ requires that we tran-
scend erroneous cultural assumptions to view eternal truth re-
current in the book of mormon is the warning of the dangers of
believing the false traditions of ones culture the traditions
of the fathers which are not correct mosiah 15 in prefer-
ence to the full gospel see also alma 916 179 hel 157 from a

secular perspective feminism also demands that we reexamine
assumptions particularly those traditions that inhibit our ability to
see beyond gender stereotypes and that prescribe and proscribe
ones development solely on the basis of sex such assumed
truthtruths s according to lawrence W levine become so deeply
ingrained so taken for granted that they do not seem like ideas at
all but part of the natural order thus when someone comes along
who both perceives and treats them as ideas subject to the chal-
lenges all ideas should be exposed to it is as if reason itself were
being challenged 41

although one may disagree feminism argues that inequality is

socially constructed and thus can be changed while women have
received the preponderance of the fallout from cultural systems
designed to restrict their movement to narrow areas and to limit
their access to social political and economic power men too have
suffered from narrow definitions of masculine behavior As an
important book on the history of fatherhood in the united states
makes clear men have indeed gained status and power from their
role as family breadwinners 42 but they have lost in their emotional
development as nurturersnurturers according to robert griswold fathers
11 wedded themselves to a division of labor and a vision of the good
life that made father child closeness problematic what men gained
in the world of power they may have lost in the world of sentiment
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such was the tradeofftrade off at the heart of male breadwinning 33131113334343 the
stakes involved in a fundamental transformation of society along
equity lines are high for both women and men feminism envisions
a world in which both sexes are able to achieve full personhoodparsonhoodpersonhood as
individuals rather than being rendered as stereotypes

gender inclusive language

the weaknesses of language may also need to be overcome
scholars have determined that using the generic he and man one
example of gender exclusive language affects perceptions the
way women and men read themselves and others into the text 44

gender exclusive language builds needless cultural walls whereas
gender inclusive expressions in contemporary discourse are ap-
propriatepropriate and desirable reflecting not only gods inclusive love for
all his children but also the comprehensive nature of the gospel
following christs example both women and men should be
included in classroom discussions and illustrations from both
womens and mens lives ought to be used in talks and lessons 45

many of christs parables draw lessons from the experiences of
women moreover scriptures that speak of men often refer to
both sexes that inclusiveness may be pointed out when these
scriptures are used or the scripture can be read to include women
explicitly to cite only one of numerous examples from recent gen-
eral conferences elder neal A maxwell emendedemender 3 nephi 2727
to read what manner of men and women ought ye to be verily
I1 say unto you even as I1 am 46141 by specifically including references
to women one not only reaffirms womens eternal identity and
worth but one also follows the pattern established by christ in his
mortal ministry

equality in education

brigham young spoke extensively about the appropriateness
of education for both sexes louisa greene richards first editor of
the womanscomans exponent commented

president young proves himself the most genuine impartial and
practical womanscomansWomans rights man upon the american continent as he
has ever done his counsels instructions and advice to women being
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always directed toward their progress and advancement in useful-
ness and the possession of valuable knowledge 4717

karen lynn at the time director of the honors program at brigham
young university remarked no child of our father in heaven can
afford in all conscience to ignore the responsibility of learning
about the world and dealing with it 48

the importance of womens education has personal implica-
tions for the authors of this article neither of us ever considered
not pursuing learning such a course was simply unthinkable for
each of us education is of great benefit directly both personally
and economically that one of us is male and the other female is

irrelevant to educations significance in our lives juliaetta bateman
jensen the maternal grandmother of the male author wrote of her
mothers education with dr ellis shipp to become a midwife her
mother marinda alienallenailen bateman saved the little five dollar gold
pieces she earned from delivering over seven hundred babies and
in later years some of that money helped finance the education of
her last daughter juliaetta 4919 juliaetta later earned normal bache-
lors and masters degrees and taught english literature in the
extension divisions at brigham young university and the univer-
sity of utah for thirty years she founded the browning society in
both provo and in salt lake city her example influenced thou-
sands of women as well as her descendants both male and female
other church members have similar stories

equality in employment

similarly since all laborers are worthy of their hire dacd&c 315
one should render to all workers according to their due mosiah 413415413

in the culture of the workplace such statements prescribe that allanail

employees whether women or men should receive equal pay for
equal work and should be treated fairly in hiring and promotion
on the surface equality in employment is merely an economic
issue but it relates to church matters if latter day saint employers
deny employment to women on the basis of marital or familial sta-
tus particularly on the belief that the woman is not following the
prophet or that she is taking a job away from a man questions in
job interviews about family situations are not only inappropriate
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but illegal similarly the gospel principle of equal opportunity for
mortal experience would require that neither males nor females
should be counseled categorically out of nontraditional occupa-
tions on the basis that such work is not proper for their sex or
that such occupations for one gender or the other are somehow
against church policy

likewise in employment school and church supervisors
colleagues and teachers can be of either sex one may not assume
that a leaders or colleagues ideas are bad or trivial just because of
gender men and women have ideas of comparable quality ideas
can be good no matter the sex of the originator A womanscomans
recommendations should not be denigrated because she is not a
priesthood holder nor should a mans suggestions be dismissed
because he is a man or because he is not a bishop or a stake presi-
dent respect for true ideas is appropriate independent of their
source patronization is demeaning every individual has as much
right to be treated equally and to be heard as anyone else

conclusion

we are all children of god the gospel in which christ was
one with his father and with the holy ghost clearly proscribes
unequal unrighteous treatment of anyone by anyone feminism
as defined and discussed here in the context of our own deeply felt
beliefs simply espouses fair and equal treatment for all of our heav-
enly parents children as wonderful holy potentially divine beings

B kent harrison is professor of physics and astronomy and mary stovall richards
is associate professor of history both at brigham young university the authors
wish to thank doris dant and john welch for their sensitive editing of this article

NOTES

dorothy sayers are women human grand rapids mich william B

eerdmans publishing 1971 47 quoted in kathryn H shirts women in the
image of the son being female and being like christ in women steadfast in
christ talks selected from the 1991 womens conference sponsoredcosponsoredco by
brigham young university and the relief society ed dawn hall anderson and
marie cornwall salt lake city deseret book 1992 97
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laurel thatcher ulrich has also independently used this term to describe
mormon feminism in her essay border crossings dialogue A journal odmorof mor-
mon thought 27 summer 1994 1

3feminismfeminism is an umbrella word encompassing many disparate approaches
to defining and to solving the problem of gender inequity A helpful analogy is the
political party the terms democrat and republican both contain a wide range
of political philosophies so that on certain issues civil rights in the 1960s for
example right wing democrats may be far more conservative than liberal or
moderate republicans in other words one can no more predict definitively
someones opinion on a specific question by knowing that she is a democrat than
by knowing he is a feminist

see mary stovall richards feminism in encyclopedia ofmormonismof Mormonism ed
daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 250672506 7 and elouise bellbenbeilbeli
the implications of feminism for BYU BYU studies 16 summer 1976 527 39

thehe modemmodern feminist movement as a coalition of various individuals and
groups includes numerous points of view some of which contradict gospel
principles many persons unfortunately dismiss the entire movement because
of its more radical elements and in the process fail to perceive many of its ben-
eficial features

6foriforfor an enlightening discussion of jesus break with the cultural taboos of
his time see leonard swidler jesus was a feminist catholic world 212 janu-
ary 1971 177 83 and the very excellent book from a mormon perspective by
jeni broberg holzapfel and richard neitzel holzapfel sisters at the well women
and the life and teachings ofjesusof jesus salt lake city bookcraft 1993

luke 153 10 andjoleneand jolene edmunds rockwood choosing the good part
women from christ to paul in women steadfast in christ ed anderson and
cornwall 110 see also holzapfel and holzapfel sisters at the well chapter 7

holzapfel and holzapfel sisters at the well 139
9for this point see holzapfel and holzapfel sisters at the well 4
10howard W hunter follow the son of god ensign 24 november

1994 87
holzapfel and holzapfel sisters at the well 113 14

larry E dahl and charles D Tattatetatejrpatejrejrjr eds the lectures on faith in his-
torical perspective provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1990 69 lecture 3 paragraph 23 eugene england discusses the
implications of this quote in are all alike unto god prejudice against blacks and
women in popular mormon theology sunstone 14 april 1990 21

13aA D sorensen no respecter of persons equality in the kingdom masin As
women of faith talks selected from the BYU womens conferences ed
mary E stovall and carol cornwall madsen salt lake city deseret book 1989 57

see england are all alike unto god 21
1515marionmarionmanionmannon D hanks equality of esteem masin As women of faith ed stovall

and madsen 35
16spencer W kimball privileges and responsibilities of sisters ensign 8

november 1978 102 see also alma 199 10 alma 3223 alma 5647 48
luke 236 38 and joel 228 on spiritual gifts see dallin H oaks spiritual
gifts ensign 16 september 1986 68 72 and linda king newellnewen gifts of the
spirit womens share in sisters in spirit mormon women in historical and
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cultural perspective ed maureen ursenbach beecher and lavina fielding ander-
son urbana and chicago university of illinois press 1987 11150111 50

17oaks spiritual gifts 69
18president18president howard W hunter has asked all latter day saints to look to the

temple of the lord as the great symbol of your membership in the church
howard W hunter exceeding great and precious promises ensign 24
november 1994 8 see also carol cornwall madsen mormon women and the

temple toward a new understanding in sisters in spirit ed beecher and
anderson 80 110 for an important discussion of the historical significance of the
temple to women

19jolene19jolene edmunds rockwood the redemption of eve in sisters in spirit
ed beecher and anderson 3 36 see also 1I have a question ensign 24 febru-
ary 1994 63

20 diabolical has been used deliberately since to demean belittle or to
trivialize another and his or her eternal worth is to play on the devils turf

for a discussion of the origins of this view see elaine pagels adam eve
and the serpent new york random house 1988

22 see james wallace milden the sacred sanctuary family life in nine
teenthsteenth century america phd diss university of maryland 1974 kirk jeffrey
jr family history the middle class american family in the urban context
183018701830 1870 phd diss stanford university 1972 and christopher lasch
haven in a heartless world the family besieged new york basic books
1977 especially 16869168 69

gordon B hinckley ten gifts from the lord ensign 15 november
1985 86

21seesee linda P wilcox the mormon concept of a mother in heaven in
sisters in spirit ed beecher and anderson 64 77

25 spencer W kimball my beloved sisters salt lake city deseret book
1980 3311 italics in original

boyd K packer the father and the family ensign 24 may 1994 21
howard W hunter being a righteous husband and father ensign 24 novem-
ber 1994 50 first presidency and council of the twelve apostles of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints the family A proclamation to the world
september 23 1995 printed in ensign 25 november 1995 102

17sspencerpencer W kimball our sisters in the church ensign 9 november
1979 49

boyd K packer quoted in carlfredearlfredCarlfred broderick one flesh one heart salt
lake city deseret book 1986 313231 32

19ezraezra taft benson what I1 hope you will teach your children about the
temple ensign 15 august 1985 9

30this31ms particular verse refers to both men and women since a person of
either sex may try to dominate another

31 chieko31chieko N okazaki rowing your boat ensign 24 november 1994921994 92 93
31mM russell ballard counseling with our councils ensign 24 may

1994 24
33 see B kent harrison how can I1 help concepts and cautions for eccle-

siasticalsias tical leaders and others in confronting abuse ed anne L horton B kent
harrison and barry L johnson salt lake city deseret book 1993 215 27 for
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the quote see 217 for personal accounts of abused women many of whom
were not believed by ecclesiastical leaders see the essays on domestic violence
and sexual abuse in exponent II11 14 no 1 1987

james E faust the highest place of honor ensign 18 may 1988 37
gordon B hinckley reach out in love and kindness ensign 12 november
1982 77 see also for example gordon B hinckley our solemn responsibili-
ties ensign 21 november 1991 51 H burke peterson unrighteous domin-
ion ensign 19 july 1989 6 11 the essays in horton harrison andandjohnsonjohnson
eds confronting abuse

31howard31howard W hunter being a righteous husband and father ensign 24
november 1994 51 see also judy C olsen the invisible heartbreaker

ensign 26 june 1996 22 27
36 members36members who abuse or are cruel to their spouses children or other fam-

ily members violate the laws of both god and man church members who
abuse their family members are subject to discipline by the church such mem-
bers should not be called to positions in the church and should not be allowed to
hold or receive a temple recommend abuse and cruelty general handbook
of instructions salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1989111989 11 14

37see hunter being a righteous husband and father 51 and also doc-
trine and covenants 7528 and 834

38bruce R mcconkie all are alike unto god in charge to religious edu-
cators 2dad ed salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
19821521982 152

39the term equality of esteem is quoted in hanks equality of esteem 30
40edward gardiner has argued that imputing sin to innocent persons may

be the reason for mormonscormonsMormons severe castigation of infant baptism as discussed in
moroni 8 see edward gardiner spiritual abuse in confronting abuse ed
horton harrison andjohnsonand johnson 170 71

lawrence4lawrencealawrence W levine clio canons and culture journal of american
history 80 december 1993 866 italics in original feminist scholars have
argued that the definition of gender is one of these assumed truths donald G
mathews and jane sherron de hart found in their study of support for and oppo-
sition to the equal rights amendment in north carolina that proponents and
opponents differed on this basic definition what historians or anthropologists
understand as historically produced and conditioned patterns of behavior and
therefore malleable by human action may be understood by fundamentalists to be
absolutely normative if thought to be similar to biblical patterns sex gender
and the politics of ERA A state and the nation new york oxford university
press 1990 178

41thethe beginnings of industrialization in the early 1800s in the united states
transformed the self sufficient households of the previous centuries into units of
consumption rather than production fathers increasingly left the home for work
while mothers became the guardians of the sacred sanctuary as domestic
moralistsmoralists termed the home what many twentieth century persons have assumed
was a timeless system of male breadwinner and domestic spouse is not quite two
hundred years old and for much of that period has been true for white middle
class families only even then there was significant variation across regions
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steven mintz and susan kellogg summarize the literature on this development in
domestic revolutions A social history of american family life new york
free press 1988 49 51

13robert13robert L griswold fatherhood in america A history new york basic
books 1993 33

see barrie thomethorne cheris kramaraekramarieKramarae and nancy henley eds language
gender and society rowley mass newbury house 1983

for a humorous but pointed examination of how gender can marginalize
persons in an academic setting see elouise bell the tables turned an exer-
cise in consciousness raising dialogue 11 summer 1978 113 18

46neal A maxwell settle this in your hearts ensign 22 november
1992 65

47louisa47louisa greene richards work for women womanscomans exponent 1

april 15 1873 172 quoted in carol cornwall madsen voices in print the
womanscomans exponent 1872 1914 in women steadfast in christ ed anderson
and cornwall 72

4karenskarenkaren lynn BYU daily universe march 26 1981 4
49juliaetta49juliaetta bateman jensen little gold pieces the story of my mormon

mothers life salt lake city stanway printing 1948 889888 98 178 180



in the corner

in the corner of the blotter
my great grandfather left a note
must divorce henrietta because she ran

off with and the ink fades
or maybe he couldnt condescend
to name the man who bested him

two children were born to this late
marriage he was sixty three
she seventeen in the ledger
he wrote for amelia fordham
henriettas mother I1 found a house
flour wood milch cow groceries
and some meat she has the children
furnished them with clothes

successful in everything else
his luck ran out toward younger women
ann who died young was in her twenties
when great grandfather first married
at forty three lovina the next
thirty years younger divorced him
later in his will he left a deed
to a city lot ten rods by ten
out of affection and natural love
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the third wife susanna blushed
across the altar at twenty one
and followed him across the plains
two children one my grandfather
survived of three

widowed again he married henrietta
the youngest fairest born in new york
city educated and refined
who graced his home five years
til the man she fell in love with
a second time or maybe the first
showed up talking sweet on his way
to oregon henrietta dressed
the children took them next door
packed her clothes and ran

donnell hunter
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salt lake temple As seen from the south about 1917 courtesy utah
state historical society



the salt lake temple infrastructure
studying it out in their minds

to offer their best to the lord in constructing even the temples
infrastructure the saints researched and incorporated such

available technologies as elevators and electricity

paul C richards

As an inveterate sidewalk superintendent I1 have long been
enthralled by raw infrastructure scrutinizing the innards of mines
engine rooms bridges and buildings creates a feeling of awe for
the souls largely unrecognized who designed and built such
works the architectural infrastructure of the salt lake temple its
foundations engineering and use of technology engender similar
feelings in me just as the outside of the temple is a tribute to the
determination resourcefulness and faith of its builders a great
appreciation for them and their work can also be gained by con-
sideringsi details inside where some of the infrastructure such as

parts of the original foundation walls is still visible
knowledge of the temples construction enriches an under-

standing of its history an 1893 newspaper article emphasized the
important role of the temple construction workers in perpetuating
the temples history

in the interest of history these temple construction veterans should
be asked and encouraged to impart and indite bits of experience in
connection with the temple that would otherwise be lost all that
pertains to it at any stage of its construction is sure to find a welcome
in the hearts and memories of the people 1

one hundred years later the centennial celebration of the
temples 1893 dedication raised new interest in the buildings his-
tory forgotten little known or never before published information
became available through books periodicals historic photographs

BYU studies 36 no 2 1996 97 203
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architectural drawings and a marvelous exhibit at the museum
of church history and art 2 these recent materials and earlier
sources along with interviews with individuals involved in temple
maintenance and refurbishment in this century clarify and correct
some of the commonly told stories about how the temple was
built while many of these accounts intend to be faith promoting
hinting that god dictated minute details of design and infrastruc-
ture many common stories are not factual indeed the stories may
detract from the appreciation latter day saints should have for the
hard labors of mind and body the temple builders endured while
those builders were inspired god still expected them to do their
homework to study the challenges in their minds and they did

formulating plans

brigham youngs 1847 vision of the temple was general in
nature giving the saints great latitude in determining particulars
for instance on the day of the 1853 ground breaking president
young said

concerning this house I1 wish to say if we are prospered we
will soon show you the likeness of it at least upon paper and then if
any man can make any improvement in it or ifhe has faith enough to
bring one of the old nephitesNephites along or an angel from heaven and he
can introduce improvements he is at liberty so to do if any
improvement can be made all good men upon the earth are at lib-
erty to introduce their improvements 3

in this same address the pragmatic prophet told the saints
that in regard to the temple they should not wait to be com-
manded in all things

if you should go to work to build a dwelling house you know you
would want a kitchen a buttery sitting rooms bedrooms halls pas-
sages and alleys he josephljoseph smith said you might as well ask the
lord to give revelation upon the dimensions and construction of
the various apartments of your dwelling houses as upon the erec-
tion of temples for we know before hand what is necessary 4

william W ward who became an assistant to temple archi-
tect truman 0 angell sr in the early 1850s later wrote

the design was formulated in the following manner brigham
young drew upon a slate in the architects office similar to this
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brigham youngs sketch of the salt rough vertical section of the
lake temple towers reproduced salt lake temple repro-

ducedfrom memory in 1892 by william in 1892 by william
ward assistant architect this rough ward assistant architect
sketch was intended to show that the this sketch was drawn by
central towers would be higher than truman 0 angell sr accord
the flanking towers and that the ing to president youngs
body of the building would be built instructions in response to
between the towers temple sou a question about height
venirveniralbumalbum 7 april 1892 7 temple souvenir album 7

april 1892 7

sketch and said to truman 0 angell there will be three towers
on the east also three similar towers on the west the body
of the building will be between these and pillars will be necessary to
support the floors 1751155

ward continued angell then asked about the height and drew a
vertical section sketch according to brighamsBrighams instructions sketch
the basement containing the baptismal font was to be sixteen feet
high the first and second stories were each to be twentyfivetwenty five
feet high with pillars and a tier of rooms above the side aisles the
construction of the roof was left to mr angell angellsangelsAngells idea and
aim was to make the temple different to any other known building
and I1 think he succeeded as to the general combination 6

although the overall design followed brigham youngs vision
it is clear that angell did not consider the prophets dictated
dimensions sacrosanct in his 1854 description of the temple
angell said the two large rooms on the first and second stories
were to be thirty four feet high not twentyfivetwenty five feet high as presi-
dent young had instructed 7 furthermore the finished temple did
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not have an open assembly room on the first floor nor did it have
tiers of rooms above the aisles in the assembly room on the top
floor even though president young had called for these structures

material for the walls

that human deliberation was a factor in the temples con-
structionst is also clear from an 1852 address by heber C kimball

I11 I want a vote from the congregation concerning the temple
whether we shall have it built of the stone from red bute or of
adobies sic or timber or of the best quality of stone that can be
found in the mountains 8 president kimball gave this address
before granite had been found in little cottonwood canyon

following heber C kimballsKimballs address brigham young told
the congregation he favored adobesacobes after naming other options
he stated

but I1 give it as my opinion that adobies sic are the best article to
build it of I1 want it to stand and not fall down and decay in
twenty or thirty years like brother taylors one would that he was
giving an exposition of that when we go within the vail into the
heavenly world we need not be ashamed of it but when we look
down upon it it will be of solid rock but if it is built of san pete
rock when he looks down to see it he will find it aint there but it is
gone washed into the jordan 9

adobesacobes were still the material of choice as late as march 1854 as
indicated by an architects note pertaining to the four cornercomer tow-
ers where the circular stairways were to be placed the inner line
shows where the adobesacobes will be when finishedjfinished one course to be
left out & built up with the stairs after the building is up 10 but in
1856 brigham young told the saints we are going to suspend
labor upon the temple for a year until we can prepare ourselves
more fully for that work we have abandoned the idea of using ado
bies in the walls of that building and intend to use granite I111

the granite quarrying operations that began in 186011 are the
genesis of one of the most often repeated folktalesfolktales about the tem-
ples construction according to jennifer L lund curator of educa-
tion at the museum of church history and art she says members
of the church visiting the 1993 temple exhibit told curators hun-
dreds of stories about the building including one about quarriersquarriequartiersrs
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taking advantage of freezing water to split boulders 13 however
freezing water was not actually used according to wallace A

raynor in 1959 he conducted extensive interviews with william
kuhre then ninety seven who began working in the quarries at
age eleven 14 raynor concludes

the popularly told account of filling the drill holes with water
and saturated wooden pegs which upon freezing would split the
stone is in no way substantiated by factual findings it may have been
tried as might well have been many other methods an objective
survey of the weather in this area during the quarrying months they
did not quarry in winter and the relativelylrelative lyllyiyl short period of time
from the receipt of the rock order sheet until its delivery to temple
block illustrates the poor logic of such a belief15beliefbellef15

the foundation

between 1853 and the summer of 1855 before granite quar-
rying began workers laid 7478 tons of roughly hewn stones
called ashashlars16ashlarslars from red butte canyon to form the footings of the
temple this was one third more rock than was used in the entire
nauvoo temple even then the footings17footings17 were only 7.57575 feet high

salt lake temple footings the 75 foot high footings required 7478 tons
of roughly hewn stones conglomerate was used between the main sup-
port footings photographed in 1960 by wallace alan raynor
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rising from their 16 foot deep and 16 foot wide base to a point 8.58585

feet below ground level it was here that sandstone flagging was

laid to form the base for the 8 foot wide foundation wall containing
skillfully executed inverted arches 18 these arches according to
lund are also the subject of stories in these tales the arches are
designed to allow the huge stones in the wall to move during
earthquakes temple engineer ken hacking whose love for the
building can be fully understood only by fellow engineers has
intimate knowledge of the structure 19 he says that close exam-
ination of the arches shows there is absolutely no movement
between stones their purpose is weight distribution not move-
ment As george Q cannon wrote the temple was built to stand
without crack or quiver for a thousand years 20

the first stone containing records placed in 1857 2111 rests on
top of the sandstone flagging where the southeast tower meets the
south main wall of the temple its exact location was unknown for
many years until summer 19951993 when construction workers under
the direction of the church historical department dug down
to the top of the footing and made test drillings into the wall 22 fol-
lowing james E talmagesbalmagesTalmages description workers searched the vicin-
ity of the southeastsouth east corner of the building immediately beneath
the first layer of granite 23113313323 after finally locating the stone in the
center of the wall they drilled a larger hole to remove the contents
of the box the contents which included books pamphlets peri-
odicalsodicals and coins 24 had not been inspected since 1862 when the
stone was temporarily removed during repairs of cracks in the foun-
dation A 1993 church news article states although all the items
except the coins were in an advanced state of decay sufficient
fragments remained to allow identification of approximately half
the items from the stones original inventory 25

the plant conservatory

the area where the construction crew had dug to find the rec-
ord stone was once a covered plant conservatory outside the gar-
den room talmage said on the sides of the altar in the garden
room are large doorways opening directly into a conservatory of
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inverted arch placed on a sandstone flagging base the inverted arches in
the salt lake temples foundation were designed to help distribute the
weight of the temple photographed inin 1960 by wallace alan raynor

living plants 2616 the conservatory can be seen in a number of his-
toric photographs 2717 robert W edwards who has had a keen inter-
est in the temples history for several decades says the doors were
used until the late 1920s or early 1930s 28 they are pictured in an

interior photograph taken by ralph savage in 1911 29

the conservatory is probably a vestige of an earlier plan drawn
by truman 0 angell sr for a forty five by seventy foot greenhouse
south of the temple that was to serve as the garden room complete
with live plants 30 according to the plan the creation room was to
be located where the garden room is now from the greenhouse
patrons would enter the temple on the main landing of the grand
staircase truman 0 angell jr who assisted his father and joseph
don carlos young who was a son of brigham young and who
became temple architect after angell sr died altered the conser-
vatory and other earlier plans to create the present day layout of
the temple 31
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the star stone

another possible change in the temples design though on a
smaller scale is evidenced by a small six pointed star in the attic of
the temple it is about six and one half inches across and cut three
eighthseighthes of an inch deep in one of the granite stones on the inside
of the east center tower 3212 the star may have had something to do
with the ursa major big dipper pattern on the west tower since it
is the same size and shape as the stars in that pattern like them
it is angled slightly so as to stand on two of its points and it is not
centered in its stone block construction photographs show that
the block would have been laid before work on the big dipper
began could it be that the star was an experiment perhaps the
sunken design was abandoned in favor of stars in raised relief if so
rather than discard the stone masons placed it inside where it
would not be seen as easily

chimneys or vents

in contrast to the stone in the attic the eighteen buttresses
that rise more than one hundred feet on the north and south walls
are both distinctive and readily apparent observant temple square
visitors often ask about openings that can be seen near the tops
of alternate buttresses 3331 theremere are similar openings in six of the
buttresses on the roof side of the temples corner towers several
architectural plans indicate shafts in the buttresses 3431 angell sr s

journal entry for may 31 1867 verifies the plan for shafts 1 I pro-
pose to start the flues say 10 injhinjindin in the bacementbatementbacement and inlargeunlarge to a
foot ist storyjstorystoryk 14 injhinjindin nextjnext 16 the next and 18 in next and
last 31351135333535 note that angell sr refers to the shafts as flues then in a
later undated drawing he uses the word chimney to label a but-
tress top 3616 A photograph by edward martin taken around 1870
clearly shows horizontal shafts in the walls of the temples base-
ment stonework corresponding to alternate buttresses 37

peter danzig who worked on the temple during a major ren-
ovation in the early 1960s found additional evidence that the but-
tresses were designed to be used as chimneys 3831 he says that while
he was chipping plaster in the temple a small portion of wall caved
in revealing a horizontal shaft longer than his arm in the course of
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flued buttress note the
eleven inch opening
underneath the cap-
stone alternate but
tresses contain flues
intended as chimneys
for fireplaces or heating
stoves but apparently
were never used photo-
graphed in 1960 by
wallace alan raynor

renovation workers found several such shafts and could feel air
drafting into them these apparently connected to the vertical
shafts in the buttresses wallace raynor measuring these flues in
1960 found them to be eleven inches in diameter at the top 3919 indi-
cating that angellsangeltsangelsAngells plan to increase them to eighteen inches never
was implemented

talmage mentioned the vertical shafts when he wrote

between the end towers that is to say in the main body of the build-
ing the walls carry nine buttresses or pilasterspilasters on both north and
south sides each is capped by a granite block of these
pilaster caps four on either wall are open and constitute the tops of
ventilator shafts which extend to the basement 4010

citing talmagesbalmagesTalmages description some may claim the shafts were to be
used for ventilation as was done in the ZCMI building 41 however
early photographs of the temples interior do not show gratings or
openings in the walls if the shafts found by danzig and fellow
workers were intended to be used as vents why had they been
plastered over
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another clue to the purpose of the shafts is the beautiful fire-
place with a birdseyebirds eye maple mantelpiece and base and facings of
utah onyx 42 in the western wall of the waiting room suite south
of the celestial room an inside look at the chimney reveals that it
angles south in the wall toward one of the flued buttresses 4313 the
connection between the chimney and the flued buttress furtherfarther
suggests that the original plan was to use the flues as chimneys for
fireplaces or heating stoves perhaps as central heating came into
vogue the plan was abandoned since the flues had already been
incorporated into the stonework from the beginning they were
completed but it was not necessary to enlarge them as originally
proposed by angell

knowledge of technological advances

jennifer lund at the museum of church history and art says
stories proliferate about vertical shafts being constructed in the
temple without the pioneer builders knowing their purpose later
these shafts turned out to be just the right size for elevators
museum docents have heard similar tales about workmen wonder-
ing why they were cutting channels in the granite walls of the
temple then the story continues when electricity was discov-
ered these shafts were used to run wiring

what these stories say in essence is that mormon pioneers
were unaware of the industrial and technological advances of the
nineteenth century nothing could be further from the truth tru-
man 0 angell sr went on an architectural fact finding mission to
england and france in 1856 while there he not only studied sig-
nificantnificant buildings and monuments but also sugar factories iron
works and shipyards 44 at the time of his mission the following
developments had taken place or were about to take place

the elevator in 1743 louis XV of france installed an eleva-
tor at the palace of versailles 45 in 1829 the regents park coliseum
in london began operating a ten passenger mechanical elevator 46

in 1853 elisha graves otis demonstrated the first safety device for
an elevator at the crystal palace trade exposition in new york city
and in 1857 he used the device on a five story elevator in a new
york department store 4717
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the telegraph in 1837 the telegraph became operational in
england and the united states 48 and in 1842 samuel morse laid a
telegraph cable in new york harbor between battery park and
governors island 499 A transchannel telegraphic cable was laid
between dover and calais in 1851 50 brigham young must have
been aware of such developments for on the day of the temple
cornerstone layingslakings in 1853 he said this day and the work we
have performed on it will long be remembered by this people
and be sounded as with a trumpets voice throughout the world as
far as loud and as long as steam wind and the electric current
can carry it 115151 by 1867 when the temple walls were just reaching
above ground the first successful transatlantic cable was laid 52

electricity in 1847 englishman W E staite invented the
electric arc lamp and in 1857 street lights were installed in lyons
france 53 with latter day saint missionaries traveling extensively
and converts coming to utah from many parts of the world it is
difficult to imagine the saints were unaware of these technological
advancements while elevators and electric appliances were not in
common usage in the mid 1850s they certainly were not un-
known in the early 1860s the saints gained firsthand knowledge
of electrical devices when they helped build the transcontinental
telegraph linefinehine and then under sponsorship of the church built
their own deseret telegraph system connecting cities from logan
to st george 5451

elevators

the matter of elevator shafts deserves further examination
the temple was built of stone walls with large open spaces left to
be filled in later with beams floors and interior walls at the com-
pletion of the outside walls the center area of the temple could
have been considered a huge open shaft from basement to battle-
ments the center towers on the east and west also were con-
structedstructed with open shafts such as in bell towers these open shafts
are evident on numerous floor plan drawings of the temple 5515

early plans do not show elevators but an 1887 drawing by
angell jr shows two elevator shafts in the northwest and south-
west corners of the west center tower their present location 56
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view prior to the construction of the templetemplestempie s interior about 1888 look
ing south along east temple the outside walls were built first leaving a
large open space inm the interior from certain angles a person could see
clear through the temple as is the case inin this photograph note the upper
windows on the left of the temple courtesy utah state historical society

they occupy less than 20 percent of the floor space in the eighteen
foot square tower shaft since they are in the corners of the tower
they are abutted by granite walls on only two sides not three
sides as would be the case if shafts had been constructed specifi-
cally for them 57

although elevators were not part of early plans there are four
in the temple not including those inm the sealing room addition
which was constructed during the 1960s renovation the two al-
ready mentioned in the west tower serve eight floors from basement
to roof one just off the west side of the main hallway was built in
the 1960s and runs from the basement to the telestial room level the
last is behind the altar in the garden room and is no longer in use
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As suggested stories about the west tower elevators abound
over the years the author has heard claims that they were hand
operated passengers using a crank inside each car or that they
were not installed until after the turn of the century in spite of
published accounts to the contrary eugene young a grandson
of brigham young toured the temple in 1893 just prior to its dedi-
cation and wrote the following for harpers weekly two large
and costly elevators are in the west end of the building 71511151715858 that
same year an official description published by church authorities
in the deseret news quoted james H andersons comments on the
machine rooms motive power for the two handsome elevators
in the central west tower 59 in 1912 talmage also mentioned ele-
vators at the west end of the structure are two commodious
elevators running in separate shafts of granite from basement to
roof at first hydraulic elevators were installed but these have
been replaced by automatic electric lifts 6010

his use of the term hydraulic raises questions because mod-
ern hydraulic elevators such as the one in the el cortez hotel in
san diego have long cylinders with equally long piston rams
buried in the ground at a depth equal to the height that the eleva-
tors rise above the ground drilling two shafts near the inside
corners of the temples west tower to accommodate ninety six
foot long cylinders while workmen were erecting stone battle-
ments and spires seems highly improbable

but in fact the first elevators were hydraulic A june 12 1889
contract proposal to the church from otis brothers and company
new york states

we propose to furnish and erect in a workmanlike and sub-
stantial manner two standard hydraulic passenger elevators in the
mormon temple at salt lake city to be operated by water pressure
from combined pressure and gravity tank according to the follow-
ing specifications

size of hatchwayshatchways elevator shafts to be about 5 ft x 6 ft rise
of cars from lower to upper floor being about 96 feet 0 inches

each car to be handsomely finished in cabinet work of such
style and design as may be decided on by you or the architect 61

the system included the otis gravity wedge safety apparatus 62161361362
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in those days otis did not bury cylinders in the ground as is

done now instead the company used sheaves or grooved wheels
in a pulley arrangement that moved the elevator car three feet for
every one foot of travel by the hydraulic ram this meant that a
thirty two foot cylinder and ram plus sheaves could be erected
above ground alongside the elevator shaft well within the height
limits of the building cables from the pulley system went up to
other sheaves at the top of the elevator shafts and down to the cars
the original mounting beams for these sheaves are still in the
tower 63 A similar system was used on the eiffel tower elevators
built by otis in 1889 6461 water pressure of ninety pounds per square
inch was produced by gravity feed from a tank at roof level and a
steam driven blake dupleadullea pump the pump drove pistons that
were twelve and one half inches in diameter

talmage states that an electric lift system had replaced the
hydraulic system by 1912 6561 although talmage failed to document
the nature of this change it is likely that only the driving mecha-
nisms were changed not the elevator cars and railingsfailingsrailings wallace
raynor who rode in one of the elevators just prior to the 1960s ren-
ovation says the car was an elaborate wrought iron gilded affair
typical of early elevators and the ride was rackety and loose 66

apparently the north elevator ceased to function sometime in
the early part of the century because workmen found the old car
in the bottom of its shaft as they prepared to install new elevators
during the 1960s renovation wood floors had been built in the
shaft to create closets on each floor peter danzig recalls removing
the floors and chiselingchiseling out eight inch deep columns in the granite
at the back and side of each shaft to accommodate counterweight
runs and side railingsfailingsrailings for the new elevators 67 the old railingsfailingsrailings were
located diagonally at two corners of each car 68

the elevator in the garden room is hydraulic and was origi-
nally driven by the cityscites pressurized water system robert ed-
wards recalls old timers telling of problems with the elevator
when the baptismal font was being filled apparently the water
pressure dropped leaving the elevator sluggish or nonoperablenonoperable 69

the system was later changed to pump driven oil hydraulics
and the elevator performed faithfully until sometime between
1982 and 1985 when its use was discontinued 70
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electricity

what about the serendipitously placed channels in the walls
that were allegedly used for wiring in 1873 when derricks were
first erected a deseret evening news article explained there
will be four of these scaffolds upon which the derricks will be
raised one near each corner of the interior of the building 13711171337171 this
meant that construction of interior walls and floors could not take
place until about 1886 when the derricks were moved from inside
the building to positions between the center and outside towers
photographs at that time show that one could see clear through
the building with nothing to block the view 7271

by the time interior construction began in 1886 both the
incandescent lamp and the telephone had been in existence a little
less than a decade 73 the salt lake power light and heating com-
pany had been established in 1880 ZCMI had installed two voltaic
arc lamps at its main street location that same year and the first
electric generating plant had been operational since 1881 74 salt
lake city was one of the first cities in the united states to install
electric street lights other cities of similar size were still using or
were just beginning to use gas lightsfights whereas salt lake city had
established a gas utility company as early as 1872 75

since work on the walls and floors did not begin until 1886 it
was not necessary to cut channels for utilities it was much easier
to route wiring and pipes through the wood and brick interior
structures as they were being built during the final seven years of
construction furthermore furring for lathlath7676 and plaster was
mounted on granite walls in many areas of the temple 77 providing
additional space between the stone and the plaster for routing util-
ities without having to cut channels in stone

truman 0 angell sr died october 16 1887 after nearly
four decades of masterminding construction of the temple foot-
ings foundation and walls completion of the spires and inte-
rior plus construction of the annex and boiler house north of the
temple 7871 fell to the lot of joseph don carlos young who had
earned a degree in engineering from rensselaer polytechnic insti-
tute in 1879 79 it was under his aegis as church architect that the
final decisions were made on heating electrical and physical
facility matters 8010
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apparently initial planning called for gas lighting in the
temple according to robert edwards 81 prior to the renovation of
the temple in the early 1960s edwards and raynor were among
several volunteers who helped temple engineer linden W millgate
conduct a physical plant inventory while taking measurements
they could not account for a space of about three feet between the
south wall of the terrestrial room and a set ofofrestroomsrestrooms on the other
side of the wall the mystery was soon solved when they discov-
ered a trap door in the floor of an upper hallway that allowed them
to climb down into an abandoned utility room it contained dust
covered gas plumbing and electrical wiring the latter connected
to old style knife switches82switches82 mounted on control panels the gas
plumbing had never been used and the electrical wiring had long
since been disconnected

when it was in use the utility closet was accessed through a
door just a few steps beyond the top of the grand staircase in the
west wall of the upper hallway edwards says he does not know
when it was sealed off but it was done in such a way that the
entrance appeared to be nothing more than a decorative archway
today it forms an alcove for a drinking fountain A 1911 photo
shows a fountain on the wall directly opposite the archway indi-
cating that the door was in use at that time 8313 all of the utility
equipment in the closet was removed during renovation

printed descriptions

when the temple was dedicated in 1893 both local and visiting
journalists were obviously impressed not only with its overall appear-
ance but also with its fixtures utilities and state of the art infrastruc-
ture the temple is fitted throughout with most costly electrolierselectroliers
for it is lighted entirely with electricity wrote eugene young 84

after examining the finely appointed plumbing arrangements
for the baptismal font and adjoining washing and anointing rooms
another journalist said the perfection of these arrangements sug-
gests a thought as to the ingenuity employed in other plumbing
appliances 27115111152781585 he described the fifteen onyx wash stands of rare
beauty at various places in the building as well as the five unique
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and costly drinking fountains of variegated onyx the sanitary
arrangements throughout are faultless he noted 86

in regard to plumbing angell sr and william W ward made
provisions on several 1855 plans for a water pipe to run under the
north wall to the center of the temple where the baptismal font
was to be located there were also two drains exiting three feet
eight inches underneath the flagging of the west footing 8717 angell
drew plans in 1869 for a sewer built of specially shaped stone 88

in 1893 the deseret evening news told of four steam engines
and four dynamosdynamos89dynamos198919 that repose in drowsy might or move in
stately measure in an underground chamber just west of the
temple anderson described the machinery as follows

two of these engines are seventy five horsepowerhorse power and the other two
twentyfivetwenty five horsepowerhorse power each these operate four edison dynamos
the capacity for electric lighting is two thousand sixteen candle
power lamps sufficient for the illumination of the temple taber-
nacle and assembly hall though only the first named building is at
the present time supplied from that source 9091

anderson also described the boiler house three hundred feet
north of the temple as being of elegant design and commodious and
convenient extent this two story structure with its unique mosque
style chimney was designed by joseph don carlos young it housed
four coal fired boilers two for steam to run the dynamos and elevator
engine and two for hot water to heat the temple A twelve inch pipe
ran from the boiler house to the temple through a stone tunnel

the heating system included an expansion tank in the attic of
the temple from which hot water was distributed to radiators in allanaliail

rooms below 91 the tank was later removed but portions of the sup-
port beams protruding from the inside wall of the east center tower
and support brackets hanging from roof beams are still visible 992

journalists described the cooling system as being equally
effective as the heating system though by modernmodem standards it
would have been inadequate ventilation will be secured by press-
ing electric buttons which will throw open transoms93transoms9ltransoms93 in the vari-
ous rooms and start sixteen fans each of one half horsepower
one newspaper account stated 94

journalists also were impressed with the fire hoses in the four
corner towers so that in case of the unexpected adequate
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remedy and protection would be at hand 9591 these were connected
to a 7500 gallon water tank in the northwest tower 9691 the temple
now is equipped with a sprinkler system so the hoses and tank are
gone but anchor holes in top of the six foot diameter granite
newel97 in the tower are evident 98 many written accounts place
the tank in the southwest tower but insurance maps and the
anchor holes indicate otherwise

nearly twenty years after the temples dedication people
were again impressed with the buildings infrastructure particu-
larly the heating and cooling systems that had both been changed
since the dedication talmage in 1912 described a very efficient
apparatus for vacuum cleaning connected with every room in
the temple 99 in that same work he said that prior to 1911 the
temple was supplied with heat and lightfighthight from its own boilers and
dynamos steam and electricity are now furnished from a cen-
tral plant situated immediately west of the temple block loo100110loo

the central plant talmage referred to was the hotel utah
power light & heat plant in the center of the block southwest of
temple square 101 talmage reported that the plant supplied steam
water and electricity and ammonia for cooling purposes
through more than a quarter mile of tunnels to some twentyfivetwenty five
buildings and smaller structures belonging to the church on and
around temple square 102101 the temple boilers and dynamos were
shut down when the changeover was made although talmage
mentions ammonia for cooling there is some question as to whether
air conditioning was used in the temple at that time it was not
until the 1960s renovation that a large equipment room was exca-
vated under the baptismal font to house air handling equipment
filters and ducting 103

during the 1960s renovation workers uncovered a wooden
truss supporting the floor above the baptismal font it was obvious
that part of the truss had been burned at one time peter danzig
says during the final years of temple construction work continued
year round and crews built bucket fires to keep warm in winter
sometimes wood structures caught fire this probably happened
to the truss A carpenter had repaired the damage then signed his
name james R wilson 104
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salt lake temple boiler house before 1915 located three hundred feet
north of the temple this structure housed four coal fired boilers two
each for the electric and heating systems the engine rooms stack is on
the left courtesy LDS church archives

conclusion

the history of the salt lake temple building is a rich one
filled with stories of inspiration practicality sacrifice and dedica-
tion the saints knew god wanted them to build a temple but
they also knew that he expected them to study things out in their
minds As they pursued their labors they researched available

materials and technologies carefully wanting to offer only the best
to the lord even in the most minute details the facts of the forty
year feat of the intrepid souls who built the temple make a story as

fascinating as any folklore

paul C richards is a free lance writer living in orem utah
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missionary covenant
before leaving to
preach to the native
americans at the west-
ern boundary of the
united states the LDS

missionaries signed a
covenant regarding
their obligations to ful-
fill their call published
inin the obioohio star
ravenna ohio

manchester oct 17 1830 we the undersignedundersignerundersigned being called and
I1 oliver being commanded of the commanded of the lord god to accomaccod

lord god to go forth unto the Lamaiamalamaniteslamamtesnites pany our brother oliver cowdery to go
to proclaim glad tidings of great joy unto to the lamanitesLamanites and to assist in the
them by presenting unto them the fulnessfalness above mentioned glorious work and busi
of the gospel of the only begotten son of ness we do therefore most solemnly
god and also to rear up a pillar as a wit-
ness

covenant before god that we will assist
where the temple of god shall be him faithfully in this thing by giving heed

built inin the glorious new jerusalem and unto all his words and advice which is or
having certain brothers with me who are shall be given him by the spirit of truth
called of god to assist me whose names ever praying with all prayer and supplicasupplicesupplica
are parley peter and ziba do therefore tion for our and his prosperity and our
most solemlysolemnly covenant before god that I1 deliverance from bonds and imprison
will walk humbly before him and do this ments and whatsoever may come upon
business and this glorious work accord us with all patience and faith amen
ingmg as he shall direct me by the holy signed in presence of
ghost ever praying for mine and their JOSEPH SMITH jun
prosperity and deliverance from bonds DAVID WHITMER
and from imprisonments and whatsoever P P PRATTPRATT
may behal us with all patience and ZIBA PETERSON
faith amen OLIVER COWDERY PETER WHITMER



light on the
mission to the lamanitesLamanites

the 1831 expulsion of mormon missionariesmissionariesfromtromfrom indian
territory and their subsequentproposalsubsequent proposal to establish territorial
schools are documented in lettersfromletterstromletters from the contending parties

leland H gentry

in september 18501830 the lord called oliver cowdery by reve-
lation to go unto the lamanitesLamanites and preach my gospel unto them
dacd&c 288 the call came a few months after the united states
congress had passed the indian removal bill an act providing for
the relocation of all tribes within united states borders to points
beyond long a vigorous proponent of such an act president
andrew jackson had signed the bill into law on may 28 18501830 1

in late september 18501830 the second conference of the church
convened in fayette new york before church leaders left that
conference joseph smith received a revelation instructing peter
whitmer jr to accompany oliver on this mission dacd&c 305505305

news of these calls and of the missionaries imminent departure
stirred the thoughts of a number of the elders who realized that
the purposes of god were great regarding the lamanitesLamanites and hoped
that the time had come when the promises of the almighty in

regard to them were about to be accomplished 3121125122 they inquired
of the lord respecting the propriety of increasing the number of
elders to go among them3them13thema and received a revelation calling par-
ley PR pratt and ziba peterson to join the mission to the lamanitesLamanites
dacd&c 322522322 53 when the missionaries arrived in kirtland ohio
frederick G williams a recent convert was added to the list 4

oliver cowdery and peter whitmernitmerditmer jr were eyewitnesses to the
existence of the golden plates while the other missionaries had
stories of conversion that they could relate

BBYUYU stustudiesdies 3366 non0 2 19919966 9977 227
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the phrase borders of the lamanitesLamanites was uniquely mormon
and referred to the boundary line between the western edge of mis-
souri and present day kansas the shawnee and delaware tribes of
ohio foreseeing the inevitable had reluctantly vacated their lands
in 1828 and 1829 and resettled west of the confluence of the mis-
souri and kansas rivers 5 the nearest white settlement was the
newly platted village of independence missouri the seat of gov-
ernment for jackson county6countycounts

while this missionary call was welcome news to many mem-
bers of the church no doubt those who shared the popular belief
that indians were thieves and murderers were apprehensive
however faith in god and trust in the fulfillmentfaffillment of the positive
promises he had made prevailed the newly called missionaries set
forth on their journey from new york to missouri in october 1830 7

following a journey of some fifteen hundred miles much of it
by foot through heavy snow the missionaries arrived in inde-
pendencependence on january 13 1831 8 two of our number now com-
menced work as tailors in the village of independence wrote
parley P pratt while the others crossed the frontier line and com-
menced a mission among the lamanitesLamanites following a brief visit to
the shawnees the travelers crossed the kansas river and entered
among the delawaresdelawarekDelawares 9

here the missionaries enjoyed temporary success as well as a
lengthy conversation with the chief william anderson 10 precisely
how long the visits continued is not known but richard W cum-
mins 11 the indian agent learned about the elders activities and
ordered them to desist and leave at once 12 government regula-
tions forbade work among the indians without a special permit13permit13

issued by the superintendent of indian affairs a regulation with
which the elders had failed to comply parley pratt later reported
that cummins was a difficult man who carried the law to its
extreme and was some what strenuous respecting our having lib-
erty to visit our brethren the lamanitesLamanites 1411

the elders left as ordered but not before vowing to return
elder pratt attributed their eviction to the jealousy and envy of the
indian agents and sectarian missionaries 115I the likelihood that some
warm discussion may have ensued between the missionaries
and those opposed to their work is suggested by parley when he
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reports that the elders were soon ordered out of the indian coun-
try as disturbersdisturbers of the peace and even threatened with the mili-
tary in case of compliancenoncompliancenon 51611616 the missionaries crossed the
river into missouri and commenced work among the whites here
according to parley we were well received and listened to by
many and some were baptized and added to the church 111717

on february 14 1831 oliver cowdery wrote to general
william clarkdarkoark 18 the superintendent of indian affairs in st louis
requesting permission to have free intercourse with the several
tribes in order to establish schools and christian instruction for
indian children one of the principal enterprises being pursued
among indian tribes by many christian denominations the fol-
lowing day major richard cummins wrote a letter of his own ex-
plainingplaining his reasons for evicting the men both letters represent
the earliest written documentation of the mormon missionaries
actual visit among the delawaresdelawarekDelawares after the letters discovery in the
kansas state historical society in topeka among the papers of
general william clark the body of major cumminssCummincumminasss letter and the
main paragraph of elder cowderysCowderys letter were published in
the kansas historical quarterly in 1971 19 to make them more
accessible to those interested in mormon history we have printed
them below in their entirety

one of the chief historical values of these letters is their cor-
roboration of the missionaries claim that they did enter shawnee
and delaware lands and did preach to the indians in addition
cumminssCummincumminasss letter contains the earliest written indication of the
latter day saints interest in the rocky mountain region his letter
portrays five men determined to carry out a divinely appointed
mission and an equally adamant indian agent determined to com-
ply with federal regulations his letter explains the reasons for his
refusal to permit the men to proceed as well as his personal obser-
vation that they were strange oliver cowderysCowderys letter is a simple
plea for permission to proceed as planned As far as is known no
answer to either letter was ever received

parley pratt returned to ohio but the rest of the missionaries
remained near independence until the arrival of joseph smith and
party the following july in the meantime the missionaries inter-
est in the native americans did not falter in writing from kaw
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township on the western border of missouri on may 7 18318311851

oliver reported to his brethren in the east that he had recently
learned of another tribe of lamanitesLamanites living about three hun-
dred miles west of santa fe and are called navashoesNavashoes navajoscavajosNavajos
oliver indicated that he mentioned this tribe because 1 I feel under
obligation to communicate to my brethren any information con-
cerning the lamanitesLamanites that I1 meet with in my labors and travels 20

after the missionaries unsuccessful petition for a license to
establish a school church leaders considered other possible
avenues for extending contact to the indians but these efforts met
with little success A revelation received in july 1831 instructed
sidney gilbert to establish a store and apply for a license to trade
or send goods also unto the lamanitesLamanites and then the gospel
may be preached unto them 112121 an unpublished revelation given to
joseph smith that same month expressed the will that the saints
in time should marry indian women according to apostate ezra

booth intermarriage was to enable mormon missionaries to gain
a residence in indian country 22 but according to W W phelps its
purpose was that the posterity of the lamanitesLamanites and nephitesNephites
become white delightsome and just 112323

leland H gentry is a retired church educational system educator
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9prattsprattratt autobiography 53
pratt autobiographyautobiograpby 53 57 william anderson a halfbreedhalf breed member of

the turkey clan of delaware indians whose indian name was kikthawenung
creaking boughs became the principal chief of the delaware indians around

1805 thomas dean a quaker who visited anderson in 1817 described him as
a plain but majestic looking old man anderson was a non christian he moved

to kansas in the fall of 1830 only a few months before the missionaries ar-
rived he died in october 18318311 C A weslager the delaware indian westward
migration wallingford pa middle atlantic 1978 51 58 62 63 71771 2172177 219

in addition to his role as indian agent cummins was actively involved in
missouri politics he participated in the missouri constitutional convention and
in the missouri state senate in 1822 warren A jennings the first mormon mis-
sion to the indians kansas historical quarterly 37 august 1971 297 n 4411

pratt autobiography 57

the intercourse act of 1802 did not specifically address missionary work
christian missionaries operated dozens of schools among the indians in the 1820s
and 1830s the act did however prohibit american citizens from entering indian
country without a passport the act provided moreover that no such citizen
or other person shall be permitted to reside at any of the towns or hunting
camps of any of the indian tribes as a trader without a license under the hand
and seal of the superintendent of the department congress by this act also
authorized the military to apprehend every person who shall or may be found in
the indian country in violation of any of the provisions or regulations of this
act the act was enforced on a selective basis wilcomb E washburnWashbum the Aamer-
ican

mer
indian and the united states A documentary history 4 vols new york

random house 1973 32154 63 francis paul prucha the great father the7 be
united states government and the american indians 2 vols lincoln univer-
sity of nebraska press 1984 189 9898108108ioslos 114114151151 54

messenger and advocate october 1835
15 pratt autobiography 57

pratt autobiography 57
17pratt autobiography 57
18william clarkdarkoark best known for his involvement in the lewis and clarkdarkoark

expedition also served as indian agent for louisiana territory and as governor for
the territory of missouri following his unsuccessful bid for the governorship
of the new state of missouri in 1820 clarkdark was appointed superintendent of
indian affairs with headquarters in st louis he held this position until he died in
1838 jerome 0 steffen william clarkjeffersonianClarkdark jeffersonian man on the frontier nor-
man university of oklahoma press 1977
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letters to general william clark
superintendent of indian affairs

independence jackson county
missouri feb 14 1831

the superintendent of indian affairs
sir

while I1 address your honour by
this communication I1 do it with much pleasure understanding it
pleasing your honour to countenance every exertion made by the
philanthropist for the instruction of the indian in the arts of civi-
lized life which is a sure productive of the gospel of christ

As I1 have been appointed by a society of christians in the
state of new york to superintend the establishing missions among
the indians I1 doubt not but I1 shall have the approbation of your
honour and a permit for myself and all who may be recommended
to me by that society to have free intercourse with the several
tribes in establishing schools for the instruction of their children
and also teaching them the christian religion without intruding or
interfering with any other mission now established

with much esteem I1 subscribe your honors
humble servant

signed oliver cowdery
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delaware & shawaneeshawaneseShawanee agency
15th february 1831

geni wm clarkdarkoark
superintendent
indian affairs

sir
A few days agoeaboe three men all

strangers to me went among the indians shawaneesShawanees & delawaresdelawarekDelawares
they say for the purpose of preaching to and instructing them in
religious matters they say they are sent by god and must proceed
they have a new revelation with them as there guide in teaching
the indians which they say was shown to one of their sects in a
miraculous way and that an angel from heaven appeared to one of
their men and two others of their sect and shewedchewed them that the
work was from god and much more &cac I1 have refused to let them
stay or go among the indians unless they first obtain permission
from you or some of the officers of the geni government who I1

am bound to obey I1 am informed that they intend to apply to you
for permission to go among the indians if you refuse then they
will go to the rocky mountains but what they will be with the
indians the men act very strange there came on five to this place
they say four from the state of new york and one from ohio

respectfully your
most obdnt srvnt

signed
richdricha W cummins
ind agent
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JOHN E HALLWAS and ROGER D IAUNIUSLAUNIUS eds cultures in con-
flict A documentary history of the mormon war in illinois
logan utah state university 1995 x 369 ppap illustrations map
bibliographic note index 3795579537.95579557.953795

reviewed by glen M leonard director of the museum of church history and artaftantann

in this handsomely designed collection editors john hallwas
and roger launius offer ninety documents to represent the dis-

parate viewpoints of participants in what the non mormon citizens
of illinois came to know as the mormon war fully half of the
entries are drawn from period newspapers or other early pub-
lished sources fifteen documents are reproduced from original
manuscripts most of them found in midwestern repositories
probably one third of the entries will not be familiar to nauvoo his-
tory specialists most of these are from regional newspapers of the
1840s only a half dozen from manuscripts

notwithstanding its usefulness to nauvoo researchers this
documentary examination of the cultural tensions of hancock
county in the 1840s is not intended as a scholarly edition of the
texts the editors present major extracts and delete extraneous
data from their offerings they dismiss explanatory footnotes and
choose instead to explain the documents in headnotesheadnotes those
introductory comments serve a broader interpretive purpose as
well the books ultimate objective is to pose a challenge for mod-
ern students of old nauvoo in particular hallwas and launius
question the religious historiographical perspective of members
and historians of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
in short while cultures in conflict reveals the differences among
people in the past it also reminds us that nauvoosNauvoos history contin-
ues to call forth differing visions of historical understanding 1

235255
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the editors are well qualified to tackle their subject hallwas
a professor of english and director of regional collections at west-
ern illinois university in macomb has researched and published
local history for many years launius chief historian at the na-
tional aeronautics and space administration in washington DC
has to his credit articles exploring the history of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints and a biography of
joseph smith III111illlil

As with every historical work this compilation reflects the
philosophical orientation of its authors launius necessarily sees
nauvoo from his perspective as a member of the reorganized
church hallwas as a midwesterner from outside the mormon tra-
dition in challenging what they term the latter day saint cultural
myth of innocence and righteousness hallwas and launius share
an outsiders perspective that combines two earlier views the
first was espoused by the anti mormon political party of historic
hancock county grounded in the assumptions of a secular world
it minimizes the workings of the religious mind 2 the second was
voiced by internal opponents of joseph smiths doctrinal develop-
ments in nauvoo and represents a religious perspective that finds
unacceptable significant doctrinal changes during the nauvoo years
particularly those associated with the nauvoo temple in other
words the commentary in this volume reflects the views of the
secular and spiritual opponents of joseph smiths religious com-
munity in nauvoo

the editors set forth a reliable thesis for their narrative that
the mormon conflict in illinois was an ideological struggle be-
tween two cultures in one of these cultures a covenant with god
created a people who were governed under a theocracy in the
other a contract among individuals created a government func-
tioning as a democracy at a basic level in their selection of docu-
ments the editors attempt balance and fairness in presenting the
views of these competing cultures they allow twenty eight latter
day saints three dissenters thirty nine non mormonscormons and twenty
anti mormonscormons to speak after an introductory section on the arrival
of the saints in illinois five succeeding parts focus on the books
central theme conflict its origins the troubles in nauvoo over
plural marriage and the expositor the murders in carthage the
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aftermath of violence and political tension and the exodus and
final battle of nauvoo

despite the presence of alternate historical voices the com-
pilationspilations narrators speak loudest of all as advocates for their own
interpretive view their voices invite latter day saint historians to
move beyond their own convictions to include more of the con-
text of secular america and more of the ambiguities and complex-
ities of human experience the editors argue that there is too
much sacred history in the nauvoo histories written from a latter
day saint perspective and yet while calling for a broadening or
even abandonment of the sacred view of history hallwas and
launius ultimately fail to broaden their own perspective their
attempt to correct old inequities creates a new imbalance they
applaud the secular and reformist voices and muffle the latter day

saint voices of faith
the editors argue their case in cogent introductions to each

section and each document in the political arena they endorse
the perspective that sees nauvoo as a militaristic community
where democratic government was blatantly supplanted with theo-
cratic authority 5 676867 68 244 and they dismiss the opposite per-
spectivespective igl161igiolg061161 they praise the virtues of thomas sharp and other
political opponents of nauvoosNauvoos growing influence at the polls as
men devoted to individualism and democratic values which
they felt were threatened by the theocratic militaristic commu-

nity headed by joseph smith 80 103105 they applaud the calming
influence of sheriff minor deming but criticize the tactics of dem-
ings successor jacob B backenstos as both foolish and repres-
sive concluding that all he ultimately succeeded in doing was
escalating the conflict 280

the religious controversy similarly is cast in terms that shift
the traditional characterizations of participants in the contest of
words between joseph smith and john C bennett the editors while
attempting fairness allow bennett to come out ahead 8 116

much is made of the deception employed by the prophet in the
practice of plural marriage 126 138 169 nothing of its reli-
gious groundingsgroundings readers are invited to accept the internal religious
opposition aired through the expositor newspaper as an ethical
protest against what they believed was oppression from an
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ecclesiastical institution gone awry 111 112 the reformers
represented well informed respectable dissent in nauvoo 131

stood for traditional christian and american values 163 64 and
were some of the most solid and dignified men of the commu-
nity 175 in contrast those who destroyed the expositor the
authors say were guilty of suppressing freedom under the guise
of preserving liberty 166

the editors find unacceptable the latter day saint view that
the anti mormonscormons engaged in religious persecution of the saints
for them the only documented case of out and out religious per-
secutionsecution enacted in hancock county was against the dissenters
who dared to point out mormon shortcomings in their newspaper
and demand reform 6 hallwas and launius acknowledge that
failure shortcomings and human foibles exist in the complex indi-
viduals on all sides of the conflict 6 142 348 for the nauvooansNauvooans
who would migrate to utah those shortcomings included their
inability to recognize their own weaknesses 6 91 185 191 a
readiness to blame others 203 criminal behavior and political
clannishness 262 and the use of scapegoating and the denial of
justice for political and religious opponents 7 8 149 50 157

generally hallwas and launius advise caution against the
bias in polemical and mythic texts 126 138 and warn against
the uncritical use of reminiscent accounts 72 103 in some in-
stances however they hold such documents to different standards
of reliability when to do so supports their thesis 326 for exam-
ple they accept an 1875 reminiscence from the carthage gazette
as an authentic portrait of nauvoo despite the obvious bias of the
author nauvoo in 1846 was characterized by factions rowdyism
and fear hallwas and launius conclude 326 yet they classify as
an unconscious reshaping of history a utah womanscomans recollection
of the battle of nauvoo her words they observe sound suspi-
ciously like the kind of thing that is recalled when memory be-
comes the servant of faith 339

in presenting their version of the inevitable conflict between
theocratic and democratic government hallwas and launius fear
most the danger of demonizingdemonizing other people and the self decepdecap
tionseions fostered by the myths of innocence and political righteous-
ness 8 they observe correctly that both sides in the conflict
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sometimes failed in these ways they rightly argue that the non
mormonscormons had justifiable ideological grounds on which to criticize
joseph smith and oppose the spread ofmormon theocracy to their
credit the editors acknowledge that when the non mormon cri-
tique turned to murder it breached the very democratic ideals
advocated by the secular opponents of the latter day saint theo-
cratic community hallwas and launius offer mild praise for the
community of latter day saints for their religious idealism hard
work and personal sacrifice while challenging the antidemo-
cratic tendencies of their dogmatic crusading spirit 8 their por-
trayal reveals the inner tension within a church that was struggling
to maintain a secular view of government as democratic while at
the same time advocating the establishment of a religious commu-
nity founded on theocratic biblical patterns

As a corrective to some singlemindedsingle minded interpretations of nau-
voo cultures in conflict is a helpful addition to the historical lit-
eratureerature it makes readily available many familiar sources and a
number of new ones unfortunately by defending the anti mor
mondissidentmon dissident perspective and diminishing the view of nauvoo as
religious community the book polarizes historical discussion this
volume would have been more useful had it built a more balanced
understanding of the competing viewpoints as a springboard to
tolerance for differences then and now

from my perspective as a member of the religious commu-
nity and historiographical world view targeted by hallwas and lau-
nius it seems that because joseph smiths vision for nauvoo was
founded in the world of religious ideas and not for secular pur-
poses nauvoo can best be understood through the lens of sacred
history those of us who see nauvoo from this view must how-
ever learn to understand as well the secular and dissident per-
spectivesspectives of the opposing parties to fully understand the complex
story of nauvoo that understanding can help to eliminate simplis-
tic characterizations of individuals and groups as only good or only
evil it can build bridges of understanding between disparate com-
munitiesmunities in todays world
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NOTES

for a parallel documentary approach to religious dissent see roger D lau-
nius and linda thatcher eds differing visions dissenters in mormon history
chicago university of illinois press 1994

foror pertinent background on the historiographical approach taken in cul-
tures in conflict consult john E hallwas mormon nauvoo from a non mormon
perspective journal of mormon history 16 1990 536953 69 and roger D lau-
nius mormon memory mormon myth and mormon history journal of mor-
mon history 21 spring 1995 1 24
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ors and professor of church history and doctrine brigham young university

historian davis bitton earned his academic spurs during his
graduate years at princeton and his professorial tenure at the uni-
versity of utah of the ten books he has written best known to
LDS scholars are his co authored work with leonard J arrington
the mormon experience A history of the latter day saints 1979
and his detailed reference book guide to mormon diaries and
autobiographies 1977 As a past president of the mormon his-
tory association and as an emeritus professor bitton is widely
respected for his contribution to latter day saint history

images of the propbetjosepbprophet joseph smith is the most recent con-
tributiontribution to mormon literature by davis bitton it is not a conven-
tional biography of the founder of mormonism his perceptive
approach to the lifefifeilfe of joseph smith dramatically differs from the
monochrome but faithful biography by john henry evans the ob-
jective work by donna hill and the biased portrayal by fawn
brodie 1 bitton despairs how flawed must be any effort to
write the life of another person but then confesses we humans
keep trying vii

bittonsbittensBittons newest book is not a treatise on the life ofjosephofjoseph smith
or his teachings the purpose is to present alternative explanations
for contrasting perceptions of joseph smith from his own time to
the present the author includes a chapter on the views of modern
interpretive scholars bitton is generous in his applause of the con-
tributions of his colleagues milton V backmanbackmanjrjr gordon A mad-
sen hugh nibley and richard L anderson

the authors discussion of portrayals of joseph smith from
hostile blackguard to jacksonian hero captivates the reader of
images with a panoply of written portraits the interpretative
views ofjoseph as mystic manic depressive and archdeceiverarch deceiver are
balanced with testimonials acknowledging him as prophet rev-
elator and friend bitton does not challenge the perceptions he

241
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presents for he believes people see what they want to see As the
mosaic unfolds the author disclaims any personal bias in the re-
citations conveniently avoiding a conflict by dubbing himself just
a historian

however he is quick to concede that the extreme negative
images ofjoseph smith are not the view of contemporary admirers
outside of the mormon faith and just as quickly bitton negates the
notion that joseph smith was a god to his followers in mid america
in the 1840s despite one possible reading of these linesfinesiinesbines from a
latter day saint hymn mingling with gods he can plan for his
brethren death cannot conquer the hero again 1321123322

his stance allows each reader to discern whether the view-
points presented are deficient inconsistent shifting exaggerated
or consonant with personal beliefs in such a paradigm of reality
it is expected that the sentiments of the serious reader may shift
from one perspective to another until the weight of personal bias
sways the pendulum of thought for the author believes people
act not according to the way things are but the way they think
they are 165

to engage his audience pithy quotes dot the beginning of
each chapter since the text includes chapters comparing joseph
smith to ancient prophets presents other ennobling views and is
sold wherever LDS books are sold it seems curious that bitton
begins his treatise with the hostile views his litany of negative
attention grabbing descriptions ofjoseph smith creates a dramatic
effect impostor pretender fanatic and despot these labels shape
the repetitious drumbeat of the anti smith rhetoric only one label
seems original to josephs opponents fallen prophet the other
labels can also be attributed to the vagrants scoundrels and
other undesirables in nineteenth century america

the chapters on folklore memory and the physical stature of the
prophet are arguably the most original contributions in the text
the posthumous joseph smith as he lived on in the collective mem-
ory of his faithful contemporaries is portrayed with editorial finesse
the carefully selected examples depict the prophet with a supernat-
ural glow and enough epic qualities to make him an ideal source of
inspiration for embellished folklore tall he may have been the
author concurs but he then wonders how he could have been
thin favored and stout and round at the same time 107
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bitton rightfully asks what is the value of these stories
99 his answer does not discount any story as less than valuable
not in discovering the life of the prophet but in discovering the

popular mind of his people 100 As historian bitton entertains a
variety of borderline psychological assumptions he turns from
a mere interpretive recitation of facts to armchair psychology
choosing to divert into the realms of the mind leaves him an easy
prey to criticism bitton uses phrases and jargon that are in vogue
among popular psychologists blown the whistle roller coaster
existence landed on his feet carries baggage with it 4 5 13
21 but are not so readily accepted by cautious colleagues nor
are his interpretative comments such is the stuff of hero
worship or the words of the book of mormon passed through
the brain ofjosephofjoseph smith 48 53 typical of an empirical scholar
his editorial comment but the trauma was doubtless severe and
profoundly affected josephs psychic development 2 introduces
more speculative questions than bitton is prepared to answer

when writing of joseph smith as a jacksonian hero the au-
thor struggles to find the most appropriate heroic yardstick the five
steps to becoming a hero developed by literary scholar roy porter
are replaced by the mythmakingmyth making approach of joseph campbell
campbellsCampbeirsbelTs view is discounted in turn in favor of the logic of his-
torians bill butler and john william ward by the end of the brief
chapter a litany of hero making definitions are discarded leaving
the author to accept the parsimonious theory of sociologist robert
nisbet without hostile opposition above all treachery one can-
not possibly become a hero 47 the chapter proves to be more
of a treatise on the definitions of a hero than a focus on the image of
joseph smith as a jacksonian hero

at first glance it might be presumed that davis bitton is not
writing to a traditional scholarly audience although what he is writ-
ing about is scholarly however his broad stroke recitations of his-
tory and even his caveat that such bare events are easily recited
2 are unacceptable to the academician searching for documented

details rather than provide the reader with verifiable observations
the author intentionally recalls events in generalities for example
smith might be telling X that he should go on a preaching mis-

sion warning Y that he should beware of pride 8 adding to his
difficulties is a general failure to consistently cite source documents
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even quotations easily identified in the doctrine and covenants are
not referenced the first chapter comprising the chronological ac-
counting of the life of joseph smith includes only four endnotes
exhaustive referencing the hallmark of bittonsbittensBittons academic prow-
ess is compromised in images by a nonchalant historic overview

the weakest chapter is the prophet like unto within
a brief ten pages bitton compares the perceived life ofofjosephjoseph smith
to the lives of enoch abraham joseph of egypt moses john the
baptist paul and jesus christ the comparisons are made without
citing any journal or diary entries to support the archetypal theme
only in an obscure endnote does bitton acknowledge the litera-
ture of typology all prophets to one degree or another are in the
similitude of the savior prophets stand as living types or models of
the christ 80 n 25

the question who was the prophet joseph smith is inten-
tionallytionally not answered in images bitton challenges the reader to
carefully examine the contrasting perceptions presented and reach
a personal conclusion about the man whether the decision reached
is positive or negative the process of discussion fulfills prophecy
on september 21 1823 the angel moroni said to young joseph
smith your name shall be had for good and evil among all

nations kindreds and tongues or that it shall be both good and
evil spoken of among all people JS H 155133153135 according to bitton
too often the decision reached is based on images or perceptions and
not on asking god the eternal father in the name of christ
and receiving a manifestation by the power of the holy ghost
moroni 104 as to who joseph smith was

NOTES

see john henry evans joseph smith an american prophet new york
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DAVID JOHN BUERGER the mysteries of godliness A history of
mormon temple worshipWorsmorsdipbip san francisco smith research associ-
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reviewed by danel W bachman instructor logan institute of religion logan
utah and kenneth W godfrey historian and writer

joseph smith believed that at the core of restoration theology
was temple worship 1 however he left behind few documents de-
tailing how and when the endowment was revealed to him that
many latter day saints have an interest in temples and temple cer-
emonies is evidenced by the fact that large collections of un-
published temple related documents circulate among historians
theologians and interested members even scholarly books such
as donald W parrys temples of the ancient world ritual and
symbolism and hugh nibleysbleysNi temple and cosmos enjoy surpris-
ingly brisk sales still most latter day saints remain unfamiliar with
the antecedents and historical development of modern temple cer-
emoniesemonies even revealed sacred rites we believe have a history that
can be both interesting and instructive

the mysteries of godliness attempts the first historical treat-
ment of the development of the endowment and other temple
rites the preface acknowledges the sensitivity of this theme and
promises to treat the ceremony with respect in order to en-
hance understanding of the temple for both latter day saints and
others by providing a history of the endowment vii ix yet
given exaggerated claims about the temple and its origin by some

enthusiastic apologists just who these persons are and what con-
stitutesstitutes their exaggerated claims the author does not tell us he
argues that a degree of specificity in detail is unavoidable viii

using many unpublished primary sources and published exposes
written by anti mormonscormons buerger traces endowment history from
its beginnings in 18311851 to the present day his narrative is specific
enough to offend the sensitivities of most devout mormonscormonsMormons de-
spite his disclaimers

all sacred texts and sacred ceremonies when they become
the object of historical analysis should be treated with delicacy
and care somewhat like cultivating a rare flower this care is

245
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necessary if understanding is to blossom in the hearts of readers
who cherish their faith or in the minds of others in terms that are
true to the nature of the subject matter buerger attempting to
speak through his sources some of which are openly antagonistic
to joseph smith and the ceremonies revealed through him fails to
pass the sensitivity test nevertheless basing his history on a pleth-
ora of documents many of which are restricted by the church
because of their sacred content and thus cannot be studied by gen-
eral researchers to determine their meaning veracity or historical
setting he does create an interesting narrative

buerger probes the kirtland ceremony as a precursor for
the more complete nauvoo temple ritual and he examines the in-
fluencesfluences of the book of abraham and the book of moses on the
endowment A large section in one chapter of his book is devoted
to masonic rites and the role they might have played in endowment
history moreover he particularparticularizesizes the contributions of brigham
young wilford woodruff david 0 mckay george FE richards and
gordon B hinckley to that which transpires in mormon temples

latter day saints and scholars alike will learn something new
by studying this relatively small volume using prose devoid of ran-
cor and sensationalism buerger utilizes minutes of schools of the
prophets first presidency letters and other primary sources to
provide some detail in the history of the development of temple
ceremonies including the seldom mentioned second anointingsanointings
ritual buerger discusses the meaning of many sacred symbols and
practices associated with temple worship david 0 mckay we
learn first explained the symbolism associated with the temple
clothing worn by faithful latter day saints buerger documents and
explains the origin of style changes in temple clothing however
the historical and religious setting and origin of this clothing is
glaringly absent from the pages of this book as is an explanation of
the significance such apparel has for endowed church members
buerger also informs us that early mormonscormons who were married
were expected to refrain from intimate relations ten days prior to
attending the temple unmarried mormonscormons were to refrain alto-
gether he documents too that many deceased women were
sealed to high church officials in the st george temple the his-
torical development of the ordinance of the washing of feet is also
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explained as is the background for the introduction of sophisti-
cated media in todays ritual

while there is much of value in this volume it is seriously
flawed buerger promises a history of mormon temple worship
but his focus is much more limited with emphasis on washings
anointingsanointings second anointingsanointings and washing of feet precisely those
things latter day saints believe are most private and thus should
not be discussed publicly at the same time he neglects other very
important aspects of temple worship 2 this exclusivity belies the
title and promise of the book those who study its pages willwin fail to
find anything regarding temple dedications solemn assemblies or
the experiences of those millions of mormonscormons who have partici-
pated in temple rites since 1842

the cover to cite the first example lacks taste and attempts to
titillate the eye it would be more appropriate for some slick maga-
zine or murder mystery than for a serious history of a sacred cere-
mony other weaknesses in the volume are of a more serious nature

in chapter one buerger argues that high priesthood origi-
nated in 1831 in the mind of sidney rigdon 2 buergers source
for this claim is the 1887 publication an address to all believers
in christ authored by david whitmer many years after the intro-
duction of the melchizedek priesthood better studies including
the writings of larry C porter conclude that joseph smith not
sidney rigdon introduced the melchizedek priesthood to latter
day saints 3 the description of the second anointing as performed
in temples today uses as a source a knowledgeable anonymous
individual 66 68 serious readers have no way of proving the
accuracy of the buerger account the author also contends that
following 1831 mormon theology became predestinarian 2

using a word that will puzzle most LDS readers participating in
sealing ordinances in latter day saint temples is not akin to being
predestined nor does the word adequately or accurately describe
the latter day saint theological concept of having ones calling and
election made sure the LDS idea of sealing buerger argues is not
totally congruent with new testament theology regarding sealing

there god is always the sealing agent whereas in mormonism a

human intermediary is introduced buerger fails to consider how
and why this difference came about for most latter day saints the
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ceremony draws believers to jesus christ buerger fails to explain
how or why sealing came to be at the center of temple worship

while he searches for antecedents to the temple ceremony in
freemasonry focusing on the signs tokens keywords and penal-
ties buerger does admit there was no wholesale borrowing of the
endowment from masonry he fails to acknowledge the unique
theological meaning and the religious and doctrinal content in
which they are embedded in the endowment he also ignores the
influence that biblical texts may have had on joseph smiths
temple thought there is as grant underwood and philip barlow
have shown an intense biblicism that undergirdsundergirds and pervades the
prophets thinking 4

furthermore buerger ignores the contributions of the book
of mormon to latter day saint temple worship several LDS schol-
ars have shown that there is more in the book of mormon about
temples and the endowment than a cursory reading might indi-
cate 5 their research leads the careful student to believe that
joseph smith learned much about temples as he translated ancient
texts and worked on his translation of the bible an exhaustive
study of the endowment must include a thorough study of all mor-
mon scripture

because of the books fragmentary nature the author does
not provide the reader with an understanding of the plan of salva-
tion that the ceremony is intended to convey nor does he clarify
why temple rites are the core of mormonism the building of tem-
ples is another significant part of temple worship which deserves
greater attention including site selection the laying of corner-
stones the placing of capstonescarstonescap stones and the sacrifices involved in con-
structingstruc ting these edifices

readers who wish to become more knowledgeable about the
historical development of the endowment ceremony itself willwin
probably learn something from reading the mysteries of godli-
ness however those who desire to understand the spiritual as-

pects of temple worship and the impact of temple ceremonies on
individual latter day saints will be disappointed with this treat-
ment of temple worship
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reviewed by michelle stott associate professor of german brigham young
university

A valuable addition to the slowly growing body of published
firsthand accounts by early latter day saints this volume presents
a selection of diary extracts letters and reminiscences or mem-
oirs authored by mormon women given the large volume of
extant materials the editor has limited the scope of these texts to
the nauvoo period in the early 1840s madsen has chosen twenty
four representative authors both women of renown such as
emmeline wells eliza R snow and bathsheba smith and those
who remain essentially unknown

in retaining the original grammar and spelling in these read-
ings the editor allows readers insight into the widely varied back-
grounds and educational levels of the women represented the
intensity of their experience and emotion is recorded in language
ranging from highly polished nineteenth century prose to the halt-
ing expressions of the barely literate the nature of the writing
reminds readers of two very important facts that nauvoo was on
the frontier and that education beyond minimal reading and writing
had not yet become a reality for any but the most privileged in par-
ticularti book learning was not considered to be a neccessity for
women whose roles rarely extended beyond the private domain of
the home and family one wonders how many more stories ofwomen
in nauvoo have remained unarticulated and unheard because those
who lived the experiences lacked the skills to record them in this
context madsen is perhaps overly apologetic concerning the
spelling and grammatical deficiencies of some of the writers A short
historical explanation of the educational conventions of the time
might have been useful in alleviating this discomfort

the book is arranged in a format that is easily accessible to
general readers beginning with a lively informative introduction
that establishes a historical context for the readings and the seg-
ments of life that they detail instead of a monologic summary by a

250
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nonengagednonengaged historian however this introduction provides a rich
mosaic crafted from the words of women whose writings are
otherwise not included in the volume thus expanding the scope
of the book beyond just the twenty four authors from whom
lengthier excerpts are drawn

the rest of the book is divided into three sections diaries
letters and reminiscences each of which is introduced by a

short section that discusses the significance and value of womens
diaries letters and memoirs as literary genres and provides readers
with some basis for an interpretation of the excerpts in addition
each selection is preceded by a short informative biography of the
woman writer which locates her in time and place and explains
the circumstances surrounding the events in the selection

all of the introductory materials in the book are skillfully con-
structedstructed so as to illuminate the historical limitations of personal
discourse x madsensmaddensMadsens writing reflects a grounding in autobio-
graphical theory though she presents no formal theoretical dis-
cussioncussion she quietly and subtly breaks down unfounded
assumptions and misunderstandings of womens personal dis-
course thus bringing readers to the level of theoretical awareness
necessary for a deeper understanding of the works for those inter-
ested in further study the notes to the individual sections supply
information concerning scholarly studies of womens narrative

As they sketch the historical conditions surrounding the set-
tling of nauvoo the prevailing political and religious climate and
the many challenges and privations encountered by the people
all introductions and explanatory materials offered by the editor
speak from squarely within the latter day saint belief system and
point of view however the text and its accompanying notes offer
sufficient explanation to make the volume accessible to people of
other beliefs notes also explain historical references customs or
terminology that might not be readily understandable to readers in
our century

in her introductory materials madsen also clarifies the basis
on which she has selected the women whose works would ap-
pear in this volume for example she has included only women
who were deeply involved in the latter day saint cause and who were
supportive of joseph smith and at his death brigham young
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As she notes those who followed other paths have different sto-
ries to tell x stories that move far beyond the scope and intent
of this work the result is a focused volume that centers upon faith
as a driving determining force in the lives of the women who are
speaking 29 in spite of this unifying center however as the
preface points out the excerpts clearly illustrate the individuality
of and wide diversity between the women represented here

in an admirable way this compilation remains true to the pro-
ject of letting the women speak of their concerns and interests
in their own words As will quickly be noticed by those involved

in the comparative study of male and female authored works in the
centuries prior to our own men perhaps because of their gener-
ally broader educational opportunities and their activity in the
public sphere have tended in their writing to be more involved
with abstract ideas the political aspects of human society and pro-
fessionalfessional concerns women however perhaps because of their rel-
atively restricted realm of experience within the private or home
sphere and because of their more limited educational level have
been more concerned with the practicalities of life with concrete
daily experiences and with the priority of interpersonal relation-
ship this reality is clearly reflected in the selections presented in
this volume As the editor points out in her preface friends com-
munity and church were the binding force of these womens
nauvoo experience ix those who read these excerpts gain an
understanding not of idealized larger than life saints and hero-
ines but rather of very real human beings who in many cases have
become extraordinary through their faith and tenacity in per-
forming the ordinary in these pages readers encounter womens
frustrations sorrows and lightheartednesslight heartedness coupled with solid
wisdom and insight

where most traditional histories of the LDS church focus on
the actions of the men who were the missionaries and the leaders
of the restored church these texts reflect the challenges and priva-
tions of the families left behind the cramped quarters and leaky
roofs the insufficient housing and provisions the words of these
writers reveal clearly the strategies for survival through networks of
social contact systems of trade and bartering and the traditional
female visiting that women developed to strengthen and assist each
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other in the absence of the traditional male provider gone as a

result of disease violence or mission calls As madsen notes fam-
ily and friends often blended into a single kinship network bind-
ing women together in ties of mutual support and companionship
17 readers are also greeted with the positive side of life in this

vital religious community with its camaraderie and social exchange
12 the excerpts reflect in kaleidoscopic array the excitement of

social events in the city the ways women filled their emotional
needs the kinship developed among plural wives the spiritual
gatherings womens groups and alliances for welfare and compas-
sionate service temple work and worship and the founding of the
relief society among the accounts of growing persecution and vio-
lence the deaths of joseph and hyrum smith loom as a defining
tragedy and a rallying point clearly for these women allanailali experi-
ence is illuminated and enlivened by passionate religious commit-
ment and faith sometimes as a source of endurance sometimes
almost as a litany intoned to drown out encroaching chaos and the
violent disruption of life by mob action

the one point that leaves readers dissatisfied with this book
is the fact that the readings are only excerpts in their brevity each
selection is a flash a clearly defined moment in the authors life

each is enough to convey a glimpse into the personality and heart
of the author and a view of the circumstances and events that were
significant to her but the provoking and enlightening tidbits leave
readers longing for more this frustration is of course common to
all surveys or anthologies the editor has compensated by supply-
ing notes and bibliographic materials so that interested readers can
seek the originals for further reading hopefully in subsequent
publications the complete text of these valuable materials will be
made available in an easily accessible form

madsensmaddensMadsens project in the compilation of these writings is a
successful one the book is significant for male readers in that it
reveals the other half of the history of this period the female
experience that is generally excluded from traditional history
books but madsen intends the work most particularly for a female
audience suggesting that perhaps the nineteenth century authors
understood that women ofttimes hear their own voices in the

voices of other women and hoped they would be heard across
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the generations xii the volumes disclosure of these womens
lives as they perceived them to be brings womanscomans experiences in
from the edges of history and enables us to bridge the silence that
has separated us as women from our past xi

madsen offers us this volume with the hope that we reading
more than a century later can still feel their deep sense of shared
faith and loving community as these women speak to us from out
of their own writings 30
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reviewed by marcus helveciohelv6ciohelvetioHelheivecio T A martins sociologist part time faculty depart-
ment of church history and doctrine brigham young university

A few years ago I1 saw a picture unfortunately I1 dont remem-
ber where that immediately caught my attention and made me pon-
der about it for a long time the picture showed two women who
seemed to be at one of the gates of the tabernacle in temple square
salt lake city one of the women was blonde tall and elegantly
dressed the other was black shorter than the blonde woman and
simply dressed the blonde lady was embracing the black lady in a
very tender manner and since the black lady wasnt as talltantailtaii as the
other her head was at the blonde ladys upper chest the blonde
lady had her head leaned and rested over the black ladys head
while her hands were placed over the others opposite face

since at that time I1 was still grappling with a couple of
recent negative experiences involving what I1 thought to be racial
discrimination my first reaction to that picture was one of a certain
uneasiness was that picture I1 then thought some sort of proto-
typical or maybe stereotypical view of what the 1978 revela-
tion on priesthood meant to many of the members of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints was that picture a symbol of
what nonblacknon black latter day saints in america had in their minds
a condescending acceptance of some presumedly lower class
group who needed to become like us in order to perhaps who
knows gain some form of lower class existence in a celestial
inner city

A short while after that my reaction shifted from concern to
mere curiosity after all time is still a good medication for certain
types of misunderstanding and I1 found that what had occurred to
me might not have involved any racial discrimination at all what
remained was just curiosity regarding what those two ladies in that
picture might have been thinking when the picture was taken and
what they might have thought if anything when they saw the
picture published
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today we can have a glimpse of possible answers to these
questions by reading jessie embrysembras black saints in a white church
this book is the report of the findings of two major studies 1 in
depth interviews of 224 black latter day saints conducted as part
of the charles redd center for western studies LDS afro american
oral history project and 2 a survey of approximately 200 black
latter day saints in the united states in jessie embrysembras own words
the book is a group biography of those who participated in
both studies

my first impression was extremely positive I1 read her book
while on my way to a research trip in brazil and for the first time I1

wished a plane trip would have been longer after some thinking
I1 concluded that this group biography as embry calledcaned it is indis-
pensablepensable to LDS church leaders especially those who serve racially
mixed congregations I1 also thought the book to be historically
invaluable this opinion is based on the following three reasons

1 the personal accounts featured in the book give us an in
depth view of what it was like to be a member of a racial
minority in a raciraciallyraciaffyannyaffy mixed denomination that at the same
time it emphasized christian fellowship and association
was ambiguous regarding the worth of fellows of races
other than the dominant one

2 this study has put on record one major example of what I1

call the cultural dimension of mormonism I1 have recently
argued that this culture grows out of the religion called
mormonism but as time goes by it tends to develop a life
of its own independent of the original religion and in
great part of its official doctrines parallel to that since
this culture also exists within the context of a broader
national culture it also absorbs many elements of this na-
tional identity and psyche

3 throughout the book we find examples of strong faith
that can very appropriately be compared to that of the
early LDS pioneers of the nineteenth century

by now some may be asking to what extent I1 might be exag-
geratingge in my assessment of the historic value of the contents of
this book I1 would respond by reminding them of the uniqueness
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of the challenge blacks in general had to overcome in order to
become members of the LDS church the native americans and
the polynesiansPolynesians were recognized as descendants of lehi and heirs
of great promises the jews were regarded as the original benefi-
ciaries of the abrahamic covenant the arabs were also consid-
ered heirs of abrahamic blessings through ishmael but never
was a group so undervalued as were blacks a fact subtly but still
effectively addressed in chapters 2 and 3 of black saints in a
white church 1

A recurring theme throughout black saints although not
addressed from a doctrinal standpoint by embry is the inconsis-
tency that existed before 1978 between the revealed doctrines of
jesus christ and the prevailing racially based social structures
this is not a new subject in fact racist thinking has been a part of
religious practice throughout history As extreme examples we
may mention the many holy wars that have been undertaken
from ancient times until our days the conflicts in the so called
middle east including the gulf war and the wars after the breakup
of the old yugoslavia all these had a religious component that
despite not being addressed by the popular media was very much
a part of the issue in dispute

throughout the past two or three centuries christian
denominations in general supported african slavery based on
existing racist doctrines and explanations among the explana-
tions existing in nineteenth century america we find one written
by buckner H payne in 1840 published as an article in 1867 and
later expanded and published by charles Carroll3 in book form in
1900 which contended that blacks were not descendants of adam
and eve but were one of the many kinds of beasts created by the
hand of god according to carroll that would be the reason why
blacks could have been subjected to slavery and also the reason
why interracial marriages should be strictly forbidden carroll
even went to the point of suggesting that interracial marriages
were the reason for the flood and one of the reasons why christ
suffered on the cross other christian denominations discussed
whether or not blacks had an immortal soul that needed to be
saved many in the scientific world of that time fueled such absurd
beliefs with their findings based on skull measurements body
shapes odors and other variables
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it was in the midst of such a doctrinal scientific cultural envi-
ronment that the early leaders of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints developed their policy in regards to blacks today
it is almost impossible to determine to what extent if any at all

they were affected by the theologians scientists and other
respected thinkers of their day As a black twentieth century LDS

high priest I1 want to believe that my brethren in the nineteenth
century may have decided to avoid the issue until further revela-
tion on the subject would be granted a course of action I1 myself
followed on a couple of occasions while serving as a bishop
under such a hypothesis the priesthood ban could be understood
in our days as a temporary precaution that ended up being mistak-
enly regarded as a commandment from on high

nevertheless regardless of my hypothesis the fact is that we
can see a subtle connection between general culture and church
policy when we consider such beliefs as the one that says that
blacks have been deprived of certain blessings in this life either 1

because they were less valiant in the premortal existence which
belief still survives in the 1990s despite the 1978 revelation or 2

because abel had to be vindicated for 6000 years before cains
descendants could be forgiven for what cain did

by considering such folk doctrines and past sociocultural envi-
ronmentsronments I1 arrive at the conclusion that those blacks who became
latter day saints up to the early 1970s who at times had their in-
herent and eternal worth and potential denied by a few individuals
and still remained true to the faith despite all logical arguments
rightfully and honorably deserve the title of modem mormon pio-

neers and defenders of the faith god bless them forever
jessie embrysembras book black saints in a white church re-

cords the firsthand accounts of the experiences of some of these
men and women of god we read how they adopted a new life and
new beliefs that caused some of them to be ostracized by their
families friends and communities but even more important than
learning of the opposition they faced we read about their inner
feelings and testimonies as they were fellowshippedfellowshipped in mostly
white congregations about how they formed eternal friendships
as saints and how at times they were hurt by lingeringfingering prejudices
and stereotypical beliefs
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we also read of their assiduous attendance and faithful ser-
vice in spite of limitations even when requested to no longer
attend church meetings with their white brothers and sisters
that led me to conclude that the presence of these black saints in
places where any degree of racial prejudice had been a historical
constant allowed people in those places to better evaluate their
own christlikeness and to learn more about the true nature of
gods love for his children

I1 should pause here and say that despite these testimonials
this book is not written for a general audience looking for a faith
promoting birthday or holiday gift for example I1 recommended
the book to my oldest teenage children but I1 also told them to
read it only after they become more mature in the gospel and in
life in general

A few significant things in my opinion are still missing in this
study and I1 hope to see some of these addressed in the future
because of my interest in the cultural dimension of mormonism I1

see that in order to get a balanced picture of the subject I1 need to
learn the story of the black saints as seen by the white church the
book addresses the perceptions of black members in relation to
their white counterparts but it doesnt deal because it was not the
original purpose of the oral history project with the perceptions
and experiences of the white members which I1 have found to be
quite diverse and of those of many other races in the church in rela-
tion to the issues discussed in the book for example priesthood
ban prejudice and cross cultural communication and socialization

other important omissions are 1 information on what those
black members who were not in full fellowship in the LDS church
at the time of the study might have had to say about their experi-
ences and 2 a commentary on the unauthorized persistence of
infamous pseudo doctrines such as the one that says that blacks
will never get to the celestial kingdom despite the 1978 revelation

from a social scientific standpoint a few more questions still
need to be answered are the problems mentioned by the respon-
dents unique to mormonism how prevalent are these problems in
other religious denominations and in the larger american society
dr martin luther king jr reportedly said that the church hour on
sundays is the most segregated hour of the week in america
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thus it is conceivable that any racial concerns in the LDS church
even if only mild ones could be the natural result of a combi-
nation of two factors 1 the growth of the LDS church which
brings thousands of new converts every year from allanailali walks of life
which converts do not abandon their old prejudices overnight
and 2 the fact that the LDS church does not segregate its congre-
gationsgations consequently forming racially mixed congregations that
may simply bring to lightfight the prejudices that already exist in the
larger society

but all in all it was not the purpose of the oral history project
to provide definitive answers to these lingering questions thus to
be fair the book must be read and evaluated vis a vis its original
purposes in which case it passes with the highest marks

NOTES
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brief notices

eldin hickssrickss thorough concor-
dance

the project went slowly even after
of the LDS standard works chuck and junolabunola bush volunteered

by eldin ricks with charles D to help in 1992 ricks asked his
bush junolabunola S bush and L kris-
tine

daughter in law kristine ricks to
N ricks FARMS 1995 help the bushes finish the project

eldin ricks died a few days later
eldin hickssrickss thoroughThorougb concor-

dance
after reiterating his wish for the com-
pletionof the LDS standard works of the concordance the

is a far cry from the thin pocket publication of this book is the ful-
fillmentsize combination reference that fillment of that wish this book is

missionaries carried in the 1960s more than a tool it is a monument
this hefty nine hundred page vol-
ume

of the study of the holy scriptures
is a concordance of the LDS nancy R lund

scriptures comparable to the james
strong exhaustive concordance of
the bible a printed concordance work family and religion in
of all occurrences of all words in contemporary society edited by
the scriptural text with a mean-
ingful

nancy tatom ammerman and wade
context phrase iii clark roof routledge 1995

for students of the book of mor-
mon doctrine and covenants and this book is a collection of essays
pearl of great price who have no with fewmingled a demographic
access to a computer concordance and survey data the contributing
or who find computers inconve-
nient

scholars from a variety of disci-
plinesinaccessible or confusing share a conviction that the

this hard copy is an amazing re-
source

american family is undergoing sig-
nificantit is a concordance that nificant change the rise of individ-
ualismcan go anywhere it can be and the large numbers of

taken into the classroom by both women entering the labor force
teacher and student back cover during the 1960s and 1970s drasti-

callyyears in the making the concor-
dance

altered family values As a con-
sequencerepresents an effort begun the ozzie and harriet

by ricks in 1971 when he began family of the 1950s has been re-
placedinputting the standard works into by an array of differing mar-
italcomputer form using the old key-

punched
arrangements this change

computer cards work on does not imply the family is less

261
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important in the eyes of the aver-
age

might be called the popular hilbe
citizen americans continue to ner woenwhen truth was treason is

value what families can provide the scholars HilHihiiibenerbener the story
love emotional support and nur of the young LDS helmuth hilbe
turance and look for these things ners resistance to hitler is told by
in the new family forms the last living member of the

the essays in this volume ex-
plore

group karlheinzkarl heinz schnibbe it is a
the evolving connectedness gripping story that takes 141 pages

between three significant social in the telling the remainder of the
institutions the workplace the 425 pages in the book are photos
church and the family they documents notes and index all
discuss how and to what degree of which provide a fascinating sup-

plementcorporate american and organized to the story itself
religion can no longer ignore the foreword by klaus J han-

senthe family if they are to survive the gives us an insightful look at
workplace and the church must germany during the war from one
nurture the modem family in order who was there to experience it
to prosper themselves and the introduction by holmes and

none of the essays focus on keele is a timely contradiction to
latter day saints and the catholic the current notion receiving so
and protestant experiences dis-
cussed

much publicity that the german
have only limited relevance nation as a whole voluntarily

to the LDS church and its mem-
bers

associated themselves with or sub-
mittednevertheless if the reader out of cowardice to the

is interested in theunderstanding tyrannical rule of criminals axixxi
emerging and hopefully more the seventy four documents lead
friendly linkage between these us from the decree about ex-

traordinarythree social institutions and the traordinary radio measures doc-
umentthey affect and are affectedways

1 adopted by the nazis in
by individual family members 1939 through the nazi party
workers and church members the report about the discovery of a
volume has much to offer ibenerhiibenerhilbenerhilbererHilHihii bener leaflet document 5 to

bruce chadwick the nazi party report about the
character of johann schnibbe
document 17 through nineteen

whenwlben truth was treason germangennan ofofhiibenershiibenersHiihilbeners leaflets and flyers to a
youth against hitler compiled letter from helmuth his letter to
translated and edited by blair R dear sister sommerfeld and family
holmes and alan F keele uni-
versity

contains the poignant opening lines
of illinois press 1995 when you receive this letter I1 will

be dead but before my execution I1

what we have learned to the have been granted one wish to
present in articles books plays write three letters to my loved
and lectures of what is now being ones 240 the documents even
called the helmuth ibenerhiibenerhilbenerhilbererHilHihii bener group contain the detailed official report
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of hubenershabenersbenersHuHa execution docu-
ment

missionaries who often do not see
62 with the nazis grizzly clearly one nearly leaves the MTC

insistence on exactness and detail another is almost sent home but
the book contains 102 pages he doesnt condemn them the

of notes on the text and 32 novel assumes an audience that
pages of index when truth was appreciates rich language symbol-

ismtreason will become the official a compelling discourse about
story of the helmuth Hiibener the provo temple on indepen-

dencegroup and will remain so for day and allusion a subtle
some time to come retelling of the stories of jonah

garold N davis coriantonCorianton and jacob the novel
demands a sequel and parkinson is
at work on it now the second in a
planned trilogy describing the whole

the MTC set apart by benson Y mission experience
parkinson books 1995aspen robert M hogge

this engaging novel of mission-
ary life at the missionary training
center MTQMTC in provo is written A flood cannot happen here
for a faithful educated LDS audi-
ence

the story of lower goose creek
parkinsonsParkin sons purpose is to reservoir oakley idaho 1984

describe missionary life both realis-
tically

by kathleen hedberg magic val-
leyand artistically through the publishers 1993

actions conversations and remi-
niscences of four elders at the natural disasters and the de-

structionMTC harvey wilberg a bumbling st that follows in their wake
but good natured teller of childish have always been headline news
jokes an lowaniowan with a childlike items overlooked for lack of a sen-

sationalheart cordell conycorrycont anthon an sational headline however were
athlete from salt lake city a nat-
ural

the herculean effort and personal
leader with the power to draw sacrifices of the residents of two

people to him or push them away small communities who worked
malan rignell a quietly witty together to avoid a natural disas-

terpeacemaker from a ranch in new a flood that could have dev-
astatedmexico clumsy in company but a a large farming area of

calming center for others and south central idaho basing her
phil jeppsen an australian convert work on meticulous grassrootsgrass roots
of one year a scholar and thinker research kathleen hedberg tells
one who has a great love for the the story of these rural communi-

tiesrigors of the MTC but shies away summoning all their resources
from interacting with others to avert a tragedy
these four elders have been set in the spring of 1984 the lower
apart for their missions but will goose creek reservoir threatened
they be able to come together at to overflow A flood was in-

evitablethe MTC with a tone of gentle par-
ody

thousands of acres of
parkinson makes fun of his farmland and at least two towns
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oakley and burleyburneybunney idaho would of the positive side of the
be inundated local officials de-
vised

human spirit that is enough to last
a plan to divert the water a lifetime 276

from the dam by widening and kathleen hedbergsherbergsHedbergs book is a
extending an existing canal nine-
teen

splendid tribute worthy of that
miles and by digging twenty spirit

four miles of new canal in three nancy R lund
days through existing farmland to
divert the floodwater to murtaugh
lake and the snake river for nearly
twenty days a torrent of water sev-
eral feet deep and up to seventy
feet wide rushed through the snake
river canal while volunteers sand
bagged and patrolled the banks
sometimes twenty four hours a day

hedberg chronicles the painful
decision of the farmers along the
canal routes to sacrifice crops and
land to save their neighbors from
the flood she tells a story of coop-
erative spirit as churches civic or-
ganizations and individuals worked
together for the community good
because the area is predominantly
mormon oakley 86 percent bur-
ley 50 percent the efficient orga-
nizationnization of the LDS church played
a major role in organizing the mas-
sive effort to divert the floodwatersfloodwaters

one volunteer reported off to
the side we could see the water
flowing to murtaugh lake in front
of us was the canal to the snake
river it hit me for the first time
the vastness of what had been
done we did it I1 remember
thinking we built those canals
and saved our valley 199 terry
bingham cassia county deputy
sheriff and a volunteer civil de-
fense director commented it was
a once in a lifetime experience
normally in my job as deputy sher-
iff I1 see the dark side of people
that project gave me a confirma-

tion
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